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Minute of Meeting of the North East Scotland Transport Partnership Board 
 

Aberdeen, Wednesday, 9 December 2020 
 
Present:  Councillor Sandra Macdonald (Chairperson); Councillor Peter Argyle 

and Dr Margaret Bochel (Vice Chairs); Councillor David Aitchison, 
Councillor Philip Bell, Councillor George Carr, Councillor John Cox, 
Councillor Michael Hutchison and Councillor Avril MacKenzie; and 
Colin Allanach, Gerry Donald and Ian Ross. 

 
In Attendance: Jenny Anderson, Kirsty Chalmers, Rab Dickson, Paul Finch, Tricia 

Howden, Lucy Johnston and Nicky Laird (Nestrans); Gale Beattie, 
Councillor David Cameron, Mark Masson and Robert Templeton 
(Aberdeen City Council); and Councillor Ian Mollison, Chris Smith, 
Philip Smith and Ewan Wallace (Aberdeenshire Council). 

 
Apologies: None. 
 
 
Please note that if any changes are made to this minute at the point of approval, 
these will be outlined in the subsequent minute and this document will not be 
retrospectively altered. 
 
 

VALEDICTORY 
 
1. The Chairperson advised that Stephen Archer, Aberdeenshire Council would be 
retiring at the end of the year and on behalf of the Board, she wished to thank him for his 
expertise, knowledge and contribution during his time as an Advisor to the Board.  
 
The Board resolved:- 
(i) to concur with the Chairperson; and 
(ii) to note that Ewan Wallace would replace Stephen Archer until an appointment for 

his post has been made. 
 
 
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
2. There were no declarations of interest intimated. 
 
 
MINUTE OF BOARD MEETING OF 4 NOVEMBER 2020, FOR APPROVAL 
 
3. The Board had before it the minute of its previous meeting of 4 November 2020, 
for approval. 
 
The Board resolved:- 
to approve the minute as a correct record. 
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NORTH EAST OF SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP 
9 December 2020 

 
 
 

2020/21 BUDGET MATTERS 
 
4. The Board had before it a report which provided an update on the Partnership’s 
2020/21 monitoring and forecast outturn position and sought consideration of any budget 
or monitoring issues that may arise. 
 
The Board heard Chris Smith provide an overview of the report. 
 
The report recommended:- 
that the Board – 
(a) note the monitoring position and forecast presented in Appendix 1; and 
(b) Instruct the Director of Nestrans to report back to the next Board in February 2021 

on the implications of the Transport (Scotland) Act 2019. 
 
The Board resolved:- 
to approve the recommendations. 
 
 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
 
5. The Board had before it a report which provided an update on liaison with other 
RTPs, the Scottish Government and other organisations. 
 
The report recommended:- 
that the Board note progress on liaison arrangements with other RTPs, the Scottish 
Government and others and the arrangements for future meetings. 
 
The Board heard the Director provide an overview of the report and (a) advise that the 
RTP Chairs had met with the Cabinet Secretary on 2 December 2020 and that it had 
been a positive session; and (b) indicate that Mr Robert Andrew who has extensive 
knowledge of the bus industry in the North East had been appointed as George Mair’s 
replacement as Chair of the North East Bus Alliance, and that an invitation would be 
extended to him to attend a future Board meeting. 
 
The Board resolved:- 
(i) to approve the recommendation; and 
(ii) to otherwise note the information provided. 
 
 
COVID-19: INTERIM ASSESSMENT OF CHANGING TRAVEL PATTERNS AND 
ATTITUDES 
 
6. With reference to article 6 of the minute of the previous meeting of 4 November 
2020, the Board had before it a report which outlined the interim assessment of the 
changing travel patterns and attitudes across the north east of Scotland, which have 
arisen due to Covid-19 and its consequential impacts. Whist useful for providing some 
wider context, the report did not provide any assessment of the specific Spaces for 
People interventions which had been implemented at local authority level. 
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NORTH EAST OF SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP 
9 December 2020 

 
 
 

 
The report recommended:- 
that the Board note the information and key findings contained in the report. 
 
The key findings were as follows:- 
(1) Those in employment in the north east now appeared to be making increasing 

trips to their workplace, and this appeared to be one element in driving increasing 
road traffic levels, and re-emergence of morning and afternoon peaks;  

(2) It was anticipated that there would be a longer-term shift from peak period 
commuting for those able to work more flexibility/replace office with home working, 
possibly of around 10%. Business travel was anticipated also to be significantly 
replaced by virtual meetings in the medium to longer term;  

(3) All forms of public transport remained suppressed, and across those surveyed, 
there were negative feelings towards bus, train and taxi use. Other survey 
information however suggested that those regularly using public transport at this 
time were comfortable in terms of its safety and operation. There was some 
evidence pointing to higher levels of informal lift sharing, and this may also be 
driving higher road traffic volumes; 

(4) People were walking and cycling more, particularly for leisure purposes, and this 
type of activity was viewed very positively (with respect to walking), and positively 
(with respect to cycling); and  

(5) It would be necessary to work closely with public transport operators on a recovery 
plan when the risk of Covid-19 had been sufficiently reduced. 

 
Paul Finch highlighted the key issues and responded to questions from members. 
 
The Board resolved:- 
to approve the recommendation. 
 
 
DRAFT NESTRANS ANNUAL REPORT 2019/20 
 
7. The Board had before it a report which outlined details relating to the draft 
Nestrans Annual Report for 2019/20 and Business Plan for 2020/21. 
 
The report recommended:- 
that the Board –  
(a) consider the attached draft 2019/20 Annual Report and Business Plan 2020/21;  
(b) approve immediate publication on the Nestrans website of the statements within 

Appendix 2 that are required under the Public Services Reform (Scotland) Act 
2010;  

(c) approve publication of the report on the Nestrans website once the design has 
been completed; and  

(d) instruct a link to the published report to be sent to Scottish Ministers and the Chief 
Executives at Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council. 

 
Jenny Anderson highlighted the key information from the report and circulated 
information which had not been included within the Expenditure Statement.  
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NORTH EAST OF SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP 
9 December 2020 

 
 
 

 
The Board resolved:- 
to approve the recommendations. 
 
 
REVIEW OF CODE OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
 
8. The Board had before it a report which sought approval of a revised Code of 
Corporate Governance for Nestrans. 
 
The report recommended:- 
that the Board –  
(a) agree the revised Code of Corporate Governance for the partnership as detailed 

in Appendix 1, subject to any appropriate adjustments being made following the 
Board’s consideration;  

(b) instruct the Director of Nestrans to publish the new Code of Corporate Governance 
on the Nestrans website;  

(c) instruct the Director of Nestrans to review the Nestrans risk register and report 
back to a future Board by April 2021;  

(d) instruct the Director of Nestrans to update the Equalities Mainstreaming Report 
and Equalities Outcomes Report and report both back to the Board by April 2021; 
and  

(e) instruct the Director of Nestrans to review the Code and prepare an annual 
governance statement and any planned changes to the Code and report this each 
year to the Board as part of the annual accounts. 

 
The Board heard Jenny Anderson provide a summary of the report. 
 
The Board resolved:- 
to approve the recommendations. 
 
 
PUBLICATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS 
 
9. The Board had before it a report which provided information on the recent 
publications and consultation papers of interest and sought to agree a response where 
appropriate. 
 
The report recommended:- 
that the Board –  
(a) approve the response to the Cleaner Air for Scotland 2 consultation, as included 

as Appendix 1 to this report; and  
(b) approve the response to Transport Scotland's consultation on extending 

concessionary travel to under 19s, as contained in Appendix 2. 
 
Kelly Wiltshire and Nicky Laird outlined the key information from the report. 
 
The Board resolved:- 
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NORTH EAST OF SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP 
9 December 2020 

 
 
 

to approve the recommendations, subject to amending the wording in Appendix 2 
(Response to number 7), to read:- “Children can ride on buses now, if they can afford to 
do so, this just may encourage them to do so more.”  
 
 
INFORMATION BULLETIN 
 
10. The Board had before it a report which provided information and updates on a 
number of matters not requiring decisions. 
 
The report recommended:- 
that the Board note the contents of this report. 
 
The Director made reference to the NHSG Workplace Engagement Officer post and the 
ongoing work in relation to the Getabout website. 
 
The Board resolved:- 
to approve the recommendation. 
 
 
CONFERENCES AND PRESENTATIONS 
 
11. The Board had before it a list of recent and forthcoming conferences, training and 
presentations of interest to Nestrans. 
 
The Director advised that as a result of their current involvement, that Paul Finch and 
Kirsty Chalmers had received free delegate places to attend the Scottish Transport 
Applications and Research (STAR Annual Conference) on 15-17 December 2020. 
 
The Board resolved:- 
to note the information provided and the content of the list. 
 
 
PENDING BUSINESS AND REPORTS FOR FUTURE MEETINGS 
 
12. The Board had before it a report which (1) provided information on the progress 
on pending business and major reports scheduled for forthcoming Board meetings; and 
(2) provided the opportunity for the Board to add to or amend the scheduling. 
 
The report recommended:- 
that the Board note the report on pending business and agree the provisional scheduling 
of major reports to future Board meetings. 
 
The Board resolved:- 
to approve the recommendation, 
- COUNCILLOR SANDRA MACDONALD, Chairperson 
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NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 10 FEBRUARY 2021 

 

 

3.1    2020/21 Budget Matters 
 

 

 Purpose of Report 

 
To provide the Board with an update on the Partnership’s 2020/21 monitoring and forecast 
outturn position and to consider any budget or monitoring issues that may arise. 

  

 Background 

 
The Board has requested that a general budget report be submitted to each meeting, monitoring 
expenditure, identifying any potential budget issues, and reporting on any particular expenditure 
requests.  The reports are prepared jointly by the Nestrans office and Finance officers from 
Aberdeenshire Council. 

 

 Current Revenue & Capital Budget  

 

Appendix 1 to this report sets out a summary budget monitoring statement of expenditure to 31 
December 2020.  This shows expenditure of £992,724. 

 

 Virements 

 

As a result of some project specific variances in predicted out turns against the approved budgets 
a number of virements are proposed for consideration in Appendix 2 
 

 Continuation of projects into next financial year 

 

Although Kintore Railway Station and car park and access road are now complete, the 
discussions regarding the funding contributions between Nestrans, Aberdeenshire Council and 
Transport Scotland and profiling of payments is ongoing and it is likely that Nestrans contribution 
will not be invoiced this financial year. Following a meeting with representatives from the two 
Councils, a number of other projects within the 2020/21 Nestrans approved budget are expected 
to continue into next financial year due mainly to staff resources being diverted and working 
restrictions during the Covid-19 pandemic.  If the above virements are approved, Appendix 3 
sets out the projects where a continuation of approved funding from this financial year to next is 
being put forward and this totals £4,871,846 for the Strategic Investment Programme, including 
the grant allocations discussed below, and £87,270 for the Co-Ordination and Project 
Development Budget. 
 
There is a separate report on the agenda that discusses the implications of the Transport 
(Scotland) 2019 Act and Nestrans ability to now carry a General Fund reserve. Depending on 
whether the methodology within this report is approved, the mechanism to carry forward 2020/21 
budget allocations to complete any projects continuing into 2021/22 may consist of both delay in 
draw down of historic allocations associated with any of the projects that the Councils are still 
holding until the expenditure has been incurred by Nestrans and carry forward of unused 
allocations from 2020/21 within the General Fund reserve held by Nestrans.  Until the method of 
carry forward is know the Board are being asked to agree to the overall principle of continuation 
of unused approved funds based on forecast out turn as presented in Appendix 3. 
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 Grant Funding 

 

Sustrans  

Sustrans provide grant each year of up to £100,000 associated with the joint Cycling 
Development Officer post that is funded by Nestrans.  This grant can continue to be claimed until 
mid-May and Sustrans had previously agreed to the carry forward of 2018/19 grant to 2019/20 
that enabled the Board to approve a delay in draw down of £117,325 to 2020/21 towards further 
surfacing improvements on the Deeside Way. As a result of the initial Covid-19 lockdown 
stopping all construction works, the proposed improvements could not be undertaken by May 
2020 and this grant could not be claimed.  However, as reported in September 2020, following 
submission of a bid by the Nestrans Cycle Development Officer, an offer of grant of £250,000 
towards further path improvements on the Deeside Way was received from Sustrans through 
their National Cycle Network Development fund and is being used by Aberdeenshire Council for 
works on sections of the Deeside Way from Crathes to Banchory, Dinnet to Cambus O'May and 
from Cambus O'May to Ballater.  Works were completed on the Cambus O’May to Ballater 
section in November 2020 and are due to commence on the remaining sections in coming weeks, 
depending on weather and any Covid-19 related restrictions. 
 
Projects for the £100,000 CDO grant funding for 2020/21 that can again continue to be claimed 
until mid-May 2021 have been discussed with Council staff and Sustrans and it has been agreed 
that it will be used for further pedestrian and cycle monitoring infrastructure and a tender 
document is being finalised for this and is due to be published shortly.  The remaining NCN and 
CDO grant that can continue to be claimed until mid May 2021 are included within the list of 
projects in Appendix 3 for continuation to next financial year. 
 
Nestrans is still awaiting notification of the outcome of the bid submitted to the Places for 
Everyone Fund for funding towards Banff Bridge active travel feasibility and any response will be 
reported to a future Board. 
 

Regional Transport Partnerships Active Travel Grant 

As reported to the Board in June 2020, Transport Scotland has again offered an Active Travel 
Grant for 2020/21 of £220,000 to Nestrans for continuation of the A944 corridor active travel path 
study, bridge repair/replacement works on the Formartine and Buchan Way and to commence a 
review of the Core Path networks throughout the region.  The A944 corridor active travel path 
study is nearing completion and resurfacing work on the Formartine & Buchan Way in the vicinity 
of and including Ellon Viaduct are being planned and a tender is being prepared for consultancy 
support with the Core Path network review. Due to the impact of Covid-19 lockdowns it is 
anticipated that this grant will continue into next financial year and confirmation is being sought 
that a deadline for claiming the grant of June 2021 will again apply.  On this basis, a sum of 
£180,375 is indicated in Appendix 3 for delay in draw down to 2021/22 

 

Local Rail Development Fund Grants 

As reported previously, Nestrans was awarded an increased contribution to the Insch Rail 
Accessibility Study of £13,464.85 that could be claimed up until 31 December 2020.  A further 
grant of £80,000 through round 2 of the LRDF towards a Laurencekirk to Aberdeen multi-modal 
corridor study was also offered for the current financial year.  An extension to the deadline for 
claiming both grants until 30 March 2022 was offered in December 2020 and has been formally 
accepted, therefore any unclaimed amounts at the end of March 2021 can continue to be claimed 
next financial year. An estimated sum of £49,330 based on currently predicted out turns by end 
March has been included in the list of funding that will continue into 2021/22 in Appendix 3.  

 

 Strategic Transport Fund 

 
The legal challenge successfully quashed The Strategic Transport Fund (STF). The current 
balance for 2020/21 is £483,198. No repayments have been made so far in 2020/21.  There 
are 16 developments remaining to be claimed.  
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 Recommendation 

 
It is recommended that the Board: 

 
1. Note the monitoring position and forecast presented in Appendix 1. 
2. Approve the virements set out in Appendix 2. 
3. Approve the continuation of funding to next financial year to complete approved projects 

presented in Appendix 3 
4. Note the updates on projects for which Nestrans will receive external grant funding and 

timescales for claiming each grant. 
5. Note the Strategic Transport Fund position. 

 
 
 
CS/ 2 February 2020 
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Appendix 1

Revised Actual to 2020/21 Actual v

Description Budget Dec-20 Forecast Budget %

Expenditure

Core Costs

Partnership Office 466,260 349,695 466,260 75%

Partner Support costs 79,650 59,738 79,650 75%

Board Members Expenses 1,000 0 1,000 0%

Other Associated Costs 42,750 21,124 42,750 49%

Rechargeable Costs 0 0 0 *

589,660 430,556 589,660 73%

Regional Transport Strategy  

Health & Transport Action Plan 37,000 19,019 37,000 51%

Bus Action Plan 140,456 20,000 140,456 14%

Rail Action Plan 3,000 0 3,000 0%

General 100,000 12,100 60,000 12%

Project Feasibility & Monitoring 58,775 4,745 11,505 8%

Contingency 5,000 62 5,000 1%

Travel Planning 160,570 57,535 160,570 36%

Rechargeable Costs 25,000 12,348 25,000 49%

529,801 125,809 442,531 24%

Coordination & Project Development 1,119,461 556,366 1,032,191 50%

Rail 3,248,101 14,517 24,365 0%

Strategic Roads

Capacity 120,000 0 120,000 0%

Safety 692,340 20,828 357,621 3%

Maintenance 451,000 0 451,000 0%

Bus Improvements

General Corridors 579,994 19,072 264,215 3%

Walking and Cycling

Strategic Corridors 769,370 16,636 364,463 2%

Carbon Reduction & Air Quality 337,329 0 347,329 0%

Various 679,923 0 596,923 0%

Inverurie Interchange 0 0 0 *

Cycling Development Officer + NCN Grant 350,000 0 75,000 0%

Insch Station 13,465 0 13,465 0%

Laurencekirk to Aberdeen Multi-modal Study 80,000 30,670 30,670 38%

Active Travel 324,219 119,460 143,844 37%

Strategic Investment Programme 7,645,741 221,182 2,788,895 3%

City Region Deal 0 137,330 137,330 *

Civitas/Portis 0 77,845 77,845 *

Total Expenditure 8,765,202 992,724 4,036,261 11%

Income

Partner Contributions

Aberdeen City Council 122,175 91,631 122,175 75%

Aberdeenshire Council 122,175 91,631 122,175 75%

Scottish Government - Core costs 782,000 586,500 782,000 75%

Delay in Drawdown from Reserves 88,034 0 0%

Local Rail Development Fund 93,465 30,670 44,135 33%

Paths for All 25,000 12,348 25,000 49%

Integrated Transport Fund 0 0 0 *

Transport Scotland 324,219 119,460 143,844 37%

Sustrans 350,000 0 75,000 0%

Capital Grant & Use of Balances 6,858,134 0 2,525,916 0%

Investment Interest 0 3,726 4,800 *

Other Income 0 100 100 *

City Region Deal 0 137,330 137,330 *

Civitas/Portis 0 77,845 77,845 *

Total Income 8,765,202 1,151,242 4,060,320 13%

Operating (Surplus)/Deficit 0 (158,519) (24,059)

SUMMARY OF INCOME & EXPENDITURE
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Appendix 2

Nestrans 2020/21

Proposed Virements as at 2 February 2021

Budget Head Project Current 

Budget

Proposed 

Virement

Revised 

Budget

Comments

Bus Improvements - 

Strategic Corridors

A944 Kingswells Park & 

Ride - Resurfacing 

section used by buses

22,000 22,000 44,000 Area requiring to be resurfaced is 

wider and deeper than initially 

estimated and further budget 

required.

Bus Improvements - 

Strategic Corridors

Bus journey time 

improvements through 

junction control review.

45,000 (15,000) 30,000 Siemens commissioned and full 

budget not required.

Walking and Cycling - 

Strategic Corridors

A92 Balmedie to 

Blackdog shared use 

path

35,000 (15,000) 20,000 Cost to resurface path to adoptable 

standard less than available budget.

Walking and Cycling - 

Strategic Corridors

Corsemanhill Dr, 

Inverurie

40,000 15,000 55,000 Additional contribution to cost of 

delivery of safer route to school link  

between Davah Woods and 

Corsemanhill Drive

Walking and Cycling - 

Strategic Corridors

River Don Paths - 

Seaton Park Entrances

24,000 (24,000) 0 Design being fully funded by 

Sustrans and discussion ongoing 

therefore Nestrans contribution to 

construction not required.

Carbon Reduction 

and Air Quality

LEZ development 56,000 10,000 66,000 Additional budget contribution 

requested to meet cost of option 

appraisal and LEZ development.

Various A944/B9119 multi-modal 

corridor study

55,000 (8,000) 47,000 Initial option appraisal complete and 

full budget not required.

Various Wellington Road multi-

modal corridor study

59,923 15,000 74,923 Additional budget required to develop 

sustainable travel options further and 

meet ongoing cost of appraisal once 

preferred option for External links to 

Aberdeen South Harbour identified.

Total 0

Strategic Investment Programme
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Nestrans 2020/21 Appendix 3

Proposed continuation of funding to 2021/22 as at 2 Feb 2021

Budget Head Project

Current 

2020/21 

Budget

Proposed 

continuation 

to 2021/22

2020/21 

Revised 

Budget Comments

Rail Kintore Railway Station 

and Car Park

3,227,556 (3,210,191) 17,365 Profile of payments being discussed 

but not likely to be invoiced in 20/21

Rail Insch Railway Station 

Accessibility Study

15,545 (8,545) 7,000 Final appraisal being completed for 

end March, but remaining budget to 

be retained should further work be 

required to address any feedback 

from Transport Scotland

Rail Stonehaven Wayfinding 

Signs

5,000 (5,000) 0 Bid previously submitted to ScotRail 

Station Travel Plan Development 

Fund in partnership with 

Aberdeenshire Council, but still 

awaiting confirmation from ScotRail so 

Nestrans contribution will not be 

required before end March.

Strategic Roads - 

Safety

A947 Road Safety 

Improvements

134,670 (59,670) 75,000 Active travel study at Banff Bridge 

continuing into 2021/22. Plans to 

progress modelling work to investigate 

climbing or overtaking lanes north of 

Oldmeldrum have been delayed due 

to resourcing constraints. 

Strategic Roads - 

Safety

Bend Mitigation/Skid 

Resistance 

Improvements

216,687 (68,687) 148,000 Works temporarily suspended and will 

continue into 2021/22

Strategic Roads - 

Safety

A947 Minor Road Safety 

Improvements

51,983 (46,362) 5,621 Covid impact on staff priorities and 

works means this will continue into 

2021/22

Strategic Roads - 

Safety

Renewal of reflective 

road studs

120,000 (60,000) 60,000 Works being tendered and aim to 

appoint a contractor by end Jan, 

however works likely to continue 

beyond end March.

Strategic Roads - 

Safety

Vehicle restraining 

system repairs and 

improvements (crash 

barriers)

100,000 (100,000) 0 Project has not been progressed due 

to current Covid impact and request 

that budget be continued to 2021/22

Bus Improvements 

- Energetica 

corridor

Ellon Park & Ride 150,079 (85,079) 65,000 Committee approval required to award 

tender and construction works 

therefore will take place in 2021/22

Bus Improvements 

- Strategic 

Corridors

Oldmeldrum Interchange 

Hub

50,000 (47,000) 3,000 Agreement on terms for land for 

preferred site could not be reached 

and request that remaining budget be 

continued to 2021/22 to undertake 

further site investigation and design.

Bus Improvements 

- Strategic 

Corridors

B9000 footpath and bus 

stop infrastructure

90,000 (90,000) 0 Design can not commence until 

discussions with Transport Scotland 

and Aberdeen Roads Ltd to agree 

best option concluded and request 

budget is continued to 2021/22

Bus Improvements 

- Strategic 

Corridors

A90/A92 Blackdog - 

Access to Bus Services

50,000 (25,000) 25,000 Staff resources were diverted to other 

priority projects and request carry 

forward to enable this to be completed 

in 2021/22

Bus Improvements 

- Strategic 

Corridors

Bus Lane Camera 

Infrastructure

151,400 (75,700) 75,700 Works being tendered and expect that 

50% will be complete by end March 

with full project complete by end April

Strategic Investment Programme
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Budget Head Project

Current 

2020/21 

Budget

Proposed 

continuation 

to 2021/22

2020/21 

Revised 

Budget Comments

Walking and 

Cycling - Strategic 

Corridors

B9002 Kennethmont 

footway

80,000 (70,000) 10,000 Current restrictions due to Covid will 

result in this scheme being delayed 

and carried out during 2021/22

Walking and 

Cycling - Strategic 

Corridors

North/South Link to 

Inverurie Academy

220,000 (220,000) 0 Resources have been unavailable to 

deliver this year and request that 

budget be carried forward to 2021/22.

Walking and 

Cycling - Strategic 

Corridors

Corsemanhill Dr, 

Inverurie

          55,000

if virement in 

App 2 agreed

(40,000) 15,000 Resources have been unavailable to 

complete design this year and request 

that budget be carried forward for 

design and delivery in 2021/22.

Walking and 

Cycling - Strategic 

Corridors

Design of Junction 

Alterations at Anderson 

Dr/Westburn Rd 

31,907 (15,907) 16,000 Design and investigative work on 

drainage continuing into next financial 

year.

Walking and 

Cycling - Strategic 

Corridors

Craigshaw Drive cycle 

route

50,000 (50,000) 0 Still developing design to gain 

agreement from Sustrans for Places 

for Everyone funding. Request that 

Nestrans contribution is carried 

forward to 2021/22.

Various Wellington Road 

multimodal corridor study

          74,923

if virement in 

App 2 agreed

(15,000) 59,923 STAG part 2 appraisal continuing into 

2021/22.

Various multi-modal corridor 

studies on strategic 

corridors and hubs

332,000 (75,000) 257,000 Commissioned studies on the Ellon to 

Garthdee corridor, A96 and for 

support with Bus Priority Fund bid and 

Aberdeen Rapid Transit development 

will continue into 2021/22

Subtotal (4,367,141)

Sustrans Cycle 

Dev Officer Grant

Grant funding of up to 

100,000 per annum from 

Sustrans due to 

Nestrans employment of 

embedded joint officer

100,000 (100,000) 0 Have until mid May to claim 2020/21 

grant and installation of ped/cycle 

counters that is to be tendered will 

continue into 2021/22.

RTP Active Travel 

Grant

Formartine & Buchan 

Way,  A944 cycling and 

walking path feasibility 

and design between 

AWPR and Kingswells 

and Core Paths Review

324,219 (180,375) 143,844 A944 study nearing completion and 

works being commissioned on F&B 

Way and tender let for consultancy 

support for Core Paths Review, but 

have until June to claim 2020/21 

grant. 

Deeside Way 

NCN Grant

Path improvement and 

upgrade

250,000 (175,000) 75,000 Have until mid May to claim 2020/21 

grant and works on remaining 

sections temporarily suspended due 

to covid.

Local Rail 

Development 

Fund 2019-21

Laurencekirk to 

Aberdeen multi-modal 

study

80,000 (49,330) 30,670 Grant has been extended until end 

March 2022 as a result of Covid 

impact.

Subtotal (504,705)
TOTAL (4,871,846)

Non-Core General Road Safety Education 

Talks in towns with high 

collision incidences by 

professional engagement 

team

40,000 (40,000) 0 Unable to deliver bespoke educational 

talks due to Covid restrictions and 

request budget continued to 21/22 to 

enable this when possible.

Non-Core Project 

Feasibility and 

Monitoring

Bridge of Dee Stag post 

AWPR review

10,000 (8,000) 2,000 Awaiting completion of ASAM model 

to complete review of STAG part 2 

study following opening of AWPR

External Grant Funding

Co-Ordination and Project Development Budget
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Budget Head Project

Current 

2020/21 

Budget

Proposed 

continuation 

to 2021/22

2020/21 

Revised 

Budget Comments

Non-Core Project 

Feasibility and 

Monitoring

South College St/ Q Eliz 

rbt Ph2 review

10,270 (8,270) 2,000 Awaiting completion of ASAM model 

to complete review of junction 

appraisal following opening of AWPR

Non-Core Project 

Feasibility and 

Monitoring

Cross City Connections 

Study - Review of 

Outcomes

35,000 (31,000) 4,000 Slippage due to Covid and staff 

resources being allocated to other 

priority work.

TOTAL (87,270)
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3.2 Budget – Implications of Transport Act 
 

 

NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP –  10 February 2021 

 

 
3.2   IMPLICATIONS OF TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) ACT 2019 
 

 
 
1  Purpose of Report 
 

To seek the Board’s approval to implement an amended funding mechanism and operation 
of the Strategic Investment Programme in conjunction with the Constituent Authorities of 
NESTRANS, namely Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils. 

 
  
2 Background 
 

The Commencement Order for Section 122 of the Transport (Scotland) Act was laid in the 
Scottish Parliament on 6th March 2020 and the provisions on Regional Transport Partnership 
(RTP) finance to hold a General Fund reserve came into force on 19th March 2020.  
 
On this basis, a general fund reserve is now held by NESTRANS and was included within 
the annual accounts for financial year 2019/20. Previously, the partnership was required to 
achieve a break-even position year on year. Any surplus was returned to the constituent 
councils through a reduction in requisitions, and any deficit was funded by increased 
contributions from constituent authorities, the Act permits the carry forward of 
surpluses/deficits.  
 
The delay in draw down mechanism was previously agreed by the Board in 2015 due to the 
timing of completion of works being problematic.  Due to the nature and scale of projects, the 
timeline is often extended because of a number of factors.  Consequently, the decision to 
delay draw down of funds for a number of projects scheduled was discussed and agreed with 
both partner Councils.  
 

 
3 Discussion 
 

NESTRANS’ position 
 
The ability to hold a general fund now provides flexibility to the transport 
partnerships.  NESTRANS no longer require the drawdown mechanism and could receive 
the contributions from the constituent authorities in year and unspent funds would be carried 
forward through the general fund reserve by NESTRANS. 
 
It is not a requirement to remove the drawdown mechanism, but advantages to NESTRANS 
include : 
 

• provide NESTRANS with greater flexibility in managing and funding larger projects 
that span multiple financial years; 

• reduce the requirement to seek approval from the Board regarding delayed 
drawdowns; 

• provide greater certainly of funding in a continuing challenging fiscal environment;  

• streamlining of processes for all partners. 
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3.2 Budget – Implications of Transport Act 
 

Council Partners’ position 
 
Both constituent Authorities currently carry forward any unspent balances on the NESTRANS 
Capital grant from one financial year to the next and the approval of each of the Councils’ 
Capital programmes each financial year demonstrates that the NESTRANS funding is a 
continuing priority of both Councils. 

 
4 Amended Strategic Investment Funding mechanism 
  

The suggested mechanism is for NESTRANS to receive capital funding in full on an annual 
basis to be consistent with the approach regarding revenue funding implemented in financial 
year 2019/20, where a general fund reserve was set up and approved as part of the 
unqualified annual accounts. 

 
As part of the new mechanism from 2021/22 onwards, NESTRANS will require to provide to 
the two constituent authorities a Strategic Investment Plan (Capital Plan) which would form 
the basis of the Councils’ allocations and would also be used to monitor progress by 
NESTRANS in-year.  The intention would be for NESTRANS to have a draft strategic 
investment programme of a period of 3-5 years to give some level of certainty to both 
NESTRANS and the constituent authorities in capital budget planning. 

 
If there are issues with project/spend progress, then NESTRANS retain funding in reserve 
and carry forward to the following financial year, but in the following financial year the 
constituent authorities would discuss with NESTRANS the potential of reducing funding 
based on the previous year’s performance and profile NESTRANS budget requirement into 
future years in authorities’ capital budgets.  Capital funding to NESTRANS would continue to 
be made on an annual basis in line with the budget setting process of the constituent 
authorities.  This proposed mechanism has been consulted upon and agreed with finance 
officers within both Councils on the basis that it will be reviewed annually by all partners. 
 

 
 
5. Recommendations 
 

It is recommended that the Board: 
 

1. Agree to implement the amended Strategic Investment funding mechanism of full capital 
funding to NESTRANS from the two constituent authorities from financial year 2021/22 
onwards, as recommended in section 4 above; 

2. All partners to formally review the mechanism on an annual basis; 
3. Instruct officers to prepare a Strategic Investment programme for NESTRANS on a 3-5 

year basis to enable budget implications to be factored into the partner authorities’ 
medium-term financial strategies. 

 
 
 
CS/31 January 2021 
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3.3 2021-22 Budget Proposals  1 

NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 10 February 2021 

 

 

3.3 2021/22 Budget Proposals 
 

 

 Purpose of Report 

 
To agree the budget for 2021/22, subject to funding being confirmed. 

 

 Background 

 
A budget has been prepared for discussion that reflects anticipated funding levels from 
both Council Partners and the Scottish Government.  The proposed budget may however 
be subject to future amendment by the Board following final confirmation of budget 
allocations, particularly given the difficult challenges being faced by both local authorities 
when setting their budgets.  The funding allocations to Nestrans in 2021/22 from Aberdeen 
City and Aberdeenshire Councils will not be confirmed until they have met and agreed 
their budgets on 2 March and 5 March 2021, respectively.  Officers from both Councils 
have met with Nestrans to discuss the projects that are proposed to be progressed in the 
next financial year. 
 
It is anticipated that the cycling development officer post will continue to attract a funding 
contribution of £100,000 in 2021/22 from Sustrans.  This will be supplemented by a carry 
forward of any unused CDO and NCN Deeside Way grant funding from Sustrans from 
2020/21, which can continue to be used until mid May 2021 and this has been identified 
as carry forward in the earlier 2020/21 budget matters report on the agenda.  Likewise, it 
is being confirmed that the RTP Active Travel grant provided by Scottish Government in 
2020/21 can again continue to be spent until June 2021 and the balance as at start 
February 2021 has therefore also been identified as carry forward.  The 2019 Local Rail 
Development Fund award for the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk multi-modal study can be 
claimed until end March 2022 and this grant has also been identified as carry forward.  
Funding of £504,705 in the next financial year from these grants are included within the 
draft 2021/22 Strategic Investment Programme discussed below. 

 

 Consideration 

 
2021/22 Coordination and Project Development Budget 
The indicative budget of £1,026,350 has been based in anticipation of a continuation of 
contribution levels from Council partners and the Scottish Government at the previous 
year’s levels, namely £782,000 from the Scottish Government and £122,175 from each 
Council.  
 
The proposed budget has been drafted to support the implementation of the Regional 
Transport Strategy and the emerging RTS2040.  The Core Costs reflect the running costs 
of Nestrans and have been based on previous allocations and expenditure, with 
adjustments applied where necessary in response to the impact of Covid on working 
arrangements and to allow for a 1% increase in salaries in 2021/22 that is based on the 
Council’s understanding at present. 
 
The Non-Core Costs provide for the development of projects within the various Action 
Plans developed to support delivery of the Regional Transport Strategy and feasibility 
assessments to prepare regional transport projects and Travel Planning.   
 
A small number of projects were identified in the earlier budget matters report on the 
agenda that will continue into 2021/22.  These projects amount to £87,270 and bring the 
sum to be spent in 2021/22 to £1,113,620. 
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3.3 2021-22 Budget Proposals  2 

 
The proposed budget is attached as Appendix 1 along with indicative proposals for the 
detailed expenditure within each project heading.   
 
 
2021/22 Strategic Investment Programme 
The funding for 2021/22 requested from Council partners totals £2,467,000, which 
comprises of an allocation from Aberdeen City Council of £1,295,000 and Aberdeenshire 
Council of £1,172,000, although as stressed above the actual allocations have yet to be 
considered and confirmed.   
 
A team of Nestrans officers and Council colleagues have put forward a series of projects 
based upon the actions from the Nestrans Action Plans and previously commissioned 
feasibility studies.  Consideration was also given to the likelihood of projects being 
undertaken within identified timescales, other constraints that may limit progress, legally 
committed projects, building upon previous year’s expenditure and the fit within the aims 
of the Regional Transport Strategy and the emerging RTS2040.     
 
The team also considered the extent to which projects would require ongoing revenue 
support, possible future year’s capital expenditure and to what extent projects were also 
being part funded by other bodies such as partner Councils and other external funders. 
The proposed programme aims to achieve a balance of expenditure across the objectives 
with the greatest chance of deliverability.   
 
As noted in the earlier budget matters report a number of projects within the 2020/21 
budgets are now expected to continue into 2021/22.  As the funding mechanism for 
operation of the Strategic Investment Programme that will govern any delay in draw down 
or carry forward of reserves is discussed in a separate report, the method of continuation 
is not distinguished at this point.  A total sum of £4,871,846 has however been requested 
for continuation to 2021/22, including the external grant funding described above, in the 
earlier budget matters report, which if approved would bring the sum to be spent in 2021/22 
to a total of £7,438,846.   
 
The proposed 2021/22 budget is contained in Appendix 2.  The proposals have been 
grouped to match the themes of the Regional Transport Strategy.  Full details are shown 
in the Appendix, but in summary it is: 

 
RTS Themes Delayed 

2020/21 
draw down 

2021/22 
Budget 

Proposals 

Total 
2021/22 
Budget 

Rail £3,223,736 £0 £3,223,736 
Strategic Road - Safety Improvements £334,719 £284,093 £618,812  
Strategic Road - Prioritised Maintenance £0 £104,000 £104,000  
Bus Improvements £322,779 £487,432 £810,211 
Walking and Cycling  £395,907 £807,475 £1,203,382 
Various £90,000 £784,000 £874,000 
External Grant  £0 £0 
Sustrans CDO Grant £100,000 £100,000 £200,000 
Sustrans NCN Deeside Way Grant £175,000 £0 £175,000 
S Gov RTP Active Travel Grant £180,375 £0 £180,375 
S Gov Local Rail Development Fund Grant £49,330 £0 £49,330 

Total £4,871,846 £2,567,000 £7,438,846 
 
A reserve list of projects has been prepared and is shown in Appendix 3 for information 
and any necessary virement suggestions will be reported to the Board for approval 
throughout the forthcoming financial year should the need arise.  
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 Recommendation 

 
It is recommended that the Board: 

 
1. Approve the 2021/22 Budgets of £1,113,620 and £7,438,846 with programmes as 

detailed in Appendices 1 and 2, subject to anticipated funding levels being confirmed 
and making any appropriate adjustments following the Board’s consideration. 
 

2. Note the potential for additional funding for cycle schemes by Sustrans.  
 

3. Note the reserve list of projects detailed in Appendix 3. 
 

 

  
 
CS/2 February 2021 
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Appendix 1

North East Scotland Transport Partnership

 Co-ordination & Project Development Budget for 2021/2022

Detailed Expenditure - Indicative Proposals

Draft

continued 2021/22 2021/22

CORE COSTS from 20/21 Proposals Budget

Partnership Office 464,515    

Salaries 402,815       402,815    

Accommodation at King Street (incl. rent, rates, water and insurance) 45,500         45,500       

Travel 2,000           2,000         

Training 2,000           2,000         

Conferences 2,000           2,000         

Telephone 2,000           2,000         

Computers 2,500           2,500         

Stationery 1,500           1,500         

Photocopying 500              500            

Subscriptions and Memberships 2,500           2,500         

Miscellaneous (incl. catering and postage) 1,200           1,200         

Support costs 80,800       

Legal (Aberdeen City) 5,300           5,300         

Administrative (Aberdeen City) 20,000         20,000       

Finance (Aberdeenshire) 21,100         21,100       

Personnel (Aberdeenshire) 15,900         15,900       

IT (Aberdeen City) 7,350           7,350         

Advertising Posts -               -            

External audit 11,150         11,150       

Board Members' Expenses (Non- Councillors only) 1,000           1,000         

Other Associated Costs 39,400       

PR/PA support 15,900         15,900       

Sponsorship/ advertorials/events 5,000           5,000         

Presentation Material 5,000           5,000         

Website 3,500           3,500         

Contributions to Community Planning Partnerships 10,000         10,000       

NON - CORE COSTS

Project Development

Rail Action Plan 3,000         

East Coast Mainline Regional Forum 3,000           3,000         

Health & Transport Action Plan 40,500       

H&T Programme Support Manager 25,000         25,000       

H&T actions 6,000           6,000         

THInC  9,500           9,500         

Bus Action Plan 121,304    

BAP actions 51,304         51,304       

Region Wide Real Time system annual maintenance contribution 20,000         20,000       

Hydrogen bus support 50,000         50,000       

General 80,000       

Road Safety Education - bespoke talks in towns with high collision incidences 

by professional engagement team 40,000 40,000       

Behavioural and attitude surveys to support RTS2040 30,000         30,000       

Cycle education linked to Integrated Travel Towns (Peterhead, Fraserburgh, 

Inverurie, Huntly & Portlethen) 10,000         10,000       

Project Feasibility and Monitoring 146,270    

Bridge of Dee - River Crossing Capacity Post AWPR review 8,000 65,000         73,000       

South College St/QE Rbt Ph2 review 8,270 9,000           17,270       

Cross City Connections Study - Review of outcomes 31,000 31,000       

Regional implications of national traffic demand targets 25,000         25,000       

Contingency 5,000           5,000         

Travel Planning and Active Travel 131,831    

Sustainable travel grant and cycle parking grant schemes 20,000         20,000       

Travel Planning 60,000         60,000       

Bike Hire support (eg Membership subscription support, promotion) 10,000         10,000       

Cycling Development Officer 41,831         41,831       

TOTAL BUDGET 87,270 1,026,350 1,113,620
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Nestrans Draft Nestrans Strategic Investment Programme - 2021/22 Appendix 2

RTS Project Project Details  

Continuation 

from 2020/21 

2021/22 

proposals

Draft 

2021/22 

budget

IC1 Rail 
Kintore Railway Station, car 

park and access road

Nestrans contribution to Station, car park and access road costs £3,210,191 £3,210,191

Insch Accessibility Consultancy study to assess options for improving access at Insch 

station

£8,545 £8,545

Stonehaven wayfinding signs Contribution towards journey signing between Stonehaven railway 

station and town centre in partnership with Aberdeenshire Council 

and ScotRail Station Travel Plan Development Fund 

£5,000 £5,000

THEME TOTAL £3,223,736 £0 £3,223,736
IC2b Strategic Road Safety Improvements

A947 Road Improvement 

Strategy Actions

Previous project lines now combined under one A947 heading and 

funding will support the progression of the active travel study 

between Banff and Macduff, the development of  business cases for 

the medium to longer term action as well as funding any short term 

actions arising from ongoing analysis of safety initiatives on the route

£106,032 £106,032

Bend Mitigation/Skid 

Resistance Improvements

An Aberdeenshire wide project to improve skid resistance at 

locations where there have been identified "run-off" incidents. Sites 

will be identified by Roads service and prioritised by Transportation 

service. Sites where there have been injury collision will receive 

higher priority. A number of sites have already been identified and 

prioritised with analysis ongoing through the year. 

£68,687 £224,093 £292,780

Renewal of Reflective Road 

Studs

Similar projects have been supported previously on an area specific 

basis and had successful outcomes. This would see both the 

continuation of this and the expansion to widen the scope to include 

the whole Aberdeenshire area. Sites have been identified by Roads 

service and will be jointly prioritised based on accident data and 

surface conditions.

£60,000 £60,000 £120,000

Vehicle restraining system 

repairs and improvements 

(crash barriers)

Ongoing project to repair and in some cases replace VRS across 

Aberdeenshire on a prioritised basis

£100,000 £100,000

THEME TOTAL £334,719 £284,093 £618,812

Strategic Road - Maintenance
A93 Peterculter Resurfacing from Rob Roy Bridge to Aberdeenshire Council 

boundary

£104,000 £104,000

THEME TOTAL £0 £104,000 £104,000
IC3 Bus improvements

A93 Crathes Mini Interchange 

Hub

Contribution towards designated Car Park, Improved Bus Stop 

Facilities and Pedestrian Crossing Facility

£52,432 £52,432

Ellon Park & Ride Contribution towards additional external waiting facilities and 

upgrade to turning circle to accommodate 15m vehicles 

£85,079 £85,079

Aberdeen City and Shire Joint 

Bus Stop Information Initiatives 

Contribution towards Replacement Bus Timetable Display Cases 

within Aberdeen City & Aberdeenshire

£14,000 £14,000

Oldmeldrum Interchange Hub Investigate options and develop design and any land acquisition £47,000 £28,000 £75,000

B9000 Footpath & Bus Stop 

Infrastructure
Design and development of new footpath and Bus Stop 

Infrastructure at B9000 Tarty Road end to facilitate access to bus 

services as pervious link lost to AWPR-BT

£90,000 £90,000

A90 / A92 Blackdog - Access to 

Bus Services

Contribution towards the Construction of a 300m Footpath 

connecting Hareburn Terrace, Blackdog with the A90 Southbound 

Slip Road to allow easier access to current local bus services.  

Creation of path would reduce current walking distance to local 

residents by 500m.

£25,000 £25,000

Refresh to All Aberdeen City 

Bus Stop Flags

Refresh of All Bus Stop Flags resulting from information being out of 

date ie/ bus service numbers etc

£96,000 £96,000

Peterhead Bus Interchange Redesign of Site to include waiting room minor refurbishments, 

footpath improvements, bus shelter replacement and upgrade of RTI 

to E-paper Displays

£175,000 £175,000

Real Time Information - 

Expansion within Aberdeenshire

Expansion of RTI to include for the purchase and installation of 2 

new displays within each Council area within Aberdeenshire

£78,000 £78,000

Kingswells P&R resurfacing 

Phase 2

Completion of resurfacing of area used by buses within the site 

(Phase 1 consisting of 50% of this area having being funded in 

20/21)

£44,000 £44,000

Bus Lane Camera Infrastructure Replacement of existing bus lane enforcement system hardware and 

software that is becoming obsolete  

£75,700 £75,700

THEME TOTAL £322,779 £487,432 £810,211

IC6 Walking and Cycling
Shore Street, Macduff Phase 3 Footway Reconstruction £42,375 £42,375

A96 Kintore / Blackburn 

Cycleway

Contribution to land purchase and construction of Shared Used 

Cycleway / Footway (match funding to be sought from Sustrans)

£160,000 £160,000

A90 Ellon / Foveran / Newburgh Contribution to land purchase and construction of Shared Used 

Cycleway / Footway (match funding to be sought from Sustrans)

£120,000 £120,000
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RTS Project Project Details  

Continuation 

from 2020/21 

2021/22 

proposals

Draft 

2021/22 

budget

Maconochie Road, Fraserburgh Phase 2 of project consisting South Road to Town Centre £50,000 £50,000

Corsemanhill Drive, Inverurie Construction of Safer Routes to School Link as identified within the 

Inverurie Integrated Travel Town between Davah Wood and 

Corsemanhill Drive

£40,000 £35,000 £75,000

A947 Albert Road, Oldmeldrum Footway Reconstruction £26,100 £26,100

B9002 Kennethmont Footway Land Purchase & Construction. Project is at and advanced stage an 

will be progressed in 2020/21

£70,000 £70,000

North/South link to Inverurie 

Academy

Footway Reconstruction  £220,000 £220,000

Junction Alterations (LiB) Continuation of preparatory work to introduce alterations to 

Westburn/Lang Stracht/Anderson Drive junction with a focus on 

improvements for Active travel  

£15,907 £4,000 £19,907

Farburn/Wellheads Cycle Link 

Stage 1

Additional funding in 21/22 to continue land acquisition, prep and 

promotion of TRO, RSA with a view to procuring implementation 

from April 2022

£20,000 £20,000

Craigshaw Cycle Route Construction of segregated cycle lanes in each direction between 

Wellington Road and Abbotswell Road   (70% funding previously 

agreed via Sustrans Places for Everyone, subject to conditions)

£50,000 £250,000 £300,000

Berryden corridor active travel 

connections

Feasibility and design of segregated cycle paths on St Machar Dr 

(west of Tillydrone Ave), Ashgrove Rd, Ashgrove Rd West, Skene 

Sq and Gilcomstoun Steps

£100,000 £100,000

THEME TOTAL £395,907 £807,475 £1,203,382

Various
A944/A9119 multi-modal 

corridor study - Detailed 

appraisal

Progression of the previously funded corridor study Phase 2 

elements that require further development to STAG detailed (Part 2) 

appraisal and thereafter preliminary design 

£150,000 £150,000

A944/A9119 MMS outline/ 

detailed business case/ delivery

Final business case/ detailed design/ implementation of smaller 

scale interventions identified within the previously funded 

A944/A9119 multi-modal corridor study initial appraisal 

£50,000 £50,000

A92 multi-modal corridor study 

between Stonehaven and 

Bridge of Don via Bridge of Dee, 

Anderson Dr and Parkway

Study will also consider B9077 Great Southern Road and B985 West 

Tullos Road and previous and ongoing work in relation to Wellington 

Rd, Bridge of Dee and A90(S) Park & Ride and combine this into a 

coherent whole 

£200,000 £200,000

A947 multi-modal corridor study 

from A96 Inverurie Road 

roundabout to City boundary at 

River Don

Study will include options for formalising the change of alignment of 

the A947 from Victoria Street to Riverview Drive through eg 

placemaking interventions on Victoria Street  It will also take 

cognisance of and complement the A947 Route Action Plan 

developed by Aberdeenshire Council 

£150,000 £150,000

A93 multi-modal corridor study Study will investigate options along the corridor between Peterculter 

and Aberdeen City Centre 

£150,000 £150,000

Bus Partnership Fund Bid 

preparation and Aberdeen 

Rapid Transit investigation

Completion of consultancy support to help prepare the Bus 

Partnership Fund Bid by 16 April and further work to develop ART  

£20,000 £20,000

Wellington Road multi-modal 

study

Completion of STAG part 2 detailed appraisal £15,000 £15,000

Ellon to Aberdeen City Centre to 

Garthdee multi-modal corridor 

study

Completion of study commissioned in 2020 £14,000 £14,000

A96 Inverurie to Aberdeen multi-

modal corridor study 

Completion of study commissioned in 2020 £75,000 £50,000 £125,000

THEME TOTAL £90,000 £784,000 £874,000

External Grants
Sustrans CDO Grant Installation of ped/cycle counters and design and possible 

construction of missing gaps on strategic network in accordance with 

the Active Travel Action Plan

£100,000 £100,000 £200,000

RTP Active Travel Grant Feasibility and design of cycle/ped path between AWPR and 

Kingswells, F&B Way improvements and Core Path Review

£180,375 £180,375

Deeside Way NCN Grant Path improvement and upgrade £175,000 £175,000

Local Rail Development Fund 

2019-21

Laurencekirk to Aberdeen multi-modal study £49,330 £49,330

THEME TOTAL £504,705 £100,000 £604,705

TOTAL £4,871,846 £2,567,000 £7,438,846
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RTS Project Project Details  

Continuation 

from 2020/21 

2021/22 

proposals

Draft 

2021/22 

budget

SUMMARY
Rail 3,223,736        £0 £3,223,736

Strategic road safety improvements 334,719           £284,093 £618,812

Strategic road maintenance -                   £104,000 £104,000

Bus improvements             322,779 £487,432 £810,211

Walking and Cycling             395,907 £807,475 £1,203,382

Various               90,000 £784,000 £874,000

External Grants             504,705          100,000          604,705 

TOTAL          4,871,846       2,567,000       7,438,846 
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Nestrans Draft Reserve List - 2021/22 Appendix 3

RTS Project Project Details Reserve List

IC2a Strategic Road Capacity Improvements
A98 Watermill Road, Fraserburgh at 

B9031 Junction

Provision of Turning Lane £40,000

A98 South Lodge, Tyrie Renewal of Vehicle Constraint Barrier £15,000

A98 / B9025 Junction at Boyne 

Milles

Junction Realignment - Land Purchase £15,000

A98 C12L Junction to Fordyce Junction Improvements £50,000

A98 / B9025 Junction at Boyne 

Milles

Junction Realignment  £10,000

A952 / U25B Junction Improvements inc. land Purchase £135,000

IC2b Strategic Road Safety Improvements
Bend Mitigation/Skid Resistance 

Improvements

Additional contribution £25,780

Renewal of Reflective Road Studs Additional contribution £60,000

IC2d Strategic Road Prioritised Maintenance
A98 Palmer Cover, Macduff HRA Inlay £136,000

A952/A950 Mintlaw Resurfacing 

Works

Resurfacing of Roundabout and Car Parking Areas £130,000

A92 Junction with A957 Glaslaw Asphalt Resurfacing £40,000

A92 Johnshaven North Asphalt Resurfacing £24,000

A93 Myrebird to park Surface Dressing £110,000

A947 Queen Street, Turriff Phase 2 HRA Inlay £120,000

A93 Lebahll Asphalt Overlay £98,000

A944 / C43M to Craigmaud Moss 

Phase 1

Asphalt Overlay £244,800

A944 / C43M to Craigmaud Phase 1 Asphalt Overlay £162,000

A97 Cranna to Mossbank Phase 2 Bitmac Overlay £131,200

A98 Aird Street, Portsoy Stabilise Embankment £75,000

A92 From A90 Flyover past A957 

Junction

Surface Dressing £50,000

A92 Johnshaven Junction Asphalt Resurfacing £16,000

A92 Gallaton South Asphalt Resurfacing £96,000

A957 / B9077 / C36 Staggered 

Junction

Asphalt Resurfacing £50,000

A937 Smallbank Steading Surface Dressing £50,000

A947 A920 Junction to Kingoodie Edge Haunching £150,000

A947 Andrewsford Brae Retexturing £65,000

A947 Mains of Towie HRA Inlay £150,000

A947 Kingoodie to Ardfork HRA Inlay £120,000

A97 Main Street, Lumsden Bitmac Overlay £50,000

A92 Junction U131S to Wester 

Bodylair

Bitmac Overlay £80,745

A93 Kincardine O'Neil West Asphalt Overlay £54,000

King George VI Bridge Carriageway resurfacing between Riverside Dr and West Tullos Rd 

(dependent on structures work being completed first)

£162,000

IC3 Bus improvements
A92 Dunnottar Castle / Coastal 

Tourist Route - Access to Bus 

Services

Improve pedestrian safety, relocation of northbound bus stop opposite 

southbound stop with potential lay by / pull up area, plus footpath from 

coastal route junction to the southbound stop

£75,000

A96 Colpy Junction - Access to Bus 

Services

Relocation of Existing Northbound Bus Stop on the A96, 250m south of 

the current junction.  Installation of New Bus Stop Layby (86m) and 

associated footpath (45m) to link the bus stop to the village access 

point and enhance existing footpath

£75,000

IC6 Walking and Cycling
A96 Kintore / Blackburn Cycleway Additional funding for land purchase and construction of Shared Used 

Cycleway / Footway if match funding not agreed by Sustrans

£160,000

A90 Ellon / Foveran / Newburgh Additional funding for land purchase and construction of Shared Used 

Cycleway / Footway if match funding not agreed by Sustrans

£120,000

A98 Crook O'Ness, Macduff Footway Reconstruction £40,625

A98 Skene Street, Macduff Footway Reconstruction £18,750

A98 Path to Old Gamrie Road Surfacing & Provision of Lighting £41,875

A98 Watermill Road, Fraserburgh Upgrade Footway £29,375

A98 from U143B at Tyrie Village Upgrade / Resurface Footway £18,000
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IC6 Walking and Cycling (contd)
Collieburn Cycleway Upgrade to existing cyclepath and street lighting £16,000

Collieburn Way to F&B way

A947 Whiterashes Phase 1 Footway Reconstruction £18,000

A947 Queens Road, Turriff Footway Reconstruction £19,800

A9487 Banff Road, Turriff Footway Reconstruction £27,000

Craigshaw Cycle Route Additional contribution to construction of segregated cycle lanes in 

each direction between Wellington Road and Abbotswell Road should 

previously agreed  funding from Sustrans Places for Everyone grant 

and ACC's CWSR grant not be approved

£700,000

Culter Bypass Option 1 Excavate and form a 2 m wide granite dust path (approx 297 m) 

through grassed area and associated drainage works. On section from 

Craigiebuckler Drive to Springfield Road (Aspirational Core Path 

No.64).

£35,000

Culter Bypass Option 2 Excavate and form a 2 m wide tarmacadam path complete with 

concrete edging (approx length 297 m) through grassed area and 

associated drainage works. On section from Craigiebuckler Drive to 

Springfield Road (Aspirational Core Path No.64).

£70,000

Hazlehead Park Existing tarmacadam footpath leading from overspill car park to main 

park. Excavate (approx 160 m2) to find source of problem, carry out 

repairs to drainage and thereafter resurface with tarmacadam

£20,000

Hazlehead Park Footpath opposite restaurant leading to children's play area and further 

onto Hazlehead woodlands footpath network. Remove old existing 

crumbling footpath and reconstruct with tarmacadam and concrete 

edging. Approx 394 m2

£20,000

Bankhead Allotments Scrape/prepare existing granite surfaced path and car park and 

resurface with tarmacadam area approx 546m2

£19,000

Redmoss Allotments Scrape/prepare existing granite surfaced path and car park and 

resurface with tarmacadam area approx 1241 m2

£60,000

River Dee access off Holburn Street Track provides access for pedestrians and cyclists from side of 601 

Holburn Street to riverside of the Dee.

Airyhall Road - Rocklands Road Track provides access for pedestrians and cyclists from Cults to 

Braeside

Bairds Brae Track provides access for pedestrians and cyclists from Craigton Road 

to North Deeside Road

Stewart Park Core Path 22 Scrape/prepare existing tarmacadam surfaced paths throughout 

Stewart Park AND granite surfaced path on south area by whale jaw 

bone to then resurface with tarmacadam complete with concrete edging 

area approx  4173m2. Investigate and repair associated drainage 

system.  Install solar powered lighting on main path between Hilton 

Road and Anderson Road.

Path work: 

£211,625, 

Drainage 

£50,000, 

Lights 

£8000.00

Friarsfield Path Scrape/prepare existing granite surfaced path and resurface with 

tarmacadam area approx 488m2 complete with concrete edging. 

Investigate and repair existing drainage system and install new where 

required, specifically on the southern section leading to Abbotshall 

Walk.

Path work: 

£24,400, 

Drainage 

£5,000 

(optional).
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NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP   10 February 2021        

 

4.1 Director’s report on liaison between RTPs, and with the Scottish 

Government and Others  
 

 

1. Purpose of Report  

  
The purpose of this report is to update the Board on liaison with other RTPs, with the Scottish 
Government and other organisations.  
   

2. Background  

  
This report details meetings with other RTPs across Scotland, Transport Scotland and other 
national transport bodies, highlighting issues of interest across Scotland. It also notes the 
minutes from Steering Group meetings covering both the Health and Transport Action Plan 
(HTAP) and the North East Scotland Bus Alliance.  
  

3. Recent Developments  

   
Despite the coronavirus pandemic and travel restrictions, an almost normal schedule of 
meetings has been going on, all of which have been held online in this period.  Meetings of 
relevance held since the last Board meeting on 9 December include:  

 
• Sustrans webinar on National Networks, 10 December 2020 

Rab Dickson and Jon Barron attended seminars provided by Sustrans making the case for a 
long-term commitment in strategic active travel routes. 

 
• Net Zero and Climate Resilience Vision, 15 December 2020 

Rab Dickson has been invited to sit on Aberdeen City Council’s Net Zero Working Group, 
which is Chaired by Gale Beattie.  As part of an ambition to make the City carbon positive, the 
Council has committed to a net zero carbon vision by 2045, which will necessitate actions 
which are being developed in five categories, one of which is Mobility. 
 

• HTAP Steering Group, 17 December 2020 
The Health & Transport Action Plan Steering Group met virtually and is chaired by Gerry 
Donald.  The draft minute of the meeting is attached as Appendix 1 to this report. 
 

• Aberdeenshire Community Planning Board, 18 December 2020 
Aberdeenshire’s Community Planning Partnership Board was attended by Rab Dickson.  The 
Board received annual updates on the Local Outcome Improvements Plan (LOIP) and Locality 
Plans. 
 

• Aberdeen Prospers, 11 January 2021 
The Aberdeen Prospers Sub-Group implementing the economic aspects of the Aberdeen City 
Community Plan continues to meet regularly.   
 

• Bus Alliance Board, 13 January 2021 
A special additional meeting of the Bus Alliance Board was held to consider progress on a 
Bus Development Fund bid for the north east.  The draft minute of the meeting is attached as 
Appendix 2 to this report and a separate report provides details in respect to the Fund bid. 
 

• City Region Deal Transportation Working Group, 18 January 2021 
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Rab Dickson and Paul Finch attended the meeting of the CRD TWG, along with Ewan Wallace 
and Gale Beattie.   
 

• Road Safety North East Scotland, 19 January 2021 
The RSNES group is attended by Rab Dickson, with representatives from the three local 
Councils, Police Scotland, Road Safety Scotland and Transport Scotland.  The meeting 
considered the casualty data for the area and heard about Transport Scotland’s Road Safety 
Framework to 2030 and how they intend to further reduce casualties. 
 

• City Region Deal Programme Board, 20 January 2021 
Rab Dickson and Paul Finch attended the Programme Board meeting, which oversees the 
delivery of the City Region Deal projects. 
 

• Regional Economic Strategy Group, 26 January 2021 
Rab Dickson attends this group of economic development partners, developing the Regional 
Economic Strategy for the north east. 
 

• Aberdeen-Central Belt Rail Stakeholders Group, 26 January 2021 
Paul Finch represented Nestrans at this meeting with Transport Scotland and other 
stakeholders. 
 

• Community Planning Aberdeen Management Group, 27 January 2021 
Rab Dickson attended the Management Group meeting, which received papers around 
Population Needs Assessment and the challenges facing organisations in the City. 
 

• Regional Transport Partnerships Lead Officers Group, 3 February 2021 
Scotland’s seven Regional Transport Partnerships’ Lead Officers meet on a regular basis to 
ensure common interests across Scotland are discussed whenever appropriate. 
 

• RTP Lead Officers with Transport Scotland, 5 February 2021 
Rab Dickson will attend this meeting with Transport Scotland’s senior officers. 

• City Region Deal Joint Committee, 5 February 2021 
Paul Finch, as Transport Lead for the City Region Deal, will attend this meeting. 
 

• National Transport Strategy (NTS2) Delivery Group, 5 February 2021 
Councillor Macdonald represents the seven Regional Transport Partnerships on this group, 
which is chaired by the Cabinet Secretary. 
 

• Rail Quarterly Meeting, 8 February 2021 
The next quarterly meeting with Transport Scotland, Network Rail and ScotRail is scheduled 
for 8 February. 

 

4. Future Programme of Meetings  

  
The following meetings are scheduled between the preparation of this report and the next full 
meeting of Board on Wednesday 14 April 2021:   
  

• HTAP Steering Group, 19 February 2021 
 
• Net Zero and Climate Resilience Vision, 23 February 2021 

 

• Bus Alliance Board, 24 February 2021 
 
• North East Scotland Freight Forum, 25 February 2021 
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• RTP Chairs Meeting, 3 March 2021 
 
• City Region Deal Transport Working Group, 3 March 2021 

 

• RTP Lead Officers with Transport Scotland, 5 March 2021 
 
• Northern Roads Collaboration Joint Committee, 5 March 2021 

 
• Road Safety North East Scotland, 17 March 2021 

 
• Aberdeenshire Community Planning Partnership Board, 24 March 2021 

 
• Community Planning Aberdeen, 24 March 2021 

 

• RTP Lead Officers with Transport Scotland, 2 April 2021 
 

• Climate Ready Aberdeenshire, 6 April 2021 
 
 

5. Recommendation  

  
The Board is recommended to note progress on liaison arrangements with other RTPs, the 
Scottish Government and others and arrangements for future meetings.   
   

RD/ 2 February 2021  
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Appendix 1 

HTAP Steering Group  
Thursday 17th December 2020 (1000-1100)  

Hosted on Microsoft Teams   
  

Minute  
  

Present   
Gerry Donald, (Chair), NHS Grampian (GD)  
Rab Dickson, (Vice Chair), Nestrans (RD)  
Joanne Riach, NHSG (JR)  
Gale Beattie, Aberdeen City Council (GB)  
Audrey Birt, Mobility & Access Committee for Scotland (MACS) (AB)  
Andrew Stewart, HTAP Programme Manager (AS)  
  
Apologies  
Ewan Wallace, Aberdeenshire Council (EW)  
Nicola Moss, Moray Council (NM)  
Virginia Irvine-Fortescue, Public Representative (VIF)  
Daniel Shaw, Aberdeenshire Voluntary Action (DS)  
Paul Finch, Nestrans (PF)  
Susan Forbes, Aberdeenshire Health & Social Care Partnership (SF)  
Rachael Murphy, Community Transport Association (RM)  
  

Item    Action  

1.  Welcome and Apologies  
 

  Apologies noted as above.    
 

2.  Previous Minute  
 

  Approved.  
 

3.  Matters Arising  
 

  Covered by agenda.  
 

4.  COVID Update  
 

  The Chair highlighted the current immense pressure on hospital beds, staffing 
pressures and the preparations for the COVID-19 Vaccination Programme.  NHSG 
have formed a Patient Transport Group to build on the interim arrangements put 
in place during 2020 with a view to produce a longer-term proposal in coming 
weeks.  
ACTION:  The Chair asked AS to invite the HTAP Public Representative to join the 
new Patient Transport Group.  
AB encouraged sharing the work of HTAP between health boards and offered to 
take Patient Transport plan to MACS.  (Note:  Transport Scotland are in dialogue 
with NHS Scotland colleagues and intend to invite the HTAP Programme Manager 
onto new national groups looking at transport and health issues).  
JR raised the issue of Testing and colleagues hoping to utilise the function of THInC 
in co-ordinating transport and helping reduce the need for health professionals to 
deliver and carry out home vaccinations.  The Chair encouraged use of THInC as 
the first point of contact where a lowest cost first approach can be carried 
out and the most appropriate solution utilised.  Independent travel, however, 
remains the default where possible.  

 

 

 

 

 
AS 
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GB spoke of the need to share the whole system value of partnership projects such 
as THInC as budget pressures within individual organisations and geographies will 
be challenging in 2021 and beyond.   
ACTION:  AS will provide a summary of the HTAP work between partners and the 
evolution towards lasting change for AB to share with the Mobility & Access 
Committee.   
ACTION:  The Chair asked AS to prepare a paper highlighting the work done 
across HTAP partners since the first surge of COVID with an intended audience of 
various partner boards and elected Members.  

 

 

 

 
AS 

 

 
AS 

5.  Regional Transport Strategy 2040    

  RD updated the meeting on a recent workshop with the Nestrans Board.  A 
finalised strategy will be agreed by February 2021 ready for submission to the 
Cabinet Secretary.  However, a decision on approval will likely not be available due 
to the election period.  Sign off is therefore not expected from Transport 
Scotland prior to May 2021.  
RD also highlighted the Scottish Government Climate Change Plan and the 
challenging targets to achieve goals, including a 20% reduction in km taken by car 
by 2030.  
The Chair shared his view that NHS Grampian has the opportunity and need to do 
more on the Sustainability agenda and make the most of partnership working 
around this.  

  

6.  Access to Health & Social Care Sub-Group    

  The last meeting was on 17th of November and was chaired by Paul 
Finch, Nestrans.  AS updated the Steering Group on the agreement to fund THInC 
in the City in the next financial year and anticipation of a formal confirmation 
soon.  AS updated the meeting on the work done to engage Royal Voluntary 
Service in the Recruitment Drive, the adapted marketing materials and readiness 
to launch.  This will now take place in the New Year. 

  
  
  
  
   
  

7.  Transport & Public Health Sub-Group    

  Due to COVID duties JR was unavailable and the last meeting on the 3rd of 
December was Chaired by Martin Hall, Aberdeenshire Council.  AS advised the 
Steering Group that the sub-group members would benefit from taking greater 
ownership for understanding the aims of the group. AS will arrange a special 
meeting of the group to facilitate agreement on future actions.    
Sustrans have confirmed in principle a funding award to NHS Grampian 
for a NHS/Sustrans Workplace Engagement Officer.  The post would be for three 
years with Nestrans part funding a proportion of years 2 and 3.  

  
  

8.  Transport Budgets & Community Transport    

  This item was addressed within the course of the meeting.    

9.  NHS Grampian Transportation Overview Group (TOG)    

  The Programme Manager continues to be a member of the group and the pleasing 
signs that issues such as Travel Planning, patient access and other HTAP related 
aims are rising up the agenda.  

  

10.  Programme Manager Update    

  The report was circulated with the papers.  AS summarised the report.    

11.  AOCB    

  The Chair thanked everyone for their hard work this year and wished all good 
Christmas.  

  

12.  Future Meetings in 2021    

  Dates are being worked on and will be circulated in January 2021.    

Minute by Programme Manager.  
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Appendix 2 
North East of Scotland Bus Alliance 

Minute of Special Meeting of the Bus Alliance Board  
(Microsoft Teams)  

Wednesday 13th January 2021 at 1000hrs 
 
Present 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Attendance 

Robert Andrew, Chair (RA) 

Rab Dickson, Nestrans (RD) 

Greig Mackay, Bus Users Scotland (GM) 

Marion MacKay, Aberdeenshire Council (MM)  

Peter Knight, Stagecoach (PK) 

Andrew Jarvis, First Bus (AJ)  

Gale Beattie, Aberdeen City Council (GB) 

 

Nicola Laird, Nestrans (NL)  

Kirsty Chalmers, Nestrans (KC) 

 

Apologies Douglas Bain, Bains Coaches and Ewan Wallace, Aberdeenshire 

Council 

 

Item  Action 

1 Welcome & Apologies 

 RA welcomed and noted apologies.   

 

2 Minute of the Bus Alliance Board 25 November 2020  

 Minute approved. 

 

Letter to George Mair – Letter drafted, sent and warmly received.  

 

First Bus data - This has been taken through the Executive and is 

working towards a conclusion. First Bus are sending information in the 

format that they have and ACC are seeing what they can pull out from 

it. Information received is due to inform the Spaces for People report 

for CG&R Committee in February.  
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Bus Partnership Fund – Taken as part of the wider meeting.  

 

Aberdeenshire Council traffic changes – Detailed and 

comprehensive data is not currently available.  

 

Action: EW to see whether such data is obtainable.  

 

Dates for 2021 – Confirmed and in diaries.  

 

Trunk road contacts – Ongoing. Initial contact has been made with 

Trevor McIlhatton, Head of Operations. EW to keep on agenda at 

meetings where appropriate.  

 

Action: MM to pass contact details to NL for info.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MM 

3 Bus Partnership Fund (BPF)  

  

a) Draft Committee Report and Appendices 

 

KC provided a summary of progress towards drafting the report, the 

contents of the report and the issues to consider.  

 

Have been advised by TS that BSIP development will not be eligible 

for funding. Will remain as part of the wider package, but will not 

request funding for development.  

 

Consultancy tenders due back today (13/01). Will assess tomorrow 

(Thursday 14/01) to appoint consultants by the end of the week to help 

pull bid together.  
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Committee report may change in presentation following discussion 

with Council Co-Leaders to ensure flexibility regarding emerging 

requirements. 

 

Operators raised the issue of Union Street as it is not mentioned within 

the report. However, they noted that it was good that it has been 

acknowledged within the context of all of the main projects, such as 

CCMP.  

 

It was raised that the other corridors need to be appraised quickly to 

be brought to the same level as the work on Westhill.  

 

Comparisons with Glider were discussed and AJ raised concerns 

regarding the cost of the Glider concept, particularly with regards to 

the vehicles and need for additional staff resource.  

 

The timings of the reports were discussed with regards to issues 

concerning Spaces for People in the context of ongoing lockdowns 

and the timing of Committee meetings and reporting timescales versus 

the timeline of the BPF bidding process.  

 

KC raised that the inclusion of the Glider was to show a good practice 

example for Members to show the need for a step-change 

improvement, but it was not meant to act as a suggestion of a 

transplant of the scheme. The details with regards to vehicles and 

specifics have not been fully considered yet. It is to show that there 

are options between bus and full tram schemes.  

 

RD noted that they are interested in seeing other examples of rapid 

transit schemes to compare and consider what would be the best fit for 

Aberdeen.  

 

Bus operators noted some concern regarding expectations around 

such schemes, particularly with regards to expectations of operators.  

 

It was noted that we are not at the stage where we know any of the 

detail or considerations of how ART could look in the future. Still in the 

very early stages and considering all options, and what the operators 

can bring to it. Need to do the work to determine what would work best 

in an Aberdeen and north east context.  
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RA noted that may be best option to note that there are innovative 

schemes operating in areas such as Cambridge and Belfast that could 

inform the best option for the north east, rather than specifying a 

specific scheme that could raise expectations beyond what could 

eventually be delivered? 

 

GB noted that at the last CG&R Committee rapid transit captured 

almost unanimous interest from politicians so need to be careful rolling 

back on expectations but could be a good idea to broaden the picture 

rather than focus on one scheme.  

 

AJ noted may be beneficial to include other pictures to show other 

rapid transit schemes and other features of them, with less focus on 

the vehicles. Also potential to show images of other vehicles, such as 

the Transdev vehicles, which are less expensive but still high quality.  

 

PK also noted Stagecoach don’t want it to become all about the 

vehicles and the Glider, but they understand and agree that it is 

important to give Members an image they can envision and an 

example to aspire to.  

 

GM suggested that the bid should consider how to restrict private 

traffic from coming into Aberdeen as this is more important than 

improving PT alone.  

 

MM noted some minor points regarding wording of the document but 

will forward these on separately for consideration.  

 

Action: MM to forward amendments to NL, KC and JM for 

consideration.  

 

It was agreed that there is general support for the report. General 

agreement regarding the principles of the report and overall all 

partners supported it as long as the agreed changes were made with 

regards to widening the vision for ART.  

 

Action: NL/KC to amend Appendix 1 to include a wider vision for 

ART and ensure it includes multiple examples of rapid transit 

infrastructure. 
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RA asked whether the group will have an opportunity to see report 

again before Committee? It was noted that timings are tight to ensure 

this as deadline for reports is 22nd January. GB will see whether it is 

possible once there is a finalised officer report. However, will feed 

back if there are any substantial changes to the officer report.  

 

AJ asked whether there was any more clarification from TS regarding 

links to evidence? It was noted that Lucia Webster from Transport 

Scotland is now attending all fortnightly BPF meetings to answer 

questions and offer feedback where possible. It is our intention to 

include links to background evidence and this has been well received 

by TS previously. However, can ask this specifically to ensure 

clarification.  

 

Action: KC to seek clarification regarding evidence requirements 

at next BPF working group meeting.  

 

The two bid deadlines and flexibility around these were discussed.  

 

RA asked for the finalised version of Appendix 1 to be shared 

once amended.   

 

RD noted that comments with regards to ART and the vision, will also 

be taken onboard within the RTS.  

 

b) Political Engagement 

 

It was asked whether there is a role for the Bus Alliance with regards 

to providing a voice and engagement with politicians.  

 

Both operators noted they are happy to be involved in Q&A sessions if 

desired.  

 

GB noted need to ensure bus issues are high on the political agenda. 

Need to ensure everyone works together in an effective way. GB has 

offered co-Leaders the opportunity to discuss with RA as Bus Alliance 

Chair, and they have been invited to the ART presentation to the 

Nestrans Board.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NL/KC 
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The Board discussed whether there is merit in including elected 

members within the Bus Alliance in some way to help create support 

and engagement?  

 

AJ noted the need to have a discussion at some point regarding what 

the partnership will eventually morph into and what the requirements 

and objectives will be – so what politicians want from their bus 

services and what operators will be able to deliver. Important to 

consider given the amount of money that will be spent.  

 

GB noted climate change agenda and net zero ambitions as key to 

future discussions. ACC’s Leadership Board is considering how to 

move towards net zero for Aberdeen as a place, rather than just what 

the council can do as an organisation. Bringing in operators as part of 

this would be beneficial and will enable some of the more difficult 

conversations to take place.  

 

It was agreed that all partners are willing to assist with political 

engagement where appropriate, both as part of the BPF bid and long-

term. Also willing to engage with other forums where appropriate.  

 

c) Governance Arrangements 

 

Need to consider the practicalities of spending the levels of money 

involved. Need to ensure everyone is on the same page and clear on 

expectations within the wider context.  

 

Need to consider the impacts of moving up from officer level to 

bringing in elected members as aware there are opportunities and 

risks to this.  

 

Noted it would depend on the expectations the Members have on their 

role within the process. Beneficial however to be more informed on the 

process, including the challenges at a ground level, rather than being 

informed by second-hand information.  

 

There was a question as to how this engagement is achieved and at 

what frequency.  

 

 

 

KC 
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It was agreed that it needs to be a true partnership amongst all 

partners.  

 

It was agreed for conversations to continue between GB, EW and RD 

with regards to how Governance will work moving forward. It was 

raised that this is a complex issue so may not be firmed up before the 

February Bus Alliance Board meeting, but will keep the Board 

informed and updated on discussion and progress.  

 

MM noted that AC will be taking their own report to ISC in March. MM 

asked for AC to be sent the final report to ensure that they have the 

most up to date information to inform their own report.  

 

Action: EW to be sent final version of the report that goes to 

CG&R Committee 
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GB 

4 AOCB  

 None 

 

 

 

5 Date of Next Meeting – 10:00, Wednesday 24th February 2021  
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NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 10 February 2021 
 

4.2 Regional Transport Strategy 2040: Final Strategy 
 

 

 

 Purpose of Report 

 
The purpose of this report is to present the Final Regional Transport Strategy to the Board for 
consideration. 

 Background 

   
At its meeting on 24th June 2020, the Nestrans Board approved the Draft Regional Transport 
Strategy (RTS) and agreed that the draft strategy, along with its relevant supporting 
documents and appraisals, be published for a period of public and stakeholder consultation.  
The consultation period closed on 16th October 2020.  The Board has since considered a 
summary of the responses received at its meeting on 4th November 2020 and participated in 
a workshop to discuss the proposed key changes to the RTS on 9th December 2020. 
 

 The Final Strategy 

 
All comments have been reviewed, collated into a spreadsheet and categorised depending on 
which section of the strategy they relate to.   
 
Each comment has been considered and where appropriate a change has been made to the 
strategy.  The changes made fall into three broad categories: 
 

1. Updates to reflect the changing circumstances since the draft was produced including 
more up to date to figures and data, inclusion of relevant new policies and further 
emerging issues around Covid-19; 

2. More substantial changes around the six key issues discussed and agreed during the 
December Board Workshop, including changes to the wording of the Vision and 
Priorities; and 

3. More minor changes in response to consultation comments that enhance clarity or 
provide additional detail within the strategy.  

 
Appendix 1 provides a ‘track changed’ version to make it easy for members to quickly see the 
proposed alterations to the wording of the strategy.  Members should note that as this is a 
track change version, there are some issues with formatting and layout which will be resolved 
in the final version.  
 
Also provided for Board members is the summary of consultation comments and detail on how 
we have responded to each of these.  This can be accessed by Board Members here.  
Following approval of the strategy this spreadsheet will be published on the Nestrans|2040 
website to enable those who responded to the consultation to see how their input has fed into 
the development of the final document.   
 
Following the Board meeting, and subject to approval by the Board, a Final version of the RTS 
will be worked into a presentable form, incorporating photographs, diagrams, indicative plans 
and maps to be approved by Chair and Vice Chairs. 
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It was not thought appropriate to produce a summary version at this stage.  It is however our 
intention to produce a summary of the strategy once approved.  This will be an easy read, ‘At 
a Glance’ document which can be distributed around stakeholders and interested parties. 
 
It is anticipated that publication of the final strategy will primarily be digital.  This will enable 
easy distribution around all those who responded to the consultation and all key stakeholders.  
We will also post the final strategy on the consultation website Nestrans|2040 and the main 
Nestrans website and undertake appropriate publicity and media around this.  

 Compliance with Transport (Scotland) Act 2005 and RTS Guidance 

 
The Regional Transport Strategy is a statutory document, with the requirements set out in the 

Transport (Scotland) Act 2005, and associated guidance published in 2006.  In summary, the 

key requirements of the Act relate to ensuring that the RTS: 

• Meets the future needs of the area (demographic and land use changes);  

• Considers the deliverability of proposals;  

• Ensures coverage across the whole area of the RTP;  

• Considers efficient transport links between heavily populated places;  

• Enhances social and economic well-being;  

• Promotes public and road safety;  

• Encourages equal opportunities;  

• Promotes access to healthcare;  

• Fully considers integration between transport modes;  

• Is developed following an effective consultation process; and 

• Fits with national transport strategies and plans. 

 

It is considered that the finalised strategy fulfils all these statutory requirements.  The existing 

guidance on the development of the Regional Transport Strategies discusses the above 

elements, but also highlights the necessity of STAG option appraisal, Strategic Environmental 

Assessment, and Equality Impact Assessment.  The process undertaken in the development 

of the 2040 strategy has also fully complied with these requirements.   

 Anticipated timescales 

 
It is anticipated that a period of one month will be required to make any further changes to text 
and to finalise the graphics for the final RTS document, including the mapping, ready to submit 
to the Cabinet Secretary at the earliest opportunity thereafter. 
 
Subject to approval on 10th February, and subject to any changes requested to the text being 
relatively straight-forward, it is anticipated that a final version can be produced and submitted 
to the Cabinet Secretary in Mid-March 2021. 

 Next steps 

 
In line with our statutory duty to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the RTS, 
we will produce a SEA Post Adoption Statement once the strategy is finalised and adopted 
(following Ministerial Approval). 
 
Following adoption of the final strategy, work will commence on the further development of a 
Delivery Plan and Monitoring and Evaluation Framework.  There will also be consideration of 
whether the action plans that sit underneath the RTS (such as the Rail, Freight, Bus and Active 
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Travel Action Plans) require to be updated in line with the finalised strategy.  This will be 
considered and proposals brought back to a future Board meeting. 
 

 Strategic Transport Assessment 

 
The development and finalisation of RTS 2040 has been supported by the City Region Deal 
Strategic Transport Appraisal (CRD STA).   
 
The CRD STA was included as a funded project within the City Region Deal agreement as a 
means to collate and rationalise the current and future problems and opportunities within the 
North East’s transport system, and identify the necessary transport interventions to support 
the Regional Economic Strategy, Land Use planning, and other demands arising from the City 
Region Deal.  The work is also supporting the parallel second Strategic Transport Projects 
Review being undertaken by Transport Scotland.  
 
The draft CRD STA (Preliminary Options Appraisal Report) was approved for consultation by 
the Nestrans Board alongside the draft RTS at its meeting on 24th June 2020, and reported to 
the City Region Deal Joint Committee on 21st August 2020.  Along with other supporting 
documents (Strategic Environmental Assessment, Equalities Impact Assessment), this 
documentation was made available for comment during the consultation period.   
 
The consultation process yielded relatively few direct comments on the STA document itself, 
and those that were received were frequently around specific clarifications.  However, due to 
the inter-linked nature of the RTS and STA document, it has been possible to “read across” 
the key issues arising from the RTS document and apply these to the update of the STA 
document.  Following review and update, the finalised Executive Summary is attached to this 
report in Appendix 2.  The revised Full Report has made available on the Nestrans website 
here.   
 
Within the report updates have been made in relation to the progression of regional projects, 
and the development of relevant policies.  More specific consideration has been made to the 
potential implications of Covid-19 and strengthening of the policy implications related to 
Climate Change / Net Zero transition.  Evidence has been strengthened in relation to the 
economic value of harbour and ports related activity in the region.   
 
The key output from the work is the table presented in the Executive Summary on pages 11 
to 16 of the document, recommending either core or supporting measures for further 
development, and the principal owner of those options.  Key projects identified in this work are 
reflected in the RTS relating to city connectivity, demand management, rural connectivity, 
safety measures, and strategic connectivity measures.  Specific proposals include: 

• Active travel routes;  

• Improvement of strategic road links;  

• Bus and Bus Rapid Transit Proposals; 

• New rail stations on existing lines;  

• Improved inter-city rail connections;  

• Electric and hydrogen vehicle charging and re-fuelling strategy; and 

• Network monitoring. 
 
The work recognises that the proposals will have different delivery routes.  Some may be 
progressed by local authorities, others by Nestrans, and others as part of the STPR2 / 
Transport Scotland (particularly those affecting the trunk road network and rail network).  
Funding is available over the next five years of the city region deal to progress key projects 
(business case and appraisal work), and proposals for this programme of work will be 
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presented in the form of a Strategic Business Case to be presented both Councils, Nestrans 
Board, and Aberdeen City Region Deal Joint Committee, following consultation with Transport 
Scotland.   
 
Given the relationship between the RTS, STA and the STPR2, it has been recommended that 
the full suite of finalised documents is shared as soon as possible with the team progressing 
the STPR2 process, subject to board approval.   

 Recommendations 

 
It is recommended that the Board: 
 

1. Approve the amended text for the Final RTS 2040, as contained in Appendix 1 to this 
report; 

2. Instruct officers to finalise the production of the strategy into a final format, including 
indicative plans and maps; 

3. Authorise the Chair and Vice Chairs to approve a final version, taking account of any 
comments and amendments sought by the Board; 

4. Instruct officers to submit the final strategy to the Cabinet Secretary for Transport, 
Infrastructure and Connectivity as soon as practicable; 

5. Note the finalisation of the Strategic Transport Appraisal Report; and 

6. Share the Final RTS and Strategic Transport Appraisal with the team progressing the 
STPR2 process.   

 
 

 KC/27 January 2021 
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Chair’s Foreword 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who took the time to 

consider the draft of our Regional Transport Strategy 2040 when we 

released it for consultation over the summer.  

 

Despite the difficulties of working through a global pandemic, we received 

nearly 100 responses and 370 unique visits to our virtual exhibition from 

delivery partners, community representatives and individual members of the 

public, all of whom provided valuable reflections and comments on the 

content of the draft. All of these comments have been considered. The 

majority were very supportive of Nestrans’ ambitions, principles and 

priorities and we have been able to take on board many of the suggestions 

received. 

 

Nestrans’ first strategy, produced in 2008, was ambitious and aspirational. It 

contained a balanced package of over a billion pounds’ worth of new 

infrastructure, including proposals for a new Western Peripheral Route and 

other road schemes, improvements to our railway infrastructure and rolling 

stock, airport and harbour enhancements, Park & Ride sites and cycling 

infrastructure, many of which have now been delivered.  

 

We believe that this new strategy is similarly ambitious, albeit less about new infrastructure and 

more about making the most of our assets, especially our new and upgraded infrastructure, and 

influencing behaviours to optimise the networks that we have. We need to lock in the benefits to 

ensure that road traffic growth does not undermine the progress that we have made.  

 

The success of the previous strategy was founded on sound business cases creating a balanced 

package of measures, rather than drawing up a wish-list of grand ideas which were undeliverable 

and unaffordable. This strategy also avoids lists of “nice to have” schemes, which may be 

superficially attractive but would not achieve the objectives of Nestrans and our 

partners. Nestrans has recently conducted studies into a number of schemes such as reopening rail 

lines, dualling or upgrading roads or junctions, but we have determined that not all of these are 

likely to meet the criteria for investment. They are therefore not included as proposals in this 

strategy, but in some cases are retained as aspirations for the longer-term or when investment 

criteria evolve.  

 

I believe this strategy is realistic yet ambitious – a coherent package of schemes to deliver against 

agreed objectives. We have also thought long and hard about affordability. Projects must provide 

value for money (demonstrating a positive business case where benefits exceed costs) and have a 

realistic chance of being allocated priority in funding authorities’ budgets, whether capital or 

revenue. The strategy also considers the potential for external funding streams which could help to 

deliver interventions and help to influence travel choice.  

 

This strategy has been prepared at a time of unprecedented challenges. Covid-19 has had an 

immediate impact which will be far-reaching and has created huge uncertainties: the only certainty 

is that things will never be the same again.  We must carefully monitor and seek to understand the 
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longer-term changes in travel demand and behaviour that will arise from the pandemic and ensure 

that we are agile and responsive to these changes.   

 

However, the long-term issues are no less relevant – the challenges of a global climate emergency 

and the economic difficulties facing our region and many businesses and individuals within it.  We 

must all play our part in reducing the impact of our transport choices on the planet. Locally, 

successive oil and gas downturns have impacted on our economy and on transport demands. Covid-

19 has had wide-ranging impacts, necessitating changes most apparent in public transport and our 

towns and city centres.  The pace of change is unparalleled. Our challenge is to put in place a 

strategy which will guide us through the next two decades, so we have a clear focus on 2040, but we 

need to ensure our policies are flexible enough to react to trends and changes as they occur.  

 

RTS 2040 is one of a new generation of strategies with a focus on interventions to deliver against 

agreed objectives around equalities, wellbeing, prosperity and climate. It has been crafted in a spirit 

of collaboration – a strategy produced in partnership for the region and its people and will depend 

on partners for its implementation and delivery. The next step is to submit the strategy to the 

Cabinet Secretary for Transport, Infrastructure and Connectivity and I look forward to his 

endorsement, so that we can start to deliver on the proposals and interventions contained herein 

towards achieving our collective goals for transport in the North East of Scotland and beyond. 

 

Councillor Sandra 

Macdonald Chair, Nestrans 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Nestrans is the Regional Transport Partnership for the north east of Scotland with a 

statutory duty to produce and deliver a Regional Transport Strategy. This RTS is a long-

term strategy for the areas of Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire, which sets the vision 

and direction for transport in the region for the next 20 years.   

 

Map of the region showing geographic context to be inserted into final graphics version 

 

2. Background 

2.1. The first Regional Transport Strategy (RTS) for the north east of Scotland was published 

in 2008 and covered the period to 2021. This was refreshed in 2013 to incorporate 

significant developments in policy and to better align it with the timeframe of the 

Strategic Development Plan which looked to 2035. Both the original RTS, and its 

predecessor the Modern Transport Strategy, contained significant infrastructure 

investment proposals for both road and railway. 

2.2. There has been considerable progress in delivering these infrastructure improvement 

elements of the previous strategies which have included: 

 

Road 

• Opening of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route; 

• Dualling the A90(N) between Balmedie and Tipperty; 

• Inveramsay Bridge road upgrade to remove signals and a single track, signalledlane section of road on the 
A96; 

• Construction of the Diamond Bridge across the River Don in Aberdeen; 

• Airport Link Road and Park & Ride site at Craibstone in Dyce; and 

• Maintenance and improvement of roads and bridges on the strategic road network. 
 

Rail 

• A new rail station at Laurencekirk; 

• Re-doubling of the Aberdeen to Inverurie railway line; 

• Introduction of a new local rail service linking Montrose to Inverurie; 

• Rail freight gauge enhancements and freight facilities at Raiths and Craiginches; and 

• A new rail station at Kintore, currently under construction and due to funded in partnership by Nestrans, 
Aberdeenshire Council and Transport Scotland, opened later in October 2020. 

 

Walking and Cycling 

• Several active travel projects including major investment on the Deeside Way and Formartine & 
Buchan Way, investment in Integrated Travel Towns, facilities for cyclists including cycle parking at 
schools and development of new cycle routes and upgrades across the region. 
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Bus 

• Upgrades to Peterhead and Fraserburgh bus stations, interchanges and Ellon Park & Ride site; 

• Real time passenger information for all bus services; 

• Enhancements to bus priority including a new section of bus lane on King Street, bus gate at 
Bedford Road, expansion to bus lane hours of operation on Great Northern Road and introduction 
of camera enforcement of bus lanes enforcement; 

• Operation of a fleet of hydrogen buses in and around Aberdeen as part of the European-funded 
Hydrogen Bus Project;  

• Opening of a new park and ride facility at Craibstone;   and 

• Ticketing initiatives, including the GrassHopper integrated ticketing arrangement which provides, a multi-
operator integrated bus ticket across the region. 

2.3. Alongside these achievements, works are also underway with commitment to construction of: 

• Grade separation of the A90/A937 junction at Laurencekirk; 

• Haudagain roundabout improvements; 

• Dualling of the A96 between Aberdeen and Inverness; 

• Aberdeen to central belt railway journey time reductions; and 

• Upgraded access to the new Aberdeen South Hharbour. 

2.4. Non-infrastructure achievements during the period of the previous RTS have included: 

• The creation of the multi-partner Getabout brand to promote sustainable travel and establishment 
of the Getabout bike roadshow; 

• Launch of the Co-wheels car club in Aberdeen; 

• Growth of demand responsive transport service provision, particularly the A2B service in 
Aberdeenshire; 

• The adoption of a health and transport action plan and launch of the Transport to Health 
Information Centre (THInC); 

• Delivery of a number of pre-project studies to make the case for improvements; and 

• Successful lobbying at Scottish and UK level for improvements to the region’s connectivity through 
air and rail service improvements. 
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2.5. The private sector has also achieved a number of transport improvements including: 

• Extension to the runway at Aberdeen International Airport; 

• Upgrades to Aberdeen International Airport terminal and parking facilities; 

• Improvements at Aberdeen, Peterhead & Fraserburgh harbours; 

• Introduction of a new airport bus service, service 727, now providing a 24-hour service; 

• New buses introduced on a number of key corridors across the region; and 

• New rolling stock introduced on the Aberdeen to London rail route and sleeper service. 

2.6. Further developments are underway including: 

• Aberdeen South Hharbour construction; and 

• Refurbished trains that are being introduced on the Scottish inter-city routes. 

 

3. Key trends to 2020 

3.1. The Nestrans Annual Monitoring Report provides information and background data to 

support the development of this RTS. It monitors 48 key indicators and highlights a 

number of key trends. The most recent monitoring report will bewas published in June 

2020 and sets out the key trends in transport across the north east, pre-Covid-19, these 

are summarised in the points below. 

• Rail patronage saw significant growth from 4.6 million passengers in 2010/11 to 5.6 million in 
2015/16. There has however been a decline in recent years to just over under 4 million 
passengers in 20198/2019, reflecting the economic downturn and substantial disruption due to 
ongoing rail improvement works. Patronage levels at Inverurie, Portlethen and Laurencekirk 
remain higher than their 2010/11 baseline levels whilst Aberdeen and Dyce have seen the 
greatest decreases in passengers over this time period. 

• Traffic in the north east has been slowly increasing since 2013, up to around 4.4 billion vehicle 
kilometres in 2018. Taking account of the growth in vehicle kilometres in the preceding decade, this 
has led to a growth in traffic of around 5% between 2008 and 2018. 

• The number of passengers through Aberdeen Airport reduced from its peak of 3.7 million in 2014 
although there was some recovery through 2017 and 2018 as passenger numbers rose above 3 
million passengers once again. Figures in 2019 reduced slightly again to 2.9 million passengers. 
At the time of writingstart of 20201, Aberdeen International Airport provided links to 401 
destinations in 15 countries. 

• Passengers using Northern Isles ferry services through Aberdeen Harbour decreased from a peak 
of 156,000 in 2015 but recovered to 150,000 in 2018. Aberdeen-Lerwick is still showing an overall 
increase of 14% from the 2007 baseline. Aberdeen-Kirkwall is showing a decrease of 8% from the 
baseline. 

• The volume of freight through Peterhead and Aberdeen Harbours has seen an increase between 
2016 and 2018, following a previous reduction, and now sits at 5.3 million tonnes. The two ports 
carry around 8% of Scotland’s maritime freight. This proportion has risen from a base of 5% in 
2005. 

• Restrictions affecting trunk roads in the region have been removed following the completion of the 
AWPR in February 2019 and Inveramsay Bridge in 2016. 

• The number of coach services to and from the region has increased between 2007 and 2019. There 
are now 384 coach services per week to key destinations. In 2019, there has been a reduction in the 
number of services to Manchester, Newcastle and Birmingham; with Newcastle no longer having 
any direct or easily connectible services. Whilst Glasgow has also seen a small reduction in services, 
Edinburgh has seen an increase in direct services from 2018. 

• The relative cost of parking to bus fares increased between 2018 and 2019 has remained broadly 
static between 2015 and 2020, with a day bus ticket in Aberdeen costing approximately 1.89 
times the price of 2 hours car parking. 

• The number of cyclists on key routes in Aberdeen is increasing. Aberdeen has seen an over 40% 
increase between 2008 and 201209. In Aberdeenshire, the number of cyclists has increased 
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marginally on key routes between 2016/17 and 20198/2019. 

• Journeys to work - In 20198, 7066% of north east residents drove to work, slightly higher than 
the national average of 63%. 

• Mode split on the travel to school shows 50% of children walking, cycling or scooting. Although 
numbers walking have reduced since 2003, cycling is increasing in both Aberdeen and 
Aberdeenshire schools with an increase from 1% in 2003/04 to 54% in 20198. 

• There has been a steady decline in bus patronage in the region in recent years with an 11% 

drop in patronage between 2015/16 and 2017/18. 

• The number of people registered with carshare schemes and the car club is increasing, with over 
3,5400 registered car sharers and over 12,2900 car club registrations, both at their highest ever 
levels. 

• Between 2016 and 2018 on average around 17% of journeys in the north east were affected by 
delays. The opening of the AWPR and Balmedie-Tipperty dualling has significantly changed travel 
patterns and journey times in the last year, reducing delays in many areas, with monitoring oif its 
full impacts still ongoing. 

• Number of injuries in road traffic collisions in the north east has seen a further reduction with 
total number of casualties in 20198 613% lower than in 2005, and the lowest ever recorded. 
This is particularly due to a steady decrease in slight accidents casualties since 2013. 

• Number of fatalities in road traffic collisions in the north east has seen an overall reduction and the 
five-year average for 2015-19 is down, with a 59% reduction on the 2001-05 baseline. 

• Per capita Carbon Dioxide emissions from transport have seen an 11 12% reduction across the 
north east between 2005 and 20186. 

• The number of electric vehicle charging points and the number of electric cars has seen significant 
growth, with 10585 chargers and approaching 900 over 1,600 vehicles across the north east. 

• Air quality monitoring shows reducing average concentrations of Nnitrogen Ddioxide and 
particulates. 20198 levels of Nitrogen Dioxide in Union Street and Wellington Road show 
improvements, with all monitored locations either achieving or close to achieving European- 
defined maximum levels. All locations are within target of the European-defined maximum level for 
particulates in 20198. 

7 
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4. The impacts of Covid-19 

4.1. Since March 2020, all aspects of our lives have been affected by the Covid-19 

pandemic, which across society caused significant loss of life and long-term health 

impacts.  Public health requirements have led to changes to the way we work, travel, 

shop, and socialise, with all parts of Scotland and UK under varying levels of 

restriction, dependent upon the prevalence of the virus.  All parts of the economy have 

been impacted, including public finances, and there is prospect that the impact of Covid 

on our lives will last for many years.  

4.2. Following the initial lockdown, during the summer of 2020 there was some optimism 

around a gradual easing of lockdown restrictions, and careful resumption of activities.  

However, at the time of finalising this strategy (February 2021) due to the spread of a 

new variant of the virus, there remains high levels of Covid prevalence in the United 

Kingdom, and significant lockdown restrictions have been re-imposed.  The nationwide 

role out of vaccines is currently progressing at pace amongst priority groups, and the 

continued successful roll out of this programme, alongside other control 

measures, now brings the prospect of a progressive pathway out from lockdown 

restrictions during the course of 2021.  

4.3. Nestrans has been actively monitoring and reporting on the ongoing impacts of Covid 

across the north east since the start of the first lockdown.  This has included conducting 

monthly attitude surveys, monitoring transport data, and considering evidence from 

wider datasets and research.  What we have found is   

• Road traffic levels fell by 65 to 70% upon the initial lockdown, but dependent upon 

route have generally risen to at least 85% or greater of pre-lockdown levels.  

• Pre-lockdown, weekday traffic was associated with very clear morning and evening 

peak periods.  Whilst these peaks are still evident, they are far less pronounced, with 

traffic spread more evenly across the day.  

• Rail and bus patronage have fallen considerably, by around 80% generally, dependent 

on route and the level of travel restriction being imposed.  

• Counter data from city centre sites show significantly increased levels of walking and 

cycling from 2019 to 2020, particularly at sites associated with leisure use, with activity 

often doubling.  Sites picking up commuter routes have also increased.  

• Prior to lockdown, around 90% of those in employment commuted to work, with 10% 

working from home.  During summer 2020, this changed to 44% commuting, 41% 

working from home, 15% on furlough.  Attitude surveys suggest that 45% of those in 

employment wish to retain greater flexibility in their work patterns, with an 

expectation of around a 10% long term reduction in the numbers commuting on a 

regular basis.    

• Business travel has largely been replaced by on-line meetings, with this trend being 

expected to continue following the removal of lockdown restrictions.    
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• In terms of shopping, north east surveys indicate that there has been an increase in 

both on-line shopping/home delivery (around 35% increase) as well as an increasing 

tendency to shop closer to home.    

• Local attitude surveys undertaken during 2020 have consistently shown that walking, 

car use (either as driver or passenger) and cycling are the modes of travel that have 

been viewed most positively, but train, bus, and taxi viewed quite negatively.    

4.4. In the short term, there is a requirement to continue to closely monitor changing trends 

and attitudes, so that there can be agile and informed responses to key issues.  A focus 

will need to be placed on helping public transport levels recover when it is considered 

appropriate to do so, and also to implement measures that support the increased 

walking and cycling activity levels.  As wider society begins to recover from the various 

levels of restrictions placed upon it, there will be a renewed focus on building back a 

more sustainable and equitable society, and this strategy forms a key part of that 

regional challenge.  
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5. The wider policy context 

5.1. In May 2019, the Scottish Government declared a ‘Climate Emergency’. The Climate Change 

(Scotland) Act 2019 sets a legally binding Net-Zero target for all greenhouse gases by 2045, 

only five years beyond the horizon of this strategy. Scotland has set some of the most stringent 

targets for reduction of greenhouse gases and the RTS needs to play its part in meeting these 

targets. 

5.2. In December 2020, the Scottish Government published its Climate Change Delivery Plan 

Update setting out proposals for a green recovery from Covid-19 and setting out its 

commitment to: 

• reduce car kilometres by 20% by 2030; 

• phase out the need for new petrol and diesel cars and vans by 2030 and light commercial 

vehicles by 2025;. 

• Establish a zero emission heavy duty vehicle programme to support innovation in the supply 

chain for HGVs; 

• decarbonise scheduled flights within Scotland by 2040; 

• decarbonise Scotland’s rail services by 2035; 

• ensure that the majority of  new buses purchased from 2024 are zero emission; and 

• support transformational active travel projects. 

 Scotland has set some of the most stringent targets for reduction of greenhouse gases and the 

RTS needs to play its part in meeting these targets.  

5.2.5.3. The National Transport Strategy was published in February 2020 with the vision that 

“we will have a sustainable, inclusive, safe and accessible transport 
system, helping deliver a healthier, fairer and more prosperous Scotland for communities, businesses and 
visitors.” 

5.3.5.4. The vision is underpinned by four priorities which form the basis from which decisions will 

be evaluated on the success of Scotland’s transport policies going forward. These priorities have 

been used to inform the priorities of this RTS and are: 

• Reduces inequalities; 

• Takes climate action; 

• Helps deliver inclusive economic growth; and 

• Improves our health and wellbeing. 

5.4.5.5. Overarching all the policies contained within it, the NTS embeds a Sustainable Travel 

Hierarchy1 in decision-making by promoting walking, wheeling, cycling, public transport and 

shared transport options in preference to single occupancy private car use for the movement of 

people. It also promotes efficient and sustainable freight transport, particularly a shift from road 

to rail. 

5.5.5.6. Transport Scotland have also published their ‘Long-Term Vision for Active Travel in 

Scotland 2030’ which includes the ambition that ‘Scotland’s communities are shaped around 

people, with walking or cycling the most popular choice for shorter everyday journeys’.  Linked to 

 
1 Source: National Transport Strategy, Transport Scotland https://www.transport.gov.scot/media/47052/national-transport-strategy.pdf 
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the long term vision are the National Walking Strategy’  and the Active Travel Framework 

and Active Travel Task Force report which bring together the key policy approaches to improve 

the uptake of walking and cycling and make recommendations for overcoming barriers to the 

delivery of innovative and new walking and cycling infrastructure. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1: The Sustainable Travel 
Hierarchy, National Transport Strategy 
2020. 

 

1  
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5.7. In addition to the NTSabove, Transport Scotland is also currently 

working to develop the second Strategic Transport Projects Review 

which will inform the Scottish Government’s transport investment 

programme in Scotland over the next 20 years (2022-2042). It will 

take a national overview of the transport network with a focus on 

regions and will help deliver the vision, priorities and outcomes 

that are set out in the NTS. The work being undertaken to 

develop the RTS in the north east will feed into the development 

of STPR2 to ensure the key issues for the north east are fully 

represented at a national level. 

5.6.5.8. The Transport (Scotland) Act 2019 provides new powers 

for Local Authorities providing the opportunity for, amongst 

other things, greater control and operation of local bus 

services as well as enhanced partnership working 

arrangements, enforcement of Low 

Emission Zones and discretionary powers to introduce a Workplace Parking Levy, all 

aimed at improving sustainable transport and reducing car use. This strategy needs to 

consider the potential that these new powers provide and the opportunities for the 

north east. 

5.7.5.9. The National Planning Framework (NPF) is a long-term 

spatial strategy for Scotland that sets out where development 

and infrastructure is needed to support sustainable inclusive growth. 

The Scottish Government hasve started work to prepare the 

fourth NPF which will look to Scotland in 2050.  It is expected 

that NPF4 will look  very different from NPF3, with a longer time 

horizon, fuller regional coverage and improved alignment with 

wider programmes and strategies. In particular, NPF4 will need to 

align with the outcomes in the National Performance Framework; 

respond to the shift to inclusive growth; improve health and well-

being for the people of Scotland, improve equalities and 

eliminate discrimination; provide a spatial planning response to 

the Global climate emergency; provide a renewed focus on rural 

development including rural repopulation; and give a stronger 

steer on housing delivery and diversification including the setting 

of targets on land for housing. 

5.8.5.10. It will for the first time incorporate Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) and will take 

on enhanced status as part of the statutory development plan. It will also take into 

account regional spatial strategies which will be prepared by local authorities. 

5.9.5.11. At present, carbon capture and storage at Peterhead, a national long-

distance cycling and walking network and the development of Aberdeen South 

Harbour are identified as national developments in the north east as part of NPF3. 

5.10.5.12. The Infrastructure Commission for Scotland was established by Scottish Government 

to provide independent advice on the nation’s vision, ambition and priorities to create a 

30-year infrastructure strategy. In January 2020 it published its first key findings report. 

One of the recommendations, most relevant to this strategy is the statement that “most of 
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the underlying infrastructure that will be used in 30-years’ time already exists today. It is therefore 
essential that these assets are most effectively and efficiently utilised, maintained and enhanced to 

net zero carbon readiness”.  In July 2020 the Delivery Findings report was published which 

focussed on prioritising an inclusive net zero carbon economy, enabling sustainable places 

and delivering a thriving construction industry. 

5.11.5.13. At a regional level, Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and 

Opportunity North East successfully agreed a City Region Deal with the UK and Scottish 

Governments in November 2016. This deal, worth £826.2 million over a 10-year period, 

provides a significant delivery mechanism for initiatives to support sustainable economic 

growth in the region. The allocation of funds is split between a variety of projects, one 

of which is a Strategic Transport Appraisal to take a 20-year strategic view of the 

transport implications of the investment unlocked by the Aberdeen City Region Deal 

across all modes of transport. 

5.12. The most recent Strategic Development Plan 2020 
(SDP) was approved by Scottish Ministers in August 

2020 and  is currently submitted to and awaiting 

approval by Scottish Ministers. In the meantime, the 

2014 SDP remains 

the adopted plan and sets the strategic framework for 

development across the region over a 20-year 

period, focussing development in four strategic 

growth areas aligned with the region’s strategic 

transport corridors. The new SDP 2020 is a 

continuation of the spatial strategy of the Structure 

Plan 2009 and the SDP 2014. does not represent a 

significant change in this approach. Both Aberdeen 

City Council and Aberdeenshire  

Council are currently consulting consulted on their proposed Local Development Plans 

(LDPs) and will undergo examination in public over the course of 2021. with consultation 

periods on these closing at the end of August and the end of July 2020 respectively. 

Nestrans, in partnership with the two Councils has undertaken a Cumulative Transport 

Appraisal, to support the strategic and local development planning process. This assesses 

the likely cumulative impact of proposed development on the transport network and 

identifies a range of schemes and measures that could mitigate this impact. The results of 

this study have been fed into the development of this strategy in order that it is able to 

respond to the likely future transport requirements of the region. 

5.13.5.14. The Regional Economic Strategy (RES) aims to maximise 

economic recovery in the short term and in the longer term to 

sustain and secure the well-being of the city region and its 

people by delivering a more balanced and resilient economy and 

achieving inclusive economic growth that benefits all. It 

recognises the importance of infrastructure if the region is to 

remain an internationally competitive business environment with 

transport connectivity, information and communications 

technologies, business land and property and housing all being 

key. A review of the RES will look to deliver a city region that 

provides outstanding economic opportunities, best-in- country 
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quality of life and a spectacular natural environment.  Th and 

there is likely to be a focus moving forward on delivering: 

• A net-zero city region that powers the nation and drives energy 
transition nationally and internationally; 

• A competitive city region to work and invest in with a diverse and robust economy, 
high-value jobs, and nationally significant productivity; and 

• A city region of choice where prosperity and opportunity, educational attainment, quality 
of life, natural heritage and sense of place attract and retain talent, enterprise and investment. 

5.15. Aberdeen City Council has adopted a City Centre Masterplan and Sustainable Urban 

Mobility Plan as well as a new Roads Hierarchy. Combined, these plans seek to transform 

the city and the way we move around it focussing on creating a City Centre that is a 

destination, rather than a through route, prioritising public transport and giving over 

space to pedestrians and cyclists rather than the car to create a more attractive, safer and 

healthier environment.   

5.14.5.16. In May 2020 Aberdeen City Council also approved a plan to position the area as a 

Climate Positive City at the heart of the global energy transition going beyond ‘net-

zero’ and supported by a Strategic Infrastructure Plan (Energy Transition).  

Aberdeenshire Council has also set ambitious targets of a a target of 75% reduction in 

emissions by 2030 and Net Zero by 2045 from the 2010/11 baseline year.  

5.17. Community Planning Partnerships in both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire have 

developed Local Outcome Improvement Plans (LOIP) which set out how Community Planning 

Partners will improve outcomes for and with local people and communities. Aberdeen City 

has identified increasing active travel (cycling and walking) as one of their LOIP targets and 

identified three priority areas which experience poorer outcomes than the rest of Aberdeen 

(- Torry; - Tillydrone, Seaton and Woodside; - Middlefield, Mastrick, Cummings Park, 

Northfield and Heathryfold). In Aberdeenshire, there is a focus on building connected and 

cohesive communities as one of three identified priorities with a focus on the four 

regeneration towns of Peterhead, Fraserburgh and Banff and Macduff identified. Nestrans 

is a statutory partner on both the Community Planning Partnerships and has a duty to 

support and work with partners towards delivering the priorities of the LOIPs and 

delivering improvements for communities across the north east. 
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6. The need for a new transport strategy for the north east 

6.1. Whilst a lot has been achieved in terms of delivery of projects in the current RTS, the 

policy landscape has changed substantially since it was last refreshed in 2013 and the 

time is right to now look ahead to the next 20 years, building on the investment that has 

already been made and shifting the focus from infrastructure investment to thinking 

about how to make best use of the infrastructure we have now put in place and to put 

greater emphasis on issues such as climate change, equality, health and technology. 

6.2. When considering whether there is a need for further transport improvements, we need to 

consider the region’s aspirations for growth, its desire to transform the regional economy 

whilst also addressing environmental concerns and wider health and social issues. In the 

past, economic growth has generally meant greater transport demand and subsequent 

increases in car travel, congestion and pollution. This RTS will however need to strongly 

address the challenge of achieving this growth whilst also achieving cleaner, quieter, more 

pleasant city and town centres as well as reducing carbon emissions and encouraging more 

active and sustainable journeys. A reduction in traffic will be required in order to achieve 

this. There is also a need to take into account the national and global agenda and consider 

what the region is prepared to do to address issues such as climate change, improving 

health by cutting pollutants from vehicles and making walking and cycling more attractive 

options. 

6.3. New and emerging technologies will almost certainly play a key role in our future to 2040 

and, whilst it is difficult to predict how new technology will change transport and how we 

travel around, both the UK and Scottish Governments have set challenging targets to 

phase out the need for petrol and diesel cars. The UK government has pledged to ban the 

sale of new petrol, diesel or hybrid cars from 2035 at the latest whilst the Scottish 

Government has committed to phasing out new petrol and diesel cars by 20320. Our 

strategy needs to be flexible enough to embrace the evolution of technologies and place 

the north east at the forefront of emerging fuel technologies. It also needs to be ambitious 

in envisaging how technology can facilitate changes to how we access and pay for travel 

and how it can help to promote the provision of transport in both urban and rural areas. 

6.4. There is a need and a desire across public and private sector partners in the north east to 

review not just how we can contribute to national ambitions, but also how transport can 

help to shape and deliver the future we want for the north east as a region to 2040 and 

beyond. 

6.5. The current Covid-19 pandemic has resulted in significant changes to how our society, 

economy and transport networks are operating. Although the full impacts of this pandemic 

are still unknown, as we begin to progressively ease out of lockdown, move forward in the 

medium to long term direction, the objectives and content of this strategy remains to 

reduce transport’s share of greenhouse gas emissions, contribute to the region’s energy 

and economic transition, embrace new technology, address social and health concerns and 

inequalities. 

6.6. Further details on how this strategy will respond and adapt to the future uncertainty 

presented by Covid-19, as well as other risks and uncertainties, are provided in Chapter 

121. 
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7. The Strategic Transport Appraisal 

7.1. The development of RTS 2040 has been supported by the City Region Deal Strategic 

Transport Appraisal (CRD STA). 

7.2. Following the principles of Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance, Tthe CRD STA was 

initiated as a means to collate and rationalise the current and future problems and 

opportunities within the transport system, and to act as the mechanism to facilitate the 

delivery of transport projects to support the Regional Economic Strategy. 

7.3. The ‘Aberdeen CRD STA, Initial Appraisal: Case for Change’ study was completed in 2018 

and involved extensive data analysis and consultation to identify the range of problems 

and opportunities across the region. Option generation and sifting exercises were 

undertaken in 2018/19 and this process identified a list of 42 options recommended for 

further development and consideration. 

7.4. Much of the initial work to identify issues, problems and opportunities for RTS 2040 was 

carried out as part of these first stages of the CRD STA process. 

7.5. The second phase of the CRD STA commenced from the 42 shortlisted options. The 

‘Aberdeen CRD STA Preliminary Options Appraisal’ stage of the study has developed, 

refined and appraised these options further, reducing the individual options to 29, 

against which are made recommendations on appropriate pathways for their further 

development and delivery where appropriate. 

7.6. The appraisal of the options within this study has led to the development of five option 

categories, prioritising and supporting the implementation of more sustainable transport 

while ensuring the promotion and development of Aberdeen city centre as the key regional 

centre for commerce, leisure and tourism. These five categories broadly comprise: city 

connectivity – ensuring sustainable connectivity to / from, and within the regional centre; 

rural connectivity – providing sustainable and proportionate travel choices across the 

region’s more rural hinterland; strategic connectivity – linking the region effectively to the 

rest of Scotland and internationally; safety – moving towards a zero fatalities target; and 

demand management measures – to manage resources effectively and encourage the use 

of sustainable modes. 

7.7. Within these five categories, each option has been defined as either ‘core’ (large scale 

options designed to instigate substantive change), or ‘supporting’ (smaller supporting 

options, less likely to bring about substantive change in their own right, but nevertheless 

important in supporting the core measures and overall objectives). The emerging overall 

package to be taken forward from this study can be seen as a transport package to begin 

transitioning the north east to a post-carbon, more prosperous, safer, and more equitable 

future. 

7.8. This study has been carried out in parallel to the development of the RTS and the 

alignment of the CRD STA and the RTS, along with a combined Strategic Environmental 

Assessment (SEA), is illustrated in the figure below. 
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Strategic Environmental Assessment, Fairer Scotland, Health and Equalities Impact Assessments 

7.9. In accordance with statutory requirements the RTS has been subject to several 

statutory impact assessment processes, each of which has helped to shape and 

inform the Draft RTS to 2040. The purpose of the Strategic Environmental Assessment 

(SEA) is to assess and address the likely significant effects on the environment from 

the emerging strategy throughout its development. In doing so, the SEA has helped 

to shape the content of the Draft RTS 2040 in order to avoid generating significant 

adverse effects on the environment and improve its sustainability performance. 

7.10. An Equalities Impact Assessment is a statutory duty for all public bodies when producing a 

new policy or strategy. This looks at the six protected characteristics under the Equality Act 

2010 which are age, disability, gender reassignment, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual 

orientation, marriage and civil partnerships and pregnancy and maternity and how each of 

these characteristics may be impacted as a result of the new strategy. As part of this 

process a Health Inequalities Impact Assessment was also carried out specifically looking 

at the role that the RTS can play in reducing health inequalities in the north east. Similarly, 

the Fairer Scotland Duty places a legal responsibility on public bodies in Scotland to 

actively consider how they can reduce inequalities of outcome caused by socio-economic 

disadvantage, when making strategic decisions. 

7.11. All these assessments have informed the development of the Strategy and are 

provided as supporting documents, alongside the findings of the Strategic Transport 

Appraisal. 
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Figure 2: Alignment of the RTS with the Strategic Transport Appraisal 
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8. Consultation and engagement 

8.1. The development of this strategy to 

2040 has been informed by a significant 

amount of consultation and 

engagement with elected members, key 

stakeholders, groups and individuals. 

8.2. As part of the Strategic Transport 

Appraisal pre-appraisal study, a range of 

structured interviews, facilitated 

stakeholder workshops and online 

surveys were carried out in order to 

understand and define 

the issues, problems and 

opportunities in the north east. 

These involved local and regional 

authorities, decision-makers, 

business organisations, transport 

operators and providers, active 

travel organisations, disability 

groups, health and emergency 

services and the local business 

community as well as local 

community councils, wider 

organisations and the general 

public. 

8.3. This has been supplemented by 

consultation on a range of topic 

discussion papers posted on the 

Nestrans2040 website produced 

specifically to inform the development 

of the RTS. 

8.4. A full report on the consultation undertaken as part of the Strategic 

Transport Appraisal, as well as consultation on the discussion papers is 

provided in supplementary reports to this document and are available at 

www.nestrans2040. org.uk. 

8.5. In August 2020 we launched a 10-week public and stakeholder consultation 

on the draft strategy. A virtual exhibition and digital workshops and 

presentations took the place of face to face meetings as a result of 

lockdown restrictions, however, a good level of engagement was achieved 

and all comments taken on board to inform the final strategy. 
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9. Key issues and opportunities for the north east 

Issues 

9.1. The significant amount of background work that has informed the development of this 

strategy has highlighted the following key issues and opportunities for transport in the 

north east. 

9.2. A growing and ageing population - Between 2001 and 20168, the population of Aberdeen 

City increased by 79% (from (211,910 to 222,460227,560) 9%, while Aberdeenshire grew by 

almost double this figure at 165% (226,940 to 261,800470). Both growth rates outstripped 

that of the Scottish national profile at 7%. Population projections indicate that between 

2016 and 2041 the population of Aberdeen City will increase by a further 6% and 

Aberdeenshire by 13%2. This compares to a Scottish average of 5%. Whilst a growth in 

population in the region can be viewed as a positive, in common with national trends it is 

expected that the number of people of pensionable age and over will grow by 143% in 

Aberdeen City and 29% in Aberdeenshire3. This will present a significant challenge for the 

region in terms of health and social care requirements and it is vital that we contribute to 

people being able to remain in good health and socially active for longer. 

9.3. The impact that climate change will likely have on our region by 2040 will bring rising sea 

levels, changing rainfall patterns and an increase in extreme weather events. We are 

already seeing some of these impacts today with the last decade being the warmest since 

records began. Rainfall has been increasing in Scotland over the last thirty years, with more 

heavy downpours. The global climate is changing and this is expected to accelerate in the 

coming decades. For transport infrastructure it is anticipated that this will lead to structures 

and assets being exposed to higher temperatures, flooding, coastal erosion and 

subsidence as well as potentially increasingly being exposed to high winds and storms.  

Greater consideration will need to be given going forward to construction methods, 

materials used and location of development in the context of climate change.  

9.4. Car availability and usage – car mode share for travel to work in the region is particularly 

high. At 5863% pre-covid, Aberdeen City has significantly higher car mode share on 

travel to work journeys than Edinburgh (3935%), Glasgow (4546%) and Dundee (5354%). 

At 8169% Aberdeenshire car mode share for travel to work is higher than in Aberdeen. 

The Scottish national average is 63%. The number of households with access to two or 

more cars is also high, particularly in Aberdeenshire (384%)4. 

9.5. Travel distances – the region has a large geographic area and hence longer than average 

travel distances – almost half of Aberdeenshire residents travel further than 10km to 

work. This is an increasing trend - since 2011, total vehicle kilometres travelled annually 

in both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire has increased by 3% and 8% respectively, 

compared to 5% nationally.  2020 will see these figures significantly reduced with the 

longer term trends post-covid still to emerge. 

9.6. Socio-economic inequalities – there are communities across both Aberdeen City and 

Aberdeenshire which experience high levels of deprivation, often linked to poor levels of 

 
2 Source: National Records of Scotland, Population Projections for Scottish Areas (2016 based) 

3 Source: National Records of Scotland, Population Projections for Scottish Areas (2016 based) 
4 Source: Transport and Travel in Scotland, Scottish Household Survey, 2018 
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connectivity and a lack of access to opportunities including education, employment and 

leisure. 

9.5.9.7. The mode share of travel to work by different modes across both Aberdeen City 

and Aberdeenshire has remained relatively static with the majority of travel to work 

journeys undertaken by car drivers and public transport use remaining relatively low. This 

is very much influenced by the combination of where people choose to live, the locations 

of their workplaces and the difficulty of providing a viable and attractive public transport 

network to meet these complex journey needs. For those journeys that could be 

undertaken by public transport, a perceived lack of attractive and efficient public 

transport alternatives, the ready availability of free or cheap parking at destinations and 

the limited coherent and segregated active travel network all make it challenging to 

change travel behaviours. 

9.6.9.8. Limited data on travel patterns across the north east and the census data quickly 

going out of date, means that it is difficult to get an accurate picture of how people are 

travelling across the north east for everyday journeys beyond simply travel to work and 

education. 

9.7.9.9. Perceptions of public transport are often poor with it seen as an unattractive option 

due to long and unreliable journey times compared to the car and lack of quality 

interchanges. Confidence in the reliability of bus services and the disproportionate impact 

on buses when there is any form of network disruption is off-putting for many potential 

bus users. Mode share for travel to work by bus in Aberdeen in 20196 was lower than 

other cities in Scotland at 711% compared to Glasgow 176%, Edinburgh 2825% and 

Dundee at 1414% 5. 

9.8.9.10. The rural nature of much of the region makes it particularly challenging to 

serve by public transport and car travel will remain a requirement for many. 

9.9.9.11. Challenges for the bus industry which include congestion, declining patronage and 

rising costs make it difficult for bus operators to provide attractive and reliable services. 

Reducing budgets available for local authorities to support services combine to result in a 

vicious circle of declining level of service and rising fares making services less attractive.  

The significant short and long-term challenges presented by Covid-19, which will make it 

increasingly challenging to attract passengers back to using the bus, will only add to the 

uncertainty and challenges for the industry as a whole going forward and potentially result 

in increasing levels of inequality.  

 

 

 

 
 

5 Source: Travel to work and other purposes, Scottish Government Statistics, www.statistics.gov.scot 
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9.10.9.12. The relative remoteness of the city region to key markets in the central belt and 

further afield make efficient and effective connections for businesses vital. 

9.11.9.13. The cumulative impact of development - continuing demands for growth and 

economic development require further investment in the transport networks which 

sometimes cannot be justified in advance of development and may often be contrary to 

attempts to influence mode choice. The cumulative impact of a large number of 

developments across a wider area can create the requirements for infrastructure 

improvements physically remote from that development but linked by a common 

transport corridor. Some infrastructure improvements can be funded through the 

planning system and developer contributions however there are significant challenges 

in delivering improvements that are required due to the cumulative impact of a number 

of developments over time. 

9.12.9.14. Digital connectivity is a particular problem for large areas across Aberdeenshire. 

Although there has been significant and ongoing investment in improving digital 

connectivity across the region in recent years there are still areas where poor connectivity 

makes remote and flexible working much more challenging. 

 

Opportunities 

9.13.9.15. Revolution in Rail improvements – investment in dualling the railway line between 

Aberdeen and Inverurie, and signalling improvements south of Aberdeen, have facilitated 

the opportunity to separate local rail services from InterCity services. New and refurbished 

rolling stock have enabled a step change in local rail services, with a dedicated local 

service calling at all stations between Inverurie, Aberdeen and Montrose and separate 

services providing an express service between Aberdeen and major markets. 

9.14.9.16. The completion of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, funded by Transport 

Scotland and the local authorities, has enabled traffic to distribute around the city and 

avoid passing through it. This provides the opportunity to reassess the roads hierarchy 

within the city, lock in the benefits by ensuring public transport, walking and cycling 

facilities are prioritised and bring forward City Centre Master Plan schemes. 

9.15.9.17. The high quality of life within the region is evident in the low levels of deprivation. 

The number of locations within the 20% most deprived in Scotland (SIMD, 2020) for 

Aberdeen City are 29 and Aberdeenshire 9. This compares to the City of Edinburgh at 71, 

Glasgow City - 339, and Dundee City - 70. However, in rural areas deprivation can be 

experienced on a household by household basis, rather than on an area by area basis and 

is therefore less easily tracked and can be hidden. 

9.16.9.18. Tourism numbers for the region have grown year on year and the region is one of 

the most visited in the UK. Aberdeen is ranked 7th of all places in the UK as a location to 

have a weekend break (Laterooms 2017). The region boasts Europe’s largest whisky trail, 

over 300 castles / country houses and historic ruins, 55 golf courses, a National Park, five 

snow sports centres, Royal Deeside and over 165 miles of coastline containing some of 

the best locations for dolphin watching. Recent investment in The Events Complex 

Aberdeen (TECA), Aberdeen Art Gallery and new hotels, along with international standard 

events including Nuart and the Tour of Britain cycling event, provide the region with a 

secure footing for tourism being a major industry over the next two decades. 
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9.17.9.19. Aberdeen South Harbour – development of the new harbour at Bay of Nigg on 

the south side of Aberdeen will provide a wide range of new and expanded 

opportunities for maritime developments. Cruise liners will fit with the tourism 

potential and industries such as decommissioning and Energy Transition to low carbon 

and sustainable energy will be able to focus on the new facilities. 
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10. The vision and key priorities of the Regional Transport Strategy to 2040 

10.1. The previous chapters have outlined the context within which this strategy has been 

developed and outlined the trends and challenges for the future. This work has fed into the 

development of our vision to 2040: 

Our Vision: 
To provide a safer, cleaner, more inclusive, and 
accessible and resilient transport system in the North 
East, which protects the natural and built environment and 
contributes to healthier, more prosperous and fairer 
communities. 

 

 

10.2. In support of this vision, the strategy has been developed under four equal and 

overlapping pillars that align with and support the pillars of the National Transport 

Strategy which was published in February 2020. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Nestrans 2040 Vision and Pillars 
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10.3. Sitting within the framework of these pillars are six key priorities which set the tone and 

direction of the strategy overall. These have been developed to relate to each of the four 

pillars and to provide a clear statement of intent on what the strategy is aiming to 

achieve. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4: Nestrans 2040 Key Priorities 
 

10.4. The table below shows the relationship between the pillars and the priorities that have 

been set. Each of these is then discussed in turn below. 
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No exceedances of World Health Organisation (WHO) safe levels of 
emissions from transportAir quality that is cleaner than World Health 
Organisation standards for emissions from transport 

 

Key Priorities 

  Improved journey efficiencies to enhance connectivity  

 
10.5. This priority links primarily to the pillar to help the north east economy prosper. In order 

to improve the economy we need to consider journey times and the overall efficiency and 

resilience of the transport network. It is essential to maintain the benefits achieved by 

recent infrastructure enhancements in relation to journey times for private vehicles and 

continue to improve journey efficiencies for public transport and freight. The priority 

relates to external connections outwith the region and also to the road and public 

transport network within the region in both urban and rural areas. It covers not just 

reducing overall journey times but also managing and maintaining the existing road 

network to ensure it operates efficiently, maintains and improves accessibility and remains 

fit for purpose. 

10.6. Contained within this priority, the strategy aims to reduce journey times by rail to the 

central belt and Inverness;, improve journey efficiencies by road, connecting to Inverness 

and the motorway network at Perth,; reduce delays on the region’s road network, ensuring 

it remains fit for purpose;, improve bus punctuality and improve average bus speeds; and 

improve integration between all modes of transport. 

 

  Zero fatalities on the road network  

 
10.7. This priority links to the health and wellbeing pillar, specifically road safety. Although 

there have been significant reductions in fatalities from road traffic collisions in recent 

years, the aspiration is to reduce this to zero. This is in line with the national framework 

for road safety which is moving towards a vision of zero fatalities on the road network. 

This is not to say that reducing serious and slight casualties is less important but 

measures to reduce fatalities should contribute to reducing the number and severity of 

road traffic collisions generally. There is also therefore a need for supporting targets to 

further these wider priorities. A particular focus will be on reducing the number and severity of all 

casualties and on reducing the number and proportion of vulnerable road users, such as 

pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists, involved in road traffic collisions. 

 

10.8. Primarily linking to the pillar to improve health and wellbeing across the north east, this 

priority focuses on the health impacts of poor air quality. There is lots of evidence to 

show that poor air quality can affect health, particularly amongst those who are 

vulnerable or who have existing health conditions. Transport is the main emitter of 

dangerous pollutants and Aberdeen has three designated Air Quality Management Zones 

with plans to introduce a Low Emission Zone in the City Centre. This priority focusses on 

reducing nitrogen dioxide and particulate emissions from transport to below safe levels 
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Significantly reduced carbon emissions from 
transport to support net-zero by 2045 

as set out by thethe international standards set by the World Health Organisation. 
 

 

10.9. This priority primarily supports the pillar to reduce carbon and environmental impact. 

There are however significant links to the health and wellbeing pillar as many of the 

benefits achieved through reducing carbon will also significantly reduce emissions that are 

harmful to health. 

10.10. In May 2019, the Scottish Government declared a global climate emergency. 

Nationally there is a commitment for net zero carbon emissions by 2045 with interim targets 

for reduction of at least 56% by 2020, 75% by 2030 and 90% by 2040. At the end of 2020, the 

Scottish Government also published an update to its Climate Change Plan which commits to 

reducing car kilometres by 20% by 2030.  Transport emissions currently account for over a 

third of greenhouse gas emissions, so there is a requirement to be significantly progressed 

towards decarbonising the transport network by 2040 as well as encouraging significant 

changes to the way in which we travel in order to achieve these ambitious targets.  The 

Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated the trend towards an increase in home working, online 

shopping and the roll-out of other online services such as health appointments.  Reducing 

the need to travel and encouraging shorter, more local trips will play a significant role in 

continuing to substantially reduce carbon emissions from transport.   

10.11. There will however remain a need and a desire for many to travel and so in in order to 

achieve this priority we also need . This will require a substantial public and commercial 

uptake of Ultra Low Emission Vehicles supported by a Low Emission Zone in the city centre 

and a substantial shift to low emission buses across the region. Decarbonising rail, maritime 

and aviation will need to be led at a national level. The Scottish Government has already 

committed to decarbonising rail travel by 2035. Although the RTS should support and push 

for such measures, achieving a target relating to these modes will be significantly outwith our 

control. 

 

  Accessibility for all  

 
10.12. This links primarily to the Equality and Health & Wellbeing pillars of the RTS 

although by improving these two, there are also positive impacts on improving prosperity 

by improving access to education, training and employment. Thise strategy recognises 

that sustainable modes are not always a viable option for all and some people, particularly 

people with disabilities and those living in remote rural areas, will continue to need to 

drive. 

10.13. This priority seeks to address three key aspects of accessibility: geographic 

accessibility;  issues of affordability and physical accessibility.  It seeks to ensure that, 

ensure all railway stations, buses, bus stops and interchanges are fully accessible and 

that accessibility to key destinations, including employment, health, education and 

leisure, is significantly improved. 
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A step change in public transport and active travel enabling a 
50:50 mode split between car driver and sustainable modes 

10.14. Innovation in technology offers huge opportunities to address disparities in access 

to travel, to tackle social isolation and to achieve a more inclusive society. These however 

must be available to all segments of society across the north east and we need to 

recognise that currently, not everyone has access to, or is able to use, computers or 

mobile phone technology. 

 

10.15. This priority links to all four pillars of the RTS. Achieving a mode shift away from car 

driver towards more sustainable modes (defined as walking, cycling, wheeling, public 

transport and shared transport), as well as reducing the need to travel in the first place, is a 

central part of the strategy that will contribute to all four pillars as well as wider Scottish 

Government targets. As well as reducing congestion and the resulting economic benefits 

of this, a shift to more active modes of walking, and cycling and wheeling and public 

transport will have significant benefits for health and well-being as well as the 

environment in terms of reduced emissions. Improvements to encourage more people 

onto bus and rail will help commercial operators and the public sector to further invest in 

improvements to services therefore enhancing provision and helping to remove barriers to 

accessing employment, health, education and leisure opportunities. 

10.16. What this key priority is aiming to achieve is not an increase in public transport 

mode share at the expense of, for example, cycling but rather a shift from car driver to 

public transport, active travel and car share. We recognise that the car will remain an 

essential part of the transport network in many places across the north east and will 

remain an important mode choice for many people, particularly those with mobility 

difficulties. Not everywhere across the region will be able to achieve this target however 

urban areas should be aiming for higher than 50% of travel by sustainable modes to 

compensate for rural areas which willmay find this more difficult to achieve.  Reducing the 

need to travel and reducing the distances people are required to travel is a key strand of 

this strategy. What we are aiming to achieve with this priority is more people choosing 

sustainable modes more often when they do need to travel. 

10.17. This is a challenging target and in order to deliver this across the region, it will 

require significant enhancements to provision for walking and cycling, bus priority, high 

quality park and ride services as well as demand management and consideration of 

measures such as charging mechanisms and re-prioritisation of road space. Making a 

decision not to travel is also regarded as a sustainable choice and one that is becoming 

more common with people now increasingly able to work from home and use technology 

to meet rather than travel. 

10.18. Analysis shows that pre-Covid 19,currently around 7066% of journeys to work 

across the north east arewere by car driver and 3034% by sustainable modes, as shown in 

Figure 3.  This has changed substantially due to the global pandemic with the long-term 

trends still emerging.  Ideally we would like to move to being able to monitor all trips (not 

just travel to work) and early estimates indicate that when looking at all trips, the 

proportion of trips by sustainable modes is higher than 34% although still short of the 50% 

target. The data available at present is however limited and there is a need for more robust 
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data at a regional level. This is an issue that has also been identified in the National 

Transport Strategy which contains an action to strengthen the evidence base at national, 

regional and local level. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Existing modal split, Scottish Household Survey 2018 6
 

 

 

6 Source: Transport and Travel in Scotland, Scottish Household Survey, 2018 
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11. The Strategy 

11.1. The policies and actions of this RTS have been structured under 18 headings.  These cover the wide 

range of issues relevant to regional transport in the north east of Scotland with each supporting 

one or more of the priorities identified above, and fulfil the statutory requirements required for 

Regional Transport Strategies, as defined in the Transport (Scotland) Act 2005 and associated 

guidance.  .  

11.1.11.2. The RTS has been developed through an iterative and collaborative process undertaken in 

tandem with the Strategic Transport Appraisal.  This multi-stage options development and 

refinement process has led to the identification of a long list of options, all of which have been 

refined, sifted and included as a balanced package of feasible and relevant policies and actions.  

The development of these actions has also been informed by the Strategic Environmental 

Assessment, Fairer Scotland Duty and Equalities and Health Impact Assessments that were 

undertaken alongside the development of the strategy. : 

 

Policy Headings 

AT Increasing the number of people travelling actively for health and the environment 

RL Developing the rail network 

ART Aberdeen Rapid Transit 

BUS Improving the region’s bus network 

P&R Maximising the benefits of Park & Ride 

MD Managing demand 

RE Reducing emissions from transport 

BC Encouraging behaviour change 

RD Maintaining and improving the region’s road network 

FR Facilitating the movement of freight 

AS External air and sea connections 

RS Road safety and casualty reduction 

RU Improving accessibility in rural areas 

HE Improving access to health 

AF The affordability of transport 

AA Improving access to the transport network for all 

PP Planning and designing places for people 

NT Future impact of new technologies 
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Increasing the number of people travelling actively 

for health and the environment (AT) 
 

 

 
 

Desired outcomes 

AT (a) Increased mode share of walking, cycling, and wheeling5 cycling and walking. 

AT (b) Reduced number and severity of casualties from 

road traffic accidents collisions involving 

pedestrians and cyclistsactive travel users. 

AT (c) Improved perceptions of safety and security for pedestrians and cyclistsactive travel 

users. 

AT (d) Reduce harmful emissions from transport to improve local air quality, 

reduce carbon emissions and contribute to improved health outcomes 

for the population of the north east. 

 

Policy Context 

11.2.11.3. It is widely accepted that physical activity plays a key role in people’s physical 

and mental health and wellbeing, with numerous studies in recent years showing that 

people who walk and cycle enjoy longer and healthier lives. 

11.3.11.4. Increasingly, however, research and evidence on the long-term benefits of walking 

and cycling is uncovering benefits that are even greater than previously thought. Regular 

physical activity can help to prevent numerous serious health conditions and, as well as 

saving the NHS millions of pounds each year, it can help save lives. The National 

Transport Strategy estimates that physical inactivity costs the Scottish NHS around £94 

million annually, equating to around £18 per Scottish resident per year 7. 

11.4.11.5. It is notoriously difficult to provide accurate or reliable measures of the actual 

numbers of people walking and cycling, particularly at a regional level. The 2011 

National Census, while admittedly not current, is still arguably the most comprehensive 

source of data available and shows Aberdeen faring reasonably well, in terms of 

walking and cycling (to places of work or study), in comparison with the other large 

Scottish cities. 

 

 

 
 

 
5 Wheeling refers to travelling by wheelchair and other forms of active travel such as kick or push scooters. 
7 Source: National Transport Strategy 2020, Scottish Government 
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2011 Census % of those aged 16-74 in 

employment walking to work 

% of those aged 4+ who are 

studying or aged 16-74 in 

employment walking to work or 

study 

Walking Cycling Walking Cycling 

Aberdeen 15% 2% 26% 2% 

Dundee 13% 1% 27% 1% 

Edinburgh 16% 4% 25% 4% 

Glasgow 12% 2% 22% 1% 

 

11.5.11.6. The Scottish Household Survey provides a more up-to-date source of walking 

and cycling trends in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire, although the survey uses small 

sample sizes of between 100 and 200 respondents which means small changes are 

liable to make a large impact year-on-year. The results of the Scottish Household 

Survey have however remained broadly consistent with the findings of the 2011 

census. 

11.6.11.7. The 2019 Scottish Household Survey shows that walking to work in Aberdeen City 

and Aberdeenshire continues to stay above the average for Scotland as a whole, with 

both areas at 17% compared to the Scottish average of 12%. However, the proportions 

of people cycling have remained either static or reduced since 2012. Around 4% of 

journeys to school are undertaken by bike across the north east 8 

 

Scottish 

Household 

Survey 

% walking to 

work 

% cycling 

to work 

% walking to 

work 

% cycling 

to work 

Aberdeen City Aberdeenshire 

2012 - 14 22% 3% 12% 1% 

2013 - 15 24% 2% 13% 1% 

2014 - 16 25% 3% 10% 2% 

2015 - 17 23% 3% 9% 2% 

2016 - 18 20% 3% 11% 1% 

2017 - 19 20% 2% 13% 0% 

 

 

  

8 Source: Sustrans Hands Up Survey 
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11.7.11.8. Both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils have installed a comprehensive 

network of automated cycle and pedestrian counters throughout their respective areas 

which collect data at specific points on the network. 

11.8.11.9. In addition, the Aberdeen Cycle Forum hold an annual cycle count survey every 

May. This is carried out on key routes during the weekday morning peak. The 2019 count 

showed, in line with previous surveys and research papers, that female cyclists are 

markedly under-represented at just 19%. However, while admittedly only a very brief 

behavioural snapshot, since 2008 there has been an increase of over 40% in the number 

of cyclists recorded during these counts.   

11.9.11.10. As highlighted in chapter 4 above, the Covid-19 pandemic has seen a significant 

change in behaviour around active travel and local journeys with counter data from city 

centre sites showing significantly increased levels of walking and cycling from 2019 to 

2020 as a result of lockdown measures, particularly at sites associated with leisure use, 

with activity often doubling.  Anecdotally there are also widespread reports of 

significantly increased levels of walking and cycling, often entire families experiencing 

bike rides together for the first time.  Local retailers have also reported that they 

struggled to keep up with the unprecedented demand for repairs, equipment and bikes.  

11.10.11.11.  The upsurge in interest in active travel even pre-lockdown has seen an 

increasing number of events of differing sizes and appealing to more wide-ranging 

interests, more proactive employers who recognise the benefits that employees who are 

more active can bring to the workplace and the increasing number of bike-friendly 

businesses, including cafes, guest houses and hotels as well as the bike-related 

businesses, retailers and repairers. 

11.12. In the north east, there are several long-established and extremely popular walking 

interest groups catering for all ages and abilities. Cycling also continues to be 

tremendously popular locally with numerous clubs and associations representing 

typically wide-ranging forms of cycling, from the more serious club athlete, to the daily 

commuter or the occasional mountain biker and everything in between. Indeed, 

individual cyclists can often assume all these ‘roles’; e.g. commuter, parent, club athlete 

and so on. 

11.11.11.13. The maintenance of the active travel network is an important issue for all users with 

the quality of the surface important for pedestrian and cycle safety and a key aspect of 

accessibility for wheelchair users.  Gritting and snow clearing of pavements and cycle 

routes should also be seen as a priority as part of the winter maintenance plans.   

11.12.11.14. The opening of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route presents significant 

opportunity for much improved active travel links into, out of and across the city and 

establishing much sought after safe, reliable and coherent links in and around Aberdeen 

and between Aberdeenshire towns and communities. 

11.13.11.15. While focusing on the central section of Aberdeen, there is tremendous scope in 

the City Centre Masterplan and the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP) for providing 

a better place for residents and visitors and to provide for a more welcoming 
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environment for walking and cycling so they can become a more attractive option for 

more people. This work on improving the city centre will only be relevant if the links exist 

to enable people to get to, from and around the city centre and from it by active travel 

(and public transport) or as part of a multi-modal journey, from across the rest of the city 

(and further afield) with similar ease. 

11.16. Improving active travel connections within and between our towns and rural 

communities can also play a significant role in improving the attractiveness of town 

centres and encouraging mode shift.  This will also assist in enhancing connectivity and 

accessibility to education, employment, health and social care opportunities as well as 

for leisure.  

11.17. Integration with other modes is essential and public transport operators have a key role 

to play in supporting active travel by facilitating the carriage of bikes on both buses and 

trains to encourage multi-modal journeys.   

11.18. For example, theThe continued and increasing use of the Deeside Way, and the many 

traffic-free paths across the City and Aberdeenshire, shows many choosing to travel on 

foot or by bike will do so where they can be separated entirely from vehicular traffic.  

Consultation also revealed a significant desire to see enhanced active travel connections 

in our towns and rural areas as well as the city.  Improving actual and perceived feelings 

of safety as well as assisting those who currently can’t or don’t have access to a bike to 

try cycling will help to open up cycling to more people and improve diversity within 

cycling.    

11.19. With the marked interest in cycling, there has never been a more important time to 

improve opportunities to enable everyone to cycle. This is particularly the case for those 

who currently can’t or don’t have access to a bicycle, according to the Cycling Scotland 

Annual Monitoring Report 2020, only 28% of households in Aberdeen, and 50% in 

Aberdeenshire, reporting that they had access to one or more bikes for private use6  

11.14. Electric bikes and e-scooters 

11.20. The increasing availability and uptake of electric bikes also has the potential to make 

cycling more accessible and to increase the range of destinations available to people by 

bike, albeit they are not accessible to everyone and the cost may be prohibitive to some.  

This RTS supports the uptake of electric bikes as a means of widening the appeal of 

cycling. 

11.21. It is not, at this time, legal to ride e-scooters on roads, cycle lanes or pavements in 

Scotland.  There are however moves to pilot the use of e-scooters elsewhere in the UK 

however legislation for the use of e-scooters will be a matter for the Scottish 

Government.  We will continue to monitor Scottish and UK policy in this area and review 

the lessons learned from elsewhere in order to apply these to the north east if required 

in the future.  

11.22. TFunding and delivery 

11.15.11.23. In addition to the investment by the local authorities, both in terms of people and 

monies, the financial gatekeepers for government funds continue to be Sustrans 

 
6 Source: Annual Cycling Monitoring Report, Cycling Scotland, 2020 
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Scotland, Cycling Scotland, Energy Savings Trust and Paths for All. Projects include those 

designed to improve our public spaces, such as creating segregated walking and cycling 

lanes and making junctions and crossings safer. In addition, support is given to 

purchasing E-Bikes, cycle training, educational and behaviour change projects, e.g. 

through iBike Officers in schools in both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire and Cycle-

Friendly School, Campus and Employer schemes. 

11.16.11.24. Like the local authorities and other partners, Nestrans is committed to putting the 

words of the national and local strategy documents into practice and ensuring delivery of 

a comprehensive, high quality and safe active travel network across the north east. Since 

Nestrans was first established as a statutory body in 2006, around a quarter of our 

budget has been spent on measures, such as shared paths and traffic free routes as well 

as the Getabout cycle roadshow, to encourage more to consider active travel as an 

option. It is anticipated that this share will increase with greater focus on active and 

sustainable travel. 

 

  Actions  

AT 1 Upgrade existing routes and develop a network of high quality and safe active travel 

routes across the region, focussing on the key priorities listed below. 

a. Safe and segregated active travel connections within and connecting to Aberdeen City Centre from 
the main commuter towns, in line with and to complement the objectives of the Aberdeen City 
Centre Masterplan. Wherever possible routes should be segregated and road space reallocation 
should also be considered to allow cyclists, pedestrians and wheelers (especially those less 
confident and able) sufficient space. Priority corridors have been identified below, some or all of 

which may be suitable for designation as ‘Active Travel Freeways’ as proposed by Transport 
Scotland:as: 

i. Westhill to Aberdeen City Centre; 

ii. Inverurie to Aberdeen City Centre; and 

iii. Stonehaven to Aberdeen City Centre via Chapelton, Portlethen, Cove, Altens, Torry and the 
South Harbour; 

iv. Ellon to Aberdeen City Centre; and 

iii.v. Banchory to Aberdeen City Centre.. 

b. Support Aberdeen City Council and other partners, including Sustrans and Paths for All, in 
developing a network of cycle routes and quiet routes across the city to complement actions on 
the priority corridors, support the concept of 20 minute neighbourhoods and create a cycle 
friendly city. 

b.c. Support Aberdeenshire Council’s work with local communities, and aided by Sustrans 
Scotland and Paths for All, in their Integrated Travel Town (ITT) Project to shape more sustainable 
and active travel in the towns of Huntly, Inverurie, Fraserburgh, Portlethen and Ellon. 

c.d. Direct active travel links within and between north east communities, focussing on 
connecting communities and employment, education, health, social care and community 
facilities, alongside those recreational routes which can also link up communities and enhance 
access to open space, including the coastal path network. 

d.e. Improved provision at junctions and crossing points for both cyclists and pedestrians. 

e.f. A requirement for new and upgraded roads and new developments to include high 
quality enhanced non- motorised user (NMU) provision that is integrated into the wider 
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active travel network. 

f.g. Work with Sustrans and Transport Scotland to develop the National Cycle Network 
to be predominantly off-road and to connect more communities along its route. 

AT 2 Continue to protect, maintain and improve the Deeside Way and Formartine & Buchan 

Way as segregated, green transport corridors. Consideration should also be given to the 

creation of further green corridors and appropriate biodiversity improvements when 

looking at segregated active travel provision on other links. 

AT 3 Increase the provision and quality of active travel facilities across the Region, in particular: 

• Signage, parking/storage (on and off public transport), changing facilities and tourist/leisure-friendly 
facilities; 

• Safer routes to schools; 

• Improve quality of walking surfaces; 

• Improved lighting, giving due consideration to the impacts of light pollution; and 

• Improved maintenance. 

AT 4 Implement regional cycle hire schemes, which can include bike hire, eBike hire, cargo bike 

hire and cycle share schemes. 

AT 5 Extend and improve the walking network within all communities and the city to 

provide a high-quality walking environment with safe crossing points, seating and 

wayfinding, which emphasises the priority of active travel and encourages walking or 

wheeling as the preferred option for short journeys. 

AT 6 All children and adults should be provided with the opportunity to learn to ride a bike 

and support provided to those who do not have access to a bike in order to do so.   

AT7 Work with partners, including Transport Scotland, Local Authorities, Sustrans, Cycling 

Scotland and Paths for All to ensure the funding models for active travel improvements 

can help us deliver the priorities for the north east. 
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Policy Context 

Existing rail network in north east Scotland 

11.17.11.25. The north east of Scotland has 

eightnine railway stations (with another 

under construction at including the new 

station at Kintore which was opened in 

October 2020). Historically, few local rail 

travel opportunities meant that travel 

to work by rail has remained limited, 

just 1% at the time of the Scottish 

Household Survey in 20172019.  

However, rail plays a significant 

transport role on those corridors that 

are served, providing a sustainable 

mass transit option for regional and 

national access.  Yet rRail travel is 

accordingly regarded 

as a significant contributor to the 

Regional Transport Strategy and the 

importance of rail for business and leisure 

travel is not to be underestimated.  Pre-

covid,  - more than half of Aberdeen 

Nestrans 
Regional Transport Strategy 

2040 

Developing the rail network 

(RL) 

Outcome

s RL (a) 

 

RL (b) 

 

RL (c) 

RL (d) 

Improved connections from the north east to the rest of Scotland and 

the UK. 

Reduced and more reliable journey times by rail to key 

destinations, including Edinburgh, Glasgow and beyond. 

Increased capacity on the rail network to allow increased 

mode shift to rail.  

An enhanced and reliable local rail network. 
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station’s 3 million passengers are making 

journeys over 100 kilometres (mostly to 

the central belt or beyond) – this 

compares to Edinburgh at 20% and 

Glasgow at just 5%. 

11.18.11.26. Covid-19 has meant a considerable downturn in rail travel, and corresponding 

short term reductions in service levels.  Commuting and business travel may be more 

exposed to continued suppressed demand following the ending of restrictions, 

although the potential for growth in leisure travel is identified as a particular 

opportunity for the rail network. 

11.19.11.27. ScotRail’s current plans have separated local services from InterCity services and 

provide an opportunity to: 

• Improve capacity by using larger trains on the InterCity services; 

• Reduce journey times between Scotland’s major cities (using faster rolling stock and timetable 
recasts, reduce the number of stops on long-distance journeys); 

• Allow for more (and regular) stops at local stations; 

• Enable a frequent and reliable cross-Aberdeen local service; and 

• Unlock the potential for consideration of new stations as part of the local service. 

11.20.11.28. Whilst this has led to some criticisms due to a reduction in direct services 

between some points, it is a truism that express services can’t also stop at all 

intermediate points.  Nestrans is in discussion with ScotRail to see if minor changes to 

timetables could address some of the concerns whilst maintaining the benefits that 

express services bring. 
 

Rolling stock 

11.21.11.29. Investment in new rolling stock and refurbished stock, provides an opportunity 

to improve the quality of service and reliability. It also provides an opportunity to 

enhance timetables where performance and acceleration are improved. The Scottish 

Government through the National Transport Strategy has committed to 

decarbonising passenger rail by 2035. Whilst electrification of main inter-city routes 

may will enable this outcome and is supported for the many benefits it will bring, 

battery powered trains or hydrogen trains may be morealso be appropriate for local 

services and would fit with the region’s aspirations to be at the forefront of hydrogen 

technologies.  Decarbonisation of the rail network will play an integral part in 

achieving carbon reduction and net-zero targets and must be progressed.   

 

Existing stations 

11.22.11.30. The nine eight existing stations across the north east vary from Victorian era 

facilities to fairly modern and the standards at each reflect that. 

11.23.11.31. Just four of the north east’s stations have full accessibility for mobility impaired 

passengers. Car parking constraints have been identified as a barrier to rail usage in a 

number of locations, where people park and ride, particularly where the stations serve a 

wide rural catchment. Further upgrades to provide electric vehicle charging points and 

enhanced walking and cycle provision would also be desirable in many locations. There 

is however a balance to be struck between providing car parking to meet demand and 
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promoting local active travel to train stations, which will require some parking restraint. 

11.24.11.32. A substantial upgrade to Aberdeen Station is currently being planned by ScotRail in 

association with Aberdeen City Council, which should see a significant improvement in 

passenger experience at the station. It also provides an opportunity to improve 

integration with the bus station and ferry terminal. 

11.25.11.33. The new railway station at Kintore will offers full accessibility to both platforms 

and 24 electric charging parking bays. 

 

Performance, reliability, safety and quality of service 

11.34. As more than half of rail passengers from Aberdeen are making journeys of more than 

100km or more, the journey times, comfort and reliability of InterCity services is of great 

importance. Connections north to Inverness and south to the central belt and beyond as 

well as stations in between are key to the economic success of the region and are used 

for business, commuting and leisure travel. Reliable and competitive journey times, 

ensuring conformance to timetables, integration with other modes, sufficient capacity 

and on-board facilities are all key to creating a positive passenger experience. 

11.26.11.35. Investment in rail infrastructure and improving the rail network’s resilience to 

extreme weather events to ensure the safety of those travelling should be a key priority 

for the Scottish Government and Network Rail.  

 

New Stations 

11.27.11.36. The separation of InterCity high-speed express services from local services 

provides an opportunity to assess whether there is potential for adding calls into the 

local rail network. A new station is under construction at Kintore and is scheduled to 

open later in 2020.has recently been completed at Kintore and F further new stations 

would increase access to the railway and offer a real alternative for travellers. 

11.28.11.37. Consideration of new stations will need options brought forward and 

business cases developed to ascertain the viability for new stations both between 

Aberdeen and Dyce and between Aberdeen and Laurencekirk. A balance would 

have to be struck to determine an optimum number of stations to enable access to 

the railway whilst maintaining its primary function as a fast form of travel, and not 

jeopardising overall network capacity and performance. Consideration of possible 

station locations will require to link to Local Development Plan allocations, with a 

view to proposed developments being well served by rail as well as existing 

residential and industrial areas. There are also other feasibility considerations, 

including the technical suitability of alternative sites to accommodate new railway 

stations and associated facilities, and the impact on the proposed Aberdeen Rapid 

Transit network as well as existing bus networks. 

 

New Lines 

11.29.11.38. Nestrans commissioned consultants to undertake a study into the feasibility of 

reopening the former Formartine & Buchan line to Fraserburgh and Peterhead. The 

study, which also looked at the potential for a completely new alignment, concluded 

that demand was unlikely to be sufficient to justify the significant capital cost and 

revenue would not be sufficient to cover operational costs. 
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11.30.11.39. A further study looked at whether a partial reopening as far as Ellon could be 

justified, and although a scheme would deliver transport benefits, even that was 

estimated to cost between £270m and £380m, which would not provide a positive 

business case, even under the most favourable assumptions of future demand and cost7 . 

11.31.11.40. Taking into account the outcomes of the work on the Formartine and Buchan 

line, it is considered that it would be even more challenging to build a positive 

business case for re-opening of the Deeside line. This is due to high car ownership 

levels on this corridor, development on parts of the route and its existing 

popularity as an active travel corridor. 

11.32.11.41. It is therefore unlikely that railway 

line re- openings can be justified under 

existing Treasury criteria and Transport 

Appraisal criteria within the lifetime of 

this Strategy., but aAlignments should 

however be protected and the situation 

kept under review as policies around 

carbon abatement, changes in demand 

and changes in appraisal may make this 

more viable in the future. in case 

substantial changes happen in the future 

(such as changes to fuel costs, 

assessment and appraisal methodologies 

are updated or other factors make a 

reassessment possible). 

11.33.11.42. The prospect for a new rail spur 

from the existing rail line into TECA and 

Aberdeen Airport has also been 

considered but found to be impractical 

due to high capital costs, the need for 

land purchase, property demolitions and 

impacts on the existing line between 

Aberdeen and Inverness.  Nestrans is 

however exploring means of enhancing 

public transport connectivity to TECA and 

the Airport through the ART proposals. 

 

Rail freight 

11.34.11.43. The north east has rail freight terminals at Craiginches (north and south), 

Waterloo Quay and at Raiths Farm in Dyce, as well as a number of smaller goods yards 

in Aberdeenshire. Whilst Nestrans supports and encourages the use of rail for 

transporting goods where appropriate, it is also recognised that commercial and other 

practical considerations currently limit the attractiveness of this mode to specific flows 

 
7 The full study reports are available on the Nestrans website here 
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of freight such as bulk goods and supermarket multi-modal flows. 

11.35.11.44. Nestrans current policy is to ensure that facilities, including freight paths and 

adequate rolling stock, are available to offer a rail freight option to and from the north 

east where appropriate. This is covered in more detail in the chapter ‘Facilitating the 

movement of freight’. 
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    Actions  

11.36.11.45.  Nestrans will focus on two key priorities for rail, under which a 

number of schemes are identified. 

RL 1 Due to the high proportions of long-distance business and leisure travel by rail to 

and from the north east, the highest priority should be investment in improving the 

quality of InterCity services, ensuring reliability and performance, adequate capacity 

and improved on- board facilities as well as reducing end-to-end journey times 

between key centres. Specific interventions are listed below. 

• Rolling Stock improvement. New Aberdeen-London Azuma rolling stock and upgraded Sleeper 
service as well as High Speed Trains with greater capacity and faster running speeds between 
Scotland’s cities have recently been introduced. Next generation investment in decarbonising 
the railways may require development of hydrogen trains. 

• Aberdeen-Central Belt improvements to reduce journey times by 20 minutes or more, through 
the Aberdeen to Central Belt and 7 Cities Projects. Network Rail and Transport Scotland are 
considering the constraints on this corridor and are looking at how to deliver benefits for the 
entirety of the corridor in terms of both intercity and regional connectivity, freight and journey 
times. In order to meet future forecast demand and improve the attractiveness of the line there is 
an aspiration to see three intercity services per hour from Aberdeen to the Central Belt. 

• Addressing resilience and timetable constraints, including addressing the single-track section at 
Usan, near Montrose. This will help ensure that capacities are not limited unnecessarily and that 
delays do not impact on other services. 

• Aberdeen-Inverness Phase 2 enhancements. This will enable an hourly service with a journey 
time of less than two hours (previous commitment in Strategic Transport Projects Review). 

RL 2 The provision of improved access to the railway network by considering opportunities 

for additional stations, better integration of local services with InterCity services, 

and full access for all and improved access to stations by non-car modes. Specific 

interventions are listed below. 

• Undertake a review of the Cross Aberdeen local rail corridor (Montrose-Aberdeen-Inverurie) 
and previous Crossrail business case to determine whether there remain markets that may be 
appropriately served by improved access to rail. Development of business cases for additional 
stations to enhance the viability 
of the local cross Aberdeen rail service, with new stations providing access to the railway for an 
increasing proportion of the north east population, with delivery of additional stations where a 
viable business case is proven. 

• Upgrading of stations to ensure accessibility for all and improvement of interchange 
opportunities, including as priorities, accessibility at Insch Station and the development of 
Inverurie Interchange.   

• Working with ScotRail and other partners to ensure a better balance between journey times and 
stopping patterns to maximise the benefits of rail and improve connectivity between local and 
InterCity services. 

• Work with ScotRail and Network Rail to realise the aspirations of the ‘Scotland Route Strategy’, in 
particular: 

• Aspiration for a 15-minute peak frequency to / from Aberdeen for all stations between 
Inverurie and Stonehaven or Montrose; 

• Aspiration for a 30 minute all day frequency for all stations between Inverurie and Montrose; 
and 

• Recognising Dundee as a key employment, education and leisure destination, as well as a key 
interchange point, all stations from Inverurie south to have a minimum of hourly direct service Page 95
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to the city. 

• Travel plans to be developed and updated for all stations across the north east to consider and 
improve access to stations by all modes. Travel plans for Dyce, Inverurie and Stonehaven were 
done in 2019 and have identified a need for additional car parking at each. The Strategic 
Development Plan also identifies a requirement for additional car parking at Huntly, 
Portlethen and Laurencekirk rail stations. In line with the Sustainable Travel Hierarchy, we will 
investigate options for improving links by all modes, starting with pedestrian and cycling links 
and then consider the need for additional parking beyond this. We will encourage the rail 
industry to consider improved management options for their car parks, so that spaces are 
used appropriately for rail related uses. 

31 
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Delivering Aberdeen Rapid Transit (ART) 
 

 

 
 

Desired outcomes 

ART (a) A public transport option that provides a step change in mass transit 

provision in the north east. 

ART (b) A public transport solution which can offer journey times that are competitive to the car. 

ART (c) Providing mass transit which can support the economic aspirations, social 

requirements and environmental improvements necessary for a successful city 

region. 

ART (d) A public transport network with options (rail, ART and bus) that meets the 

needs of travel to work, education, health and leisure and supports the 

tourism industry. 

 

Policy Context 

11.37.11.46. The Regional Transport Strategy aims to encourage a mode shift to help achieve 

environmental, economic and social objectives. To achieve this, a fresh approach to 

public transport will be necessary. This Strategy sets out Nestrans’ ambition to develop a 

high quality, high frequency mass transit network across the city, anchored by Park & 

Ride facilities on each corridor. 

Figure 6: Belfast Glider, Witchway Greater Manchester and Cambridge Busway, examples of Bus Rapid 
Transit infrastructure 
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11.38.11.47. This policy has been developed following extensive research on what makes 

successful city regions and case studies from elsewhere in Scotland, the UK and Europe. 

An analysis of mass transit options, including heavy rail and tram, was carried out as part 

of the Strategic Transport Appraisal, including consideration of Belfast’s Glider system 

and others, all of which have informed the development of this policy. 

11.39.11.48. In order to be successful, Aberdeen Rapid Transit needs to be a high capacity tram-

like solution that can achieve the performance and benefits of more expensive modes, 

whilst being achievable and deliverable. ART vehicles need to be high capacity, low 

emission (potentially hydrogen powered) and should enable speedy boarding and 

alighting to ensure an efficient and effective transport option which can be provided on a 

high frequency with express services to compete with car journey times.  

11.40.11.49. High profile branding and promotion as a stand-alone addition to the public 

transport offering in the region, but fully integrated in terms of ticketing and 

complementary routes and timetables will be key to its success. Off-vehicle ticketing and 

attractive online and season tickets should ensure dwell times at halts and interchanges 

are kept to a minimum. 

11.41.11.50. Although thorough investigation of the various route options will be required as 

the scheme is developed, it is anticipated that Tthe Aberdeen Rapid Transit system will 

be initially considered for two key corridors, linking Craibstone, the Airport and TECA to 

Altens and the south via the City Centre and Westhill/Kingswells to Bridge of Don via 

Union Street.  Each of these corridors is anchored at each end by one of the region’s 

existing or proposed park and ride sites.   

 Figure 7: Indicative potential ART routes 
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11.42.11.51. The services will require fully dedicated right of way in order to avoid traffic 

congestion and deliver reliable journey times, through all-day bus priorities - this sort of 

priority can include bus only roads, bus/cycle/pedestrian streets in the City Centre, 

guided busways or dedicated bus lanes. Although more detailed scheme development 

will be required and a full business case developed, it is envisaged that ART will take the 

form of a Bus Rapid Transit system. Bus Rapid Transit is flexible and can be built 

incrementally compared with heavy rail or trams and although costs will vary depending 

on the complexity of an individual scheme, the capital costs of construction are also 

significantly less than those for rail, light rail or tram as they can utilise existing road 

systems. It also retains flexibility for converting to a fixed route light rail or tram system 

in the future if desired. 

11.52. The Scottish Government’s Bus Partnership Fund provides a significant opportunity to bid 

for funding to develop this scheme further, starting with feasibility, the development of a 

business case and design. Cities such as Belfast have successfully implemented similar 

Bus Rapid Transit schemes and have seen benefits such as. increasing patronage, 

significant mode shift from cars and resultant economic success. 

11.43.11.53. Integration with other forms of sustainable travel, particularly the active travel 

network and the wider bus network, will be key to making travel easier and supporting 

more effective mode shift.  The development of ART will need to be planned and 

delivered in conjunction with improvements to the active travel network (both strategic 

and local walking and cycling networks) and deliver safe, high quality interchange points 

and facilities. 

 

  Actions  

ART 1 Develop the principle of an Aberdeen Rapid Transit scheme, through the engagement 

agreement ofwith the Bus Alliance partners, with a view to an additional public transport 

option providing express service journey times, frequency and reliability to encourage a 

mode shift. 

ART 2 Develop and deliver a bid to Transport Scotland’s Bus Partnership Fund to take forward 

feasibility and business case development for two ART cross city corridors connecting Park 

& Ride sites and the Airport with the City Centre. 

ART 3 Implement Aberdeen Rapid Transit connecting Craibstone/Airport/TECA to the south via 

the City Centre and Kingswells to Bridge of Don via Union Street. 

ART 4 Develop complementary bus priorities and city centre traffic management which 

improves the city centre environment whilst providing suitable priority for ART and 

buses. 

ART 5 Develop a suite of complementary measures including off-vehicle ticketing, high 

quality halts and interchanges, marketing and branding as well as safe, high quality 

integration with other modes, to emphasise the step-change additionality of the ART 

system. 
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Policy Context 

11.44.11.54. The bus is a key component of the transport network in the north east. Many 

people rely on the bus to get to work, education, health, retail and leisure opportunities 

and for many it provides a socially necessary service. For many others, it provides an 

alternative to travelling by private car and contributes significantly to reducing 

congestion on the region’s road network. 

11.45.11.55. Bus use in the north east is declining. In 2017/18 there were 26.5 million trips by 

bus in the north east, a decline of 3.4 million trips in the three years up to then8. 

11.46.11.56. The proportion of people travelling to work by bus in Aberdeen was on average 

10% between 2017-19 and dropped from 14% in 2018 to 7% in 2019is 714% and2% in 

Aberdeenshirefrom 5% to 0%. It should be noted however, that this data is taken from 

the Scottish Transport and Travel Survey, which has a small pool of respondents, 

meaning that figures can vary widely year-to-year.just 5% 9. 

11.47.11.57. Both Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire face very different challenges when it comes 

to bus provision, with the rural nature of Aberdeenshire making it difficult to serve by 

commercial public transport, other than along key inter-urban corridors connecting 

key towns and into Aberdeen. Aberdeenshire Council therefore needs to support a 

large number of socially necessary bus services that would not be commercially 

viable for a private bus operator. Aberdeen City Council also supports some services 

but to a lesser extent. 

11.48.11.58. These are not issues exclusive to the north east. Declining bus patronage is a 

 
8 Source: Nestrans Annual Monitoring Report 
9 Source: Transport and Travel in Scotland, Scottish Household Survey, 20198 
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Improving the region’s bus network 

(BS) 

Desired 

outcomes 
BUS (a) 

BUS (b) 

BUS (c) 

BUS (d) 

Bus journey times that are competitive to the car. 

Improved perceptions of public transport. 

Increased mode share of bus. 

A bus network that meets the needs of travel to work, education, health, 

retail, and leisure and supports the tourism industry. 
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national trend across the UK and constrained public sector budgets across the country 

are resulting in reductions in rural bus services. Focussing funding into concessionary 

travel (and proposed free travel for under 19s) helps to ensure affordable travel for 

important sectors but has failed to support the industry generally and is of little use to 

areas where there is no or infrequent bus services. In addition, the current Covid-19 

global pandemic is having a significant impact on bus services and provision as 

highlighted in Chapter 4 above, the full and longer lasting implications of which remain 

to be seen. This will undoubtedly provide a further significant challenge to the bus 

industry going forward. 

11.49.11.59. The National Transport Strategy recognises the challenges of declining bus use 

but emphasises that bus is a key element of the Sustainable Travel Hierarchy and sets 

out the importance of reversing this decline in order to meet its outcomes. 

11.50.11.60. Nestrans continues to work in partnership with local authorities and bus operators 

to deliver improvements to bus provision and deliver a bus network that meets the 

needs of travel to work journeys as well as travel for education, retail, leisure, health and 

well-being and tourism journeys across the region. 

11.51.11.61. Improvements for existing bus users as well as improving perceptions of bus 

travel will be needed in order to achieve a greater number of people choosing to travel 

by bus. This will require a step-change in provision of bus services in the north east to 

deliver high quality services that provide an attractive alternative to the private car in 

terms of frequency, journey speeds and reliability. To deliver this will require extensive 

bus priority; high quality, low emissions vehicles; smart integrated ticketing as well as 

high quality information and branding. If we are to achieve mode shift, all of this will 

need to be complemented with demand management measures that place restrictions 

on car travel and give greater priority to bus users. The cost and availability of parking 

in our town and city centres also has a significant impact on the attractiveness of using 

the bus compared to the private car. 

The North East Bus Alliance 

11.52.11.62. The North East Bus Alliance was established in 2018 and is a voluntary Quality 

Partnership Agreement between Nestrans, Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire 

Council, First in Aberdeen, Stagecoach Bluebird and Bains Coaches. 

11.53.11.63. The overarching objectives of this agreement are to: 

1. Arrest decline in bus patronage in the North East of Scotland by 2022; and 

2. Achieve year on year growth in bus patronage to 2025. 

11.54.11.64. Nestrans works with its partners in the Bus Alliance to deliver improvements for 

bus passengers across the region through the development and delivery of a region-

wide Bus Action Plan. The most recent Bus Action Plan for the North East was published 

in March 2020. 

Bus Service Improvement Partnerships 

11.55.11.65. Although the Transport (Scotland) Act 2019 permits a local transport authority to 

operate local bus services, the funding and management expertise required and the risks 

involved should not be underestimated. 

11.56.11.66. The Act also makes provisions for Bus Service Improvement Partnerships (BSIPs) 
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which allow local transport authorities to enter into partnerships with bus operators. The 

scope of such agreements is much wider than their predecessors, the Statutory Quality 

Bus Partnership (sQP), and in addition to vehicle standards and minimum service 

frequency, the authority can now exert greater influence over: 
 

 

12 Source: Nestrans Annual Monitoring Report 
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11.57.11.67. We will seek to develop Bus 

Service Improvement Partnership 

Agreements (BSIPs) that will commit 

both public sector organisations and 

bus operators to a range of 

improvements to deliver the objectives 

of the Bus Alliance. 

11.58.11.68. In the short term, these will be 

focussed on the priority corridors 

identified by the Bus Alliance. 

Corridor studies will be progressed, 

in line with Scottish 

Transport Appraisal Guidance, to 

identify opportunities to provide 

service and infrastructure 

improvements and will help to inform 

plans to develop these into rapid 

transit corridors. 

Funding 

11.59.11.69. The 2019-2020 Programme for 

Government announced a landmark 

investment of £500 million to improve 

bus infrastructure across the country 

to encourage more people to use 

public transport. It is Nestrans’ 

intention to bid for a significant 

portion of this funding to deliver 

substantial improvements to the bus 

network in the north east as outlined 

above. 

11.60.11.70. It is recognised however that the Bus 

Partnership Fund is a capital only fund and 

is focussed on alleviating congestion for 

buses in towns and cities. Many of the 

funding challenges faced by bus operators 

and local authorities relate to a lack of 

revenue support to enhance bus service 

provision, improve frequencies and serve 

more marginal routes, often in rural areas. 

11.61.11.71. There are potential opportunities to 

ring fence income from demand 

management measures for public 

transport improvements and this is 

discussed 

in greater detail under the heading 

‘Managing Demand’. 

11.72. As the most widely used form of public 

transport across the region, bus service 

provision is integral to much of this 
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strategy.  Issues relating to bus service 

provision are therefore also covered under 

sections on ‘park & ride’; ‘reducing 

emissions from transport’; ‘improving 

accessibility in rural areas’; improving 

access to health’; ‘affordability of 

transport’; and ‘accessibility for all’. 

 

 

  Actions  

BUS 1 Continue to be a key partner of the North East Bus Alliance and ensure a strong 

partnership continues for the benefit of the north east. 

BUS 2 Develop and deliver the actions contained within the Bus Action Plan, in partnership 

with the members of the North East Bus Alliance. Our priorities are set out below. 

• Bus journey times and reliability: 

- New bus priority (with a focus on providing continuous provision) on all key radial routes into 
the city and linking to Park & Ride provision and to support plans to develop Rapid Transit 
corridors (see chapter on Aberdeen Rapid Transit); 

- Support the City Centre Masterplan proposals to create a network of bus, cycle and local 
access only sections within the city centre, similar to that already introduced on Broad Street; 
and 

- Implement town centre improvements to improve priority for buses across Aberdeenshire. 

• Information, marketing and promotion: 

- Roll out of digital timetables at bus stops, focussing initially on the priority radial corridors; 

- Continue to promote Park & Ride and undertake targeted promotion to encourage increased 
bus use through the Getabout brand; and 

- Better engage with the business community and major employers through travel planning 
initiatives (see chapter on Encouraging Behaviour Change). 

• Fares and ticketing: 

- Further support the development of the GrassHOPPER integrated ticketing arrangement to 
develop online retail solutions, alternative ticket types, mobile and fares capping technology. 

• Affordability and accessibility: 

- Explore options to reduce transport poverty by working in partnership with bus operators to 
look at fare structures, special fares and other incentives; 

- Continue to promote the Thistle Assistance Card; and 

- Continue to engage with disability groups to improve access for all. 

• Interchange between bus services and with other modes: 

- Development of the network of Park & Ride and mini-interchange hubs across the region (see 
chapter on Park & Ride for further details); 

- Seek improvements to Aberdeen Bus Station to provide a high quality passenger 
experience, improve accessibility and provide a fit for purpose operating environment. 

- Improvement to links and accessibility between and within Aberdeen Rail Station, Aberdeen 
Bus Station and the Ferry terminal creating a single navigable hub, easily accessible by active 
travel modes; and 

- Enhanced provision for carriage of bikes on buses. 

- Improved and safe pedestrian access to bus stops. 

• Bus stop infrastructure: 
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- Work with the two local authorities to upgrade bus stop infrastructure across the region to 
ensure it is high-quality, fit for purpose, safe and accessible. 

• Quality of the vehicles: 

- Work with the bus operators to increase the proportion of the bus fleet operating with low 
or zero emission vehicles; and 

- Work with bus operators, bus users and communities to ensure accessibility needs are met 
across the bus network. 

 

BUS 3 The Bus Action Plan is a rolling 5-year action plan and we will continue to monitor, 

review and update progress through the Bus Alliance. 

BUS 4 Work through the Bus Alliance to develop Bus Service Improvement Partnership 

agreement(s) (or alternative statutory agreement) based on a package of infrastructure 

and service improvements and commitments to be delivered by both public sector and 

bus operator partners. Corridor studies, in line with the principles of STAG will be used 

to identify appropriate infrastructure measures to feed into these agreements. Work has 

already started on the Westhill to Aberdeen corridor looking at both Queens Road and 

the Lang Stracht and a multi-modal corridor study is also ongoing looking at Wellington 

Road corridor. The next corridor to be looked at will be from Ellon to Robert Gordon’s 

University via King Street and Holburn Street. Similar studies will then be progressed on 

the remaining radial corridors into Aberdeen. 

BUS 5 Secure funding for the delivery of improvements to bus services and infrastructure.  In 

the first instance this will be through a bidSubmit a bid, alongside partners of the 

North East Bus Alliance, to the Scottish Government’s Bus Partnership Fund. to secure 

funding for the delivery of improvements to bus services and infrastructure. 

BUS 6 Lobby Scottish Ministers to continue their support for bus passengers across Scotland, 

beyond the Bus Partnership Fund, through enhanced capital and revenue funding, as set 

out in the National Transport Strategy. 
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Maximising the benefits of Park & Ride (P&R) 
 

 

 
 

Desired outcomes 

P&R (a) Improved ‘sense of place’ in Aberdeen City Centre through a network of 

successful Park & Ride sites to complement the aims of the City Centre 

Masterplan. 

P&R (b) Improved health outcomes linked to improved air quality across the region 

P&R (c) Increased mode share of public transport 

P&R (d) Park & Ride sites to be used that act as interchanges for multi-modal journeys 
 

 

Policy Context 

Bus based Park & Ride 

11.62.11.73. The north east currently has five 

bus Park & Ride sites at: 

• Ellon on the A90(N) (operated 
by Aberdeenshire Council); 

• Bridge of Don on the A956 (operated 
by Aberdeen City Council); 

• Craibstone on the A96 (operated 
by Aberdeen City Council); 

• Kingswells on the A944 (operated 
by Aberdeen City Council); and 

• Newtonhill on the A92 (provided by 
the developer of Chapelton). 

11.63.11.74. A key aim of the previous RTS 

was to develop a ring of Park & Ride 

sites around the city, connected to the 

AWPR. With the exception of an 

additional new site to the south of 

Aberdeen, the focus must 

now be on how we maximise the 

benefits of these sites for passengers 

and our 

city and town centres and ensure that 

services are maintained. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Existing Park & Ride sites 
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11.64.11.75. The site at Bridge of Don is covered by a Masterplan proposal however this has 

committed to retaining a Park & Ride facility within the development, albeit on a slightly 

different part of the wider site. Retention of a facility here is seen as a priority. 

11.65.11.76. Park & Ride forms an essential part of the solution to reduce traffic within 

Aberdeen City and encourage mode shift generally to improve local air quality and 

reduce carbon emissions. We recognise that, to date, many of the sites have not 

performed as hoped, with usage in many cases low. Ellon is the exception to this where 

usage has grown consistently since it opened in October 2000 and it has been expanded 

as a result. 

11.66.11.77. The key barriers to people choosing to use Park & Ride have been identified as 

being journey times that are not competitive with private car; journey times that are 

unpredictable and unreliable; infrequent services and free or cheap parking at 

destination, particularly workplaces (around 90% of people driving to work in 

Aberdeen City are parking for free10). Park & Ride sites should also be encouraged for 

use for interchange for car sharing, as a drop off point and for Park and Pedal 

opportunities with appropriate access to sites considered for active travel modes as 

well as car.. 

 

Mini-Interchange Hubs 

11.67.11.78. In recent years, Aberdeenshire Council, with support from Nestrans, has worked to 

develop a network of mini-interchange hubs at key locations across Aberdeenshire, 

providing opportunities for small scale Park & Ride and interchange onto the mainline 

bus network and to help facilitate car sharing or Park and Pedal. Currently there are 

mini-interchange hubs in Potarch, Aboyne and Fyvie with further sites planned at 

Crathes and Oldmeldrum.  Access routes to these sites by walking, wheeling and cycling 

will be as important as the on-site parking and bus provision in terms of enhancing 

access to the public transport network for surrounding communities.  

 

Rail Park & Ride 

11.68.11.79. There are currently nineeight existing rail stations across the region, and one under 

construction, providing varying levels of rail Park & Ride provision for both local and 

long-distance journeys. Examination of parking capacity and demand, through station 

travel plans for Dyce, Inverurie and Stonehaven, has already identified a need for 

additional car parking to facilitate rail Park & Ride at these locations. The Strategic 

Development Plan also identifies a requirement for additional car parking at Huntly, 

Portlethen and Laurencekirk rail stations. Cycle Parking and walking and cycling routes to 

stations should also be enhanced to allow for active travel journeys to the stations. 

 

    Actions  

PR 1 In order to maximise the benefits that could be afforded by Park & Ride, we need to 

deliver bus journey times that are competitive to the car in terms of frequency, journey 

speeds and reliability. Aberdeen Rapid Transit is Nestrans’ priority to deliver this and we 

will work through the North East Bus Alliance to deliver a network of rapid transit 

corridors anchored by the ring of Park & Ride sites currently in existence. This is covered 

 
10 Source: Regional Car Parking Strategy Background Analysis, Aecom on behalf of Nestrans, 2011 Page 107
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in more detail under chapters ‘Aberdeen Rapid Transit’ and ‘Improving the Region’s Bus 

Network’. 

PR 2 Although there is currently a small Park & Ride facility at Newtonhill (provided by the 

developer of the town of Chapelton), a high-quality Park & Ride facility to the south of 

Aberdeen at Portlethen is still a priority.  A site to the south of Aberdeen was identified 

in the previous RTS and the Scottish Government’s Strategic Transport Projects Review. 

We will work with Transport Scotland and Aberdeenshire Council to ensure delivery of 

this facility alongside significant bus priority measures on the corridor into Aberdeen 

and a Bus Service Improvement Partnership agreement to ensure attractive journey 

times and service provision are integral to the design and development of this facility. 

PR 3 Work with both Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to ensure that we 

optimise the use of Park & Ride facilities across the region.  In the short term, Nestrans 

will support the creation of a footpath link from the park and ride car park at Bridge of 

Don to the mainline bus stops on Ellon Road, increasing the number of bus services 

accessible to park and ride users. 

PR 4 Bus priority measures need to be complemented by city centre parking policies which 

make Park & Ride a more attractive option than driving and parking in the city centre. 

This in turn also needs to be matched by investment in high quality, low emission 

vehicles; information, fares, ticketing and promotion and we will work with both 

councils and bus operators to ensure wider policies support the success of the Park & 

Ride network. This is critical as we strive to reduce emissions, improve local air quality 

and improve accessibility for all. 

PR 5 Nestrans will support Aberdeenshire Council in the expansion of the network of mini- 

interchange hubs to improve accessibility in rural areas, including support for a 

transport hub in Banchory and further mini-interchange sites where appropriate. These 

will allow people in more rural parts of the region to access the mainline bus network 

either by car, feeder bus services, demand responsive transport services or by cycling 

and walking. Future locations will include Crathes and Oldmeldrum. 

PR 6 We will work with ScotRail to develop travel plans for all rail stations in the north east to 

identify capacity constraints and requirements for expanded parking facilities in the 

context of access by all modes and in line with the Sustainable Travel Hierarchy. Options 

for improved management of existing spaces for rail users should also be considered. 

4
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Managing demand (MD) 
 

 

 
 

Desired outcomes 

MD (a) Manage demand for car travel in and around Aberdeen, 

contributing to the Scottish Government commitment to 

reduce car kilometres by 20% by 2030. to help facilitate 

a mode shift away from single occupancy car use. 

MD (b) Develop new, or expand on existing, charging regimes to provide revenue 

support to deliver better public transport and active travel opportunities in 

the north eastManage demand for car travel in and around Aberdeen to 

improve local air quality and health outcomes. 

MD (c) Provide revenue support, from demand management measures, to deliver 

better public transport and active travel opportunities in the north east.  

 

Policy Context 

Demand management 

11.69.11.80. The Regional Transport Strategy is centred on the principle that intervention is 

necessary to influence and encourage a shift away from single occupancy car use. 

There is now a greater understanding, supported by the policies 

of the National Transport Strategy and the Scottish Government Climate Change Delivery Pan, 
that 

it is neither desirable nor possible 

to build more and more 

infrastructure to accommodate 

the unconstrained 

demands of individuals who wish to 

drive or to accommodate more 

development with an assumption that 

the public sector will provide transport 

infrastructure to facilitate unlimited 

growth. 

    Workplace Parking Levy  

Nottingham raises over £9million per 

year by charging commuters around £2 

per day through a WPL. Road User 

Charges applied to an urban area could 

provide a net sum many times that figure 

to invest in public transport. 
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11.70.11.81. It is necessary to influence travel demand by an appropriate balance of “sticks and 

carrots”, whereby measures will be implemented to provide travel choices (safe, attractive 

active travel opportunities for those who want to walk or cycle and a range of public 

transport options, for instance) complemented by enhanced road networks, but with 

appropriate cost levers to encourage a rational choice. 

11.71.11.82. Successful delivery of this RTS will not be achieved if demand for travel is 

not managed effectively. 

11.72.11.83. A number of tools are available to Roads Authorities and public bodies to influence 

travel choice and this Strategy considers a suite of tools relevant to the north east in 

terms of supporting the outcomes and objectives which have been identified, including 

controls on the supply and cost of car parking; Workplace Parking Levies; traffic 

management; street design, speed reduction measures and road user charging. 

11.73.11.84. These options are considered to apply mostly to the city and Aberdeenshire 

town centres, where peak-hour congestion is worst, and space is at a premium and 

appropriate alternatives are more likely to be available. 

11.74.11.85. The issue of managing demand for car travel must be considered at a regional 

level as the implications will affect travellers and commuters from across both 

Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire. The 2011 Census shows the significant volume 

of commuting between the two authorities with 41,000 people travelling into the 

City from Aberdeenshire for work with 8,500 travelling from the City to 

Aberdeenshire11. The benefits too will be felt across the region with a need to 

enhance investment in public transport, cycling and walking, both in the City and in 

Aberdeenshire to provide suitable alternatives and ensure appropriate capacity. 

11.75.11.86. Key to the successful delivery of the Strategy is the combination of shared 

transport, active travel and behaviour change improvements supported by fiscal and 

revenue raising measures that will reduce traffic creating healthier and more pleasant 

places and provide a revenue stream through which to deliver improvements to 

sustainable modes and choices.  Successful implementation will require appropriate 

engagement with local businesses and communities and ensure that any proposals do 

not result in rising inequalities. 

 

Fiscal powers 

11.76.11.87. The Transport Scotland Act (2019) gave new powers to local authorities to 

consider whether Workplace Parking Levies (WPL) would be appropriate for their areas. 

The practicalities of delivering such a scheme need to be thought through at a regional 

level. It is likely however, that such a levy would need to sit within a Controlled Parking 

Zone (CPZ) of considerable size, and would probably need to exclude a significant 

proportion of those travelling in the region (NHS staffhealth and social care workers, 

small businesses or companies with only a few spaces, Blue Badge holders, etc.). Within 

the north east, it is expected that only Aberdeen City Centre would be of significant size 

for a WPL to be considered and would require extension of the CPZ to be effective and 

avoid drivers simply parking on the edge of the zone to avoid a charge. The City Centre 

 
11 Source: http://www.nomisweb.co.uk/census/2011/WU03UK/chart/1132462447 
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currently has in the order of 7,000 Private Non-Residential (PNR) parking spaces12, 

compared to over 13,000 Council owned Pay & Display spaces (12,000 on-street and 

1,500 in off-street car parks13), so although a scheme could raise sufficient revenue to 

cover its operational costs, it would likely be relatively small compared to existing car 

park revenue. Consideration would also be needed as to how such a policy would 

impact the attractiveness of the City Centre relative to edge-of-town and out-of-town 

locations for business. 

11.77.11.88. Options for direct charges for road use, either in the form of road user charges or 

some form of congestion charging could provide sufficient income to transform travel 

and transport in the region. It is estimated that over 170,000 vehicles per day enter 

Aberdeen – a small charge per trip could ensure sufficient revenue to completely 

change the provision of transport in the region, but would require public and business 

support, reflecting the advantages of a comprehensive, balanced strategy and a step 

change in transport provision. 

 

Car Parking 

11.78.11.89. Car parking management within towns and the City Centre is the principal 

means of managing demand currently and will continue to be a key part of the 

Strategy in the future. Time restrictions and charges should be set to help 

contribute towards the aims and objectives of this Strategy and must be backed up 

by fair and appropriate enforcement to ensure compliance so as not to 

disadvantage people who are following the rules. 

11.79.11.90. Planning authorities can limit car parking numbers for new development – as long 

as there are restrictions on-street to prevent indiscriminate parking, maximum standards 

can be applied and complement efforts to influence mode share through the production 

and implementation of Travel Plans. 

11.80.11.91. Underpinning car parking management is the need to extend parking controls 

including the extent of CPZs and ensuring that policies reflect the needs of residents 

over the demands of commuters. An early consideration will be to identify areas where 

commuters park without costs, yet still contribute to congestion and take up roadspace, often 

in residential areas or parks on the edge of town centres/Aberdeen City Centre. 
 

Traffic management 

11.81.11.92. The greatest opportunity for managing demand may be to consider opportunities 

for traffic management, street design and roadspace reallocation. By reprioritising the 

space given over to different travel modes, it would be possible to improve safety and 

security for active travel, optimise public transport journey times and make a significant 

contribution towards better urban environments, as well as improving mode share. 

Roadspace reallocation may take the form of removing parked cars (particularly 

commuters’ cars) from key routes to off-street car parks, closing some roads to through 

traffic, provision of cycle lanes or bus priorities, widening of footways to improve 

pedestrian movements or better crossing provision. 

 
12 Source: Nestrans Regional Parking Strategy 
13 Source: Aberdeen City Council 
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11.82.11.93. Aberdeen City Council has revised its Roads Hierarchy, with a view to promoting 

the City Centre as a destination, rather than a through route and this is supported by 

the proposals of the City Centre Masterplan. This principle, along with pedestrianisation 

or pedestrian priority in town and city centres is consistent with the priorities of this 

Strategy. 

 

Locking in the benefits 

11.83.11.94. In recent years, there has been substantial investment in additional capacity on the 

road network, with the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, Diamond Bridge and other 

enhancements. However, it has always been believed that such investment needed to be 

complemented by measures to improve walking, cycling and public transport networks 

to effectively “Lock in the Benefits” and ensure that road investments did not just result 

in increased traffic demand as part of a vicious cycle. There is potential to manage traffic 

demand, particularly in urban areas (including and especially dual carriageways) to 

redetermine the space given to cars relative to the stated hierarchy of Walk/Cycle/Public 

Transport/Cars. Active Travel and public transport should be encouraged by ensuring 

their needs are prioritised over general traffic, in line with the National Transport Strategy 

and its Transport Hierarchy. 

11.84.11.95. Traffic calming, speed restrictions and limitations on certain movements (e.g. 

right-turns, which can delay other road users) can contribute towards levelling the 

playing field between car journey times and alternatives, whilst simultaneously 

contributing to better urban environments, safer routes and quieter residential areas. 

 

Enforcement 

11.85.11.96. Adequate levels of enforcement, whether relating to speeds, parking and waiting 

restrictions or bus lanes can contribute towards making a more competitive opportunity 

for alternatives to the car. There may be opportunities to implement measures such as 

pavement widening or bollards to protect cycle lanes, to support enforcement without 

requiring ongoing resources. In Aberdeenshire, it has been recognised that there is a 

need to move to a decriminalised car parking enforcement regime to support the needs 

of the area and the principle of this has now been agreed by the Council. 
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  Actions  

MD 1 Agree with partners and embody in policy documents, the principle that we cannot 

(and should not) attempt to predict and provide, which results in building transport 

infrastructure to accommodate the unlimited demands of development and 

individuals’ desire to travel. Investment should instead be in line with the sustainable 

transport and investment hierarchies and new development located in areas and 

designed in ways that facilitate movement by active travel and public transport. 

MD 2 Identify the most appropriate charging regimes in and around Aberdeen, such as 

Workplace Parking Levies or other charging options, which could manage the demand 

for travel and provide revenue to support a step change in transport provision in support 

of the objectives of this Strategy. 

MD 3 Work with local authorities to develop car parking policies which contribute towards 

mode shift and a fairer system of payments to reflect the impact of traffic on urban 

areas and the need to offer alternatives to the car. In Aberdeen city centre the car 

parking strategy needs to incorporate charging, enforcement and extension of controls 

to ensure it delivers on demand management policies and supports sustainable travel 

choices. Parking policies also need to support the vitality of the city and town centres 

by ensuring access and turnover of spaces for local businesses rather than facilitating 

long stay commuter parking. 

MD 4 Review the allocation of roadspace within Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire other towns to 

provide protection to vulnerable road users and to enhance journey times for public 

transport, in line with the travel hierarchy. 

4

6 
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Reducing emissions from transport (RE) 
 

 

 
 

Desired outcomes 

RE(a) Significantly reduce carbon and other harmful emissions from transport for 

the benefit of the global climate and the health and well-being of the local 

population and environment through: 

a) An overall reduction in car kilometres to reduce emissions; 

b) An increased mode share for public transport, active travel and shared 

transport; and 

c) Decarbonisation of the transport fleet. 

Significantly reduce carbon emissions from transport to play our part in 

addressing the climate challenge 

RE(b) Reduce harmful emissions from transport to improve local air quality 

and improved health outcomes for the population of the north east 
 

 

Policy Context 

Reduce carbon emissions from transport 

11.86.11.97. In May 2019, the Scottish Government declared a global climate emergency. 

11.87.11.98. The Climate Change (Emissions Reductions Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019 sets a legally-

binding ‘NetZero’ target for all greenhouse gases by 2045, only five years beyond the horizon of 

this Strategy. 

11.88.11.99. In addition to the net-zero target for 2045, the Scottish Governmentland has committed to 

reducing carbon emissions by 75% by 2030 and 90% by 2040.  In December 2020, the Scottish 

Climate Change Delivery Plan also set out a commitment to reducing car kilometres by 20% by 

2030. These very ambitious targets are a clear statement of the Scottish Government’s intent in 

relation to carbon reduction. 

11.89.11.100. Whilst Scottish transport emissions have decreased over the years, transport, 

including international aviation and shipping, is the largest contributor of greenhouse gases in 

2018, accounting for 36% of all emissions. Unlike other sectors, which have achieved significant 

emissions reductions compared to baseline measurements, road transport emissions have only 
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seen a small decrease since 1990, slowing the overall reduction in emissions14 

nationwide.Transport, including international aviation and shipping, accounts for 37% of 

Scotland’s carbon emissions and in 2015 transport overtook energy supply as the largest 

sectorial contributor to Scottish greenhouse gas emissions 17. 
 

 

Figure 9: Share of Scottish Road Transport emissions 1990 and 201815 

11.90.11.101. Decarbonising transport has a significant role to play in meeting 

Scotland’s climate change targets and travel behaviour change, as well as widespread 

adoption of ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEVs) will be critical to this. These national 

targets provide the framework within which the Regional Transport Strategy sits and 

sets an expectation that regional and local policies will support these ambitious 

targets. 
 

11.91.11.102. The term ultra-low 

emission vehicle (ULEV) is most often 

used to refer to plug-in hybrids, 

battery powered electric 

vehicles, hydrogen fuel cells and 

biofuels. Road transport accounts for 

around 68% of transport carbon 

emissions and therefore provides the 

biggest opportunity for reduction.  

Changes will however also be needed 

within the shipping, aviation and rail 

industries if we are to meet these 

targets. 

11.92.11.103. The Scottish Government through the National Transport Strategy has 

committed to decarbonising the railways by 2035. Electrification of main inter-city 

routes will achieve some of this however there are opportunities for battery powered 

trains or hydrogen trains for local services.  The Scottish Government’s ‘Rail Services 

 
14 Source: Carbon Account for Transport, No.120, 202018, Scottish Government 
15 Source: Carbon Account for Transport, No.120, 202018, Scottish Government 
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Decarbonisation Action Plan’ published in July 2020 sets out their intentions for the 

electrification of the Scottish rail network, including a commitment to electrify to 

Aberdeen and Inverurie by 2035. It recognises the role that hydrogen powered trains 

could play in decarbonising other parts of the rail network and in developing the long 

term sustainable growth of the hydrogen economy in the north east. The first 

hydrogen trains now operating in Germany demonstrate that tThere is an opportunity 

for the north east to lead the way in the UK and build on its ambition to develop a 

hydrogen economy and be at the forefront of hydrogen technology in Europe as set 

out in the Aberdeen Hydrogen Strategy and already being progressed through the H2 

Aberdeen project. 

11.93.11.104. The Government’s declaration of a climate emergency means that the 

aviation industry will also need to take action, both in terms of efficiencies and in 

technological advances. As noted in the National Transport Strategy, aviation policy is a 

reserved matter and these issues will need to be led by manufacturers and others at a 

national and international level. There are however opportunities to work in partnership 

with Aberdeen Airport to reduce emissions associated with the operation of and access 

to the airport. 

 

Local air quality 

11.94.11.105. In addition to carbon emissions, petrol and diesel vehicles also emit a range 

of pollutants detrimental to human health at a local level, most notably Nitrogen Dioxide 

(NO2) and Particulates (PM10) but also small particulate matter (PM2.5) which are 

considered the most damaging pollutant to human health. The National Transport 

Strategy sets out the aspiration that ‘the people of Scotland will be able to travel in towns 

and cities without concerns about air quality affecting their health.’ 

11.95.11.106. The Royal College of Physicians report that exposure to outdoor air pollution 

is attributable to 40,000 deaths in the UK and is linked to cancer, asthma, stroke, heart 

disease, diabetes, obesity, and changes linked to dementia16. The health problems 

resulting from exposure to air pollution also have a high cost to society and business, 

health services and people who suffer from illness and premature death. Across the UK as 

a whole, these costs add up to more than £20billion every year17 . 

11.96.11.107. Aberdeen City Council currently has three Air Quality Management Areas, 

namely the city centre, Anderson Drive and Wellington Road, all designated due to levels 

of NO2 and PM10 approaching or exceeding the World Health Organisation safe levels. 

In order to improve local air quality, the Scottish Government has said that Aberdeen, 

along with Edinburgh, Glasgow and Dundee, will be required to implement a low 

emission zone (LEZ). A LEZ places restrictions on certain vehicles (those that produce the most 

emissions) entering a defined zone and a penalty charge will be put in place for those that do so. 

The location and extent of an Aberdeen LEZ is still to be determined by Aberdeen City Council 

however is likely to cover all or part of the city centre as it is here that the highest levels of 

nitrogen dioxide emissions are found. 

 
16 Source: Every breath we take: the lifelong impact of air pollution, Royal College of Physicians and Royal College of 

Paediatrics and Child Health, 2016 
17 As above 
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11.97.11.108. Although carbon reduction and local air quality are two very different 

issues, many solutions can both reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. 

These include: 

• Reducing the need to travel (or travel through a sensitive area); 

• Encouraging a mode shift away from private car to more sustainable modes of travel including 
car sharing, public transport, walking and cycling; and 

• The widespread adoption of Ultra Low Emissions Vehicles (ULEVs) across both the private, public 
and corporate vehicle fleet. 

11.98.11.109. In the north east significant progress has been made in the take up of 

hydrogen vehicles with a successful pilot project seeing a fleet of 10 single decker buses, 

2 waste trucks, 1 road sweeper, 36 cars and 11 vans (60 vehicles in total) all powered by 

hydrogen operating across the region. Two hydrogen refuelling stations have also been 

constructed, one at Cove and one at Kittybrewster. Both hydrogen refuelling stations use 

green tariff electricity (where renewable energy is used to generate the electricity) to 

reduce carbon emissions even further. A further 15 hydrogen buses commenced  are 

due to operation arrive during 2020in January 2021 and another six double decker buses 

are in the pipeline pending an ability to scale up hydrogen fuel production. These will 

replace the existing 10 buses from the initial project. The Hydrogen cars are currently in 

use by Aberdeen City Council as pool cars; Aberdeenshire Council; Co-Wheels Car Club, 

which has the first publicly available hydrogen van and cars available in the UK; SEPA 

and NHS Grampian. 

11.99.11.110. There has, in recent years been significant levels of growth in availability of 

electric vehicle charging points on the road network and the availability to charge cars 

at home, workplace or other popular destinations.  and The uptake of electric vehicles 

has increased over recent years and we need to see these vehiclesis continue to become 

mainstreamexpanded  so that we can continue to make the switch away from petrol and 

diesel. Having said this, whilst they form a key part of the package of measures required 

to reduce emissions levels, caution will also need to be exercised to ensure that the cost 

and use of electric vehicles does not simply result in increased traffic levels and that the 

supply grid has the capacity and resilience to cope with predicted demand. This will not 

solve issues relating to congestion or address issues of affordability for those on lower 

incomes who cannot afford to purchase an electric vehicle. 

11.100.11.111. As of May 2020, there were some 105 

electric vehicle charging facilities available in the 

north east, 8% of the total number of chargers 

available in Scotland. This number is up 

significantly from 2017 when there were 52. The 

number of plug-in electric vehicles has also seen 

significant growth and as of Q3 in 2019, there 

were 1,157 plug-in vehicles registered across the 

north east (an increase of 21% on the previous 

year’s total of 872 and representing over 8% of 

such vehicles in Scotland)18. 

 
18 Source: Nestrans Annual Monitoring Report 
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  Actions  

RE 1 Work to deliver substantial mode shift away from the private car to more sustainable 

modes including public transport, cycling, and walking and shared transport.. This is 

addressed in more detail under the policy headings ‘Improving the region’s bus 

network’; ‘Aberdeen Rapid Transit’; ‘Maximising the benefits of Park & Ride’; 

‘Encouraging behaviour change’ and ‘Increasing the number of people travelling actively 

for health and the environment’. Significant mode shift will have substantial benefits for 

reducing carbon and other pollutants. Cars and LGVs are responsible for the majority of 

emissions from road transport. 

RE 2 Work with partners in planning, economic development, health and education, as well 

as the wider business community, to reduce the need to travel, including support for 

digital working strategies and virtual health appointments, to ensuringe equitable 

access. 

RE 3 Support Aberdeen City Council in the delivery of its City Centre Masterplan and Roads 

Hierarchy proposals to dissuade through traffic from city routes and substantially reduce 

traffic in the city centre. Work with Aberdeenshire Council to reduce car traffic in key 

town centres across the region. 

RE 4 Support Aberdeen City Council in the delivery of a Low Emission Zone in Aberdeen City 

Centre with the primary focus to reduce levels of vehicle emissions that are harmful to 

human health. 

RE 5 Work with partners to extend the network of publicly available electric vehicle charging 

points across the region, facilitating a move away from petrol/diesel to zero emission 

transport. 

RE 6 Enable the region to be an exemplar for hydrogen transport by working with partners 

to increase the number of hydrogen refuelling stations across the region and unlocking 

the potential for future expansion of the hydrogen vehicle fleet, including buses, HGVs, 

cars, vans, ships and trains. 

RE 7 Work with bus operators to fully decarbonise the bus fleet by 2035. This will also have 

substantial benefits for air quality as buses are significant emitters of NO2 and PM10. 

There are substantial challenges for the bus industry in achieving this and we will lobby 

the Scottish Government for the appropriate financial support to achieve this. The initial 

focus of this will be on ensuring that services running on key radial corridors into the 

city, linked to Park & Rides, are operated by ULEVs. More marginal services in rural 

areas will be more challenging and the priority will be to maintain bus service provision. 

However, where services are tendered contracted by the local authorities, we will work 

encourage them to use the tender process to facilitate vehicle emission reductions.to 

ensure that limiting emissions levels of vehicles being used to provide these services are 

a component of the tendering process. 

RE 8 Work to ensure full decarbonisation of council, car-club, taxi and other community 

planning and Getabout partner vehicle fleets within the period of this Strategy, with 

significant progress by 2030. 
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RE 9 Support the Scottish Government’s commitment to the decarbonisation of rail services 

in the north east e.g. battery, hybrid or hydrogen technology or electrification by 2035. 

RE 10 Ensure that the north east is open to opportunities to pilot new technologies for 

alternative fuels for modes such as rail, air, coach, shipping and freight, positioning the 

region at the forefront of alternative energy technology developments. 
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Policy Context 

11.101.11.112. For many of this strategy’s objectives to be met, a cultural change in how 

we all think about travelling and whether a journey is necessary in the first instance 

will be required. 

11.102.11.113. To encourage behaviour change, a move away from a reliance on the private 

car, often as a solo driver, will require to be encouraged and use of active and 

sustainable modes incentivised. Alongside measures to effectively manage the demand 

for travel, encouraging behaviour change will need walking, and cycling and wheeling 

to become the preferred choice for short trips and public transport and shared 

transport such as car clubs and carliftsharing, becoming a much more competitive and 

acceptable option, compared to the private car.   

11.114. A cultural change is difficult to achieve and behaviour change has been on the 

transport agenda for well over a decade with limited success on a large scale. The 

mode split of journeys in the north east, and nationally pre-Covid-19, has remained 

relatively unchanged over the last two decades. 

11.115. There have of course been significant and unprecedented changes to travel 

behaviour at the time of writing this strategy, brought about as a result of lockdown 

restrictions imposed to deal with Covid-19.    

11.116. Nestrans has carried out ten, four-weekly surveys throughout the first year of the 

pandemic travel restrictions and this has shown us that whilst many people in the 

have been working from home, more people in the North East compared to the rest 

of the country have been travelling for work. Many people are travelling by car 

(which is what the guidance is encouraging people to do). Public transport use is low 

and many, particularly those who are not currently using public transport, are feeling 

negatively about it. The results of the surveys are available at Monitoring and 

Modelling | NESTRANSon the Nestrans website.  Overall the pandemic has had a big impact 

Nestrans 
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Encouraging behaviour change 

(BC) 

Desired outcomes 

BC (a) 

 
 

BC (b) 

Change the way we travel, with at least 50% of journeys 

undertaken by sustainable travel, particularly active travel for 

shorter journeys. 

A cultural change in deciding howif and when to travel, in line with the 

Sustainable Travel Hierarchy 
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on the way people travel and it is likely to impact how people travel for many years to come. 
 

Figure 10: Proportion of travel to work journeys made by modes other than car driver 2003/4 to 
2019, Scottish Household Survey 

 

10.102. There are strong links between the need to change our travel behaviours and wider 

issues of national and global importance, including the need to reduce carbon 

emissions and other pollutants harmful to our health and to increase levels of physical 

activity to reduce obesity and improve general health and well-being. Addressing 

these wider issues requires behaviour change on a scale far beyond transport 

(including wider issues around exercise and diet), however the role that transport 

behaviour change can play in addressing them is significant. 

10.103. Many of the initiatives that will encourage a cultural and behaviour change are 

covered elsewhere in this strategy for example managing demand for travel through 

pricing and traffic management mechanisms; spatial planning which reduces the need 

to travel; improving active travel links and facilities and improving public transport to 

make these the preferred choice of travel.   

10.103. In line with the National Transport Strategy we will embed the Sustainable Travel 

Hierarchy in decision making by promoting walking, cycling, public transport and 

shared transport options in preference to single occupancy private car use for the 

movement of people. 

 

Shared transport 

10.104. Shared Ttransport is a key component to modal shift and reducing the amount of 

vehicle kilometres travelled. Shared tTransport can also help to address many of the 

rurality and affordability issues around transport. This can be in the form of car 

sharing a journey, whether that is sharing all or part of a journey to work.  Or 

reducing the need to own and run a car, by renting a car club car when a car is 

required and there is not another alternative. 

11 At present Aberdeen and Huntly, have a Co-Wheels Car Club. The Aberdeen car club 

has around 35 vehicles available to the public across the city. These include cars and 
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small vans. Vehicles can be booked per hour or per day and ultra-low emission vehicles 

are also available. This allows people to have access to a car, without the costs of 

owning and running a vehicle. Car club cars also have the advantage of being relatively 

new and well maintained so they will also usually be lower emitting of emissions than 

older less well-maintained vehicles. Businesses can also become members of a car 

club, so employees can have use of a car for business journeys, instead of pool or fleet 

vehicles. 

11.102. Car sSharing is currently promoted as part of the Getabout sSustainable tTransport 

bBrand, as a form of sSustainable Ttravel. Encouraging and helping people to link up 

their journeys, so they can share, not only reduces the number of  cars on the roads 

and vehicle kilometres travelled, but also helps to reduce costs, if the cost of the 

journey can be shared. As well as reducing emissions and congestion by less vehicles 

being on the roads. Car sharing is particularly useful in rural areas, if public transport 

is not available. Car Ssharing can also be done as part of a multi-modal journey. Park 

and ride sites and mini-hubs can be useful locations to pick-up or drop off, as part of 

a car sharing journey. 

10.105.11.103. Organisations can also support staff to car share in their organisations. 

This can help organisations reduce car parking spaces as well as benefit the staff 

members by reducing costs to travel to work. 
 

The Getabout Partnership 

Launched in 2010, Getabout is the 

north east’s sustainable travel brand 

and is a partnership of public and 

private sector organisations working 

collaboratively to promote active 

travel and other sustainable modes.  

www.getabout.org.uk 

 

10.106.11.104. The chapter on the ‘future impact of new technologies’Reducing the need 

to travel and reducing the distances we are required to travel also has a significant 

role to play in achieving the priorities and, as the Covid-19 pandemic has shown, 

digital connectivity is vital to achieving this.  In addition to the actions contained 

below, this RTS also provides policy support for athe digital working strategy - 

including Broadband connectivity improvements - to help reduce the need to travel 

and support increased flexible and or remote working approaches alongside new 

ways of delivering services digitally. Further details on this are provided in the chapter 

‘future impact of new technologies’technologies. 

10.107.11.105. In addition to these measures, there a number of wider complementary 

actions that can be taken to contribute to changing people’s perceptions, awareness, 

understanding and acceptance of the transport options available to them and the 

need for change, including: 
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• Travel plans to encourage employers to consider how they can influence the behaviour of their 
staff and visitors travelling to their site and for business trips; 

• Better integration between services and forms of transport to create more seamless 
journeys; 

• Incentives and support for employers and staff - including demand management measures, 
such as car parking controls, as well as salary sacrifice benefits such as cycle to work schemes 
and season ticket loans; 

• Support for schools to develop and implement travel plans;  

• Engagement with young people to embed sustainable behaviours from a young age; 

• Wider public information campaigns promoting sustainable travel messages through the 
Getabout Partnership in line with the Sustainable Travel Hierarchy; 

• Enhanced use of data to improve journey planning and information tools, ticketing options 
and live travel updates direct to users; 

• Consistent and widespread branding and marketing tools to create a consistent message; and 

• Support for shared transport services such as Getabout LiftshareCar Sharing and Car 
Clubs, and Co-Wheels Car Club and other shared transport initiatives to encourage and 
facilitate behaviour change alongside other sustainable modes of travel. 

 

Mobility as a Service (Maas) 

11.106. The concept of MaaS is one that has risen in prominence during the lifetime of the 

current RTS. A key MaaS concept is to provide people with easy, digital access to travel 

information, so they can be better informed as to the different ways to undertake their 

journey. This includes solutions to gather personalised travel requirements into a single 

travel app, for example, or using a service that allows unlimited access to multiple 

transport providers via a monthly user fee.  The ideal MaaS solution would be to bring 

together all means of travel; transport providers, information and payment options into 

one single service, giving customers access to a combination of public transport, 

including trains and buses; car share; demand responsive transport and bikes. Providing 

a smart single service for all modes aims to eliminate the hassle of navigating a complex 

system of providers and fares structures as well as providing access to information and 

updates. 

11.107. During the lifetime of the current RTS, partners in the north east spearheaded the 

beginnings of MaaS in Scotland, launching Scotland’s first multi-operator smart travel 

option in 2016, following the launch of the multi-operator ticket scheme, GrassHOPPER 

in 2014, which enables users to travel across the region on a single ticket. This scheme 

has been regularly updated to account for changing technology and demands for 

smarter, more convenient travel.  

11.108. Whilst GrassHOPPER has allowed bus travel across the north east to be more convenient 

for people using multiple operators, more could be done to further improve integration 

across different modes of transport, not only with regards to ticketing, but also for 

information provision and journey planning.  The overall aim to ensure a dynamic end-

to-end experience that enables travellers to make the best decisions for their travel 

based on real-time information.  

11.109. In its 2018 Programme for Government, the Scottish Government committed to a 

£2million investment fund, over three years, to support the testing of the MaaS concept 

in Scotland. A number of pilot projects are now being taken forward across the country. 
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These may provide useful lessons on how best to take this forward in the north east 

where there could be benefits for the provision of both urban and rural transport as well 

as journey sharing options. 

11.110. MaaS also has significant opportunities for the tourism industry, a key part of the 

region’s economy, if it can make access to transport services simple and easy to 

understand for visitors as well as residents. The development of an integrated and 

seamless solution that allows for easy travel to key tourist destinations, using active 

travel, public transport and shared transport would not only benefit the economy, but 

also encourage more efficient and sustainable travel.  

 

 

  Actions  

BC 1 Continue to support the Getabout Partnership and development and roll out of a 

Regional Sustainable Travel Promotion Strategy to encourage people to travel by active 

and sustainable modes. 

BC 2 Continue to use the Getabout sustainable travel brand to promote cultural and 

behaviour change initiatives across the north east with innovative awareness 

campaigns and incentives to more sustainable travel methods. 

BC 3 Encourage and support more organisations to develop and implement travel plans, including 

workplaces and schools across the region. 

BC 4 Continue to support the Nestrans Sustainable Travel Grant to help organisations 

promote and encourage active and sustainable travel. 

BC 5 Continue to support The Travel Know How Scotland website and toolkit and other travel planning 

initiatives. 

BC 6 Continue to support and promote shared transport initiatives, including Car Sharing, Car Clubs and 

bike hire schemes as useful tools to encourage behaviour change. 

BC 67 Investigate the opportunities for mainstreaming Mobility as a Service (MaaS) measures 

focussing on integration of journey planning and ticketing across different modes of 

travel. 

BC 8 Use a wide range of media and marketing techniques to promote and support 

developments to the transport network across the north east in order to increase 

awareness and maximise benefits. 

BC 79 Utilise increased access to data and enhanced digital capabilities to improve provision of 

information on journey options, live journey updates, ticketing and interchange 

information to inform journey choices, inform users about their journey both prior to and 

during the journey itself and enable monitoring of travel behaviours and trends. 

BC 810 Enhance data gathering, including Cconducting a region-wide travel survey to 

provide comprehensive data on how people in the North East of Scotland travel and 

how they potentially could travel in the future. This will allow Nestrans to focus our work 

on removing barriers to sustainable travel and improving walking, cycling and public 

transport in the North East as well as providing us with a baseline from which to monitor 

delivery of the Regional Transport Strategy.  
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Maintaining and improving the 

region’s transport network (RD) 
 

 

 
 

Outcomes 

RD (a) Manage our transport assets effectively and invest 

efficiently in the resources needed to maintain and 

safely operate them and to make better use of existing 

capacity  

RD (b) Increase the resilience of the region’s transport network. 

RD (c) A strategic road network which offers high quality 

movements within, through, to and from the north east, 

offering efficient and reliable journey times in a safe 

and resilient manner. 

RD (d)  Identify where upgrades and enhancements are required to 

fulfil the aspirations of the region in terms of economic 

development and growth, resilience and casualty reduction 

targets. 

 

Policy Context 

Priority road enhancements 

10.108.11.111. The north east of Scotland has 6,7998km of roads, of which 271km are 

trunk roads19 , the responsibility of Transport Scotland, managed and operated by their 

trunk road agents BEAR Scotland and Aberdeen Roads Limited. The remaining 

6,5287km are the responsibility of the two local roads authorities, Aberdeen City and 

Aberdeenshire Councils. 

10.109.11.112. As stated in the report of the Infrastructure Commission in 2019, most of 

the underlying infrastructure that will be used in 30 years’ time already exists today 

and it is therefore essential that these assets are most effectively and efficiently 

utilised, maintained and enhanced. The National Transport Strategy also 

emphasises the need to “manage our transport assets effectively and invest 

efficiently in the resources needed to maintain and safely operate them and to 

make better use of existing capacity”. 

 
19 Source: Scottish Transport Statistics 2019 
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10.110.11.113. This does not mean that no new road provision is required. There needs to 

be a hierarchy of investment which prioritises walking, cycling and public transport 

above car travel however this needs to be balanced with the economic and 

accessibility requirements of our key industries. Delays on our transport system have a 

significant impact on businesses that rely on their produce being delivered on time, 

particularly farming and fishing sectors, where delays can significantly impact the 

quality of goods being transported. Some constraints on the network will still need to 

be addressed to facilitate the movement of goods and people and improvements to 

address safety issues will still be required. 

10.111.11.114. There are already a number of committed projects in the pipeline, including: 

• Dualling of the A96 between Aberdeen and Inverness being delivered by Transport Scotland, 
with current work looking at options between a preferred route between Aberdeen and 
east of Huntly announced by Transport Scotland in December 2020; 

• Berryden Corridor improvements being delivered by Aberdeen City Council; 

• South College Street improvements proposed by Aberdeen City Council; and 

• Provision of a grade separated junction on the A90/A937 at Laurencekirk being delivered by 
Transport Scotland. 

11.115. In addition to enhancements to the road network already committed, Nestrans 

will look to Transport Scotland and/or local authorities to provide safety and reliability 

upgrades on our key routes. We will work with local authorities to identify and address 

the likely impact of new development and assess the requirement for improvements to 

the road, public transport and active travel infrastructure in line with the objectives of 

this Strategy. 

10.112.11.116. All improvements to the road network should take the needs of pedestrians 

and cyclists into consideration from the outset and integrate high quality design 

standards, in line with Designing Streets and Cycle by Design, for these priority modes 

into the overall design of any improvements. 

Cumulative Transport Appraisal of the Strategic Development Plan 

10.113.11.117. As part of the work to develop the Strategic Development Plan for 

Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire, Nestrans, in partnership with the two Councils, has 

undertaken a Cumulative Transport Appraisal of the likely impacts of the scale and 

location of development contained within the proposed development plan. The study 

identified a number of transport improvements that will likely be required to facilitate 

anticipated levels of development in the future and builds on those improvements 

identified in the previous RTS and supporting Cumulative Transport Appraisal. 
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Enhanced bus service provision through developing cross city bus services, bus stop review and 

optimisation of services with new bus priority infrastructure 

Additional rail station car parking capacity at Dyce, Stonehaven, Portlethen, Laurencekirk and 

Huntly Rail Stations. Improved interchange at Inverurie Station 

Potential new rail stations to the north and south of Aberdeen which will be required to be 

consid- ered through the STAG appraisal process and in accordance with rail station investment 

guidance 

Range of active travel infrastructure initiatives improving accessibility 

Package of behavioural change initiatives encouraging car-sharing, public transport use and 

active travel 

Optimisation of the performance of the network and new transport investments following the 

moni- toring and evaluation of post-AWPR travel conditions 

Road traffic signalisation or equivalent capacity enhancement measures at AWPR Cleanhill, 

A944, A947 and Kingswells North intersections to be considered following monitoring and 

evaluation peri- od and through further detailed traffic assessment 

Road Junction 

and 

operational 

efficiency 

enhancement

s 

Urban Corridors Aberdeen City Centre 

Wellington Road, Persley 

Bridge & Parkway, Parkhill, 

A96, Dyce Drive, Bridge of Dee 

corridors 

Rural Corridors A90 North Toll of Birness/Ellon, 

A90 South and A947 corridors 

Dualling the A96 between 

the east of Huntly and 

Aberdeen 

Figure 11: The measures identified through the 2017 SDP Cumulative Transport Assessment. 
 

10.114.11.118. Attempts have been made in recent years in the north east to develop a 

mechanism to fund the transport requirements resulting from the cumulative impact 

of development through developer contributions (the Strategic Transport Fund). 

Despite this fund having been quashed, there remains a need to identify and develop 

an appropriate mechanism to fund improvements to the transport network that are 

required as a result of development. This need has been recognised at a national level 

with powers contained within the Planning (Scotland) Act 2019 to develop an 

Infrastructure Levy. Monitoring and further appraisals will be required of the network to 

understand if the transport interventions of the CTAs remain the right solutions in light 

of the wider outcomes and actions of the RTS. 

 

Resilience and adaptation to the effects of climate change 

11.119. We are already seeing evidence of Scotland’s climate changing. Over the last few 

decades, our climate has warmed, sea-levels have risen, rainfall patterns have changed 

and we and our transport infrastructure have been impacted by extreme weather 

events. Temperatures have been increasing, with the last decade the warmest since 

records began. Rainfall has been increasing in Scotland over the last thirty years, with 

more heavy downpours. 

11.120. Global climate change will lead to an increase in the number of infrastructure assets 
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exposed to high temperatures, flooding, landslips, coastal erosion and subsidence in 

the coming decades. Infrastructure assets could also become more exposed to high 

winds and storms and we need to adapt our transport system to remain resilient and to 

reduce the harmful impacts of these changes. Assets of particular concern are 

structures, areas exposed to river and coastal flooding and areas vulnerable to landslips 

and coastal erosion. 

Maintenance 

10.115.11.121. Maintenance of the transport network is a key issue for transport 

authorities, and significant sums are invested in maintaining assets, including roads, 

pavements, cycle paths, structures, lighting and providing winter maintenance. Local 

roads and associated bridges across the region (as with the rest of Scotland) face 

considerable maintenance backlogs and need significant investment. 

10.116.11.122. In 2018/19, 30% of roads in Aberdeen City (300km) and 27% of roads in 

Aberdeenshire (1,565km) were in need of either immediate repairs or required further 

investigation to see if treatment was required20. 

10.117.11.123. Nestrans will support prioritised maintenance (over and above existing 

statutory obligations) which could contribute to the aims of this Strategy, including for 

example to enhance safety, climate change adaptation, facilitate public transport 

improvements or where high levels of maintenance on active travel routes may 

encourage walking and cycling. 

Structures 

10.118.11.124. Both local authorities are responsible for the inspection and 

maintenance of road bridges and other structures on their respective road 

networks. The day to day management 

and maintenance of the majority of these structures is not necessarily a strategic 

concern for the regional transport authority. However, a number of these structures 

exist on the principal regional route network, and their continued availability, 

including where possible for abnormal loads, is a key element in ensuring regional 

connectivity and accessibility 

for all modes of transport, and for movements of plant and equipment. Sometimes 

there is increased resilience where a bridge may provide substantive access to a 

particular community. 

10.119.11.125. Two key issues affecting the 

region’s bridge stock have been 

identified. Firstly, the majority of 

bridges are historic, and not 

designed to today’s loading or size 

requirements. Whilst the majority 

have been assessed to safely carry 

these loads, a number of weight or 

size restrictions exist on the strategic 

network, and there are limits to the 

 
20 Source: Scottish Transport Statistics, 2019 
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capability to carry large or heavy 

loads. 

 

10.120.11.126. In some instances, access for walking or cycling is constrained by the width 

available. Bridge closures or weight restrictions, even on relatively minor roads, can be 

particularly disruptive to households and businesses in close proximity, even if 

alternative routes are possible. 

10.121.11.127. Secondly, some bridges have increased vulnerability to increasing 

frequency of flood events, or more extreme tidal events (or both in combination). 

Within Aberdeenshire, there have been a number of recent storm events that have 

significantly affected their bridge stock, causing closures that have disrupted the local 

and strategic network. 

10.122.11.128. Recognising the economic value of the connectivity provided by these 

structures (particularly those on key transport corridors) and the significant financial 

burden faced by local authorities in maintaining such structures, Nestrans will work with 

local authorities to understand network resilience issues and climate adaptation 

requirements, and where appropriate can assist with making the case for investment 

where there is a strategic rationale for doing so. Recent examples have been Bridge of 

Dee in Aberdeen, and A98 Banff Bridge. 

 

Traffic management 

10.123.11.129. Local road authorities 

have the powers to implement 

traffic management schemes to 

achieve safety and environmental 

improvements, which can include: 

• Speed management 
(for example 20mph zones); 

• Traffic calming features (such as in 
urban areas, or in the vicinity of schools 
etc); 

• Parking management to improve 
safety and junction visibility; 

• Crossing points and pedestrian / cyclist 
improvements; and 

• Traffic restrictions to ban all, or types of 
traffic, from certain route or areas. 

10.124.11.130. There is a key role for traffic management in helping to address many of the 

issues and in working towards the strategy’s aims and objectives. Changes to the road 

hierarchy will need to be backed up by signing and physical measures to influence 

drivers’ behaviour in relation to route choice and speed. Traffic calming, speed limits 

(including use of 20mph restrictions where appropriate) and roadspace reallocation are 

key elements of this Strategy. Local roads authorities and Local Transport Strategies 

will be expected to provide detail on how traffic management can be used to deliver 

against the targets. 
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Resilience and adaptation to the effects of climate change 

10.125. We are already seeing evidence of Scotland’s climate changing. Over the last few 

decades, our climate has warmed, sea-levels have risen, rainfall patterns have changed 

and we and our transport infrastructure hasve been impacted by extreme weather 

events. Temperatures have been increasing, with the last decade the warmest since 

records began. Rainfall has been increasing in Scotland over the last thirty years, with 

more heavy downpours. 

10.126. Global climate change will lead to an increase in the number of infrastructure assets 

exposed to high temperatures, flooding, coastal erosion and subsidence in the coming 

decades. Infrastructure assets could also become more exposed to high winds and 

storms and we need to adapt our transport system to remain resilient and to reduce 

the harmful impacts of these changes. Assets of particular concern are structures, areas 

exposed to river and coastal flooding and areas vulnerable to landslips and coastal 

erosion. 

 

  Actions  

RD 1 A90(N) and Ellon to Peterhead and Fraserburgh route action: 

a) Dualling the Ellon bypass to Toll of Birness including upgrades to roundabouts; 

b) Junction upgrade at Toll of Birness to an at-grade roundabout; 

c) Provision of sections of 2+1 lanes on the A90(N) and A952 between Toll of Birness and Peterhead 
& Fraserburgh; and 

d) Targeted safety improvements to the A952, including a roundabout at Cortes junction. 

Initial STAG appraisal work has already been carried out to identify and assess the options on this 
section of the corridor21. This strategy will build on the initial work to further develop and deliver 
a preferred option for each of the above, taking into account the results of the appraisal carried 
out to date, in particular the environmental constraints associated with the crossing of the River 
Ythan which has designated areas of nature conservation associated with its esturial waters and 
should be protected. 

RD 2 A92/A90(S) Aberdeen to Perth route action: 

a) Upgrade to modern dual carriageway standard including a strategy of grade separation of 
junctions; 

b) Work with Tactran to press for an upgrade of the A90 through or around a bypass of Dundee; and 

c) Safety improvements and removing pinchpoints on the A92 coast road between Stonehaven 
and Montrose. 

RD 3 A947 Aberdeen to Banff and Macduff route action to deliver safety and operational 

efficiency improvements. 

RD 4 A98 Aberdeenshire / Moray boundary to Fraserburgh route action to deliver 

safety and operational efficiency improvements. 

RD 5 A92 Blackdog to Stonehaven route action to deliver safety and operational 

efficiency improvements including at Bridge of Dee, improvements on Wellington 

 
21 Fraserburgh and Peterhead to Aberdeen Strategic Transport Study, STAG Part 1 Plus Road Study, 2017 
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Road, and access upgrades to Aberdeen South Harbour. 

RD 6 A96 Aberdeen to Inverness - The Scottish Government has already committed to the 

dualling of the A96 from Aberdeen to Inverness to be delivered by 2030 with a 

preferred route identified between Aberdeen and East of Huntly.  The investment will 

enhance transport connectivity between the two cities and is aligned with one of the 

north east’s identified strategic growth corridors (as identified in the 2020 Strategic 

Development Plan).  The project supports the objectives of the Regional Economic 

Strategy and Nestrans will continue to work closely with both Transport Scotland and 

Aberdeenshire Council to ensure the scheme delivers the intended benefits for the 

north east, promotes facilities for non-motorised users along the corridor as well as 

effective future integration with the public transport network (bus and rail). 

RD 7 Remainder of A96 to be upgraded to modern dual-carriageway standards, including 

grade- separated junctions. 

RD 8 A944 route action measures to deliver safety and operational efficiency 

improvements.  

RD 9 A93 route action measures to deliver safety and operational efficiency improvements. 

 

RD 10 Monitor and alleviate pinch points on the network to improve journey reliability 

where appropriate and in line with sustainable travel and investment hierarchy. 

RD 11 Work with the Councils and Scottish Government to monitor, review and seek an 

appropriate funding mechanism to mitigate the cumulative impacts of development on 

the transport network where deemed necessary. 

RD 12 Consolidated asset management and prioritisation system: 

a) Increased investment in maintenance of the existing road network; 

a)b) Climate change adaptation and mitigation; 

b)c) Review of structure lifecycles and prioritisation of improvements; 

c)d) Address weight and height restricted bridges; 

d)e) Improved adaptability to climate change; and 

e)f) Effective routine and cyclical maintenance of active travel infrastructure . 
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Facilitating the efficient movement of freight (FR) 
 

 

 
 

Desired outcomes 

FR (a) To have an effective transport network which 

facilitates the efficient movement of goods to, from 

and within the region. 

FR (b) To ensure that the movement of goods and the interests of business and industry 

are appropriately considered in all aspects of transport decision-making and delivery. 

FR (c) To enable the movement of goods to be carried out effectively, in an 

economically sound fashion whilst minimising the impact on society and 

the environment. 

FR (d) Provide a forum for business and industry to communicate 

with Nestrans, the Councils and other public bodies to 

ensure a voice and understanding of the needs of the 

freight industry. 

 

Policy Context 

Efficient and Effective Movement of Freight 

10.127.11.131. One of the principles contained in the National Transport Strategy (NTS2) 

is to deliver inclusive economic growth by “getting people and goods where they 

need to be”. It is a key element of any transport strategy to recognise the importance 

of the efficient and reliable movement of goods as one of the fundamental principles 

to be highlighted in transport policy. 

10.128.11.132. This RTS aims to facilitate the effective movement of goods by ensuring 

businesses and hauliers are equipped with adequate information to make decisions 

reflecting their needs, without adversely impacting on communities or utilising 

inappropriate routes. Through the Civitas Portis project and the Freight Forum, a 

recommended network of suitable freight routes has been established and promoted. 

 

Routeing Strategy 

10.129.11.133. The figure shows the recommended freight routes in and around 

Aberdeen, with purple indicating Priority Routes, Red Primary, Yellow Secondary, 

and Blue indicating local distribution routes. 
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10.130.11.134. This Routeing Strategy is consistent with the principles agreed in developing 

Aberdeen City Council’s proposals for a revised Road Hierarchy, and the principle that 

the city centre should be seen as a destination, not as a through route. Whilst it is 

recognised that many freight movements require to be in the city centre, for delivering 

to customers or accessing the harbour for example, there is a desire to ensure that 

those heavy goods vehicles which do not need to be there use appropriate routes 

around the city where possible. 

10.131.11.135. With the opening of the AWPR and Balmedie-Tipperty improvements there is 

now a need to consider the provision of service and rest facilities along the trunk road 

network within the north east. This issue should be considered in tandem with provision 

of overnight facilities for lorry parking, the network of electric vehicle charging points as 

well as other complementary services and facilities. Identification of appropriate sites for 

such provision will need to be considered through the development planning process. 

 

Encouraging Mode Shift where appropriate 

10.132.11.136.  As a maritime 

region, the importance of sea 

freight and the region’s ports is 

crucial to our history and they continue 

to have a significant role in the 

regional economy. Traditionally, the 

three major ports of Aberdeen, 

Peterhead and Fraserburgh have 

seen the movement of upwards of 5 

million tonnes annually. The 

construction of a new harbour in 

Bay of Nigg is likely to see an 

increase in that figure over the 

period of this strategy and together 

with facilities available at Peterhead, 

may see a shift towards more cruise 

liners, diversification into 

renewables or decommissioning 

activities in the 

Figure 12: Routeing Strategy for Heavy 
Goods Vehicles, 2020. 

region. 

10.133.11.137.  Good access to the 

region’s ports is vital– in particular, 

intervention to improve road access 

to the new 
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Aberdeen South Harbour will transform the opportunities in and around that port. 

Proposals are being developed through funding within the City Region Deal and a 

number of options are being developed to ascertain the best way of accessing the new 

harbour. 

10.134.11.138. The region has a number of Railfreight terminals, including at: 

• Raiths Farm in Dyce; 

• Waterloo Quay with direct access to Aberdeen Harbour; and 

• Craiginches, south of Aberdeen City Centre and close to the new South Harbour. 

10.135.11.139. These facilities will be protected through Local Development Plans and form 

a key part in enabling the effective movement of bulk and containerised goods to and 

from the north east. 

10.136.11.140. Ambitions to create an Energy Transition Zone adjacent to Aberdeen 

South Harbour could create significant requirements for the movement of freight. 

Whilst some of this may be handled by movement of goods directly to and from the 

harbour, the future road access upgrade, and the proximity of rail terminals at 

Craiginches, provide strategic options for handling future freight demands. 

10.137.11.141. Airfreight is a very small proportion of goods movement into and out of the 

region but is not insignificant because it can be very high value goods or materials that 

are required urgently, either offshore or in distant destinations. Air freight through 

Aberdeen Airport is around 6,000 tonnes per year and has grown over the past decade. 

Last Mile Logistics 

11.142. Through the work of the Freight Forum and involvement in the Civitas Portis project, 

there has been consideration of the opportunities for more effective local deliveries, 

particularly over “Last Mile” and in urban centres.  

10.138.11.143. Nestrans, together with Aberdeen City Council, has obtained funding from 

the Scottish Government Low Emission Zone grant fund to deliver a Cargo Bikes trial 

in and around Aberdeen city centre, which will provide businesses with a 

range of three-wheel or two-wheel electric cargo bikes to enable local deliveries 

without the need for a van. 

10.139.11.144. If successful, it is hoped to develop the scheme wider and to other areas 

across the region complementing other similar initiatives being taken forward by the 

two local authorities. 

 

Efficiencies and Minimising ImpactReducing emissions 

10.140.11.145. In order to contribute to improving local air quality and carbon reduction 

targets, there will be a need to workneed to be a move towards reducing emissions 

from the freight sector as well as public transport and private cars. The Freight Forum 

also provides a catalyst to consider opportunities for improved logistics and 

collaboration and has been able to provide a platform for consideration of developing 

technologies including clean fuels and the results of hydrogen trials elsewhere. 

Nestrans facilitates membership of Eco Stars, which can provide advice and 

benchmarking information on clean vehicles and minimising emissions to fleet 

managers in both the public and private sectors. 

11.146. The Freight Forum is an important consultee in developing the concepts around a 
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Low Emission Zone (LEZ) in Aberdeen city centre, to ensure that stakeholders are fully 

aware of the potential implications and that the LEZ does not jeopardise the 

economic efficiency of the city centre by imposing unrealistic restrictions on 

businesses.  

10.141.11.147. Nestrans will support the increased uptake of electric and hydrogen 

powered vehicles, particularly small vans as well as cargo bikes, in order to improve 

local air quality in our built up areas . 

 

    Actions  

FR 1 To continue to facilitate a North East Freight Forum to provide a voice for freight interests 

and an avenue for dialogue between business and decision-makers. 

FR 2 To continue to develop freight routes, facilities and provide freight information to 

support logistics companies in making efficient and effective decisions benefiting 

their businesses and the region. 

FR 3 To provide opportunities and facilities to enable a mode shift from road-based freight 

to sea or rail, where appropriate and efficient, including access to ports and railheads 

as well as adequate railfreight facilities. 

FR 4 To support the development of connections from Craiginches Rail Freight terminal to 

Aberdeen South Harbour, recognising the potential future importance of the 

movement of goods between the two. 

FR 5 To promote the opportunities for less environmentally damaging practices, by 

supporting the use of cleaner vehicles such as through the ECO Stars programme, 

encouraging mode shift to railfreight or maritime where appropriate, break bulk and 

effective last mile solutions where there is a demonstrated need. 

FR 6 Support the uptake of cargo bikes and alternatively fuelled smaller vehicles for shorter 

distance internal freight movements within the region. 
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External air and sea connections (AS) 
 

 

 
 

Desired outcomes 

AS (a) Maintain and improve connections from the north east to key aviation hub airports. 

AS (b) A level playing field for the application of Air Passenger Duty at regional 

airports.  

AS (c) Increased range of connections and destinations available from Aberdeen 

Airport.  

AS (d) Continuation of Aberdeen as the key connection for northern isles ferry 

services. 

 
Policy Context 

Aviation  

Aberdeen Airport is a key part of the transport infrastructure serving north east 

Scotland and providing vital connectivity for the region’s many industries, particularly 

energy and tourism. TIt is the third largest airport in Scotland and pre-Covid-19 

handled around 3 million passengers each year with flights to over 40 domestic and 

international destinations. The region historically hads a very high propensity to fly, 

which is a reflection of longer distance to key markets and destinations, and the 

requirements of the oil and gas industry. There has always been a very high business 

element to Aberdeen International Airport’s passenger base - many business travellers 

in the north east are reliant on connections to hub airports such as Heathrow. 

 

 Despite recent challenges to aviation, these fundamentals will mean that the 

airport and the flight options provided from it, will continue to be an important 

part 

of the transport mix for the regional economy. 
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Figure 13: Airport Passenger Numbers, 1972 to 20198 22. 

 

 

11.148. In 2019, 470% of all journeys were international, with around just over half of all 

journeys within the UK. The tourism industry is also a significant element of the 

business with aspirations that inward tourism to the region increases in the future, as 

set out in the Regional Economic Strategy. Around 12% of the airport’s 3.1million 

passengers used helicopters to access offshore installations. Airport passenger figures 

have closely followed the levels of economic activity in the region, and in the past 10 

years the airport has made an economic contribution of £52 million to the regional 

economy. 

11.149. As with many other industries however, aviation has been significantly impacted by 

Covid-19 and the restrictions placed on travel.  The full impacts of this are yet to be 

seen however it is likely that short term reductions in connectivity resulting from 

reduced passenger demand will extend over the medium and longer term as the 

aviation industry adapts to structural change and loss of capacity.  . 

10.142.11.150. The aviation industry also faces environmental challenges, and the 

Government’s declaration of a Climate Emergency means that a balance will need to be 

found between reducing emissions, promotion of alternatives for internal trips within 

the UK, and promotion of the north east as a competitive place to live, work and invest. 

Reducing emissions from aircraft will need to be tackled by the industry both in terms 

of efficiencies and in technological advances. These are matters which cannot be 

 
22 Source: Nestrans Annual Monitoring Report 
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addressed by Nestrans or indeed Aberdeen International Airport. The short-term 

impact of Covid-19 has been particularly severely felt by the global aviation industry, 

and it is likely that structural changes in the industry will be accelerated by the crisis in 

the short and medium term. 

10.143.11.151. Despite these challenges and future uncertainties, Tthe airport will continue 

to be important for the connectivity of the region and to enable the regional 

development essential to support its long-term economic well-being. 

 

Service and connections 

10.144.11.152. It is important that we understand different markets and recognise which 

are key routes in terms of the Strategy’s objectives. At present, these are seen to be: 

• Lifeline services, such as to the Northern Isles, will continue to be crucial as they provide access 
to health facilities as well as education, employment and trade; 

• Business flights to offshore oil and gas installation, both in terms of helicopter transport, fixed 
wing transfer via Shetland, and workers accessing Aberdeen to travel offshore; 

• Direct access to critical business destinations including London and Scandinavia, as well as key 
regional UK destinations; 

• Interlining opportunities through major hubs provide access to more distant markets such 
as the USA, Far East, Africa and South America which are unlikely to warrant direct flights 
from Aberdeen. Key hubs currently served are London Heathrow, Paris Charles de Gaulle and 
Amsterdam; 

• Leisure/tourism markets, particularly where opportunities exist for two-way demand including 
Poland, Germany, Netherlands and Scandinavia which can also open up city break and 
business opportunities; and 

• Holiday markets, which although predominantly seasonal, add to the desirability and 
liveability of the region and reduces leakage to competing airports such as Edinburgh, Glasgow 
and Manchester. 

11.153. The uneven playing field whereby some airports are effectively subsidised by 

being exempt from paying Air Passenger Duty has impacted on Aberdeen’s ability 

to attract and retain some routes and this needs to be addressed by national 

Governments. Whilst acknowledging the requirement for Public Service 

Obligations to ensure lifeline routes are protected, others such as services to 

Amsterdam or Gatwick should not be being favoured when they are commercially 

operated. 

 

Airport facilities 

10.145.11.154. Facilities available at Aberdeen Airport have been upgraded in recent years 

and developments continue , most recently with the £20 million terminal transformation 

project set to complete in 2020 that willthat has seen a 50% increase in the size of the 

terminal building. Improvements have already included additional baggage check areas, 

new retail opportunities and improved waiting lounges. The Aberdeen Airport 

Masterplan was approved in 2012 and has driven these changes including the already 

delivered runway extension and the recent terminal improvements. 

 

Surface access to the Airport 

10.146.11.155. The other key consideration for Nestrans in terms of the airport is the role of 

an Airport Surface Access Strategy. The opening of the AWPR and upgraded road 
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network in and around Dyce have made a significant contribution to improving the 

attractiveness of Aberdeen Airport and have increased the catchment within an hour’s 

drivetime to over 500,000 people. Public transport access, however,is less attractive. 

Despite rail improvements and new bus services directly to the terminal, just 12% of 

passengers currently arrive by public transport. 

10.147.11.156. Nestrans wishes to work with Aberdeen International Airport and the 

operators of TECA/P&J Live, bus operators, rail operators and others to produce an 

Airport Surface Access Strategy and develop a range of options for airport users. This 

should include targets for public transport useage for trips to / from access to the 

airport and include consideration of innovative or non-conventional links, along with 

options for rail enhancements, connections to the rail network and parking controls to 

encourage more sustainable travel and ensure that options are available for travellers 

coming from across the region. A Surface Access Strategy should also look at the role of 

and provision for taxis, pedestrians and cyclists, as well as cars, car sharing 

opportunities and public transport in getting both passengers and staff to the sites, 

bearing in mind its hours of operation. 

 

Maritime 

Infrastructure 

10.148.11.157. The North East has a number of strategic harbours at Aberdeen, Peterhead, 

Fraserburgh and Macduff. Only Aberdeen Harbour currently caters for passenger 

ferries as well as providing berthing and handling facilities for freight, oil and gas and 

other sectors and is one of Scotland’s key gateways. Peterhead is also identified as a 

key Scottish port in the Scottish Government’s National Planning Framework 3 (NPF3), 

and in particular provides deep berth facilities for the offshore sector. Fraserburgh and 

Macduff harbours provide nationally and regionally important facilities for the fishing 

and other industries.  North-east Scotland’s ports account for 57% of fish landed in 

Scotland per annum.  In addition, the region has more than 70 seafood processing, 

manufacturing and value-adding businesses operating in the area with the region’s 

£700m turnover processing sector of national significancet, employing 4,000 people.23 

10.149.11.158. Substantial redevelopment at Peterhead Harbour has taken place in recent 

years and has included more than 800m of new quayside, deepening of the harbour 

and the opening of a new state-of the-art fish market. The facilities at Peterhead also 

accommodate a number of cruise ship visits each year. 

10.150.11.159. Fraserburgh Harbour Board also has significant plans for improvement and 

in 2019 published its Masterplan, setting out their ambitions for development and 

growth in order to overcome the capacity constraints that are currently experienced as 

well as constraints on operation resulting from the wave climate in the current harbour. 

10.151.11.160. Construction is nearing completion on a £350 million development of 

Aberdeen South Harbour at Nigg Bay which is due to be completed operational in 

 
23 Source: Future Proofing the Seafood Industry Report - http://publications.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/dataset/future-

proofing-the-seafood-industry-report 
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2021. Identified as a National Development in NPF3, it will provide a step change in 

marine support facilities available in Scotland and significantly expand the capacity of 

Aberdeen Harbour as a whole, opening up previously untapped markets such as the 

cruise ship market.  The opportunities that the cruise ship market can potentially 

bring will have significant transport implications, not least the movement of large 

volumes of passengers from the Harbour to the City and other destinations across 

the region. There are also implications for Aberdeen Airport if the City becomes a 

significant departure point for cruise ships rather than simply a stopping point. The 

region could potentially see an increase in the number of passengers travelling 

through the Airport and then onto the Harbour. Efficient and effective public 

transport connections between the two will be vital to ensure seamless and reliable 

interchange without adding significant car trips to our road network. 

10.152.11.161. Opportunity North East (ONE) has set out its ambition to help create a world 

leading Energy Transition Zone (ETZ) to accelerate the delivery of net zero carbon 

solutions and secure a strong economic future built on offshore wind, hydrogen, and 

carbon capture and storage, alongside oil and gas. An proposed ETZ would provide a 

commercial gateway to offshore infrastructure, accommodating large scale renewable 

industry activity and supporting a broad range of onshore industrial opportunities 

within the ETZ. This proposal, alongside the development of Aberdeen South Harbour, 

willcould have significant implications for the requirements of freight to access the 

harbour and this is covered in more detail in the chapter ‘Facilitating the Movement of 

Freight’. 

 

Services and connections 

10.153.11.162. Aberdeen remains the key ferry terminal for connections from mainland 

Scotland to the northern isles, Orkney and Shetland. This connection provides lifeline 

connections for island residents, visitors and businesses. The Scottish Government 

tenders the provision of these services under the banner of ‘Northlink Ferries’ and 

currently provides seven sailings a week to Shetland and four sailings a week in summer 

and three in winter to Orkney. 

 

Future opportunities 

10.154.11.163. Future opportunities for the maritime industry in the north east will arise 

from issues such as oil & gas decommissioning, renewables, carbon capture and 

storage, consideration of Free Ports and / or Green Ports and proposals to create an 

Energy Transition Zone at Aberdeen South Harbour. These all provide significant 

opportunities and we will support partners in capitalising on these opportunities for 

the benefit of the north east. 

 

Partnership working 

10.155.11.164. This Strategy recognises that the Airport is a private facility, operated in a 

commercial and competitive environment and that air connections are commercial. This 

also applies to Port Authorities, Trust Ports, harbours and maritime services, albeit the 

links to northern isles, which provide lifeline ferry services are supported by the Scottish 

Government. Improving aviation and maritime performance, reducing carbon emissions 

and considering the potential for alternatively fuelled ships and aeroplanes will also 
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need to be addressed by manufacturers and others. The impact which Nestrans can 

bring to bear in these areas is limited, however the importance of regional working 

should not be underestimated and we intend to work together with regional partners to 

promote the region, promote sustainable access to the airport and ferry terminal, 

promote alternative fuel technologies, and lobby government for appropriate policies 

that do not disadvantage the region. 

 

  Actions  

AS 1 Nestrans will continue to work closely with Aberdeen International Airport to 

maintain and enhance connectivity to international hubs (particularly London 

Heathrow, Amsterdam Schiphol and Paris Charles de Gaulle). 

AS 2 We will also support Aberdeen International Airport in its call to reform and level the 

playing field in terms of Air Passenger Duty in order to support the regional economy of 

the north east and the connectivity of Scotland as a whole. 

AS 3 We will work in partnership with Hitrans, ZetTrans, the Scottish Government and others 

to maintain and enhance lifeline maritime and air services serving Aberdeen and 

connections to Orkney and Shetland. 

AS 4 In line with the Regional Economic Strategy for the north east, Nestrans supports the 

continued investment in the development of our ports and harbours (Aberdeen, 

Peterhead, Fraserburgh and Macduff) and the Aberdeen Harbour expansion. We will 

continue to work with partners to ensure the transport needs and implications of such 

developments are fully considered. 

AS 5 We will work with Aberdeen International Airport and the relevant Harbour authorities 

to reduce their carbon emissions and to identify opportunities for the testing and roll 

out of new technologies to reduce carbon emissions from air and sea. 

AS 6 We will work with Aberdeen Airport and Aberdeen Harbour to develop Surface Access 

Strategies for Airport and ferry / cruise ports to maximise opportunities for sustainable 

travel and to improve access for all. 

AS 7 In terms of road access, we will work with partners to improve access to our nationally 

andall regionally significant ports through journey time, safety and reliability 

improvements. These are addressed in more detail under the chapters Facilitating the 

Movement of Freight and Maintaining and Improving the Region’s Road Network. 
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Road safety and casualty reduction (RS) 
 

 

 
 

 

Outcomes 

RS (a) Zero fatalities on the road network to be the norm Bby 2040. to have a 

safe road network and transport services in the north east which enable 

zero fatalities to be the norm. 

RS (b) To see a steady and consistent reduction in the number and severity 

of road accidents traffic collisions across the north east. 

a. To reduce the number of casualties from road traffic collisions, with a 

particular focus on vulnerable users (especially pedestrians, cyclists and 

motorcyclists); 

b. To reduce the risk of accidents road traffic collisions at identified points on the road 

network; 

c. To reduce the proportion of casualties in the at-risk 

categories, including young people and the elderly 

drivers. 

RS (c) To provide a public transport network which is perceived as (and 

demonstrated to be) secure and safe for all users. 
 

 

Policy Context 

10.156.11.165. Although there have been significant reductions in fatalities from road traffic 

collisions in recent years, the aspiration is to reduce this to zero. This is in line with the 

National Framework for Road Safety which is moving towards ‘Vision Zero’. This is not to 

say that reducing serious and slight casualties is less important, but measures to reduce 

fatalities should contribute to reducing the number and severity of road traffic collisions 

generally. There is also therefore a need for supporting targets to reflect these wider 

priorities. 

10.157.11.166. The term road safety encompasses a wide range of considerations for 

those charged with its delivery. Engineers seek to provide a safe and well-

maintained road network, as well as monitoring and analysing collisions across the 

road network to identify trends, issues and geographical patterns. Other road safety 

professionals provide information and practical support on how to use the road 

safely, for all modes of travel. Page 143
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10.158.11.167. Scotland’s Road Safety Framework for the period 2021-2030 will build on 

the significant reductions in road casualties over the past decade. Although serious and 

fatal collisions have reduced, that does not mean casualties are now at an acceptable 

level – work will continue to reduce the totals further. 

10.159.11.168. Figures demonstrate the total number of people killed and seriously 

injured in road traffic collisions in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire has shown some 

significant reductions, from 27 fatalities in 2013 to 150 in 2018.9. 

10.160.11.169. The local partnership approach to road safety operates through Road Safety 

North East Scotland. As well as Nestrans, the group includes members from the local 

authorities, Police Scotland, Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, NHS Grampian, Road 

Safety Scotland and Transport Scotland. It considers road safety issues across the north 

east and can act as an overarching voice to promote local road safety in a collaborative 

way. 

10.161.11.170. Recent focus for road safety activity has concentrated on key road user 

groups such as motorcyclists, pre-drivers, young drivers, older drivers, pedal cyclists 

and pedestrians. Targeted local interventions already occur, including Rider 

Refinement North (for motorcyclists), Safe Drive Stay Alive (education for pre- and 

young drivers) and activity aimed at pedestrian road safety in the winter months, 

when it is dark in the mornings, late afternoons and evenings. 

10.162.11.171. The promotion of active travel seeks to increase pedal cycle and pedestrian 

journeys, however, safety is often cited as a reason for not engaging in these activities. It 

is important that we offer safe networks to enable those who wish to travel actively to 

do so. Segregated routes, safe crossing points, Advanced Stop Lines can all complement 

pedestrianised areas, dedicated cycle routes and major infrastructure. Implementation 

of 20 mph zones, traffic calming and traffic management can also make a significant 

contribution to road safety, benefit people walking, cycling and living in urban areas, as 

well as making a major contribution to encouraging mode shift. Training can also play a 

key role in increasing confidence and I-bike officers are already providing cycle training 

in schools across the region. 

10.163.11.172. In the longer-term, the use of intelligent vehicle safety technology and 

collision avoidance systems may lessen the risk of collision for some road users, 

however, this is a developing area and will take some years before it becomes 

commonplace in all road using vehicles. Connected and Autonomous Vehicles may 

reduce the human error which contributes to many accidentscollisions, but there are 

as yet unknowns in this area. 

6

9 
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  Actions  

RS 1 Nestrans will work with local 

authorities, Police Scotland and others 

through the Road Casualty Reduction 

Partnership, Road Safety North East 

Scotland, to prioritise safety within 

transport policy and seek to achieve 

ambitious targets for reducing 

casualties and eradicating fatalities in 

our transport systems. 

RS 2 Nestrans will support work to 

deliver the outcomes of the North 

East Road Casualty Reduction 

Strategy 

focussed around the five key themes of 

Education, Enforcement, Engineering, 

Encouragement and Evaluation. 

RS 3 Nestrans will work with partners 

to deliver safe cycling and 

walking opportunities, by 

consistent application of the 

Sustainable Travel Hierarchy, 

putting the needs of 

pedestrians and cyclists first. We 

will work with partners including 

the local authorities, Sustrans 

and others to deliver 

segregated provision for 

vehicles, pedestrians and 

cyclists where possible, traffic 

calming and other measures to 

enhance safety across our 

networks. 

RS 4 Work with the Roads Authorities to 

We will identify routes and locations 

where enhancements or speed 

restrictions could contribute towards 

fewer collisions or result in less 

severe injuries. This will include 

priority routes identified in the 

section on Maintaining and 

Improving the Region’s  our Road 

Network and at individual locations 
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where risks have been noted or 

collisions have occurred. 

RS 5 Work with partners to deliver 

enhancements which can contribute 

towards safer and more attractive 

environments, particularly for 

pedestrians and cyclists. This will 

include 20mph areas in urban areas, 

implementation 

of crossings and traffic calming, and 

identifying Safe Routes to Schools, 

including the potential for traffic-free 

periods around schools. 

RS 6 Work with bus and rail operators as 

well as the British Transport Police to 

improve safety and security for public 

transport users. 

RS7 Nestrans will continue to engage with 

the public and other partners, 

including Road Safety North East 

Scotland, to raise awareness, educate 

and promote messages of road safety. 
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Improving accessibility in rural areas (RU) 
 

 

Desired outcomes 

RU (a) Seek to Improvedenable equity of access to education, employment, 

health and other key services across the region in order to reduce 

inequalities. 

RU (b) Provision of vViable alternatives and choices for those that cannot or choose 

not to travel by private car. 

RU (c) Provide aA transport system which promotes and facilitates travel choices 

which help to improve people’s physical and mental health. 

 

Policy Context 

10.164.11.173. The north east has a varied geography with a large city at the regional 

centre, a number of larger towns situated on key radial routes, providing key service 

centres and a large rural hinterland. The issues experienced by people living and 

working within Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire’s larger towns, are very different to 

those living in the smaller towns, villages and more rural areas of Aberdeenshire. 

10.165.11.174. Given the geography of the region, the issue of rural connectivity is vital to 

ensuring appropriate equity of access to education, employment, public services, health 

care, shopping and recreational facilities. Social exclusion linked to lack of transport can 

be an issue, not just for older people or those with disabilities, but all members of the 

community, especially younger people isolated from their peers and educational, 

training and employment opportunities. 

10.166.11.175. Improving rural transport will bring wide societal benefits and is linked to all 

four of the strategy’s overarching pillars of economic prosperity; health and well-being; 

carbon reduction and equality. 

 

Public transport provision 

10.167.11.176. Difficulties in providing public transport services across a sparsely 

populated area, means that journeys can often be long, bus services infrequent and 

tickets more expensive, in comparison to urban areas. Owning a car is often seen 

as the only solution. 

10.168.11.177. The availability of transport, or lack thereof, particularly on cross-country 
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routes, means that the pool of jobs open to applicants in rural areas, is much more 

restricted and can be limited, not just by the availability of a car or a public transport 

connection, but the journey times, frequency and timing of services. Night shifts, early 

morning and evening work are often simply not accessible to those who do not have 

access to a car (an issue in many urban areas as well). 

10.169.11.178. In Aberdeenshire, many bus services are either wholly or partially supported 

with, in 20179, 208% of bus kilometres in Aberdeenshire supported by the Council. 

Financially supporting bus services constitutes a significant ongoing revenue cost to 

many Local Authorities, particularly Aberdeenshire Council, which provides an extensive 

supported bus network. Local authority budgets continue to come under increasing 

pressure and it is anticipated that this will continue to be the case. Recent budget 

revisions have led to reductions in supported service provision with ‘knock-on’ effects to 

the viability of the commercial bus network. Simply supporting existing fixed route bus 

services is not a model that is likely to be sustainable in the medium to long term and 

alternative, more innovative means of serving rural communities such as mobility as a 

service (MaaS), demand responsive transport (DRT), community transport and shared 

transport need to be found. 

 

Mini-interchange hubs 

11.179. In recent years, Aberdeenshire Council, with support from Nestrans, has been working 

to develop a network of mini-interchange hubs, at key locations across Aberdeenshire. 

The aim of these is to provide opportunities for small scale Park & Ride (for both car 

and bike), car sharing opportunities and interchange onto the mainline bus network, 

typically located on key radial routes which link into Aberdeen City. There is potential 

for these sites to also become hubs for local services and demand responsive services 

to connect into the mainline bus network. Currently there are mini-interchange hubs in 

Potarch, Aboyne and Fyvie with further sites planned at Crathes and Oldmeldrum. 

There are also a number of informal sites across the region. 

10.170.11.180. Mobility as a Service journey planning and ticketing integration 

opportunities should be explored to complement these interchange hubs and ensure a 

seamless journey experience from planning to completion. More detail on Mobility as a 

Service is provided in the chapter ‘Encouraging behaviour change’. 

 

Demand responsive and community transport 

11.181. In addition to the supported bus network, Community Transport Operators and 

Volunteer drivers provide essential services to many who are unable to drive or don’t 

have access to a car.  Aberdeenshire Council provides a number of demand 

responsive transport services through its A2B dial-a-bus service. These provide socially 

necessary services to many in rural areas, particularly older people and people with 

disabilities. Although the days and times of their operation generally mean that some 

are used primarily for shopping, leisure and health trips rather than to access 

employment and education, there are some exceptions to this across Aberdeenshire, 

most notably Central Buchan A2B, Turriff town A2B and Turriff rural A2B services 

which carry a number of passengers to work and education.    The Covid-19 pandemic 

has clearly illustrated not just the importance of connecting people with essential 

services but also the social value of effective public and community transport in rural 
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areas, in many cases providing people with much needed social interaction.   

10.171.11.182. During 2020, Aberdeenshire Council is undertaking a ‘clean sheet’ review of 

their local bus network, including demand responsive transport provision in order to 

inform decisions on how best to provide transport services across the area. This will 

include consideration of whether demand responsive transport could play a greater role 

in the rural transport network potentially replacing scheduled fixed bus routes.  This 

review will also need to take into consideration the significant risks and uncertainties for 

rural bus services resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic.  Any reductions in bus once 

lockdown and physical distancing restrictons are eased are likely to result in marginal 

bus services becoming unviable with significant risks to the public transport network as 

a whole.  

10.172.11.183. Taxis and community transport (transport often provided by volunteer 

organisations and drivers) are often left to fill the gaps left by the public transport 

network.  However taxis are not always an affordable option for use on a regular basis 

and in the case of community transport, uncertainty around funding and recruitment of 

volunteers mean they are often not able to provide any long term certainty to the 

service that they provide and do not have the funding available to further invest in 

vehicles or driver training. The funding opportunities that are available to community 

transport organisations does not always reflect the role they play in the sustainable 

transport network and puts them on an unequal footing compared to other modes. It is 

recognised that a different approach to funding community transport over the next 20 

years from that which has existed over the past 20 years needs to be developed. 

 

Active travel 

10.173.11.184. Although walking and cycling will not be practical options for many journeys 

in rural areas due to the distances involved (more than half of the working population in 

Aberdeenshire travel over 10km to work), they still play an important role in the rural 

transport network. However, over 40% of people in settlements such as Fraserburgh, 

Peterhead, Banff, Huntly, Braemar and Ballater walk to work and education. There are 

significant opportunities to improve pedestrian and cycle connections both within towns 

and villages across the region and also connecting towns and villages, by segregated 

active travel links where possible, in order to increase the number of shorter journeys 

that can safely be undertaken on foot or by bike. National standards, established 

primarily for urban areas, may not always be appropriate and relevant infrastructure 

improvements which provide value for money and can demonstrate local solutions, 

relevant to the anticipated demand will be applied in rural areas. This has significant 

opportunity to improve accessibility and encourage mode shift within and between 

north east settlements. The increase in electric bikes (E-Bikes) can also help encourage a 

modal shift as concerns over distances, relative fitness and geography such as steepness 

of hills can be overcome in some cases by using an E-Bike. Health walks, Bike hire 

schemes, led rides, cycle training for adults and children and initiatives to help people 

maintain and service their bikes will also help to encourage more people to walk and 

cycle. 

 

Car Clubs and Car Share 

10.174.11.185. Car clubs where you rent a car per hour or per day and car sharing where 
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you share a vehicle either as a driver or as a passenger, with others along your 

journey,e also have a potentially significant role to play in the rural transport network, 

providing access to a car or a lift-sharing opportunity for those who cannot drive.or 

choose not to own a car. Currently there is only one car club scheme operating in 

Aberdeenshire, in Huntly, however it is providing benefits to the community there 

which could be replicated in other communities across the region. It is recognised that 

lift-sharing already happens to a significant degree on an informal basis through 

friends and family, neighbours, volunteers and colleagues and is, in many cases, the 

only way that some people can access work, education and other services. There is 

scope to further promote these optionsis further as a means of overcoming limited 

public transport in rural areas. 

 

Reducing the need to travel 

10.175.11.186. For many of the accessibility issues experienced in rural areas, the solution 

may not always be a transport one. In some instances, reducing the need to travel at all 

and / or providing services digitally or more locallysuch as having a good broadband 

and mobile phone network, or more locally, will enable people to access work, 

education or the services they need without the need to travel. An example of this is 

more flexible health appointments – NHS Grampian are rolling out schemes such as 

Attend Anywhere or NHS Near me, encouraging patients who do not need to attend 

appointments to use technology (including mobile phones, diagnoses at home or in 

local GP practices), making services more efficient and reducing health miles of patients 

travelling to hospitals and clinics unnecessarily. These schemes have seen significant 

uptake in recent months as a direct result of the Covid 19 pandemic and have been 

identified as examples of good practice.  Internet shopping and home deliveries are 

becoming increasingly prevalent, are also reducing the need to travel. There will 

however always remain a need to travel to some degree, not least to ensure residents 

are not socially isolated and are able to feel connected within their communities and 

family, friends and colleagues. 

 

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) 

10.176. The concept of MaaS is one that has risen in prominence during the lifetime of the 

current RTS. The aim of MaaS is to bring together all means of travel, transport 

providers, information and payment options into one single service, giving customers 

access to a combination of public transport, including trains and buses; car shareing; 

demand responsive transport and bike hires. Providing a smart single service for all 

modes aims to eliminate the hassle of navigating a complex system of providers and 

fares structures as well as providing access to timetable information and updates. 

10.177. In its 2018 Programme for Government, the Scottish Government committed to a 

£2million investment fund, over three years, to support the testing of the MaaS concept 

in Scotland. A number of pilot projects are now being taken forward across the country. 

These may provide 
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useful lessons on how best to take this forward in the north east where there 

could be benefits for the provision of rural transport and journey sharing 

options. 

10.178.11.187. MaaS also has significant opportunities for the tourism industry, a key part of 

the region’s economy, if it can make access to transport services simple and easy to 

understand for visitors as well as residents. 

 

  Actions  

RU 1 Building on the work that Aberdeenshire Council has done to review fixed route and 

demand responsive transport provision in the area, undertake a rural accessibility audit 

to better understand which areas are most likely to experience poor levels of 

accessibility and to establish appropriate levels of connectivity across all of Aberdeen 

and Aberdeenshire, based on settlement type. 

RU 2 Use this analysis to identify a baseline level of connectivity into and between 

settlements by modes other than the car. Aim to establish a ‘connectivity guarantee’ 

for each settlement 

identifying appropriate levels of connectivity into and between smaller towns and 

villages, as well as connecting to mainline services connecting with Aberdeen. Use this 

information to prioritise improvements to those communities experiencing the lowest 

levels of accessibility. 

RU 3 Work with Aberdeenshire Council to expand and enhance the network of mini-

interchange hubs across the region with the aim of providing the opportunity for 

local bus, DRT, community transport services, bike hire, cyclists and pedestrians as 

well as car drivers to feed into mainline bus or rail services. 

RU 4 Explore opportunities to develop an enhanced demand responsive transport network, 

open to all, that expands provision for journeys to work and education as well as 

shopping, health and social trips. 

RU 5 Encourage and facilitate the trial of new models of rural public transport provision, 

including demand responsive transport, MaaS journey planning and transport 

integration opportunities, new start entrepreneurs and community led initiatives, 

maximising technological and digital opportunities with partners such as Cairngorms 

National Park and others. 

RU 6 Work with partners at a local and 

national level to determine how to 

provide more stability and increased 

funding support to community 

transport providers.  This needs to 

include consideration of, including 

whether changes in legislation are 

required to encourage new entrants to 

the public transport market (including 

taxi operation or small companies 
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providing local services). 

RU 7 Support active travel (walking and 

cycling) improvements focussed 

around community accessibility and 

lobby funding providers such as 

Sustrans and Transport Scotland to 

relax inappropriate standards for rural 

areas, where value for money 

considerations may enable more 

appropriate interventions to upgrade 

walking and cycling opportunities. 
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Improving access to health (HE) 
 

 

 
 

Desired outcomes 

HE (a) Ensure that pPatients required to attend health and social care 

appointments are able to do so in a way that is appropriate, 

convenient and affordable and are able to access information to 

inform their journey. 

HE (b) Reduce the The number of “Health Miles” patients in the 

north east are travelling to access health and social care 

appointments are reduced. 

HE (c) Increase tThe proportion of journeys by sustainable 

modes undertaken by patients attending hospitals is 

increased. 

HE (d) Opportunities to access the natural environment are 

improved to help support the mental and physical 

health and wellbeing of people who live and work 

in the region. 

 

Policy Context 

10.179.11.188. Where people live, the way they travel, the noise and air pollution that they 

are exposed to and access to a natural environment, among other factors, all impact on 

public health. Health is also defined by more than the absence of illness and covers 

both physical and mental health issues. 

10.180.11.189. Transport affects 24: 

• General Health and wellbeing; 

• Stress which could be caused by overcrowding, congestion and delays; 

• Injuries and fatalities on the transport network (road safety, cycle and pedestrian safety etc); 

• Physical Activity; 

• Air Pollution; 

• Noise pollution; 

• Placemaking and community severance; 

 
24 Source: Scottish Health and Inequality Impact Assessment Network (SHIIAN) Report – Health and Transport: A Guide 2018 
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• Climate Change; and 

• Health inequalities. 

10.181.11.190. Nestrans currently works with partners including NHS Grampian, Scottish 

Ambulance Service, Community Transport Association, Aberdeen City Council, 

Aberdeenshire Council and Moray Council to deliver transport improvements that can 

improve both public health and access to health and social care. This work is set out in 

the Grampian Health and Transport Action Plan which is based around two key themes 

of public health and access to health. Issues relating to public health regarding air 

quality are dealt with separately in the chapter ‘reducing emissions from transport’, 

whilst issues relating to increasing levels of physical activity are addressed in the 

chapter ‘increasing the number of people travelling actively for health and the 

environment’. 

10.182.11.191. If individuals are unable to drive or do not have access to a car, then public 

transport or community transport is often the only option for travelling to health and 

social care appointments. Public transport may not however be an option for those 

living in a rural area or who are unable to use scheduled public transport. There may 

also be affordability barriers for some. 

10.183.11.192. Many people depend on family, friends or neighbours to help them get to 

health and social care appointments. Others rely on taxis, community transport and 

volunteer drivers. The Scottish Ambulance Service also provide a patient transport 

service for those who are eligible. A particular challenge in the provision of transport to 

health and social care services is the variations in eligibility criteria (both physical and 

geographical) across multiple transport providers and the challenges that community 

transport providers face in funding and providing services and attracting staff and 

volunteers to run them. 

Community transport 

10.184.11.193. There are several providers offering a range of different community 

transport services across communities in the region, many of which do not specifically 

label their transport to health and social care journeys. Community transport is a vital 

component of the transport network however research by the Mobility and Access 

Committee (MACS) 25 finds that there are notable discrepancies in the way 

community transport operators are funded and commissioned to administer access 

to health and social care journeys. 

10.185.11.194. Due to the nature of funding provision and a reliance on volunteer drivers, 

many community transport operators are unable to plan more than a year ahead or 

invest in new vehicles or driver training. This all contributes to significant levels of 

uncertainty across the sector. Further work needs to be done to better communicate 

the benefits provided by the community transport sector and to lobby for a more 

synergised approach to the management and administration of community transport 

services, backed up by appropriate levels of funding, particularly in relation to transport 

to health journeys. 

 

 
25 Transport to Health and Social Care, Mobility and Access Committee, December 2019 
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Transport to Health and Social Care Information Centre (THInC) 

10.186.11.195. As part of the Grampian Health and Transport Action Plan, Aberdeenshire 

Council, with support from Nestrans and others, has helped to establish a Transport to 

Health and Social Care Information Centre (THinC) for the NHS Grampian area. This is a 

phone and online helpline, operated by Aberdeenshire Council, which provides advice 

on travelling to health or social care appointments. Members of the public and health 

or social care professionals can call for practical and free transport advice on travelling 

to an appointment in the Grampian area. 

10.187.11.196. The line is open from 9am until 4.30pm Monday to Friday and can provide 

information on bus services, train times, dial-a-bus services, taxi companies with 

wheelchair-accessible vehicles and community transport. 

10.188.11.197. Missed appointments and re-admissions cost the NHS in Scotland 

millions of pounds each year. It is reported that, in many cases patients choose not 

to travel to appointments at all or have to cancel them when their transport does not 

appear or, due to limited availability and eligibility criteria, they are unable to find a 

transport that matches their needs and appointment time. This in turn all has an 

impact on NHS resources and waiting times. 

 

The health benefits of improved access to transport 

10.189.11.198. Aside from being able to access available, appropriate and affordable 

transport to access Health and social care services and appointments., Nnot being 

able to easily access transport can also lead to social isolation which has a significant 

impact on mental health and well-being. Being able to access community groups, 

lunch clubs, visiting friends and family, can all be beneficial to keeping and improving 

mental and physical health.  Bbut are often dependent on being able to access 

appropriate transport. There is a significant opportunity for transport to play a 

preventative role in addressing public health issues by removing some of the barriers 

that currently exist. 

10.190.11.199. These barriers are often experienced most by those on low incomes, the 

elderly and disabled, who are less likely to own or drive their own car, more likely to 

suffer from ill health or require to attend medical appointments more frequently. 

 

Reducing health miles 

10.191.11.200. Technology will, and already is, playing an important role in providing 

alternative ways to access health and social care appointments, advice and 

treatment without having to travel, for example through digital appointments. 

10.192.11.201. Healthcare has traditionally involved a lot of travel - staff and patients 

driving or using the bus to access health centres and hospitals to discuss a problem. 

While there will always be some requirement for this, the Covid-19 pandemic has shown 

that in a great many cases it’s not necessary. New models of care are developing which 

cause less disruption to a person’s day and less damage to the environment. For non-

urgent problems it will become increasingly common to send in a question to your 

doctor or nurse using an NHS Messaging system. You’ll get a response within a few 

hours which might resolve the issue or perhaps a phone call or video-consultation will 

be needed. In early 2020, GPs or hospital clinicians in Grampian took part in 100 video-
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consultations per week. As part of the response to the pandemic this has scaled rapidly 

and in late May, 2,500 consultations per week were being carried out. 

10.193.11.202. In Scotland the main video-consulting software is called NHS Near Me. This 

can be accessed using a phone, tablet or laptop and allows a private discussion 

between patient and clinician. Even as we emerge from lockdown, the trend towards 

NHS messaging and tele- consultations will continue with significant potential benefits 

for people’s quality of life and the environment. 

10.194.11.203. Land use planning also has a role to play in reducing health miles through 

the development of sustainable and mixed communities and joint strategic planning, 

in partnership with the NHS, to identify where services are will be needed to meet 

demand in the future. 
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  Actions  

HE 1 Continue to work with partners, 

including the NHS, Health and Social 

Care Partnership, Scottish Ambulance 

Service, Community Transport 

Association and Local Authorities, to 

further develop and deliver the Health 

and Transport Action Plan. 

HE 2 Continue to work with our partners in 

the Health and Transport Action Plan 

to provide advice, guidance and 

support for people accessing 

appointments whether travelling to a 

hospital or GP or accessing an E-

clinic, telephone or video 

appointment. 

HE 3 Continue support for THInC, to 

provide advice and sign posting for 

transport to health and social care 

appointments. 

HE 4 Lobby to raise the profile of access to 

health issues at a national level, the 

need for a more consistent approach 

and for greater financial support for 

transport 

to health services, including support 

for community transport operators 

and volunteer drivers. 

 

HE 5  Work to develop active travel routes which link    

local communities to green networks and open 

spaces as part of a high quality and safe active 

travel network and to support both mental and 

physical health (see actions under  ‘increasing 

the number of people travelling actively for 

health and the environment for more detail).
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Policy Context 

10.195.11.204. Many people in our communities are cut off from opportunities and 

essential services, including education, work and healthcare because of the costs of 

car ownership and the cost and availability of public transport alternatives. 

Sometimes referred to as Transport Poverty 26, the implications are far reaching, 

but can include many people being forced to choose between owning a car they 

perhaps cannot afford or being unable to access key public services and other 

facilities, leading to social isolation and a lack of opportunity. 

10.196.11.205. With social isolation and disconnectedness increasingly understood to be 

underlying causes of many health issues. Ttransport also has a significant role to play 

in building resilient and connected communities in order to reduce social isolation. 

 

Regional Economic Strategy 

10.197.11.206. Transport is a significant barrier to employment for many residents living in 

low-income neighbourhoods and the cost and availability of public transport often 

constrains rather than enables, access to employment, education and training 

opportunities. 

10.198.11.207. The Regional Economic Strategy for the north east identifies inclusive 

economic growth as one of its key programmes for intervention with the vision of “a 

 
26 People are deemed to be at risk of Transport Poverty, when they don’t have access to essential services or work due to limited 

affordable transport options (source: Poverty and Inequality Commission, Transport Poverty in Scotland, published July 2019). 
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The affordability of transport 

(AF) 

Desired 

outcomes AF (a) 

 

 
 

AF (b) 

A public transport system that provides value for money, is 

priced competitively to the private car and is affordable to 

those that are most vulnerable to exclusion on the grounds 

of price. 

Transport barriers to jobs and employability are reduced. 
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skilled workforce for the future that provides opportunities for all our people and a skills system 
that delivers the economic vision for the North East of Scotland. Barriers to employability and 
jobs are lowered”. 

Community Planning 

10.199.11.208. Locality Planning is a statutory requirement of the Community 

Empowerment Act. It requires Community Planning Partnerships to identify localities 

where people experience significantly poorer outcomes than other people across the 

region as a result of socio-economic disadvantageinequality. Aberdeen and 

Aberdeenshire Community Planning Partnerships have each identified three priority 

localities: 

Aberdeen Aberdeenshire 

Torry Peterhead 

Middlefield, Mastrick, Cummings 

Park and Heathryfold 
Fraserburgh 

Seaton, Woodside and Tillydrone Banff and Macduff 

 

10.200.11.209. As a statutory community planning partner, Nestrans is working within 

the Community Planning Partnerships of Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire to 

identify and deliver improvements for these communities and the region as a 

whole. 

10.201.11.210. Transport is one of a range of factors that can impact on the number 

of individuals and families living in poverty and the single most important factor 

cited by those in low incomes as the greatest transport-related barrier, is cost. 

 

Transport poverty 

10.202.11.211. Although car ownership levels in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire are 

high compared to the rest of Scotland, there are still 320% of households in Aberdeen 

City and 153% of households in Aberdeenshire that do not have access to a car or van, 

compared to a Scottish average of 289% 27. Even in car-owning households, there is often 

one partner or dependents who don’t have access to that vehicle or are unable to drive 

and therefore these figures alone, do not reflect the reality for many people on low 

incomes. Tthat are forced to make the choice between car ownership or not being able 

to access work, education or essential services. This can be an issue particularly 

affecting young people. 

10.203.11.212. Young people across the region can also be particularly affected by the 

cost of transport, if they are in full time education, training, volunteering, 

apprenticeships or on low incomes. 

10.204.11.213. Public consultation has highlighted the perceived high cost of public 

transport as a key issue for the region. 

 

Bus fares 

10.205.11.214. There is evidence to suggest that although bus fares in Aberdeen City have 

 
27 Source: Transport and Travel in Scotland, Scottish Household Survey, 202018 
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historically been higher than other Scottish Cities, the gap has been narrowing in 

recent years with other Scottish Cities seeing a significant rise in ticket price. 

10.206.11.215. There are discounts to be obtained from purchasing tickets online or via a 

mobile, an option that is not always available to everyone. Greater savings can also be 

made by purchasing longer period passes (up to a year) however the up-front costs of 

these are often prohibitive to those on low incomes. The same principles apply to 

inter-urban and rural bus services where longer term travel passes provide greater 

discounts compared to the cost of a single trip. Some employers also offer salary 

sacrifice schemes for travel passes or season ticket loans. 

10.207.11.216. There is assistance in the cost of bus travel for many people through the 

National Entitlement Card which provides free bus travel for disabled people and for all 

those over the age of 60. The Young Scot National Entitlement Card also gives travel 

discounts to 16-18 year olds, or full time volunteers under the age of 26 and in 

February 2020, the Scottish Government has announced its intention to launch a 

concessionary fares scheme providing free travel for all children aged 18 years and 

younger by 2021. This will go a long way to removing barriers 

of cost for children and families and promoting bus travel in general. It will not 

however address the needs of those aged 198-25 who remain in full time education 

or training or are undertaking apprenticeships or other low paid work and will be of 

limited benefit to young people living in areas with limited bus services. 

Bus passenger satisfaction with value for money 

10.208.11.217. In 2018,9 4957% of fare-paying bus passengers in the north east stated that 

they were satisfied or very satisfied with the value for money of their bus journey. This is 

a lower level of satisfaction than across Scotland as a whole (71% in 2018) with the 

lowest level of satisfaction shown to be amongst passengers travelling for commuting 

purposes. 

10.209.11.218. Perceptions of value for money are related not just to the overall cost, but 

to the quality of service that is provided and consultation has shown that in many 

cases, passengers do not feel that the service they experience provides value for 

money, particularly when compared with the perceived cost of travelling by car.  It is 

also widely acknowledged that the perceived cost of travelling by car is less than the 

actual cost when taking into account factors such as vehicle insurance, tax, 

maintenance and parking costs which users do not usually attribute to the cost of an 

individual car trip, thus making the comparative cost of a public transport trip more 

expensive.  

10.210.11.219. Whilst we have to recognise that bus services in Scotland are primarily 

operated on a commercial basis and services cannot be provided for free (they need 

to be funded in some form either through the fare box or by subsidy) there is a need 

to improve the quality of the service provided. This includes improvements to journey 

times, reliability, punctuality, the quality of vehicles and integration between modes 

and services. 

10.211.11.220.  Bus Service Improvement Partnerships introduced under the 

Transport (Scotland) Act 2019, will allow local transport authorities and bus 

operators to work in partnership to set 

maximum fares levels and the price of multi-operator tickets cards as part of wider 
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agreements on bus service infrastructure and service improvements (see chapter on 

‘improving the region’s bus network’ for further details). This, along with the ability to 

implement multi- operator ticketing schemes that set fare prices, are however the only 

mechanisms currently available for the public sector to influence commercial bus fares, 

without taking bus services into public ownership or franchising of services. 
 

Rail 

10.212.11.221. Most rail fares are regulated at a national level and there is effectively very 

little influence that this strategy can have over rail fares. There are however 

opportunities to ensure that the travelling public are aware of, and able to access, the 

best fares and offers available for their journeys (for example the Scottish National 

Blind Persons Scheme which provides free rail and ferry travel for eligible passengers 

as well as other card and discount schemes) and to lobby the Scottish Government to 

address anomalies in the fares structure which unfairly disadvantage certain 

communities. Like with bus fares, the cheapest rail fares are often those bought online 

or in advance and flexi-passes, weekly, monthly or annual season tickets. Again these 

may be cheaper in the long term, but are often prohibitive to those on low incomes to 

buy upfront. Salary sacrifice schemes and season ticket loans are available from some 

employers. 

, 

Taxi and Private Hire 

10.213.11.222. Aberdeenshire Council currently operates a TaxiCard scheme which offers 

reduced fare taxi and rail travel to those who cannot use conventional bus services 

because of severe or complex disability. Aberdeen City does not currently operate a 

taxi card scheme. 

10.214.11.223. Taxi fares are set by the relevant local authority Taxi Licensing Board. 

 

Active travel 

11.224. Increasing opportunities for active travel will also help to reduce the barriers of 

affordability for some.  Active travel is free at the point of use and provides a 

significant opportunity to remove the barriers of cost for shorter journeys.  There are 

however a wide range of barriers that need to be addressed, many of which are 

experienced disproportionately by those on lower incomes, including: 

• the cost of purchasing and maintaining a bike excludes this as an option for many; 

• the availability of safe and accessible cycling and walking links both segregated routes away 

from traffic as well as well-lit and well-maintained routes; 

• addressing issues around the availability of secure and accessible bike storage (both at home 

and at the destination).  This is a particular issue for those living in smaller houses and flats 

(where space for storing a bike inside is restricted and stairs make accessibility difficult) and 

in areas with higher crime rates where a lack of secure cycle parking is a barrier; and 

• oOpportunities for cycle training for those who have never ridden a bike or haven’t roidden a 

bike for many years.ars. 

 

Impacts of wider transport policies on affordability 

10.215.11.225. As well as the cost of using public transport, it is important to consider 

how other policy decisions may impact on the affordability of travelling and 
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people’s ability to make sustainable choices. 

10.216.11.226. The move to low carbon and low emission vehicles will have cost 

implications for those looking to purchase/lease new vehicles, the initial cost of  which 

are, at present, still more expensive than their petrol or diesel equivalents, despite 

some financial schemes to encourage uptake. TheAlthough running costs of ultra-low 

emission vehicles, tend however to be less as fuel and maintenance costs are cheaper.  

Although Tthe initial purchasing/leasing costis is likely to reducewill change over time 

as technology improves and purchasing/leasing costs reduce. , thereThere are 

implications for those who cannot afford to change their vehicle, if restrictions are 

then placed on older more polluting vehicles, for example through Low Emission 

Zones. 

10.217.11.227. The introduction of price-based demand management measures such as 

increased parking charges or the introduction of a Workplace Parking Levy scheme 

also have the potential to disadvantage those on lower incomes by increasing the 

cost of car travel and these impacts need to be carefully considered and assessed in 

the design of any scheme. 

 

  Actions  

AF 1 Work with bus operators and local authorities, through the North East Bus Alliance, to 

expand the availability of fares capping technology across all bus services in the north 

east, providing passengers with a guarantee that they will always pay the best price for 

their travel. First in Aberdeen already offer ‘Tap and Cap’ payments across their fleet 

ensuring that no matter how many times a passenger uses their services, they will only 

pay the cost of a day or weekly ticket. 

AF 2 Investigate the opportunities for mainstreaming Mobility as a Service (MaaS) measures in 

both rural and urban areas, to consolidate the costs of travel and ensure the best price is 

paid, focussing on integration across different modes of travel. 

AF 3 Work with transport operators, local and national government to promote and 

publicise the availability of fares capping and MaaS products as well as the various 

concessionary fares and discount schemes, such as the Young Scot Card and TaxiCard, 

available to ensure passengers are aware of and able to access the best value fares for 

their journey. 

AF 4 Work with partners, including Community Planning Partners, the Chamber of Commerce 

and others to promote the concessionary schemes, rail cards and other promotional 

tickets that are available and lobby to address anomalies in rail fares structures that may 

act as a disincentive to using rail. 

AF 5 Work within the legislation of the Transport (Scotland) Act to influence fares 

through Bus Service Improvement Partnership agreements. 

AF 6 Lobby Work with the Councils to seek the ring fencing ofe income generated through 

bus lane enforcement cameras and any other future demand management measures, 

for the improvement of local bus services across the region. 

 

AF 7  Work through the Getabout partnership and brand to increase awareness of the real cost of car ownership 
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with a focus on enabling users to make an informed choice when it comes to cost and affordability of 

transport options. 

 

AF 8 Enhance the network of safe and secure cycling and walking links, focussed on connecting communities 

currently experiencing higher levels of inequality and explore opportunities for cycle training, to enhance 

secure cycle parking, bike maintenance initiatives  and bike hire opportunities, to remove some of the 

barriers to cycling for those on lower incomes. 
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Policy Context 

10.218.11.228. Travelling in any form comes with its own challenges and demands, 

although these can vary depending on the type of transport, the type of journey, 

weather, time of day, luggage and whether travelling with dependents. These 

challenges can be compounded for people with disabilities, those who require 

additional support when travelling or those who speak little or no English, among 

others. Different people have different needs and capabilities and we need to work to 

ensure that everyone can travel with as few barriers as possible. 

10.219.11.229. Accessible travel is more than just being able to get on or off a bus, train or 

ferry. It includes the availability of accessible travel information, being able to get to the 

desired choice of transport, the walking environment, the facilities around and on the 

transport, the availability of additional facilities such as toilets and seating, people’s 

attitudes to others using transport and the interchange between different modes. In 

order to provide a fully accessible travel network we need to ensure that everyone is 

able to: 

• obtain and use accessible information to plan journeys; 

• get from where they live to reach public transport services unobstructed; 

• access those services with whatever support and help are necessary; 

• enjoy the journey in comfort and safety; and 

• complete the journey satisfactorily. 

10.220.11.230. In 2016 Transport Scotland launched its Accessible Travel Framework, 

particularly focussed on the needs of people with disabilities and with the vision that 

“all disabled people can travel with the same freedom, choice, dignity and opportunity 

as other citizens.” The vision is supported by four outcomes: 
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Improving access to the transport network for all 

(AA) 

Desired 

outcomes AA (a) Reduce inequalities through improved access to the transport system for all in 

the north east. 
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Figure 14: Accessible Travel Framework Outcomes. 
 

10.221.11.231. In order to create a fair and equal society, free from discrimination, and 

address issues relating to social isolation, we need to reduce inequality between groups 

such as those with disabilities, those with reduced mobility, people from minority 

groups, people with children and older people. To ensure equal access to transport, all 

groups must be considered but there is often a difference between what is legally 

defined as accessible and the perception of accessibility, particularly given that 

accessibility means different things to different people. 

10.222.11.232. In the north east and nationally there has been much work to 

ensure equal access to transport, as summarised in the points below. 

• Aberdeen Airport now operate a hidden disabilities lanyard scheme in partnership with Friendly 
Access with the aim to make air travel more friendly and accessible for all passengers. The 
Airport now also provides a Changing Places facility and offers passengers the opportunity to 
undertake familiarisation tours of the terminal prior to their travel plans in order to help reduce 
anxiety and uncertainty associated with travelling. 

• ScotRail has reduced the period required for passengers needing assistance when travelling 
from four hours’ notice in 2016 to two hours. 

• Transport Scotland’s Ferries Accessibility Fund has enabled improvements to ferry services 
and facilities onboard and Serco Northlink Ferries have used this funding to provide Changing 
Places facilities on board vessels as well 
as provide specialist equipment and staff 
training to help autistic passengers. Serco 
Northlink Ferries have also partnered with 
Neatebox to provide a free app which 
allows users to indicate the areas they need 
customer service to be aware of and the 
specific assistance they require in advance 
of their journey. 

• Full Public Service Vehicle (PSV) Accessibility 
Regulations compliance from bus operators. 

• Thistle Assistance Cards were launched in the north east in 
2018. The card enables bus passengers to discretely tell 
their driver about any extra help that they may need during 
their journey and aims to improve accessibility for those with 
hidden disabilities. 

• All transport schemes are now designed with input from disability groups and are designed 
incorporating guidance from Cycling By Design and Designing Streets. 
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10.223.11.233. It is however clear from consultation and engagement that more can be 

done to ensure equal and accessible transport opportunities. At a national level, 

Transport Scotland is proposing to develop a consistent approach to passenger 

assistance information, improve street design, work with Regional Transport 

Partnerships to develop good practice guides and are looking to create a universal 

passenger assistance training and development programme. 

10.224.11.234. Although there is scope to improve accessibility in both mainstream 

transport provision and street design, community and demand responsive transport as 

well as taxis will also remain important to ensuring those who are unable to access 

conventional public transport are able to access services and be involved in their 

community. For older people, those with disabilities and those who are unable to leave 

their house by themselves, these services play an important role in preventing 

loneliness and social isolation and helps people to remain independent. Community 

and demand responsive transport services represent a lifeline and are often the only 

means of transport for many vulnerable and isolated people. 

10.225.11.235. In the north east, demand responsive transport services are offered by 

both Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council, as well as a number of 

voluntary organisations. In Aberdeen City, services operate off-peak on weekdays, 

providing a door to door service within the city for those unable to use conventional 

bus services. The vehicles are fully 

wheelchair accessible and passengers can be helped onto and off the buses where 

necessary. Travel is either within the area the passenger is picked up from or to and 

from the city centre or Aberdeen Royal Infirmary. Travel must be booked at least 24 

hours before travel and new users must complete a membership form before travelling 

to check eligibility. All users pay a fixed fare for each journey taken. 

10.226.11.236. Aberdeenshire Council run their in-house wheelchair-accessible A2B dial-

a-bus service in and around Aberdeenshire towns. The services are free to the user 

and are open to anyone who has difficulty walking, has other disabilities, doesn’t live 

near a bus stop or bus route, or otherwise needs the transport offered. The services 

operate within defined areas, usually within off-peak hours, on specific days of the 

week. On town services passengers can be picked up and dropped off anywhere. The 

rural shopper services have indicative routes and timetables which vary depending on 

who is travelling. The majority of services divert off route to provide door-to-door 

transport except for some newer services, introduced to replace conventional bus 

services, which pick up from bus stops. 

10.227.11.237. All A2B services require passengers to book to travel with the exception of 

Turriff Town A2B which operates a hybrid service of dial-a-bus and conventional bus 

journeys. Apart from the Council-run minibus services, there are two A2B dial-a-bus 

services operated under contract to taxi/bus operators which are registered local bus 

services open to the general public. In addition to A2B dial-a-bus, there are several 

community/voluntary organisations that also run demand responsive or community 

transport services providing lifeline services 

for the communities that they serve (details of these are available on Aberdeenshire 

Council’s website). 
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  Actions  

AA 1 A programme of access for all improvements at all key public transport points, and 

within urban areas and town centres, to benefit those who have mobility difficulties. 

a. All rail stations across the region to be fully accessible, with ramp / lift access, help points, 
appropriate lighting and information provision. 

b. Work with Aberdeen City Council and the owners of Aberdeen Bus station to upgrade facilities to 
include enhanced waiting facilities, seating, information and support staff where appropriate. 

c. Improve connections between Aberdeen Bus and Rail Stations, the Ferry terminal and Union 
Street with a focus on improving accessibility for those with disabilities. 

d. Improve the access and provision of interchange sites within town centres in Aberdeenshire. 

e. Improve the access and provision of interchange sites within Aberdeen City, particularly Union 
Street and Aberdeen Royal Infirmary bus interchange. 

f. Upgrade facilities at Peterhead bus station to improve access and operation of services within 
the site. 

g. Upgrade facilities at Fraserburgh bus station to improve access and operation of services within 
the site. 

AA 2 Work with partners including transport operators, Transport Scotland, Local Authorities 

and Traveline Scotland to provide more disability relevant transport information and 

information in accessible formats, including, but not limited to digital formats 

recognising that not everyone has access to digital information or services. 

AA 3 Work with bus operators and local authority partners to improve the punctuality and 

reliability of bus services in order to make this a more reliable mode of transport, thus 

reducing levels of uncertainty and anxiety for many when travelling (further details on 

this are contained within the chapter ‘improving the region’s bus network’). 

AA 4 Explore technological solutions to removing some of the barriers to travel that are 

experienced and to enhance provision of information and facilities. For example, audio 

and visual messaging and pedestrian crossings operated by linking to a mobile phone. 

Although not everyone has access to a mobile phone, it can play a significant role in 

providing information and assistance at a personal level. 

AA 5 Placemaking in town and city centres with a focus on removing traffic and reducing 

traffic speeds to enhance provision and space available for pedestrians. This will 

help to reduce conflict between modes, improve actual and perceived safety and 

reduce noise pollution which can cause difficulties for some. 

AA 6 Work with partners, including groups representing the range of protected 

characteristics, to better understand the needs of people who find it difficult to access 

the transport network, in order to better inform design and decision making. 

AA 7 Continue to support and promote the Thistle Assistance card, to help people with 

additional needs feel more confident to use public transport. 
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Planning and designing places for people (PP) 
 

 

 
 

Desired outcomes 

PP (a) New development is allocated to locations where it can be 

accessed by all, where choice is available and mode shift is 

enabled, creating sustainable communities where travel 

options follow the sustainable travel hierarchy and lessen 

dependence on single occupancy car use. 

PP (b) Places which nurture active travel as the main means of movement, in 

particular town and city centres which enable and promote the hierarchy 

of sustainable travel, facilitate safe walking and cycling opportunities, a 

range of public transport opportunities and options for those who require 

to travel by car. 

PP (c) Urban environments which are healthy and pleasant places to live, work and visit. 

 

Policy Context 

10.228.11.238. Transport policies are required to support efficient and effective planning 

policies to ensure that the design of places can contribute to the objectives of this 

strategy.  The planning policy context is well established at Scottish Government level 

through the National Planning Framework, Planning Guidance and Designing Streets 

Policy. At a regional level, Nestrans has a key role in supporting the development plan 

process and in contributing to infrastructure plans and priorities at a local, regional and 

national level. 

10.229.11.239. Nestrans manages and maintains the ASAM regional transport model 

which supports this process and we will continue to utilise this model to assess the 

likely impacts of new development on the transport network as well as assessing 

the likely future impact of changes to the transport network. 

10.230.11.240. Nestrans will use the objectives and policies contained within this strategy 

as a whole, as well as evidence in the form of data, trends and modelling analysis to 

support and guide our input to future development plans and major development 

proposals as well as to inform the prioritisation of key infrastructure requirements. 

10.231.11.241. We will continue to work closely with colleagues in planning and economic 

development as well as other stakeholders such as the Aberdeen and Grampian 

Chamber of Commerce, Scottish Council for Development and Industry, and Federation 

of Small Businesses, to ensure that the wider policy framework, within which this strategy 

sits, helps to deliver the shared vision for the region as a whole and supports the Page 168
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sustainable development and carbon reduction agenda. 

10.232.11.242. In order to support and help to achieve the objectives of this strategy, 

Local Transport Strategies and Supplementary Guidance in support of Local 

Development Plans should set out maximum standards for car parking, require 

significant developments to produce travel plans in support of their proposals, 

supported by targets for mode share and backed up by surveys with measures to 

ensure compliance and achieving identified objectives. 
 

11.243. New developments should be allocated to locations where transport choices are 

available and mode shift is enabled. Sustainable communities should be walkable in 

scale and design with access to green space for health and wellbeing. Jobs, schools and 

services should be within a reasonable distance, working towards the Scottish 

Government’s concept of 20 minute neighbourhoods, and designed to engender an 

active travel culture, and reduce air and noise pollution, contributing to the wider health 

and social care agenda to increase levels of physical activity and improve health 

generally. Urban environments should not be dominated by traffic, rather we must put 

people before vehicles, invest in the public realm and reprioritise road space for the 

benefit of the health and wellbeing of the population as well as the economic success of 

our city and town centres.  

11.244. We have seen a rapid re-prioritising of space within our city and town centres over the last 

year in response to the Covid-19 pandemic and to enable physical distancing.  This has 

seen roads given over to pedestrians and cyclists, restrictions placed on traffic movements, 

pavements widened and segregated cycle lanes introduced (all funded through the 

Scottish Government’s Spaces for People initiative).  Although these are all temporary 

measures in response to an emergency situation, they have provided an opportunity to test 

measures and gauge public reaction.   

10.233. The Covid-19 pandemic has significantly changed the way in which we travel and 

whether we travel at all.  Although the longer-term impacts of this remain uncertain, the 

increase in remote working and online shopping will almost certainly change the way in 

which we access and use our city and town centres.  The challenge going forward will 

be how we capture the many positive benefits of reduced traffic and increased cycling 

and walking prompted by the pandemic, whilst ensuring the vitality of our town and city 

centres.  Key to this will be ensuring that they are attractive places to spend time. 

Communicating the overarching vision for our city and town centres to develop public 

support and understanding of the bigger picture with regards to economic vitality, 

climate change and health and wellbeing will be vital.   
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10.234.11.245. Going forward, Aa new roads hierarchy in the City will ensure that priority 

routes for traffic are identified, but streets which are not primarily for the movement of 

through traffic across the region should reflect the principles contained in “Designing 

Streets” guidance and manage speeds, allow greater priority for pedestrians and cyclists 

and embed safety in their layout and design. 

10.235.11.246. Out-of-town developments and proposals which will exacerbate car 

dependencies should be opposed. For example, residential developments which are not 

easily served by bus/rail routes or business developments which rely on car access 

should not be supported. New developments should provide travel plans prior to 

planning application stage and should demonstrate a range of options for accessing 

sites and indicate anticipated mode split. Retailing should follow the “town centres first” 

principle and should not be permitted in areas which do not support the hierarchy of 

town centres. 

10.236.11.247. Existing villages, towns and cities should be improved, where possible, to 

have more active and sustainable travel as a priority over vehicular traffic. 
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    Actions  

PP 1 Provide support and input to the development planning process at a national, 

regional and local level, in line with the key priorities of this strategy. 

PP 2 Support local planning authorities in adopting planning policies, supplementary 

guidance and design standards which complement this strategy, by promoting 

successful places and sustainable communities, well served by a range of transport 

options and reflecting the Town Centres First principle. 

PP 3 Produce a Regional Travel Planning Strategy in conjunction with Councils, including 

planning colleagues, providing guidance and a framework within which measures to 

ensure an adequate choice and mode split can be demonstrated. 

PP 4 We will support Placemaking principles, creating environments for people which are 

not dominated by traffic in town and city centres, residential areas and communities 

as well as other places where people will want to walk, linger and visit. 

PP 5 Work with our partners to communicate the vision and overarching ambition for our 

places, particularly our city and town centres and in line with existing plans such as 

the City Centre Masterplan, to build support and understanding for the actions that 

will be needed in terms of traffic management and reprioritisation of road space to 

more active and sustainable modes.  
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Future impact of new technologies (NT) 
 

 

 
 

Desired outcomes 

NT (a) A reduced need to travel facilitated by enhanced digital connectivity across the region. 

NT (b) Improved management and operation of the transport network. 

NT (c) Improved perceptions of a public transport network that is 

better informed and facilitated by data and digital 

infrastructure. 

NT (d) To place theThe north east is positioned at the forefront in 

moving towards a zero carbon, connected and 

autonomous transport system 

 

Policy Context 

10.237.11.248. The National Transport Strategy recognises that “the choices that people make 
about where and when they work will be driven as much by changing digital technologies and 
communications as it will be by transport”. 

10.238. There are a number of key technological developments in the transport sector which 

have the potential to fundamentally change how people use transport in their day-to-

day activities and there are significant opportunities to achieve many of the outcomes 

of this strategy, not by providing a transport solution, but through digital or 

technological solutions.   

11.249. There is a desire amongst public and private sector partners in the north east to be at 

the forefront of this technology change and this is supported through the City Region 

Deal Digital Workstream which supports both the Aberdeen Smart City Strategy and 

Aberdeenshire Council’s Digital Strategy. 

11.250. During 2020 and into 2021 we have seen the uptake of some of these fundamental 

changes to the way in which we travel fast-tracked in response to the Covid-19 

pandemic and the lockdown restrictions imposed.  We have seen a substantial increase 

in remote and flexible working, an increase in online shopping and a rapid roll out of 

other digital services such as virtual health appointments. We have achieved a lot in this 

regard in a very short space of time.  The long-term impacts of this cultural shift on the 

way in which we travel however remain to be seen, although it is unlikely that we will 
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simply return to a pre-covid scenario.   

10.239.11.251. All this has been made possible by digital technologies, access to which is 

not universal across the region with many areas still experiencing poor levels of 

connectivity and therefore poorer access as a result. 

 

Aberdeen City Region Deal, Smart City Strategy and Aberdeenshire’s Digital Strategy 

10.240.11.252. Improving the region’s digital infrastructure is recognised as key to the long-

term future of the north east economy. It will drive innovation through the better use of 

physical and digital assets to enhance public and private service delivery, improve 

economic competitiveness, tackle inequality and improve social outcomes. 

10.241.11.253. The Aberdeen City Region Deal is supporting an increased delivery of 

ultrafast connectivity and extension of a region-wide sensor network. This investment 

will also feed into a regional data platform from which business, residential and public 

services can develop innovative applications. 

10.242.11.254. The City Region Deal programme currently consists of five projects. 

1. City network extension – extending the City Council’s fibre network to 57 additional sites 
across the City, stimulating private investment in the fibre network and providing the 
majority of the city with access to ‘fibre to the premises’ and creating Scotland’s first 
‘Gigabit city’. 

2. Full fibre infrastructure – building on the city network extension, extension of the fibre 
network further into the City Region. 

3. Duct network extension – to cover the main economic areas of the city, stimulate 
private investment and providing the enabling infrastructure for the proposed sensor 
network. 

4. Sensor network – Aberdeen City currently has a network of over 1,000 sensors which are 
used to manage traffic flow and monitor the environment. The sensor network project will 
expand this existing network to: 

• enable better transport management (both private and public sector); 

• facilitate smart travel and autonomous vehicles; and 

• enable anonymised data to be made available for delivering commercial and public services 
more efficiently. 

5. Regional data exchange – to facilitate better sharing of data among stakeholders and 
so allowing scrutiny, analysis and the application of data to generate insights, develop 
better predictive tools and create service and product opportunities. 

10.243.11.255. Many of these actions will have benefits for the management of the 

transport network and will support new opportunities which are enabled by data and 

connectivity, addressing challenges around safety, air and noise pollution as well as 

congestion. The ability to better manage and operate the transport network will 

facilitate the efficient movement of people and goods as well as enabling priority for 

certain modes and services such as emergency services and public transport. 

10.244.11.256. It also provides the opportunity to improve products that rely on data 

and digital connectivity, for example Mobility as a Service (MaaS) products, 

improved travel planning, booking and smart payment options. 

10.245.11.257. The expansion of fibre and 5G connectivity across the region will also enable 

a step change in connectivity levels for many, increasing opportunities to work from 
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home or from local hubs and providing opportunities for more services to be provided 

digitally, thus reducing the need to travel. 

10.246.11.258. Connection of NHS Grampian sites across the region to the fibre network, for 

instance, will provide significant opportunities to reduce health miles (the number of 

miles travelled to access health appointments), improve access to clinical services and 

reduce carbon emissions. 

10.247.11.259. Some challenges remain for digital connectivity in Aberdeenshire, which also 

correspond with transport accessibility challenges. Ongoing work is seeking to address 

this through upgrades to the digital networks, faster broadband speeds and other 

enabling infrastructure. 

 

Hydrogen fuel technology 

11.260. Aberdeen is one of Europe’s pioneering hydrogen cities and has developed  a cluster of 

hydrogen activity with two publicly accessible hydrogen refuelling stations 

(Kittybrewster and Aberdeen City Hydrogen Energy Storage station (ACHES)) and one of 

the largest and most varied fleets of hydrogen vehicles in Europe including buses, cars, 

vans, road sweepers and waste trucks. The city is also the first deployment location for 

the world’s first fleet of fuel cell double decker buses from Wright Bus, which 

commenced operation in January 2021.  

11.261. H2 Aberdeen is an initiative working to bring about a hydrogen economy in the 

Aberdeen city region.  It seeks to stimulate innovative hydrogen projects and advance 

the take-up of hydrogen technologies in the city, including for bus, rail and maritime 

transport.  The overall aim is to position Aberdeen as a centre of excellence for 

hydrogen technology by utilising the transferable oil and gas expertise and the 

exceptional capacity for renewable energy generation in North East Scotland.  This RTS 

supports the aims and objectives of the Aberdeen Hydrogen Strategy published in 2015 

to ensure Aberdeen is a world class energy hub leading to a low carbon economy and is 

at the forefront of hydrogen technology. 

  

Connected and Autonomous Vehicles 

10.248.11.262. In December 2019, Transport Scotland published its ‘Connected and 

Autonomous Vehicles (CAV) Roadmap for Scotland’. The document ‘explores the 
opportunities associated with the adoption of CAV technologies on Scotland’s roads and the 
challenges in their deployment. It sets out the relationship between CAV technologies and the 
Scottish Government’s transport and economic ambitions. It also explores where and how CAV 
technologies could be utilised, where and how we can benefit from contributing to their 
development and what interventions and initiatives might be required for us to unlock these 
opportunities.’ 

10.249.11.263. The overarching message of the document is that ‘Scotland is open for business 
to continue the testing, trialling and refining of Connected and Autonomous Vehicle 
technologies’. 

10.250.11.264. CAV development comprises a range of levels broadly as follows: 

• Level 0 – no automation; 

• Level 1 – driver assistance; as seen in many cars now e.g. lane assistance, adaptive cruise 
control; 
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• Level 2 – Partial automation e.g. traffic assist systems, Tesla autopilot; 

• Level 3 – conditional automation, capable of self-driving under some circumstances; 

• Level 4 – high automation, capable of self-driving on prescribed routes; and 

• Level 5 – full automation, self-driving in all road conditions. 

10.251.11.265. Trials of CAV technologies are already taking place in Scotland and 

internationally and this strategy supports the north east’s desire to position itself to 

be able to take advantage and enable pilots and trials in this region. 

10.252.11.266. It is essential that developments in CAV technology align with other 

objectives of this RTS such as the need to decarbonise the transport fleet. There are 

significant opportunities to link developments in hydrogen and alternative fuel 

technology with developments in CAV. 

10.253.11.267. A focus on connected, automated and zero emission vehicles has the 

potential to tackle many of the challenges faced by cities making them a better 

environment in which to move around.  In rural areas there are also opportunities for 

such vehicles to provide services in remote rural areas, providing feeder services into 

mainline routes for example.  Although they will form part of the picture going 

forward to 2040, the focus must remain on facilitating greater uptake of cycling, 

walking and public transport in line with the sustainable transport hierarchy.  

10.254.11.268. New methods of distribution and delivery of goods, such as drones or 

other robotic technologies, may also emerge in the coming years and we need to 

be flexible enough to maximise the opportunities and address the challenges that 

these present, in line with our objectives.  AGS Airports, which manages Aberdeen, 

Glasgow and Southampton airports, is already developing and trialling what will be 

the UK’s first national distribution network to use drones to transport essential 

medicines, blood, organs and other medical supplies throughout Scotland.  The aim 

being to demonstrate how autonomous drone technology can enhance access to 

essential medical supplies, particularly in rural parts of Scotland.   

10.255.11.269. As data enables new technologies to emerge, they must embed design 

principles that ensure they operate as part of an integrated transport system which 

includes both public and private sector services. 

 

Future skills requirements 

10.256.11.270. With the advent of automated and connected vehicles, an increase in the 

number of ULEV vehicles, trialling of drone technology and the introduction of MaaS 

all forecast between now and 2040, promoting the skills sets and qualifications 

required to work in the future of transport should be seen as a priority. The 

accelerating pace of structural change between now and 2040 will make engaging 

with schools or getting key messages to young people and those who influence 

them even more important. 

 

  Actions  

NT 1 Support local authority partners in the delivery of the Smart City Strategy action plan 

and City Region Deal digital connectivity workstream. 
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NT 2 Identify opportunities, in partnership with the Councils and bus operators, to use City 

Management Operations and the data sensor network to enhance priority for public 

transport, for example through signal control junctions, early identification and 

management of congestion and appropriate routeing of traffic. 

NT 3 Identify opportunities for products, supported by enhancements in digital 

capabilities, to improve the operation and passenger experience of using public 

transport and sustainable modes, considering the benefits that MaaS principles and 

technology can bring. 

NT 4 Support and facilitate the introduction of trials of new and emerging transport 

technologies in the region e.g. Connected and Autonomous Vehicles. 

NT 5 Work with Community Planning Partnerships, our partner local authorities and 

Universities to identify the potential for and provide support to enhanced awareness 

around opportunities and future skills in the transport sector. 
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12. Managing the risk of future uncertainty 

12.1. This RTS has been developed in the context of a complex policy landscape and 

rapidly changing society. 

12.2. There are a number of factors beyond the influence of this strategy which have the 

potential to materially re-shape how people use the transport network in the coming 

decades. Consideration of these highlights the need for this strategy to be flexible and 

adaptable to a changing global, political and societal landscape. 

12.3. The most significant of these, certainly in the short term, is the impact of the current 

Covid-19 global pandemic. 

12.4. The development of this RTS has been based on significant work to understand the 

current transport problems and opportunities and preferred options, based on pre-Covid 

19 transport, economic and land use assumptions. As such we have set out a strategy 

which addresses the key themes of decarbonisation, improving health and wellbeing, 

reducing inequality and promoting economic prosperity. Despite the current uncertainty, 

these themes will continue to be relevant for the north east over the longer term. 

12.5. There will however be considerable uncertainty in the shorter term as we continue to 

manage the day to dayday-to-day implications of the ongoing situation and move 

towards mitigation and recovery. It will take time for the full implications to be assessed 

and a new normal to emerge. There will however undoubtedly be changes to the way we 

work and travel in the future.   

12.6. During the first stages of the Covid-19 response there has beenwas a massive change 

to home and flexible working; public transport use has dropped dramatically with 

Transport Scotland reporting concessionary bus journeys down by as much as 85%; 

there have also been national and regional scale economic changes (oil prices have 

reduced, and we have seen the closure of large parts of the service and retail 

economies); and funding and legislative priorities of the government will undoubtedly 

be changing. People appear to be more willing to walk and cycle and the criticality of 

access to health services, the reliability of the freight and logistic networks as well as 

access to high quality digital infrastructure are now under the spotlight. 

12.7.12.6. There are questions around the impact that any changes in the longer term will 

have on efforts to reduce carbon emissions and improve local air quality. Emissions of 

both carbon and other pollutants from transport have reduced significantly during 

periods of lockdown. Any fall in transport emissions as a result of the lockdown will 

however be short lived if the pandemic does long term damage to the viability of our 

public transport networks. There is a significant opportunity however to focus investment 

in public transport services as well as our active travel networks, not just to sustain them 

but to capitalise on a potential long term shift in travel behaviours, working patterns and 

greater recognition of the fundamental role these play as key services for our 

communities and workforce. 

12.8.12.7. As with any long-term strategy, there are also uncertainties relating to future 

economy and land use development scenarios. Whilst this strategy has been developed 

in line with the current Regional Economic Strategy and Strategic Development Plan 

and based on future development and growth predictions, history will tell us that we 
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must be adaptable and resilient to change. With this in mind, this strategy seeks to 

make best use of our existing assets and encourage behaviour change rather than 

relying on significant new infrastructure to accommodate unconstrained growth. We 

have explored a number of different alternatives to this strategy and assessed these 

through the Strategic Environmental Assessment (see supporting documents published 

alongside this document), concluding that a balanced approach, focussed on achieving 

the four pillars and six overarching principles key priorities is the most appropriate for 

the north east. 

12.9.12.8. There is uncertainty going forward which may impact the delivery of some of the 

key actions contained within this RTS, availability of funding being one, and some 

actions may become more or less of a priority, depending on how things change. This 

will need to be kept under review as things move forward. Hhowever . Nestrans will 

continue its efforts to maximise the amount of external funding we can bring in to the 

region to deliver on our priorities and complement the funding available locally. The 

RTS is however a long-term strategy and, despite the short to medium term 

uncertainties currently being experienced, the direction of travel must remain the same. 

 

  Actions  

12.10.12.9. In order to ensure that the strategy is able to remain flexible and respond to 

future challenges, Nestrans will: 

1. Develop a monitoring and evaluation framework for the strategy. A monitoring report will be 
produced on an annual basis which will track progress against a range of indicators; 

2. Regularly review planning, population and economic data, trends and forecasts, both at a 
regional level and in the context of national trends and predictions; 

3. Continue our commitment to partnership working with planning, economic development and 
community planning partners in order to help identify and respond to future priorities; 

4. Continue to utilise appropriate modelling techniques to inform scenario planning and assess the 
likely impact of land use and transport proposals; and 

5. Continue to work closely with public transport operators (including bus, rail, ferry and air) to 
assess the full impacts of the current pandemic and support them to recover in the short to 
medium term and ensure that these partnerships with operators are maintained and 
strengthened in the longer term. 
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13. Monitoring and evaluation 

Key indicators and targets 

13.1. To support the six key priorities of RTS 2040, a number of supporting indicators and 

targets will be developed. These more specific targets will help to monitor progress 

against achieving the priorities across the lifetime of the strategy and will be monitored 

and reported through on an annual basis. 

13.2. Nestrans already produces an Annual Monitoring Report which monitors key trends 

against a large number of indicators in order to assess progress against the objectives 

of the current 

2013 strategy. The range of indicators and targets contained within the monitoring 

report will be reviewed and updated to align with the six key priorities of this revised 

Strategy and will likely include: 
 

Priority Supporting indicators 

Improved journey efficiencies to enhance 

connectivity 

Journey times by rail to the central belt and 

Inver- ness 

Journey times by road (especially for freight 

vehicles) on key routes across the region, south 

to connect to the motorway network at Perth, 

and to Inverness 

Delays on the road network due to congestion 

Bus punctuality and reliability 

Bus journey times and running speeds 

Zero fatalities on the road network Number and severity of all casualties 

Proportion of vulnerable users involved in road 

traffic collisions. 

No exceedences of World Health 

Organisation (WHO) safe levels of emissions 

from transportAir quality that is cleaner 

than World Health Organisation standards 

for emissions from transport 

Air Quality – measured as concentrations of 

Nitrogen dioxide and particulates (PM10) 

emis- sions from transport 

Significantly reduced carbon emissions from 

transport to support net-zero nationally by 

2045 

Proportion of ultra-low emission vehicles as 

part of the overall vehicle fleet 

Proportion of the region’s bus network run 

with low emission vehicles 

Accessibility for all Areas at increased risk of transport poverty 

across the region 

Railway stations, buses, bus stops and inter- 

changes meeting desired accessibility 

standards 

Accessibility to key destinations, including 

em- ployment, health (including, but not 

limited to Foresterhill), education and 

leisure. 
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A step change in public transport and 

active travel enabling a 50:50 mode split 

between car driver and sustainable 

modes 

Number of journeys undertaken and 

distance travelled by bus, rail, cy- cling, 

walking and car share. 

Car kilometres driven. 

Proportion of journeys undertaken by bus, rail, 

cycling, walking and car share compared to 

sinl- gle occupancy car use. 
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Environmental assessment and monitoring 

13.3. Through the Strategic Environmental Assessment, the RTS has been assessed to have a 

mainly positive impact on the environment through its emphasis on behaviour change, 

reducing the need to travel and promotion of use of alternative fuels as well as 

maximising the use of existing assets. There are however a range of physical 

environmental constraints and sensitivities which influence where and how RTS policies 

and individual actions will be implemented. This applies in particular to the siting, design 

and delivery of RTS actions involving land, water and/or infrastructure works. 

13.4. Following from one of the central pillars of the RTS, wider environmental issues including 

mitigating and adapting to climate change will also influence the delivery of RTS policies 

and actions. The Environmental Report which will accompanyaccompanies this Draft RTS 

strategy includes environmental constraints mapping and a detailed assessment which 

sets out the environmental issues and impacts likely to arise from each substantive 

component of the strategy. This assessment also identifies where specific environmental 

issues will require further consideration in delivering individual policies and actions. 

13.5. All recommended mitigation measures detailed in the Environmental Report will need 

to be addressed in the delivery of the RTS and environmental impacts monitored. 
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Appendix A 

List of supporting documents 

1. Draft Aberdeen City Region Deal 

Strategic Transport Appraisal 

Preliminary Options Appraisal 

2. Strategic Environmental 

Assessment - Environmental Report 

3. Equalities and Health Inequalities 

Impact Assessments 

4. Fairer Scotland Duty Assessment 

APPENDIX B 

GLOSSARY 

NTS National Transport Strategy 

RTS Regional Transport Strategy 

STPR Strategic Transport Projects Review 

CRD City Region Deal 

STA Strategic Transport 

Appraisal  

NPF National Planning 

Framework  

SDP Strategic Development Plan 

LDP Local Development Plan 

RES Regional Economic Strategy 

ONE Opportunity North East 

LOIP Local Outcome Improvement Plan 

CCMP City Centre Masterplan 

SUMP Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan 

NMU Non Motorised User 

ULEV Ultra Low Emission Vehicle 

CAV Connected and Autonomous Vehicle 

ETZ Energy Transition Zone 
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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

The Aberdeen City Region Deal Strategic Transport Appraisal (CRD STA) was initiated as a means to 
collate and rationalise the current and future problems and opportunities within the transport system, 
and to act as the mechanism to facilitate the delivery of transport projects to support the Regional 
Economic Strategy (RES). 

The ‘Aberdeen CRD STA, Initial appraisal: Case for Change’ study was completed in 2018, and this 
report identified a range of problems and opportunities across the region, developed seven key themes, 
and subsequently defined six Transport Planning Objectives (TPOs). Option generation and sifting 
exercises were undertaken in 2018/19 and this process identified a list of 42 options recommended for 
further development and consideration.  The Initial appraisal: Case for Change stage of the study, and 
the option generation and sifting outcomes and 42 option recommendations, were approved by 
Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council, Nestrans and the Aberdeen City Region Deal Joint 
Board committees in Summer 2018 and Summer 2019 respectively. 

At the national level, the National Transport Strategy 2 (NTS2) and the ongoing second Strategic 
Transport Projects Review (STPR2) are establishing the overarching strategic objectives for Scotland’s 
transport system and the associated transport investment programme.   

This report sets out the appraisal and outcomes of the ‘Aberdeen CRD STA Preliminary Options 
Appraisal’ stage of the study, commencing from the 42 shortlisted options and Transport Planning 
Objectives developed during the earlier study stages.  These options have been developed, refined and 
appraised here, and recommendations on appropriate pathways for their further development and 
delivery have been derived where appropriate. 

Outcomes Summary 

Recent policy developments have had significant implications for transport, particularly with respect to 
decarbonisation.  There is ever greater urgency in the need to focus on ‘greener’ transport, moving away 
from fossil fuel based transport towards electric and alternative fuelled vehicles, increasing use of public 
and active travel modes, and reducing the need to travel. 

Given this context, the appraisal of the options here has led to the development of five option categories, 
prioritising and supporting the implementation of more sustainable transport while ensuring the 
promotion and development of Aberdeen city centre as the key regional centre for commerce, leisure 
and tourism.  These five categories broadly comprise: city connectivity – ensuring sustainable 
connectivity to / from, and within the regional centre; rural connectivity – providing sustainable and 
proportionate travel choices across the region’s more rural hinterland; strategic connectivity – linking 
the region effectively to the rest of Scotland and internationally; safety – moving towards a zero fatalities 
target; and demand management measures – to manage resources effectively and encourage the use 
of sustainable modes. 

Within these five categories, each option has been defined as either ‘core’ (large scale options designed 
to instigate substantive change), or ‘supporting’ (smaller supporting options, less likely to bring about 
substantive change in their own right, but nevertheless important in supporting the core measures and 
overall objectives). 

The emerging overall package to be taken forward from this study can be seen as a transport package 
to begin transitioning the north east to a post-carbon, more prosperous, safer, and more 
equitable future.   
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Preliminary Options Appraisal 

Setting the Scene 

The options developed and appraised as part of this study build on a range of policies & strategies, and 
plans & projects which are already on-going or currently in development.  Since the Initial appraisal: 
Case for Change stage of this study was completed, a number of important national, regional and local 
strategies and plans have been published, or reached important milestones in their development, 
providing a revised context in which the transport options for this study sit.  Furthermore, new transport 
projects are now being developed and implemented.  

The City Region Deal made a commitment to scope out the transport requirements to support the area 
for the next 20 years.  Since the City Region Deal was signed in November 2016, the Scottish 
Government has amended the emerging Climate Change Bill with what are now the most stringent 
legislative targets anywhere in the world, aimed at ending Scotland’s contribution to climate change 
within a generation.  

The option appraisal recognises the new National Transport Strategy (NTS2) with its focus on reducing 
inequalities and taking climate action and is consistent with the emerging Regional Transport Strategy 
(RTS2040) which is setting out the vision and direction for transport provision in the north east for the 
next 20 years.  This appraisal also recognises the recent publication of the Aberdeen City and Shire 
Strategic Development Plan (SDP) (2018), and both the Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Proposed 
Local Development Plans which went to the respective councils for consideration in March 2020, with 
all acknowledging the declared climate emergency. 

The options developed for this study seek to work within this evolving policy context, championing 
regional and local strategies and in particular supporting the Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan and 
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan.  The options are also being underpinned by the recently developed 
Roads Hierarchy Principles and Aberdeenshire Council’s Town Centres First Approach.  Importantly, 
the options developed and appraised as part of this study should be seen as building on the foundations 
laid by the ongoing, committed and pipeline schemes, studies and projects including the range of 
improvements to the active travel, rail, bus and road networks.   

Revisiting the TPOs 

Given the evolution of the policy landscape since the original study TPOs were developed and to provide 
consistency of approach, the TPOs were refined and aligned with the six RTS2040 priorities and their 
associated objectives. 

Option Development and Appraisal  

The 42 options from the Initial appraisal: Case for Change stage of the study were further developed 
to allow for more meaningful appraisal at this stage.  This included: (i) consideration of how policy 
landscape changes since the options were developed may impact on the options; (ii) a review of the 
rationale for the options; (iii) consideration of the geographical context and scalability of the options; and 
(iv) consideration of the role of the local authorities / Nestrans in delivering the options.  As part of this 
process, strategic ‘corridors’ were also developed to provide ongoing geographical context, particularly 
where interventions are primarily capital investment.  

An option rationalisation process was undertaken which included: (i) reviewing, repackaging and re-
categorising options; (ii) identifying options for which a narrative was required rather than a full appraisal; 
and (iii) identifying those options no longer considered appropriate for appraisal as part of this study, but 
which may be considered in other workstreams with either a national or more local focus.  This 
rationalisation process resulted in a total of 29 options.   
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The appraisal of each of these 29 options has been undertaken through:  

 the development of logic mapping for each option which set out: (i) the underlying problems the 
option is seeking to address; (ii) the transport and wider societal impacts of implementing the option; 
(iii) which of the TPOs the option is supporting and, (iv) interdependencies with other options; and  

 the development of a proportionate ‘appraisal table’, qualitatively appraising the option against the 
TPOs and key STAG criteria, drawing on existing studies, benchmarking exercises, case studies of 
similar schemes, and professional knowledge.  

Additional data analysis and information gathering has been undertaken to provide more detailed and 
up-to-date information to: (i) facilitate the appraisal; (ii) understand where investment (across the various 
modes) should potentially be prioritised considering the geographical context, the location of key 
services, employment and population; and (iii) provide greater evidence to support the identification of 
the problems, and hence the appropriateness of an option. 

In addition, while at this stage no one can accurately predict the long-term impacts to travel of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, its ramifications could be profound, and post-public consultation (undertaken 
during the Summer of 2020), there has been an opportunity to revisit each option and consider the 
potential implications of the pandemic. This has included consideration of both the positive and negative 
impacts of the pandemic on the viability of the options and their prioritisation in supporting a ‘green 
recovery’ from the pandemic. Close monitoring of travel behaviour and trends will enable appropriate 
decision making as the region transitions out of the pandemic. 

The appraisal has highlighted that the transition of the vehicle fleet to electric vehicles in the coming 
years represents a substantive re-shaping of personal transport.  Although they operate with zero tail 
pipe emissions, these vehicles are still carbon and resource intensive over their life cycle, and they still 
require road space.  Cheaper running costs in the short term at least, and being marketed as a ‘green’ 
solution, could encourage people to continue to travel by private car as they currently do, or indeed 
increase their trip making by car.  This is a particular risk given the current COVID-19 situation.  
Therefore, there is a balance to be struck between policies & measures which embrace and facilitate 
the move to electric vehicles on one hand, policies & measures which encourage people to use active 
travel and public transport and a requirement to ensure demand for private vehicles (fuelled by whatever 
means) is managed, particularly in the largest urban areas. 

Option Appraisal Outcomes 

It is clear from the appraisal undertaken here that many of the options considered have merit in being 
taken forward for further detailed appraisal, as they make some contribution towards the TPOs.  To 
provide a structured framework for delivery, the options have been categorised and broadly prioritised 
based on the appraisal outcomes.  The five option categories, together with the key elements which 
should be taken forward for further development, appraisal and business case work are shown below. 

As noted above, the options developed and appraised should be seen as building on the foundations 
laid by the ongoing, committed and pipeline transport schemes, studies and projects including the range 
of improvements to the active travel, rail, bus and road networks. The appraisal work is based on the 
assumption that those schemes which are currently associated with an established high degree of 
commitment and other preparatory work will be implemented, and are thus not included in the tables 
below.  This includes: A96 Dualling; A96/A92 Haudagain roundabout improvements; A90/A937 
Laurencekirk Junction improvement; External Links to Aberdeen South Harbour; Berryden Corridor 
Improvements and the South College Street improvements. 

Category 1: City Connectivity 

To support the climate change agenda and deliver on the aims and aspirations of the City Centre 
Masterplan and Roads Hierarchy principles, it is clear that a step-change in public transport and active 
travel provision and use is needed. This category broadly focusses on connections to / from and within 
Aberdeen as the regional centre.  This requires an improved sustainable travel network to enable 
efficient access including: 
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City Connectivity Measures 

Mass transit provision, such as Bus Rapid Transit, on high demand corridors, anchored with a ring of 
Park & Ride sites 

Bus priority improvements on other corridors 

Bus ‘feeder’ services from more rural areas to link to the mass transit system 

Bus Service Improvement Partnerships (BSIP) to ensure service levels and vehicle quality 

Improvements to ticketing 

High quality and safe active travel in key corridors linking to the city 

Development of Montrose to Inverurie as a high-volume commuter rail corridor with new stations 

Implementation of the above would build on the foundations set out in the Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire 
Strategic Development Plan and emerging City and Shire Local Development Plans. 

Category 2: Demand Management 

As shown through the appraisal, many of the options seek to encourage behavioural change, whilst 
fewer options seek to actively dissuade people from travelling as they currently do.  However, as 
established in the appraisal tables, in order to complement Category 1 options, there are options whose 
implementation would help achieve the step-change towards more sustainable travel that is required.  
These demand management measures can help create the shift to greener travel modes required, and 
in so doing also tackle the issues of city centre air quality, congestion and safety. Such demand 
management measure include: 

Demand Management Measures 

Low Emission Zone 

Road-space reallocation in favour of public transport and active travel 

Workplace parking charges 

Increased on-street and off-street parking charges / extension of the current ‘controlled’ parking area. 

Whilst these demand management (Category 2) options would support the success of the city 
connectivity (Category 1) options, Category 1 options must be provided in parallel with Category 2 
options to enable efficient movement of people and goods, and thus support the continued prosperity of 
the region. The categories are therefore inextricably linked. 

Category 3: Rural Connectivity 

Given the geography of the region, the issue of rural connectivity is vital in addressing inequalities and 
providing sustainable options in terms of access to employment, education, public services, healthcare 
and recreational facilities. 

This category includes measures aimed at establishing a ‘connectivity benchmark’ based on settlement 
type (established through the Scottish Government’s Urban Rural Classification) for both those without 
access to a car, and those who would prefer not to use a car.  Such a package requires a consistent 
‘rural connectivity audit’ to establish appropriate connectivity across all of the region’s settlements, and 
this would benefit from being undertaken as a joint exercise with key partners such as NHS Grampian, 
higher education establishments and other community planning partners. 
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Building on the Aberdeenshire Town Centres First Framework, the audit would recognise the role that 
many of Aberdeenshire towns play in providing key service centres for their rural hinterlands.  
Establishing a settlement ‘connectivity benchmark’ is about ensuring connections between smaller 
towns and villages as well connecting with Aberdeen.  Such an audit would also include understanding 
the role that improved digital connectivity could play in incentivising and enabling those resident in the 
region’s rural areas to reduce their need to travel by ensuring working from home can be done flexibly, 
effectively and efficiently. 

The emerging category options will then include: 

Rural Connectivity Measures 

A step change in rural public transport connectivity 

Provision of ‘mini’ interchange hubs 

More formalised and consistent demand responsive services open to, and promoted to all; alongside 
consideration of other innovative interventions such Mobility As A Service (MAAS) pilots 

Active travel improvements focussed around community accessibility to town centres and local 
services 

Developing and implementing a Rural Digital Working Strategy for the region 

Category 4: Safety 

The safety of the transport system is key and is reflected in all national, regional and local plans & 
strategies.  The RTS 2040 aims for zero fatalities on the road network.  As such, this safety category 
comprises measures proven to reducing accident rates and includes: 

Safety Measures 

Community safety through the consideration of 20mph zones, school zones and other traffic calming 
measures 

On-going safety, management and improvement measures on the key road routes in the region 

These measures are set against a changing technological backdrop.  This is particularly pertinent with 
respect to connected and autonomous vehicles which have the potential to substantially de-risk the 
movement of goods and people by road with respect to driver and passenger safety. 

Category 5: Strategic Connectivity 

Supporting and strengthening the region’s connectivity, strategically within the region, and to the rest of 
Scotland, the UK and overseas is vitally important in ensuring the efficient movement of people and 
goods to support the region’s economy.  It is recognised that the ongoing development of the strategic 
rail, road, air and ferry sectors falls under the remit of national transport bodies and the Scottish 
Government.  However, this study fully acknowledges the important role that Aberdeen City Council, 
Aberdeenshire Council and Nestrans play in influencing and lobbying, as well as partnering with national 
organisations, in order to ensure the continued and enhanced transport connectivity of the region.   

Strategic Connectivity Measures 

Improved strategic rail connectivity to the Central Belt and Inverness 

Improved trunk road reliability (reflected through the road safety, management and improvement 
interventions noted in Category 4) 
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Improved access to the region’s ports (reflected through both the road safety, management and 
improvement interventions noted in Category 4 and other on-going schemes such as the on-going 
External Transportation Links to Aberdeen South Harbour study) 

 

Option Delivery Pathway and Prioritisation 

The 29 individual options appraised have been assigned to one of the categories listed above, with the 
exception of Option 25 and Option 26. 

All options have been defined as either: 

 Core: Large scale options required to instigate substantive change; or 

 Supporting: Smaller supporting options, less likely to bring about substantive change in their own 
right, but nevertheless important in supporting the core measures and overall objectives. 

The table below lists the 29 options with their assigned category and whether they are considered as 
‘Core’ or ‘Supporting’.  The table also notes the most appropriate delivery 'pathways’ in each case, 
together with the proposed key next steps for taking the option forward. 

These options are presented broadly in line with Transport Scotland’s sustainable transport hierarchy. 
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Option Categorisation and Type (Fully appraised options) 

Op. Description Category Type 

Recommended 
Delivery Pathway 

Potential Next Steps 

L
T

S
 /

 L
A

 

R
T

S
2

0
4

0
 

C
R

D
 

S
T

P
R

 /
 T

S
 

1 Upgrade existing active 
travel routes 

1: City 
Connectivity 

3: Rural 
Connectivity 

Core     

STAG-based feasibility and engineering work to consider the implementation of continuous, 
segregated active travel corridors into the city centre to inform subsequent Business Cases / 
funding applications.  Local authorities to take the lead and continue to progress ongoing active 
travel focussed corridor studies. 

2 
Increase provision and 
quality of active travel 
routes across the region 

1: City 
Connectivity 

3: Rural 
Connectivity 

Core     

3 Implement regional cycle 
hire scheme 

3: Rural 
Connectivity 

Supporting     
Pending development of an Aberdeen City bike hire scheme (which complements the City 
Connectivity Package), Nestrans to undertake further investigation into the costs and benefits of 
smaller scale cycle hire schemes in town centres or other suitable locations across the region. 

4 Softer Measures to 
encourage active travel 

1: City 
Connectivity 

3: Rural 
Connectivity 

Supporting     

Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and Nestrans, through the ‘Getabout’ partnership 
and brand, to increase current ‘softer measures’ initiatives to encourage and enable greater 
active travel use. 

5 Improve bus services and 
network 

1: City 
Connectivity 

3: Rural 
Connectivity 

Core     

Nestrans, with support from the North East Scotland Bus Alliance, to lead a study to investigate 
how the new powers embodied in Transport Act could be used to provide a catalyst to 
generating a step change in bus provision and operations across the region. This would be 
informed by a region-wide bus network review including a ‘rural connectivity audit’ – considering 
current provision versus rural community needs. 

Recognition must be made of the financial burden that the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to have 
on public transport patronage, the funding available to support bus operations across the region, 
as well as capital spending schemes.   

6 Demand responsive 
services  

3:  Rural 
Connectivity 

Core     

7 New railway stations on 
existing lines 

1: City 
Connectivity 

Core     
Nestrans, in partnership with Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council, to undertake 
an Outline Business Case to confirm preferred option for the station sites between Aberdeen 
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Op. Description Category Type 

Recommended 
Delivery Pathway 

Potential Next Steps 

L
T

S
 /

 L
A

 

R
T

S
2

0
4

0
 

C
R

D
 

S
T

P
R

 /
 T

S
 

 and Dyce, (drawing on the work of the Aberdeen North-West Station Review). Outline Business 
Case to confirm preferred option for the station sites between Aberdeen and Laurencekirk, 
taking forward the recommendations from the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk Corridor Study. This 
would support the development a strong ‘commuter line’ between Montrose, Aberdeen, Dyce 
and Inverurie. 

Monitoring of rail passenger demand is required in the short term to understand the impacts of 
home working borne out of the COVID-19 pandemic. Medium to long term changes in travel 
behaviour and the use of the rail network would need to be appropriately reflected in any 
business cases developed. 

8 New railway lines and 
associated stations 

- - - - - - 

It is unlikely that railway line re-openings can be justified under existing Treasury criteria and 
transport appraisal criteria.  Alignments should be protected in case there are substantial 
changes in appraisal guidance in the future, and the viability of opportunities should be kept 
under review in the light of policy development.  Nestrans will continue to review changes to 
treasury guidance and transport appraisal criteria and other opportunities affecting the case for 
rail line re-opening. 

9 Strategic Public Transport 
Corridor Scheme(s) 

1: City 
Connectivity 

Core     

Nestrans, in partnership with Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and the North East 
Scotland Bus Allianceto undertake a STAG-based study of Bus Rapid Transit and other mass 
transit options to serve strategic locations and corridors across the Aberdeen travel to work 
area.  This would in turn provide the Strategic Case for the subsequent Business Case. Funding 
could also be sought through Transport Scotland’s Bus Partnership Fund.  

10 Park & Ride Facilities 
1: City 

Connectivity 
Core     

Park & Ride sites and smaller mini-interchange hubs to be further considered within the 
framework of corridor studies and rural accessibility analysis.  

11 Improved Transport Hub 
1: City 

Connectivity 
Supporting     

Nestrans to support the work of Aberdeen City Council in the implementation of the City Centre 
Masterplan including investigating the potential for improved accessibility between the rail / bus 
station and the harbour. 
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Op. Description Category Type 

Recommended 
Delivery Pathway 

Potential Next Steps 

L
T

S
 /

 L
A

 

R
T

S
2

0
4

0
 

C
R

D
 

S
T

P
R

 /
 T

S
 

12 
Improved integrated 
ticketing 
(linked to option 5) 

1: City 
Connectivity 

3: Rural 
Connectivity 

Supporting     

Working in partnership with the North East of Scotland Bus Alliance, Nestrans to investigate the 
types of improved and smart integrated ticketing schemes that could be implemented region-
wide and coordinate with national schemes. 

13 
Improved marketing / 
information about public 
transport services 

1: City 
Connectivity 

3: Rural 
Connectivity 

Supporting     

Building on current marketing of information in relation to public transport provision, investigate 
types of additional information provision that would have the greatest positive impact. To be 
progressed in partnership with bus and rail bodies including the North East of Scotland Bus 
Alliance and ScotRail as well as the regional Getabout partnership. 

14 
Access for all across all 
public transport (including 
taxi) modes 

1: City 
Connectivity 

3: Rural 
Connectivity 

Supporting     

Nestrans, partnership with Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council , to undertake 
audit of existing mobility issues across all public transport modes and core urban realm across 
the region, to establish the specific problems and issues. To be progressed in partnership with 
bus and rail bodies including the North East of Scotland Bus Alliance and ScotRail, as well as 
the regional Getabout partnership. 

15 A90(N) / A952: Ellon to 
Peterhead / Fraserburgh 

4: Safety 

5: Strategic 
Connectivity 

Core     

As a Trunk Road, the principal mechanism for delivery of future investment will be via STPR, 
with due regard to NTS2 investment hierarchy.   

Aberdeenshire Council and Nestrans to continue to develop evidence to augment existing 
business case and appraisal work, and support interface with development management 
processes. 

Nestrans to examine the most appropriate schemes to ensure connectivity to north of Aberdeen 
(noting the on-going planning for the A96 dualling). Nestrans in partnership with local authorities 
to examine the most appropriate schemes which would provide improved access to the region’s 
ports at Fraserburgh and Peterhead. 

16 A90(S): Aberdeen to 
Perth 

4: Safety 

5: Strategic 
Connectivity 

Core     

As a Trunk Road, the principal mechanism for delivery of future investment will be via STPR, 
with due regard to NTS2 investment hierarchy.   

Nestrans and Tactran have a joint interest in securing improvements to the safety, consistency 
and performance of this strategic route. 
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Op. Description Category Type 

Recommended 
Delivery Pathway 

Potential Next Steps 

L
T

S
 /

 L
A

 

R
T

S
2

0
4

0
 

C
R

D
 

S
T

P
R

 /
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S
 

Nestrans to examine the most appropriate schemes to ensure connectivity to the Central Belt. 

Continue with work to develop a suitable scheme to provide improved connectivity to the new 
Aberdeen South Harbour at the Bay of Nigg, and associated improvements on A956 Wellington 
Road corridor.   

17 
A92: Blackdog to 
Stonehaven (inc. new 
River Dee bridge) 

4: Safety 

5: Strategic 
Connectivity 

Supporting     

As a local road, Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to continue to manage the 
performance of the route and associated principal radials in line with investment hierarchy.  
Specific requirement to consider the function of the route in line with revised Roads Hierarchy, 
City Centre Masterplan, associated interventions on A956 Wellington Road/Link to Aberdeen 
South Harbour, and the performance/function of specific junctions.   

Nestrans to examine the most appropriate schemes to ensure connectivity to the Central Belt 
and north of Aberdeen (noting the on-going planning for the A96 dualling). 

18 A947: Aberdeen to Banff 4: Safety Supporting     

As a local road, Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to undertake further work 
and risk analysis to examine the most appropriate schemes in line with investment hierarchy.  
Includes ongoing development of the A947 Route Action Plan and Dyce area interventions into 
timed and costed Delivery Plans and including options for an improved link between the A947 
and A96 (dependent upon final agreed alignment for A96 dualling). 

19 
A98: Aberdeenshire / 
Moray boundary to 
Fraserburgh 

4: Safety Supporting      
As a local road, Aberdeenshire Council to continue to manage the performance of the route in 
line with investment hierarchy.  Includes options for Banff Bridge. 

20 
A944 / B9119: Aberdeen 
west to Aberdeenshire 
boundary with Moray 

4: Safety Core     

As a local road, Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to undertake further work 
and risk analysis to examine the most appropriate schemes on this route in line with investment 
hierarchy. 

 
Early consideration required of multi-modal connectivity and route performance, as well as wider 
development pressures, between Aberdeen and the Westhill area. 
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Op. Description Category Type 

Recommended 
Delivery Pathway 

Potential Next Steps 

L
T

S
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T

S
2

0
4
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C
R
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S
T
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21 

A93: Aberdeen to 
Braemar to 
Aberdeenshire boundary 
with Perthshire  

4: Safety Supporting     

As a local road, local authorities to continue to manage the performance of the route in line with 
investment hierarchy. 

22 Long Term Asset 
Management strategy 

4: Safety Core     

Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to revisit the existing asset management and 
mitigation plans for both councils to consider whether the plans fully consider the management 
and maintenance of the road network and structures in light of the changing climate and 
financial pressures. 

23 Community road safety 
measures 

4: Safety Core     
Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to further investigate the potential to 
introduce 20mph zones in all urban environments building on experience from elsewhere.  

24 

Low Emission Zones / 
Zero Emission Zones (inc. 
consideration of freight 
restrictions) 

2: Demand 
Management 

Core     

Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and Nestrans, in partnership with Transport 
Scotland, to continue work developing the potential Aberdeen city centre LEZ and consider the 
case for other potential schemes. 

25 

Electric Vehicle and 
Hydrogen vehicle 
charging and refuelling 
strategy and 
implementation 

- Core     

Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to work with Nestrans to extend the network 
of publicly available charging points. 

26 Improved network 
monitoring and data use 

- Supporting     
Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to continue to develop and explore emerging 
technology options for traffic monitoring and management, and how these could be applied 
within the region. 

27 Congestion Zone 
charging 

2: Demand 
Management 

Supporting     
Nestrans to progress a regional Demand Management Study in partnership with both Aberdeen 
City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to appraise the options in more detail.  The scope of 
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Op. Description Category Type 

Recommended 
Delivery Pathway 

Potential Next Steps 
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28 Parking Demand 
Management 

2: Demand 
Management 

Core     

this study would include: the potential to raise parking charges and / or extend the current 
‘controlled’ parking areas; introduce a workplace parking levy; and / or a congestion charging 
zone through the development of a viable Business Case exploring potential alternative 
charging models.  

29 Improve Inter-City Rail 
Connections 

5: Strategic 
Connectivity 

Core     
Nestrans to continue to work with the Transport Scotland and Network Rail to implement plans 
to improve the rail network connecting Aberdeen to both the Central Belt and Inverness, 
including consideration of rail freight opportunities. P
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In addition to the options noted in the above tables, it is important to note the following options (for which 
a narrative was developed rather than a full appraisal) were also considered in this study, and are 
recommended for inclusion in the RTS2040: 

 Improved Access to Healthcare: where Nestrans will continue to work with NHS Grampian to 
implement the Health and Transport Action Plan, integrated throughout relevant workstreams; 

 Revised Approach to Development Control: where Nestrans has the potential to influence policy 
through national policy work; 

 Maintain and expand air routes: where Nestrans will continue to work with regional parties in a 
lobbying role; 

 Maintain and enhance maritime routes: where Nestrans will continue to work with regional parties 
in a lobbying role; 

 Digital connections: where Nestrans will support work through the City Region Deal and economic 
development partners; 

 Freight Hubs and facilities:  whilst likely to be commercially driven, Nestrans will need to maintain 
a close monitoring role in liaison with the North East Freight Forum and planning partners and other 
relevant stakeholders (such as the ports and harbours); and 

 Infrastructure measures to support the Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan: where Nestrans will 
continue to consider and input into individual elements as they are worked up in detail. 

Future Scenarios 

The options were broadly developed and considered under a background ‘business as usual’ scenario.  
However, there are a number of issues which have the potential to materially re-shape how people use 
the transport network in the coming decades, and therefore how relevant some of the measures being 
considered here may be in the future.  These issues can be thought of under three main themes: 

 Decarbonisation; 

 Technology; and 

 Societal change. 

Whilst there is a varying degree of uncertainty with respect to much of this, the potential implications 
should be considered in order to manage the risk of, for example, making investments now that are 
subsequently overtaken by events, leading to potential redundancy.  Looking further ahead to the next 
steps listed above, any project appraisal will require a 60-year benefits stream to be calculated.  Some 
of the issues discussed here, particularly full vehicle automation, are not likely to become a factor in the 
short or medium term, e.g. to 2040, but certainly would become a factor if looking to, for example, 2080.  
A broad commentary around these issues is presented in the report.  

A further current consideration is the potential for medium-term, structural impacts of the COVID-19 
pandemic to materially alter societal behaviour with respect to work and travel.  In March 2020, the UK 
went into ‘lock-down’ due to the global pandemic.  The aftermath of the pandemic has the potential to 
impact on the way we work, live and travel.  Given the national need for working from home, employers 
and employees have had to adapt accordingly, implementing working strategies and technological 
solutions to enable this.  The outcome may be a new working reality where staff choose to work more 
often from home, and some of the desired behavioural change outlined in the NTS2 and regional & local 
strategies may be achieved sooner than anticipated. There are also significant short to medium term 
restrictions on public transport capacities due to the requirements of social distancing. This evolving 
working and travel environment may have implications for schemes at the planning stages, as these 
may need to be revisited to explore whether they are still appropriate, or whether different types of 
schemes may now be considered more relevant.  As noted above, while at this stage no one can 
accurately predict the long-term impacts to travel of the COVID-19 pandemic, the ramifications could be 
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profound, and any option being progressed for more detailed consideration beyond this stage of option 
appraisal should recognise and consider this. 
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NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 10 February 2021 

 

 

5.1 Bus Partnership Fund 

 

 

 Purpose of Report 

 
The purpose of this report is to seek endorsement of the submission of a bid to the Scottish 
Government’s Bus Partnership Fund (BPF) of up to £200 million on behalf of the North East 
Bus Alliance, of which Nestrans is a partner. 

 Background 

 
On the 9th November 2020, the Scottish Government announced the launch of a long term 
£500 million programme of investment in ambitious bus priority infrastructure; supporting local 
authorities, in partnership with bus operators, to tackle the negative impact of congestion on 
bus services. The aim of these interventions is to ensure that journeys are quicker and more 
reliable, thereby encouraging more people to travel by bus. This fund, called the Bus 
Partnership Fund, which is part of the Scottish Government’s response to the climate 
emergency, is also expected to leverage and enable other bus service improvements to tackle 
the climate emergency, reduce private car use and increase bus patronage. 
 
Whilst demand for public transport is currently supressed due to the impacts of Covid-19, in 
the medium to longer term, the need to enable and encourage people to travel sustainably 
remains a key Regional Transport Strategy priority.  
 
As part of the North East Bus Alliance Quality Partnership agreement, signed in August 2018, 
a number of priority corridors were identified for delivery of Statutory or Enhanced Quality 
Partnership agreements. Multi-modal studies are now in various stages of development on 
three of these corridors: 

• The Aberdeen to Westhill Transport Corridor; 

• The Ellon to Garthdee Transport Corridor; and 

• The Inverurie to Aberdeen Transport Corridor. 
 
It is intended that the outcomes of these studies will inform a prioritised programme of bus 
priority and associated infrastructure measures to develop a pipeline of bus improvement 
projects, which will deliver journey time and reliability benefits for bus passengers in the north 
east. 
 
It has been identified that delivery of such a programme would require significant investment. 
A successful bid to the BPF would be a key route to securing the necessary funding.  

 The Bus Partnership Fund Bid 

 
One of the key criteria for bids to the BPF is that the application must evidence partnership. 
The north east of Scotland already has a well-established partnership in the North East Bus 
Alliance and details can be found here. Direct partners of the Alliance are Aberdeen City 
Council, Aberdeenshire Council, Nestrans, Stagecoach, First Aberdeen and Bains Coaches 
and the Bus Alliance Board includes a Passenger Representative and independent Chair who 
serve in an advisory role. The North East Bus Alliance would be the ‘partnership’ through 
which a bid would be submitted. 
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The eligibility criteria for the Bus Partnership Fund are as follows: 
 

• Applications must be from partnerships working towards Bus Service 
Improvement Partnership (BSIP) status, as defined by the Transport (Scotland) Act 
2019.  

• There must be a lead local authority, as Accountable Officer for the funding. 
This would be Aberdeen City Council as the likelihood is that the majority of 
measures would be on roads within Aberdeen City Council local authority area. 

• The infrastructure projects will be owned by local roads authorities, in 
recognition of their statutory role in maintaining the local road infrastructure. 
Transport Scotland will therefore not mandate design requirements, but will expect 
local authorities to follow good practice guidance, such as the National Roads 
Development Guide.  

• In accordance with the Place Principle, which was adopted by the Scottish 
Government in 2019, bidding partnerships are asked to take a collaborative, place-
based approach to the proposed developments.  

• All partners will require to sign the application to indicate their commitment; 
both to the partnership and the proposed developments.  

• In applying, partnerships accept that initial funding awards and any future 
tranches of funding awarded will be subject to evaluation by Transport Scotland. 

Details of the BPF bid are included at Appendix 1, which is intended to be appended to the 
bid along with other supporting documentation as necessary. A short summary of the bid 
content is as follows: 

• Development of an Aberdeen Rapid Transit vision, strategic, outline 
and full business cases, delivery framework options and prioritised pipeline of 
projects. 

• Continuation of strategic, outline and full business cases then delivery 
of approved measures along the Bus Alliance priority corridors: 

o Westhill to Aberdeen (strategic outline case complete; outline/ 
full business cases to be undertaken) 
o Ellon to Garthdee (strategic outline case underway) 
o A96 Inverurie to Aberdeen (strategic outline case underway) 
o Stonehaven to Aberdeen (scope to be determined following 
consideration of the Wellington Road Multi Modal Corridor Study by 
ACC City Growth & Resources Committee in summer 2021) 

• Phased delivery of the Aberdeen Rapid Transit network complementing 
and building on the four priority corridors mentioned above. 

The initial phase of the bid would be for the elements above, which would enable further detail 
to be brought back to Committees and Board, before further submissions for implementation 
phases.  It is anticipated that a comprehensive Rapid Transit and complementary bus priority 
package could total £150 to £200million.  Although match-funding is not a requirement of the 
fund, further consideration will need to be given as to elements which could form contributions 
to the overall package, including local authorities and bus operators. 

 Timescales and Progress 

 
Applications to the Bus Partnership Fund must be submitted by 12 noon on 16 April 2021 and 
signed by the relevant local authority personnel and partners. 
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The vision for the Bus Partnership Fund bid will be reported to ACC’s City Growth and 
Resources Committee on 3 February 2021, with a recommendation to submit a bid in line with 
Appendix 1 on behalf of the North East Bus Alliance. A verbal update on the outcome of this 
committee will be reported to the Nestrans Board on 10 February 2021.  
 
The bid will be reported to Aberdeenshire Council’s Infrastructure Services Committee in 
March.  
 
It is anticipated that an initial response will be available from Transport Scotland by the 
summer, which would enable reporting back to Committees and Nestrans Board and then 
development of the potential schemes over the next two years.  Regular updates and detailed 
reports will be reported before developing further stages in the process.  

 Recommendations 

 
It is recommended that the Board: 
 

1. Endorse the submission of a bid to the Bus Partnership Fund in line with Appendix 1 
on behalf of the North East Bus Alliance; and  

2. Seek further reports on the results of the bid, as it progresses. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 NL  27 January 2021 
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APPENDIX 1 

North East Bus Alliance Bus Partnership Fund Bid  

Background 

The Bus Partnership Fund 
As part of its response to the climate emergency, the Scottish Government committed to providing a 

long-term investment of over £500m to deliver targeted bus priority measures on local and trunk 

roads. This is intended to reduce the negative impacts of congestion on bus services and address the 

decline in bus patronage. The investment takes the form of the Bus Partnership Fund, together with 

the roll-out of infrastructure for the trunk road network. 

The Bus Partnership Fund will complement the powers in the Transport (Scotland) Act 2019, enabling 

local authorities to better work in partnership with bus operators, to develop and deliver ambitious 

schemes that incorporate bus priority measures. The Fund will focus on the evidence of how bus 

services will be improved by addressing congestion, but the partnership approach is also expected to 

leverage other bus service improvements to help tackle the climate emergency, reduce private car use 

and increase bus patronage. 

The following application criteria have been developed to meet the aims of the Fund, while 

complying with state aid regulations and guidance on financial governance: 

• Applications must be from partnerships working towards Bus Service Improvement 

Partnership (BSIP) status, as defined by the Transport (Scotland) Act 2019.  

• There must be a lead local authority, as Accountable Officer for the funding. 

• The infrastructure projects will be owned by local roads authorities, in recognition of their 

statutory role in maintaining the local road infrastructure. Transport Scotland will therefore 

not mandate design requirements but will expect local authorities to follow good practice 

guidance, such as the National Roads Development Guide. 

• In accordance with the Place Principle, which was adopted by the Scottish Government in 

2019, bidding partnerships are asked to take a collaborative, place-based approach to the 

proposed developments. 

• All partners should sign the application to indicate their commitment; both to the partnership 

and the proposed developments. 

• In applying, partnerships accept that initial funding awards and any future tranches of funding 

awarded will be subject to evaluation by Transport Scotland. 
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The North East Bus Alliance 

The North East of Scotland already has an existing Quality Partnership for Buses, the North East Bus 

Alliance, identified by Transport Scotland as an example of best practice in integrated, partnership-

based approaches in Scotland.    

The North East Bus Alliance Quality Partnership Agreement, signed by Nestrans, Aberdeen City 

Council, Aberdeenshire Council, Stagecoach, First and Bains Coaches sets the following objectives1: 

1. Arrest decline in bus patronage in the North East of Scotland by 2022; 

2. Achieve year-on-year growth in bus patronage to 2025. 

It also sets a number of sub-objectives: 

a) To increase the mode split proportion of people travelling by bus across the region; 

b) To improve the operational performance of bus services; 

c) To improve customer satisfaction with the overall level of service across the region; 

d) To reduce emissions per bus passenger journey, contributing to improved local air quality and 

reducing carbon emissions. 

e) To improve access to public transport for all, reducing the equalities gap across the region by 

reducing barriers including cost and physical access. 

The mechanisms by which the above objectives and targets can be achieved will include:  

• reducing journey times and their variability; 

• improving journey speeds; 

• improving service frequencies; 

• providing a punctual and reliable service as well as quality infrastructure and information to 

encourage mode shift and improve accessibility;  

• by improving the fuel efficiency and emissions profile of the bus fleet, utilising greener 

technologies; 

• by reducing lost mileage; and  

• re-investing the savings made through more reliable bus operation back into enhanced bus 

services.   

In order to deliver on these objectives, the Bus Alliance has agreed a prioritised list of corridors as its 

focus for delivering improvements to bus service provision, with the potential for each to be supported 

by a form of statutory agreement e.g. Bus Service Improvement Partnership Agreement, under the 

overarching Partnership.   

These priority corridors are linked to the existing Park & Ride sites in order to maximise the 

opportunities that these provide.  The Alliance has, to date, agreed to undertake corridor studies for 

the following key corridors: 

1. Westhill to Aberdeen along Queens Road and the Lang Stracht; 

2. Ellon to Garthdee via King Street and Holburn Street; 

3. A96 Inverurie to Aberdeen, linking to the Park & Ride at Craibstone; 

 
1 The Alliance has recognised that there is a need to review these objectives in a Post-Covid 

environment and has started discussions on appropriate additional or revised objectives and targets.   
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4. Stonehaven to Aberdeen, linking to the Newtonhill Park & Choose and a potential future 

Park & Ride facility at Portlethen. 

For each corridor the Alliance partners will develop a prioritised programme of bus priority and 

associated infrastructure measures to develop a pipeline of bus improvement projects to deliver 

journey time and reliability benefits for bus passengers in the north east. 

These corridor studies will identify the bus priority infrastructure on which a future Aberdeen Rapid 

Transit network will be based. Studies are already underway for corridors 1 and 2 listed above with 

corridor 3 awarded in December 2020.  

Nestrans 2040 and ambitions for Aberdeen Rapid Transit 

The Draft Regional Transport Strategy pillars reflect and are in line with the pillars of the National 

Transport Strategy and are centred around Equality, Prosperity, Climate and Wellbeing. 

Nestrans’ Draft Regional Transport Strategy (RTS), published for consultation in August 2020, also sets 

out 6 key priorities for transport in the region to 2040: 

• Improved journey efficiencies to enhance connectivity; 

• Reduced carbon emissions to support net-zero; 

• Accessibility for all; 

• No exceedances of World Health Organisation safe levels of emissions; 

• Zero fatalities on the road network; and  

• A step change in public transport and active travel enabling a 50:50 mode split between car 

driver and sustainable modes.  

A key element of the Draft RTS designed to help achieve these priorities, is the ambition to develop a 

high quality, high frequency mass transit network across the City, anchored by Park & Ride facilities 

on each corridor to achieve the following outcomes: 

RT(a) A public transport option that provides a step change in mass transit provision in the north 

east. 

RT(b) A public transport solution which can offer journey times that are competitive to the car. 

RT(c) Providing mass transit which can support the economic aspirations, social requirements and 

environmental improvements necessary for a successful City Region. 

RT(d) A public transport network with options (rail, ART and bus) that meets the needs of travel to 

work, education, health and leisure and supports the tourism industry. 

The draft strategy sets out that, in order to be successful, Aberdeen Rapid Transit (ART) needs to be a 

high capacity tram-like solution that can achieve the performance and benefits of more expensive 

modes, whilst being achievable and deliverable. ART vehicles need to be high capacity, low emission 

and should enable speedy boarding and alighting to ensure an efficient and effective transport option 

which can be provided on a high frequency with express services to compete with car journey times.  

High profile branding and promotion as a stand-alone addition to the public transport offering in the 

region, but fully integrated in terms of ticketing and complementary routes and timetables will be key 
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to its success. Off-vehicle ticketing and attractive online and season tickets should ensure dwell times 

at halts and interchanges are kept to a minimum   

Work to inform the development of the Draft RTS has highlighted that: 

• the north east of Scotland needs a game-changer public transport offering to alter attitudes 

about public transport/car dependence; 

• Trams and heavy rail development are unlikely to be affordable or meet acceptable Benefit: 

Cost ratios; 

• Decision-makers (and public perception) are not convinced by the need to reallocate 

roadspace to benefit conventional bus operations. 

It is therefore felt, at this stage that a rapid transit system provides the most appropriate solution for 

the north east, leaving open the potential to convert to light rail options in the future.  There is a 

recognised need to develop this concept further, however work to date has identified that bus rapid 

transit operations in locations such as Belfast and Cambridge represent examples of good practice and 

demonstrate what can be achieved as well as  lessons that can be learned for the development of ART 

in the north east.   

 The Belfast Glider: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74Xt6pPwsxY. 
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The ART proposals are intended to dovetail with aspirations for the City Centre, including 

implementation of a Low Emission Zone and a pedestrian priority core, which will include public 

transport priority access to key areas, including Union Street and Broad Street. 

Proposed Bid to the Bus Partnership Fund 

Overall aim: to deliver significant bus priority on key radial corridors into Aberdeen and develop and 

deliver a Rapid Transit Scheme that provides a step change improvement in public transport provision, 

that builds on and complements the bus priority delivered on these corridors. 

It is proposed that the bid is split into three key elements: 

1. Appraisal and business case development for Aberdeen Rapid Transit, moving from the 

overarching vision through strategic, outline and full business case to delivery, including 

developing plans for significant bus priority along key radial corridors.  

 

2. Delivery of significant bus priority and associated measures on each of the Bus Alliance priority 

radial corridors into Aberdeen, linking to Park and Ride sites and based on the 

recommendations and findings of the multi-modal corridor studies; 

 

3. Delivery of Aberdeen Rapid Transit (phased approach corridor by corridor) building on and 

complementing the significant bus priority outlined in 2 above but bringing in improvements 

to aspects such as vehicles, ticketing, branding and information provision to create a distinct 

Aberdeen Rapid Transit system. 

 

These three points are discussed in more detail on the following pages. 
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1. Appraisal and Business Case Development of Aberdeen Rapid Transit 

(ART) 

Although the principle for ART has been established within the Draft RTS, and there has been much 

support and interest expressed for it during consultation, there is still much work to do in terms of the 

development of proposals and in obtaining commitment beyond the high level principle to explore it 

further.  Although focused on Aberdeen, it will also extend into Aberdeenshire and is perceived as a 

regional intervention with strategic benefit across the north east of Scotland. 

The Strategic Transport Appraisal, which was funded by the City Region Deal and used to underpin the 

development of the Regional Transport Strategy has undertaken some initial appraisal of the options 

for Rapid Transit in the north east.  Further information on this can be found here. 

The key elements of the bid in the early stages will focus on Appraisal and Business Case development.  

This is in line with guidance from Transport Scotland who have stated that, due to the aspirational 

nature of the fund, they anticipate the first years of funding to be allocated to such tasks.  

Table 1  Element 1 key actions 

 Key actions Supporting information 

i Development of the ART Vision and 
concept development. 
 
This will include production of a Vision 
document, setting out in a clear, well 
presented and informed way, the overall 
vision for an Aberdeen Rapid Transit 
network.  This should include presentation 
of good practice examples from elsewhere, 
setting out how this could fit within a north 
east context.   

Consultancy work to be carried out between 
December 2020 and April 2021 to support the 
development of the BPF Bid.   
 
This element will be funded by Nestrans and 
used to support the development of the bid to 
the Bus Partnership Fund. 

ii Strategic advice on the process for further 
development of the Rapid Transit 
proposals. 

Consultancy support to include advice on: 

• Delivery framework options; 

• Regulatory considerations and other 
consents; 

• Financial / commercial aspects; 

• Route options and associated 
infrastructure; and  

• Operational issues. 
 
This element will be funded by Nestrans and 
used to support the development of the bid to 
the Bus Partnership Fund 

iii Strategic, Outline (including option appraisal) and Full Business Case development (including 
detailed design) 

iv Development of a prioritised pipeline of projects that can be delivered in a phased approach. 
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2. Bus priority and supporting measures on the Bus Alliance Priority 

Corridors 

Corridor 1: Westhill to Aberdeen along the A944 and A9119 

A Multi-modal corridor study, undertaken by Stantec and following STAG principles (Scottish Transport 

Appraisal Guidance), was completed in October 2020.  The full report as well as the decision of the 

City Growth and Resources Committee can be found here.  It will also be considered by Aberdeenshire 

Council’s Garioch Area Committee in February 2021. The study report is effectively the Strategic 

Outline Case for this corridor. 

The recommendations of this report splits actions into low, medium/ high Delivery and gold delivery 

packages of bus and active travel measures.  The table below presents the bus elements from this 

corridor study that are proposed and included within the bid.  These measures form part of a multi-

modal package of measures including improvements to cycling and walking infrastructure along the 

corridor.  

Table 2  Corridor 1 Westhill-Aberdeen 

 Measure Details  / Key steps to implementation 

Low Delivery Package 

i A range of measures to be delivered in the short 
term identified in the Low Delivery package of 
the corridor study and previous measures 
identified through discussions on the Bus 
Priority Rapid Deployment Fund.  

• Outline/ full business case 
development and approval (includes 
option appraisal and detailed design) 

• Delivery (including updates, 
procurement and construction) 

Medium / High Delivery Package 

ii Continuous bus priority from Westhill to 
Aberdeen via the A944  

Bus priority to include consideration of 
bus lanes, bus gates, priority signalling, 
bus advance areas and, in line with the 
National Transport Strategy and Draft 
Regional Transport Strategy, options 
considered in the following order to 
maximise use of existing assets, minimise 
costs and reduce risks: 
1. Measures that can be achieved 

through re-allocation of existing 
roadspace; 

2. Measures that require widening of 
the existing carriageway;  

3. Measures that require additional land 
take. 

 
Key steps to implementation: 

• Outline/ full business case 
development and approval (includes 
option appraisal and detailed design) 

• Delivery (including updates, 
procurement and construction) 

iii Continuous bus priority from Westhill to 
Aberdeen via the A9119  

iv Reconfigure roundabout junctions to signalised 
junctions, complete with bus and cycle pre-
signals. 

v Bus stop upgrade programme and stop 
rationalisation 

vi Bus prioritisation / pre-signals at all signalised 
junctions on the corridors 

vii Re-allocate all lay-by bus stops to on-street bus 
stops. 

viii Castle Street to Union terrace, bus, cycle and 
walk only 

High / Gold Delivery Package – included within the proposals for ART 
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Future corridors 
As mentioned above, the Bus Alliance has, within its Quality Partnership Agreement, identified four 

priority corridors for action.  We would expect similar outputs from the other corridor studies as they 

progress through strategic, outline and full business case development and then to feasibility and 

design. The Ellon to Garthdee and A96 Inverurie to Aberdeen Corridor studies are currently at the 

Strategic Outline Case stage. 

Table 3  Future corridors 

Measure Details 

Corridor 2 

Ellon to Garthdee via King Street and Holburn 

Street 

Strategic Outline Case underway: 

Multi-modal corridor study currently being 

undertaken by consultants Aecom. 

 

Corridor 3 

Inverurie to Aberdeen along the A96 

connecting to the Airport and TECA 

Strategic Outline Case underway: 
 
Multi-modal corridor study awarded in 
December 2020. 

Corridor 4 

Stonehaven to Aberdeen via Wellington Road 
and Bridge of Dee and including a new park and 
ride site at Portlethen. 

This corridor is partly covered by the ongoing 
Wellington Road Study; part of the Ellon to 
Garthdee corridor study above (which takes in 
Holburn Street); as well as any work to look at 
the Bridge of Dee.  Will need consideration of 
the corridor as a whole but the approach may be 
different from other corridors above to reflect 
the previous work. 

 

3. Delivery of Aberdeen Rapid Transit 

This will likely take the form of a phased and prioritised approach, building on and complementing 

the bus priority already delivered on the priority corridors above.   

The final detail and design of an ART scheme will be dependent on the outcomes of Element 1 

‘appraisal and business case development’ above.  

Estimated value of the proposals 

The Strategic Transport Appraisal estimated the costs of developing and delivering a Bus Rapid Transit 

scheme on the following key corridors, connecting existing and planned park and ride sites, as being 

in the order of:  

• Craibstone to City Centre:  £40 - £45million; 

• Portlethen to City Centre: £40 - £45million;  

• Westhill to City Centre:  £32 - £38million;  

• and the Bridge of Don to City Centre: £32 - £38million. 
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We estimate therefore, at this stage, the cost of delivering the proposals above to be circa £150-

£200m.  

Other key considerations and complementary workstreams 

Development of Bus Service Improvement Partnership agreements (BSIPs) - 
The Bus Partnership Fund guidance states that applications must be from partnerships working 

towards Bus Service Improvement Partnership (BSIP) status.   The Quality Partnership Agreement 

already sets out the Bus Alliance’s intention to develop BSIP agreements for each of the priority 

corridors setting out the facilities to be provided by the authorities and the standards to be met from 

operators using these facilities.  Although this will not form part of the bid itself, as Transport Scotland 

have been clear that the funding is for bus priority and associated infrastructure measures, 

development of a BSIP agreement will be required alongside work on the priority corridors.  It is 

anticipated that a BSIP agreement could include the following: 

Table 4 Potential measures for inclusion in a Bus Service Improvement Partnership 

Agreement 

Local Authorities / Nestrans  Bus Operators  

Improvements to bus priority measures and 
additional bus priority (e.g. bus lanes, bus gates, 
bus only turning restrictions, traffic signal 
priority and sequencing, urban traffic control), to 
be identified through corridor studies.   

Commitment to run a minimum frequency on 
corridors (with consideration of exclusions 
for special services like registered school services).  
Co-ordinated timetables to ensure optimum 
provision through the day  

Improvements to bus stop infrastructure (e.g. 
bus shelters, bus boarders, build outs, raised 
kerbs, dropped kerbs).  

Service stability (e.g. a limited number of timetable 
changes per year)  

Improvements to passenger safety and security 
(e.g. CCTV, bus shelter lighting)  

Minimum vehicle standards (e.g. maximum 
age, accessibility, emissions, noise).  

Enhanced monitoring of service performance 
(e.g. journey times, reliability and punctuality)  

Enhanced monitoring of service performance (e.g. 
journey times, reliability and punctuality)  

Enhanced customer engagement (e.g. 
commitment 
to monitoring bus passenger satisfaction 
and  Area Bus Forums)  

Enhanced customer engagement (e.g. commitment 
to consult with passengers/communities on 
service changes and participate in Area Bus 
Forums).  

Enforcement (e.g. additional bus stop clearways, 
parking, waiting & loading restrictions, and bus 
priority enforcement).  

Potential to link fares rises to parking charges  

Improvements to passenger information (e.g., 
at-stop information, real 
time disruption information and branding 
materials)  

Customer service and staff training (e.g. disability 
awareness training)  

Continued development of smart and integrated 
ticket products  

Continued development of smart and integrated 
ticket products  

Pursue an increase in personal travel planning 
with and by employers / households on the 
corridor.  

Enhanced and targeted marketing and promotion  

 

Governance arrangements 
The fund guidance states that although it must be a partnership bid and it is being developed in 

partnership by the North East Bus Alliance, there must be a lead local authority to act as Accountable 
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Officer for the funding.  Going forward, there will need to be specific consideration given to the 

administration, management and decision-making processes of the project should the bid be 

successful. 

Consultation, engagement and communication 
Robust and meaningful consultation and engagement throughout the development and delivery of 

these schemes will be key.  Consultation and engagement is already taking place as an integral part of 

the multi-modal studies but an extensive and detailed communications plan will be required from the 

outset if the bid is successful. 

Carbon reduction 
There is significant opportunity to support the north east’s ambition to move to net-zero carbon 

emissions through adoption of low emission / zero emission vehicles, both for a future Aberdeen Rapid 

Transit system but also through Bus Service Improvement Partnership agreements which can set 

minimum vehicle standards for vehicles allowed to use the new infrastructure provided.  

Placemaking 
The measures contained within this proposed bid complement the overarching aims of the City Centre 

Masterplan, seeking to remove traffic from the city centre, improve air quality and make it a more 

attractive place to work, live and visit.  The proposals provide an opportunity to enhance the sense of 

place within the city centre in particular, through complementary streetscaping and public amenity 

measures.   

Active travel improvements 
The active travel elements of the multi-modal corridor studies will be delivered through separate 

funding streams but effective delivery of measures will need to be aligned and co-ordinated to achieve 

a step-change improvement for public transport and active travel users.  
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02/02/2021 Regional Transport Strategy

Progress Report 

nestrans

Sub Strategy 1: The external connections strategy  ® = MTS project

Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

EC1 - Rail Links and Services

Strategic 

Transport 

Projects Review

Review being undertaken of the National Transport 

Strategy (NTS) which will set out transport policy 

across Scotland for the next 20 years and will inform 

an update to the Strategic Transport Projects Review 

(STPR) – reassessing recommendations for strategic 

transport infrastructure priorities throughout Scotland. 

A contract to support the 2nd Strategic Transport 

Projects Review (STPR2) has been awarded to a 

combined team of Jacobs and Aecom who will be 

supported by Big Partnership and the University of 

Leeds Institute of Transport Studies, as well as other 

industry technical experts.  This substantial transport 

appraisal will make recommendations for S Gov 

future transport investment focused on themes of 

economic prosperity, equality, health and wellbeing 

and climate action and is programmed to take 2 

years.

Initial meeting with TS, Jacobs, 

Nestrans, SDPA and officers of 

both Councils held on 29 May 

2019 to discuss the approach to 

STPR2.  Nestrans has agreed 

to provide access to the ASAM 

strategic model for STPR2.  

Further work on STPR2 was 

halted whilst Transport Scotland 

has been working to deliver the 

Covid-19 Transport Transition 

Plan, but re-commenced in 

Autumn. 

Next STPR2 

Regional 

Working Group 

meeting to be 

arranged for 

late Feb.

↑

Aberdeen - 

Central Belt rail 

improvement

Ministerial announcement on STPR 10 Dec 08 

includes rail service enhancements between 

Aberdeen and the Central Belt and reconfiguration of 

the national rail timetable (incl trying to reduce 

journey times to the Central Belt by up to 20mins) as 

priority projects.  On 28 Jan 2016 S Gov announced 

£200million to help improve journey times and 

increase capacity between Aberdeen and the Central 

Belt as part of a £254million package in addition to 

the City Region Deal. Mar 2017 Minister announced 

team to be set up to review  options for capacity 

improvements between Aberdeen and Dundee, as 

well as options for double tracking Usan Junction and 

the South Esk viaduct at Montrose. 

Project Delivery Group set up 

with representation from 

Nestrans, Tactran and City 

Region Deal teams.   Network 

Rail has produced a GRIP2 

report on behalf of Transport 

Scotland that develops options 

based on rearranging use of line 

by local/intercity trains and 

introduction of freight loops and 

this will be discussed with the 

CRD Joint Board in Nov.   Next 

Delivery Group meeting on 30 

Oct

Latest meeting 

of Delivery 

Group took 

place on 26 Jan 

and discussed 

progress being 

made with the 

GRIP3 report 

and the Outline 

Business Case 

for the project.

↑

Rail Franchises DfT took over ECML franchise on 14 Nov 09.  Serco The Transport Secretary Dept for ↑

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

EC1a:

Reducing journey 

times to 

Edinburgh and 

Glasgow, and 

further south.
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02/02/2021 Regional Transport Strategy

Progress Report 

nestrans

Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

Fare Structure The Scottish Government has announced plans 

to extend the current Emergency Measures 

Agreements (EMAs) for the ScotRail and 

Caledonian Sleeper franchises that were due to 

expire on 10 Jan 2021.  The additional support 

will now be in place until 31 March 2021.

The 2021 annual inflation 

related increase in rail fares 

will be deferred until 1 March 

2021 with off peak fares 

increasing by 0.6% and peak 

fares by 1.6%, which are 

lower average increases in 

Scotland than elsewhere.

S Gov will 

continue to 

work with the 

rail industry 

and UK Gov 

during coming 

months to 

understand the 

ongoing impact 

of Covid 19 and 

the contractual 

arrangements 

required after 

March 2021

Rail Timetable 

Enhancements

Transport Minister announced on 15 March 2016 that 

ScotRail will introduce 200 new services from 2018 

by retaining 13 trains (39 carriages) beyond the terms 

of their lease, which was due to end in 2018.  The 

funding for this is in addition to the £474M investment 

in rolling stock over the lifetime of the franchise.

ScotRail is reducing the 

number of trains running 

across the country from 

Monday 1 Feb 2021 as they 

continue to revise the 

services being provided 

during the Covid-19 

pandemic to provide a safe 

and reliable service for key 

workers and in support of the 

vaccination rollout whilst 

reflecting the current 

demands to deliver better 

value for taxpayers.

↑

EC1c: High Speed Transport Sec approved plans for HSR route High Speed Rail Stakeholders ↑

EC1b:

Improved train 

capacity, comfort 

and reliability.
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02/02/2021 Regional Transport Strategy

Progress Report 

nestrans

Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

EC2 - Strategic Roads

Laurencekirk 

Flyover

Infrastructure Secretary Keith Brown announced 

£24M of funding on 28 Jan 2016 to take forward the 

design and construction of a grade separated junction 

on the A90 at Laurencekirk junction. Transport 

Scotland has appointed Amey to undertake route 

option assessment work and develop a preferred 

junction option, leading to the preparation of draft 

road Orders. Nestrans has shared previous work and 

will be part of the Partnership Group overseeing the 

project along with Transport Scotland, Aberdeenshire 

and Angus Councils.

S Gov has 

committed £24 

million 

Draft Orders and the 

Environmental Impact 

Assessment Report published 

on 19 December 2019 and the 

Statutory Consultation Period 

closed on 14 Feb 2020.   

Partnership Group meeting 

held on 22 January.

Amey looking 

at options to 

address some 

of the 

objections 

raised. ↑

A96 Dualling The Scottish Gov’s Infrastructure and Investment 

Plan set out the aim to dual the A96 (T) between 

Aberdeen and Inverness by 2030.  Project included 

within NPF3: Proposed Framework. Contract worth 

up to £50M awarded by Transport Scotland to Amey 

Arup Joint Venture for the route option assessment 

and detailed design work to dual the A96 between 

east of Huntly and Aberdeen.  Options being 

appraised were displayed at public events in May 

2019 and can be viewed on TS website.

Transport Scotland identified 

the preferred option between 

East of Huntly and Aberdeen 

and launched a virtual 

consultation on 21 Dec 2020.  

The consultation is open for 8 

weeks and closes on 15 

February 2021.

Further details 

and proposed 

response 

discussed in 

separate 

consultations 

report on 

agenda.

↑

EC2a:

Overcoming 

constraints on the 

network that have 

a direct impact on 

travel to/from the 

north east, such 

as the A90 

through or around 

Dundee and 

dualling the A96 

to Inverness.
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nestrans

Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

EC4 - Connections by Sea

Aberdeen  

Harbour

Funding arrangements for Aberdeen South Harbour 

incorporated commercial borrowing from the 

European Investment Bank, and funding from the 

Aberdeen City & Region Deal.  Construction contract 

signed with Dragados UK on 20 Dec 2016 for the 

£350 million project that will include 1,400 metres of 

new quay, with a water depth of up to 10.5 metres 

and create an additional 125,000 square metres of 

lay-down area. Michelle Handforth officially took over 

role as new Chief Executive on 5 Feb 2018.  Quay 

names are to be  Dunnottar the 400m east quay, 

Crathes the 175m south quay, Balmoral the 300m 

west quay and Castlegate the 540m north quay.

New construction schedule for 

the South Harbour Expansion 

Project will see a phased 

completion in 2021 through to 

2022.  A new digital brand has 

been unveiled by Aberdeen 

Harbour Board.  Contract worth 

£4.3M  have been awarded to 

several companies for caisson 

transfer and placement and all 

caissons are now in place for 

Castlegate Quay.  A further two 

contracts worth £20M awarded 

to Van Oord for rock removal 

and revetment. All caissons in 

place for the East Dunnottar 

Quay and will now be back filled 

with material dredged from the 

Harbour to create the large 

quays and heavy lift areas. This 

takes total no of caissons in 

place to 14, with next arrivals to 

be used for south facing 

Crathes Quay. 

Core material 

and rock 

armour being 

placed on the 

North and West 

Quays and 

preparation 

work being 

carried out on 

the material 

that will 

become the 

foundations of 

the Crown Wall. 

Infill material 

also being 

placed in the 

closed sections 

of the North 

Quay. 

↑

Northern Isles Following a hearing at the Court of Session, Serco The new contract for the The contract will ↑EC5 - Connections by Air

Aberdeen 

International 

Airport

AGS Airports confirmed the appointment on 27 

Jan 2021 of Mark Beveridge as Operations 

Director of Aberdeen International Airport to 

succeed Roger Hunt who acted as interim 

Managing Director.

Peripheral Aviation Campaign being undertaken to protect The Airports Commission ↑

EC5c:

Ensure protection 

of slots for 

Aberdeen 

services at key 

hubs such as 

EC4b: 

Improved access 

and facilities at 

ports and 

interchange with 

passenger ferries.
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02/02/2021 Regional Transport Strategy

Progress Report

nestrans

Sub Strategy 2: The internal connections strategy  ® = MTS project

Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

IC1 - Rail

Rail Services 

south of 

Aberdeen

A tragic train derailment took place near Carmont on 

12 August 2020 following thunderstorms and 

landslips. Two independent task forces have been 

launched, with an expert in climatology leading the 

weather action task force to help Network Rail 

understand the risks of rainfall to its infrastructure. 

and a geotechnical engineer leading the earthworks 

management one to examine how to improve the 

management of NR's earthworks portfolio, such as 

cuttings and embankments. 

The rail line south of 

Aberdeen reopened on 3 Nov 

2020, however the section 

between Stonehaven and 

Montrose was closed again 

on 15 Jan 2021 when a 24m 

section of side wall fell from a 

bridge parapet 3 miles north 

of Carmont signal box.  

Network rail has completed 

full structural assessments 

and stated engineers will be 

working round-the-clock to 

fix the damage and provide 

additional strengthening of 

the bridge deck beneath the 

southbound line. 

The section of 

line will be 

closed until 22 

February with 

replacement 

bus services in 

operation.

Inverurie town £500K outstanding ITF funding advanced to Nestrans Remaining grant at BID Inverurie have enquired as Initial meeting ↑Laurencekirk Final invoice for car park received by Nestrans and Invoiced 2009-2011 Evaluation of Laurencekirk Rail ↑Kintore Station 

®

Included within GRIP3 report on Aberdeen - 

Inverness line improvements to be delivered by 2019.  

Bid submitted to Scottish Stations Fund and award of 

60% of the project cost agreed.  Nestrans and AC 

have committed to fund the remainder.  Two 

passenger benches and signs from the previous 

Kintore Station that closed in 1964 sourced and 

refurbished by Inverurie and District Men's Shed. 

Transport Scotland are acting as principle sponsor/ 

funder of the station with BAM Nuttal appointed as 

Contractor and being managed by Network Rail.  

£3.227M in 2020/21 

(with £2.735M delay 

draw down from 

2019/20)

Invoiced to date = 

£17.4K

Station was reopened on 

Thursday 15 October 2020.   It 

is also the largest electric 

vehicle charging location in 

north east Scotland, with 24 of 

the 168 spaces at the new 

transport hub fitted with 

charging points.   Project costs 

anticipated to increase to £15M 

and additional funding towards 

Nestrans proportion of the total 

costs approved in 20/21 budget 

Discussions 

ongoing with 

Transport 

Scotland 

regarding 

funding share 

and profile of 

spend.  

↑

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

IC1a:

Seek to secure an 

increased 

frequency of 

services between 

Inverurie-

Aberdeen-

Stonehaven and 

improved services 

to Inverness.

IC1b:

Proposed new 

station at Kintore 

and further 

development of 

the rail system to 

be set out in the 

Rail Action Plan, 

including 

improvements to 

the accessibility 

of existing 

stations

IC1b (contd) Page 1 of 17
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Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

Insch Station Bid to the Local Rail Development Fund for match 

funding of the Nestrans budget approved. 

Consultancy study commissioned to assess options 

for improving access at Insch station and Aecom 

appointed following competitive tender.  S Gov 

advised that a further £13,465 LRDF grant had been 

awarded towards this study and a grant acceptance 

was returned on 30 April 2020.  

£28.9K comprising 

15.5K in 2020/21 

(with £4.7K delay 

draw down from 

2019/20) plus further 

£13.4K LRDF grant

Transport Scotland has 

approved the preliminary 

appraisal and detailed 

appraisal now underway and 

expected to have a draft 

report by end March 2021.

Deadline for 

claiming Round 

1 LRDF grants 

extended to 31 

March 2022 due 

to covid and 

revised offer of 

grant formally 

accepted.

↑

Portlethen New ticket vending machine installed and operational Additional stop in Portlethen  in North east rail Rail forum established and inaugural meeting held on Abellio Seminar took place in ↑Aberdeen to 

Laurencekirk 

multi-modal 

corridor study

A bid was made to the Local Rail Dev Fund in 2019 to 

cover the cost of a feasibility study into new rail 

stations on the line south of Aberdeen and the full 

requested funding was awarded in Aug 2019, 

although it will be provided in stages subject to 

approval that justification to progress the study to the 

next stage is evidenced.  Clarification sought on grant 

award and agreement reached that a multi-modal 

corridor study between Aberdeen and Laurencekirk 

be undertaken.  

£80K LRDF grant in 

2020/21

Invoiced to date = 

£19.2K

Aecom appointed and initial 

case for change report 

drafted and feedback on this 

received from Transport 

Scotland.  A number of options 

are recommended for 

preliminary qualitative appraisal.

Deadline for 

claiming Round 

2 LRDF grants 

also extended 

to 31 March 

2022 due to 

covid and 

revised offer of 

grant formally 

accepted.

↑

IC1b:

Proposed new 

station at Kintore 

and further 

development of 

the rail system to 

be set out in the 

Rail Action Plan, 

including 

improvements to 

the accessibility 

of existing 

stations

IC1b (contd)

IC1c:

Investigate, in line 

with the principles 

of STAG, the 

potential for 

further stations in 

the context of line 

upgrades to the 

existing rail lines 

and assessing 

future demand for 
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Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

IC2 - Road Improvements

Haudagain 

Study

Stag2 Report finalised June 08 and Board agreed 

option 5 as optimum solution and referred the report 

to ACC,  who also agreed this.  Transport Scotland 

awarded Jacobs £3M design contract to confirm the 

preferred design and undertake the design, surveys 

and statutory processes to allow this scheme to be 

constructed once the AWPR is in place.  Made 

Orders for the scheme were published on 17 Feb 

2017.  Transport Scotland announced on 11 Jan 

2019 that Farrans Construction have been awarded 

the construction contract to deliver the A90/A96 

Haudagain Improvement, incl the construction of 

approx 500m new dual carriageway connecting the 

A90 North Anderson Dr to A96 Auchmill Rd.

Project funded by 

Transport Scotland.

After a managed shut down due 

to covid-19, construction work 

restarted gradually from end 

June.  On 31 Aug the next 

phase to construct the 2 key 

junctions either end of the new 

link road to bypass the 

Haudagain roundabout 

commenced. Works ongoing 

and during this phase  there will 

be a number of traffic 

restrictions in place on the A92 

and A96 in the vicinity of the 

Haudagain Roundabout 

including contraflows, lane 

closures and speed restrictions.

Details of 

planned traffic 

management 

and works until 

Spring 2021 

can be viewed 

on the 

Transport 

Scotland 

website.  

↑

Strategic 

Network 

Monitoring – 

Phase 4 

Queens Road 

Corridor

Expansion of ACC's current Internet Protocol closed-

circuit television (IPCCTV) equipment at traffic 

signals, along the A944 Queens Road Corridor 

between Groats Road and Springfield Rd to monitor 

and better manage changes in traffic flow to assist in 

reducing congestion and improve journey times

£50K Capital in 

2020/21

Work to be undertaken under 

existing contract and due to be 

installed prior to end of financial 

year.  Equipment ordered but 

risk over delivery times due 

to covid. 

Provided the 

cameras arrive 

by early March 

they should be 

installed this 

financial year.

↑

Osprey upgrade To allow ACC's Intelligent Transport Systems unit to 

create strategies more easily and will be particularly 

useful for TECA and City Centre Events.  Additional 

budget to provide greater functionality and enable 

further strategies to be developed approved.

£70K Capital in 

2020/21

Upgrade to the Osprey common 

database commissioned and 

discussions underway regarding 

the additional enhancements 

that could be acquired.

Project on 

schedule to be 

completed by 

end March. ↑

IC2a:

Strategic Roads 

Capacity 

improvements – 

tackling 

constraints at A90 

Ellon - Peterhead, 

dualling of the 

A96 (as identified 

in the IIP), 

Haudagain 

junction, Access 

to Aberdeen from 

the south, and at 

other junctions 

serving 

Aberdeenshire 

towns.

IC2a (contd)
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Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

Automatic 

Number Plate 

Reading 

(ANPR) 

Journey time 

monitoring 

sites

Installation of further sites to monitor traffic flow 

and journey time and would have the potential to 

collect data on vehicle types and emissions 

associated with each vehicle.  

£147K Capital in 

2020/21

ANPR will provide an 

accurate data set for journey 

time monitoring. It will enable 

network events to be 

monitored in real-time and 

could be used to provide info 

to road users on the time it 

will take to travel parts of the 

network ahead eg via Variable 

Message Signs and other 

user interfaces. The data set 

could also be used to assess 

vehicle types including 

emission details.

Equipment 

ordered to 

enable 

installation by 

end March, but 

there is a risk 

over delivery 

and installation 

times due to 

covid.  

South College 

St/QE Rbt Ph2 

review

Feasibility study to review options for the junction 

(including active travel) following the opening of the 

AWPR and any impact this has had on traffic flows in 

the area.

£10.3K Capital in 

2020/21

Likely that this project will 

continue into 21/22 and reduced 

budget in 20/21 agreed.  

Further continuation of 

funding to next financial year 

requested in separate budget 

matters report.

Brief to be 

developed by 

ACC staff for 

consultancy 

support and 

issued to tender 

once ASAM19 

available.

↑

A947 Route 

Action

Further budget approved for 2017/18 to continue 

delivery of road safety improvements.  Aecom 

commissioned in 2016/17 to look at opportunities 

such as overtaking lanes and junction improvements 

and develop a series of statements from the Action 

Plan.  Night time audit of any missing road studs and 

average speed camera case studies undertaken and 

will help determine programme for 2017/18.

Delivery of Action Plan to be progressed and 

business cases developed for individual schemes 

along the corridor. 

£134.7K Capital in 

20/21 due to delay 

draw down from 

19/20)

Invoiced to date = 

£25.9K

Aecom commissioned  to 

undertake Banff Bridge 

Feasibility Study at an estimated 

cost of £70K and design and 

feasibility work ongoing. Bid 

submitted to Sustrans Places 

for Everyone Fund for this study 

in August 2020. 

Request in 

separate 

budget report 

that unused 

funding be 

carried forward 

to 21/22.

↑

IC2b:

Strategic Roads 

Safety 

improvements – 

alignment and 

junction 

improvements on 

A90 south 

including at 

Laurencekirk.  

Overtaking, 

junction and 

alignment 

improvements on 

A90 north and 

A96.  Route 

Action on A92, 

A93, A944, A947

IC2b (contd)

IC2b (contd)

IC2a:

Strategic Roads 

Capacity 

improvements – 

tackling 

constraints at A90 

Ellon - Peterhead, 

dualling of the 

A96 (as identified 

in the IIP), 

Haudagain 

junction, Access 

to Aberdeen from 

the south, and at 

other junctions 

serving 

Aberdeenshire 

towns.

IC2a (contd)
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Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

Bend 

Mitigation/Skid 

Resistance 

Improvements

An Aberdeenshire wide project to improve skid 

resistance at locations where there have been 

identified "run-off" incidents. Sites will be identified by 

Roads service and prioritised by Transportation 

service. Sites where there have been injury collisions 

will receive higher priority.

£216.7K Capital in 

20/21

Contract awarded to JMS 

Lincoln to cover 8 sites 

identified on the A97, A948, 

A952 and A947.  Works 

temporarily suspended but 

expected to resume during 

January

Any remaining  

budget 

requested for 

continuation 

into 21/22
↑

A947 Route 

Improvement 

Strategy (Minor 

Improvements)

Further work as identified in the A947 RIS. These 

short to medium term improvements include edge 

strengthening, surface texture, signs and lines 

improvements to achieve consistency and builds on 

previous years investment. Interventions have been 

identified and prioritised jointly with Roads and 

Transportation

£52K Capital in 

20/21 (incl £27K 

delay in draw down 

from 19/20)

Invoiced to date = 

£5.6K

Work progressing to identify 

schemes on priority basis.

No further 

costs expected 

by end March  

with remaining  

budget 

requested for 

use in 21/22

↔

Renewal of 

Reflective Road 

Studs

Similar projects have been supported previous on an 

area specific basis and have had successful 

outcomes. Additional funding in 20/21 approved.

£120K Capital in 

20/21

Sites have been identified by 

Roads service and will be jointly 

prioritised based on accident 

data and surface conditions.  

Tender has been issued via 

Public Contract Scotland with 

a closing date of 22/01.

Anticipate a 

contractor 

being awarded 

wk beg 25/1/21 ↑

Vehicle 

Restraining 

System repairs 

and 

improvements

Ongoing project to repair and in some cases replace 

VRS across Aberdeenshire.  Additional funding in 

20/21 approved.

£100K Capital in 

20/21

Sites have been identified and 

feedback sought from 

Transportation on accident data 

to assist in the prioritisation.

Due to current 

Covid 

restrictions 

project unlikely 

to materialise 

and budget 

requested to be 

carried forward 

to 2021/22

↔

IC2b:

Strategic Roads 

Safety 

improvements – 

alignment and 

junction 

improvements on 

A90 south 

including at 

Laurencekirk.  

Overtaking, 

junction and 

alignment 

improvements on 

A90 north and 

A96.  Route 

Action on A92, 

A93, A944, A947

IC2b (contd)
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Strategy Strand

RTS actions

Variable 

Message Signs

Improvements to variable message sign units at 

schools in Aberdeen that are near end of life and 

developing faults, to upgrade them and enable 

remote programming

£69K Capital in 

20/21

Signs being manufactured.  

Anticipate that they will be 

installed by end of financial 

year, but there is a risk of 

delay if lockdown is 

extended.

↑

Roadside 

Weather 

Station Network

It is proposed to renew two stations, add one 

additional station and relocate one station, which are 

used by officers to make vital real-time decisions 

regarding the treatment of the road, footway and 

cycleway networks

£86K Capital in 

20/21

ACC in discussions with the 

current weather station 

provider. To date they have 

identified 2 suitable locations 

and hoping to progress these 

before April, however further 

discussions ongoing and it 

may slip into next year.

↑

Trunk road Bear to undertake £80K of maintenance Works to begin 23 Jan for a ↑Riverview 

Drive, Dyce 

Carriageway reconstruction between  Overton Circle 

and Netherview Avenue

£245K Capital in 

20/21

Works complete. Awaiting 

invoice. ↑
Great 

Southern 

Road 

Carriageway resurfacing of the southbound lanes 

between Provost Watt Drive/West Tullos Road 

and the Bridge of Dee/Stonehaven Road 

junctions.

£206K Capital in 

20/21

Works programmed for 

Feb/Mar and expect to have 

them completed this financial 

year. 

Resurfacing 

being co-

ordinated with 

traffic light 

replacement 

works.

↑

IC2d:

Prioritised 

maintenance for 

strategic routes, 

with particular 

benefits for public 

transport and 

sustainable 

modes.

IC2b:

Strategic Roads 

Safety 

improvements – 

alignment and 

junction 

improvements on 

A90 south 

including at 

Laurencekirk.  

Overtaking, 

junction and 

alignment 

improvements on 

A90 north and 

A96.  Route 

Action on A92, 

A93, A944, A947

IC2b (contd)

IC2b (contd)
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City Region 

Deal (CRD)

CRD funding used to meet costs of upgrade to 

strategic Aberdeen Sub Area Model (ASAM) to 2014 

base year commissioned by Nestrans to ensure it 

provides a suitably robust basis for transport and land 

use appraisal.  Transport Scotland  managing 

requests for access to ASAM14 through Latis 

framework with Nestrans being contacted to grant 

formal approval. The ASAM 2014 base model and 

forecast models for 2017,2022, 2027, 2032 and 2037 

completed. Revised draft Model Development Report 

and Audit prepared and being finalised

Costs for ASAM 

update to 2019 base 

year following 

opening of AWPR to 

be met via CRD

Nestrans in partnership with TS, 

AC, ACC and SDPA appointed 

Systra in July following 

competitive tender to update 

ASAM to a 2019 base year with 

2022, 2027, 2032, 2037 and 

2042 forecast years.  This will 

involve a significant data 

collection exercise to update 

and calibrate the base model to 

2019 and to reflect the change 

in traffic patterns as a result of 

the AWPR.  PBA appointed as 

auditor through Transport 

Scotland's Latis framework. 

Calibration of model outputs 

ongoing.  

Sensitivity 

tests to be 

undertaken and 

demonstration 

tests agreed. 

Next progress 

meeting to be 

arranged for 

mid Feb.  

Uncertainty 

over when 

national  

forecast 

scenarios are 

expected to be 

available.

↑

Strategic 

Transport 

Appraisal

Strategic Transport Appraisal agreed as part of the 

City Region Deal.  Transport Scotland arranged 

procurement and Jacobs appointed to evidence 

problems, options and objectives. Jacobs again 

appointed to develop the options generation and 

sifting stage. Outcomes reported to Nestrans on 29 

Aug and published on the website

Costs of option 

appraisal being met 

through the City 

Region Deal

PBA (now Stantec) appointed to 

undertake an initial appraisal of 

the long list of options identified 

and stakeholder.  Initial STAG 

appraisal of schemes and 

consideration of  packages of 

schemes completed and form 

supporting evidence for the 

RTS2040 consultation.

Study being 

finalised 

following 

consideration 

of consultation 

responses and 

subject of 

separate report 

on agenda. 

↑

Development STF Supplementary Guidance was adopted by the £7.5K in 19/20 Further cumulative transport The Strategic ↑

IC2e:

Support Local 

Authorities in 

bringing forward 

LTS projects that 

contribute to 

strategic 

objectives
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River Dee link.  Bridge of Dee Stag Part 2 

commissioned .  ACC approved contribution of £150K 

towards study in 2015/16 using surplus from the Bus 

Lane Enforcement System in 2014/15.  Draft STAG 

part 2 assessment reported to ACC's CHI on 24 Jan 

and is published on ACC website.  Committee agreed 

to review the concepts at a suitable period after the 

opening of the AWPR to enable any changes in traffic 

patterns to be accurately assessed and to the 

indicative costs being brought up to date.  It was also 

agreed that officers look into the option of a 4 lane 

rather than a 6 lane bridge, but based on the 

modelling predictions of significant congestion it was 

agreed not to progress investigation into 4 lane option 

further.  

£10K Revenue in 

20/21

Expect that this work will 

continue into 21/22 and reduced 

budget agreed.  Brief to be 

developed for consultancy work 

to undertake further 

investigation of the options 

developed through the Bridge of 

Dee Stag Part 2 following the 

settling of traffic patterns after 

opening of AWPR.  Request 

for budget to be carried 

forward in separate report.

Brief being 

prepared, but 

awaiting 

completion of 

ASAM strategic 

model 

forecasts 

therefore 

tender may not 

be issued until 

autumn 2021.

↑

IC3 - Bus Improvements

Bus Punctuality BPiP launched for King St - Buchan corridor on 15 BPiP monitoring surveys ↑A90/A92 

Blackdog - 

Access to Bus 

Services

Contribution towards the Construction of a 300m 

Footpath connecting Hareburn Terrace, Blackdog to 

A90

£50K budget in 20/21

Invoiced to date = 

£1.3K

Design not progressed due to 

AC staff prioritising Ellon 

P&R tender documents.  

Consultancy support likely to 

be utilised.

Envisage that 

only 50% of 

budget will be 

used by end 

March with 

request for 

balance to c/f 

to 21/22

↑

Develop and 

implement 

mitigation 

measures

IC2f:

Strategic road 

improvements to 

mitigate the 

cumulative impact 

of development

IC3a:

Quality bus 

corridor 

improvements to 

services and 

facilities.

IC3a (contd)
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Strategy Strand

RTS actions

B9000 access 

to bus services

New footpath and bus stop infrastructure at B900 

Tarty Road end to facilitate access to bus services as 

previous link lost to AWPR-BT.

£90K budget in 20/21 AC PTU in discussions with 

Transport Scotland /Aberdeen 

Roads Ltd to determine best 

option to connect Tarty to bus 

services and trying to 

encourage them to open up a 

route to Bridgend, which 

requires the same level of 

funding as connecting to the 

B9000, but is a better option for 

the bus users as more services 

to access

Discussions 

ongoing and 

unable to 

progress with 

design and 

tender until 

option agreed.  

Request that 

budget be 

carried forward 

to 21/22

↔

Locking in the 

AWPR benefits - 

Wellington 

Road Multi-

Modal Corridor 

Study

Appraisal and development of improvements that can 

be made to 'lock in" the benefits for bus routes and 

active travel due to traffic reductions predicted as a 

result of AWPR.  This will include consideration of 

road hierarchy proposals post  AWPR and 

information given on this separately at IC2e above.  

Aecom commissioned to undertake STAG part 1 

study for Wellington Road corridor which has been 

completed in 2018.

£59.9K in 20/21 

(includes 19.9K vired 

delay draw down 

from 19/20

Aecom appointed to undertake 

STAG part 2 following 

competitive tender. Paramics 

Discovery micro simulation 

model has been developed  by 

Aecom and audited by Stantec 

who will also use it for the 

transport links to Aberdeen 

South Harbour Stag part 2 

study.  Consultation took 

place in Nov-Dec along with 

external links to Abdn South 

Harbour options.

ACC decision 

in Feb on 

preferred 

option for Abdn 

South Harbour  

will allow 

remaining 

detailed 

appraisal for 

Wellington Rd 

to be 

completed.

↑

Traffic Signal 

Review

Re-validation of SCOOT signal timings to ensure 

optimal staging and synchronisation between 

junctions and installation of SCOOT at junctions 

not on system on King Street and Market Street 

corridors and routes feeding onto these corridors 

that are used by a number of bus services and 

review of lane allocation on Union Street at Rose 

Street.

£45K budget in 

20/21

Siemens have been 

commissioned to undertake 

the revalidation work.  Full 

budget not required and 

virement proposed in 

separate budget report.

↑

IC3b:

Review and 

continue to 

deliver the Bus 

Action Plan to 

improve quality 

and reliability of 

services and set 

out proposals for 

extending bus 

priority measures.

IC3b (contd)

IC3a:

Quality bus 

corridor 

improvements to 

services and 

facilities.

IC3a (contd)
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Roads 

Hierarchy 

Review - 

A944/A9119 

multi-modal 

corridor study

STAG based appraisal of options to improve active 

travel and public transport connections between 

Westhill and Aberdeen City Centre. Study 

commissioned by ACC and Stantec appointed.  

Officers from Nestrans part of client team.

£55K budget in 20/21 Case for Change reported to 

ACC City Growth & Resources 

Committee on 28 October and 

agreed that low delivery 

package measures be 

implemented and outline 

business cases developed for 

med/high delivery measures.

Further funding 

proposed in 

draft 21/22 

budget to 

progress 

options 

identified in 

study.

↑

Aecom appointed following 

tender to undertake multi-modal 

study on the Ellon-City Centre - 

Garthdee corridor.   

Study 

anticipated to 

be substantially 

complete by 

end March.

↑

Stantec appointed following 

tender for A96 Inverurie - City 

Centre study.

Inception 

meeting held 

and program 

being 

developed.

↑

Jacobs appointed following 

tender for Aberdeen Rapid 

Transit and Bus Partnership 

Fund Bid Support 

Deadline for 

Bus 

Partnership 

Fund Support 

is 16 April and 

further details 

in separate 

report.

↑

New e- Replacement system that will provide better routing £6K in 20/21 due to Implementation of the new Support and ↑Bus Lane Scottish Statutory Instruments required to £200K Capital and Charge notices now being sent ↑

IC3b:

Review and 

continue to 

deliver the Bus 

Action Plan to 

improve quality 

and reliability of 

services and set 

out proposals for 

extending bus 

priority measures.

IC3b (contd)

Multi-modal 

studies on 

strategic 

corridors and 

hubs within 

Aberdeenshire 

and Aberdeen

Studies to identify projects to assist with delivery of 

the emerging RTS2040 and lock in the benefits of the 

AWPR and in support of the Roads Hierarchy and 

Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan.  This is likely to 

include investigation/development of a mass transit 

option and priority projects for active travel and bus 

priority. This will ensure that the north east is in a 

position to maximise any funding opportunities eg 

through a Bus Partnership Fund when details are 

announced.

£332K budget in 

20/21
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Aberdeen 

Cross City 

Transport 

Connections

Feasibility study to investigate ways to maximise 

connectivity between new developments in the 

Aberdeen Local Development Plan was completed 

and STAG Part 2 report  was reported to the ACC 

CG&R Committee in June 2019.  Budget approved 

for 20/21 to progress priority elements from the study. 

£38.3K in 20/21 Brief to be developed by ACC 

staff for consultancy support to 

progress the development of 

Active Travel schemes 

identified through the STAG part 

2 study.

Has not been 

progressed due 

to ACC staff 

reprioritisation 

during Covid 

and budget 

requested to c/f 

to 21/22

↔

City Centre City centre shuttle bus report received.  Agreed to  RTS Bus Action Plan to be ↑A944 

Kingswells P&R

Resurfacing section of Kingswells Park and Ride 

used by buses via the new link road previously 

funded by Nestrans. 

£22K budget in 

20/21 

ACC Roads Services to 

undertake work.  All 

preparation and design work 

complete.  Estimated cost 

increased and virement 

proposed in separate report.

Plan to 

complete works 

by end March

↑

Ellon P&R Phase 1, which includes extension to existing car 

park, resiting of recycle centre and new directional 

signs completed.  Ongoing problems with land 

ownership and acquisition has been referred to 

Transport Scotland.  Funding approved for phase 2 - 

additional external waiting facilities and upgrade to 

turning circle to accommodate 15m vehicles.

Aecom commissioned to progress scheme to tender.

£150K budget in 

20/21 (incl £7.8K 

delay in draw down 

from 19/20)

Invoiced to date = 

£11.3K

Request for information 

responses to the capability 

and capacity survey of the 

market to gauge current 

position of contractors was 

positive and approval given 

to proceed with tender.

Aim to issue 

tender in Jan 

2021.  Cttee 

approval will be 

required for 

award and 

works won't 

commence 

until Apr and 

carry forward 

of budget 

requested.

↑

A93 Crathes 

Mini-hub

Contribution towards the creation of a Mini 

Interchange Hub which would include for a 

designated car park, improved bus stop facilities and 

pedestrian crossing facilities

£2K budget in 20/21 

Invoiced to date = 

£0.7K

AC officers in Estates and 

Legal are progressing the 

acquisition of land.  Risk that 

this will not now be concluded in 

time to enable further works in 

20/21 and reduction in budget 

agreed.

↔

IC3d:

Expand Park and 

Ride provision 

linked to the 

development of 

the AWPR and 

explore the 

potential for mini-

hubs that can be 

served by existing 

bus provision

 

IC3d (contd)

IC3c:

Explore the 

options for rapid 

transit in the 

longer term 

through the Bus 

Action Plan.
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Oldmeldrum 

Interchange 

Hub

Contribution towards the development of a Mini 

Interchange Hub at Oldmeldrum to complement the 

existing services operated by Stagecoach and Bain 

Coaches and enhance the long term viability of these 

commercial services.  The scheme includes the 

creation of a car park, footways, and lighting to 

enhance alternative modes of transport and 

encourage people out of their vehicles to reduce the 

carbon footprint.  Aecom appointed to progress 

detailed design. 

£50K budget in 20/21 

(incl £17.9K delay in 

draw down from 

19/20)

Invoiced to date = 

£0.7K

AC Legal and Estates staff are  

dealing with the leasing 

agreement.  Works have to be 

co-ordinated with the foundation 

works required with a 

neighbouring Scotia Homes 

housing development as the 

drainage runs under the 

proposed car park. Agreement 

on terms to acquire rights to 

construct the Hub and bus 

layby at Chapelpark could not 

be reached.

Alternative 

options will 

now have to be 

investigated 

and request 

any underspent 

budget to be 

carried forward 

to 21/22 in 

separate 

budget report.

↔

P&R operation A new Park and Ride website www.getabout Research and Action Plan to be developed to ↑Aberdeen City 

and Shire Bus 

Stop 

Information 

Initiatives

In accordance with Council's Bus Information 

Strategy documents - replace and/or provide bus 

timetable display cases at bus stops within Aberdeen 

City and Shire to ensure minimum standards and 

content can be provided, is DDA compliant and 

allows for future standardised region wide 

improvements to timetabling information.  

£13.5K Capital in 

20/21 (incl 3.5K 

delay in draw down 

from 19/20)

Invoiced to date = 

£6.3K

This is a reactive programme 

resulting from bus stop changes 

and remedial works identified by 

inspections throughout the year.  

Part of budget to be used to 

purchase a new plotter to create 

revised timetables as existing 

one now 8 years old and used 

extensively. In-house printing 

cheaper/more reactive than sub-

contracting.

New large 

format printer 

ordered and 

due for deliver 

in Feb.

↑

E-paper bus 

information.

Trial of E-paper bus information by Councils using 

Civitas funding to install display screens on A96 

corridor, but additional Nestrans budget allowed a 

larger screen size to be purchased to optimise the 

provision of real time information, scheduled 

timetables and public notices. Issue incurred with 

installing signs within Clear Channel shelters and 

signs being installed on specially designed poles 

which will sit within approx. 1m of the shelters. 

£84.5K in 20/21 (incl 

£16.5K delay in draw 

down from 19/20)

Invoiced to date = 

£53.6K

Additional budget agreed to 

install 8 of the 28" display 

screens purchased in 19/20 and  

for further bus stop 

infrastructure improvements 

within Aberdeenshire.  

Infrastructure/groundworks 

for screen displays were 

completed on 20 November.

Display 

screens 

connected to 

power and 

made live by 

end Nov.  

Nestrans logo 

included on 

displays.

↑

IC3e:

Improve 

information 

provision 

including 

expanded real-

time information 

systems across 

Aberdeen City 

and Shire.

IC3e (contd)

IC3d:

Expand Park and 

Ride provision 

linked to the 

development of 

the AWPR and 

explore the 

potential for mini-

hubs that can be 

served by existing 

bus provision

 

IC3d (contd)
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Festive Travel 

Campaign

Details will be updated on Getabout.org.uk website Costs being met 

from approved 

Travel Planning 

budget

Festive Travel Campaign took 

place between 2 Nov - 10 Jan.  

Road safety campaign that 

also started on 2 Nov to 

encourage visibility in dark 

winter months has been 

extended by 4 weeks to mid 

Feb

Further details 

in info bulletin.

↑

IC6 - Walking and Cycling

Schoolhill 

public realm

Building on previous Nestrans contributions to 

phase 1 of public realm improvements at 

Schoolhill, funding has been agreed for a 6 

month temporary closure of the Schoolhill inset 

road as a pilot trial for the Schoolhill Phase 2 

public realm improvement

£8K budget in 20/21 Pilot study to evaluate the 

change in behaviour, benefit 

to Schoolhill and any impact 

elsewhere. It would see the 

relocation of 5 blue badge 

spaces on Schoolhill and 

inform future design and 

delivery of the phase 2 

improvement.

Project 

anticipated to 

be 

implemented 

prior to end 

March for a six 

month trial. 

↑

Aberdeen City ACC approved the City Centre Masterplan proposed IC6c: AC Implementation of PT 20 at schools and school travel Low Speed Zones - Proposals Integrated Feasibility and Design of Future Cycleway / Footway £13.5K in 2018/19 Costs associated with the ↑B9002 

Kennethmont 

Footway 

Land Purchase & Construction. Project is at and 

advanced stage an will be progressed in 2020/21

£80K budget in 20/21

Invoiced to date = 

£2.5K

AC Estates and Legal are 

finalising details with the 

landowners of the 3 plots that 

are required to progress.

Current 

restrictions due 

to Covid, will 

result in this 

scheme being 

delayed and 

carried out 

during 2021/22

↔

Maconochie 

Road, 

Fraserburgh

50% Contribution towards the construction of a 

Shared Use Footway/Cycleway between Fraserburgh 

Community & Sports Centre to Seaforth Street.   

Match funding bid to Sustrans unsuccessful and 

further Nestrans funding approved to allow project to 

be completed this financial year.

£155.8K budget in 

20/21 due to delay in 

draw down from 

19/20

Invoiced to date = 

£115.6K

Works are being carried out by 

Aberdeenshire Council's Local 

Roads using In House 

Resources.  Phase 1 of the 

project Sports Centre - 

Maconochie is complete. 

Traffic Crossing to be 

procured at  an estimated 

cost of £40,000

Phase 2 

Maconochie Rd 

to Town Centre 

anticipated to 

be complete 

end March 

2021.

↑

IC3e:

Improve 

information 

provision 

including 

expanded real-

time information 

systems across 

Aberdeen City 

and Shire.

IC3e (contd)

IC6b:

Urban realm 

improvements to 

improve the 

pedestrian 

environment, 

including 

pedestrianisation 

schemes in the 

City Centre. 
IC6d:

Continued 

development of a 

network of 

strategic cycle 

routes on key 

routes within 

Aberdeenshire, 

across the 

boundary and into 

Aberdeen and on 

routes through 

the City to work 

towards the 

Cycling Action 

Plan for Scotland 

10% vision for 

cycling and lock 

in the benefits of 

other 

infrastructure 

improvements, 

including the 

AWPR

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)
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Sauchen/ Cluny 

footpath

Footway Reconstruction.  Developer Obligation 

monies also being used.

£48.1K budget in 

20/21 due to delay in 

draw down from 

19/20

Additional work on junction 

design to be carried out in 

response to road safety audit.  

Aberdeenshire's Construction 

Team awarded contract.

Works to 

commence 

once current 

lockdown 

restrictions 

have eased.

↑

North/South 

Link to Inverurie 

Academy

Footway Reconstruction £220K budget in 

20/21 due to delay in 

draw down from 

19/20

Resources unavailable to 

deliver this project in 20/21 

and request that budget is 

carried forward to enable 

delivery in 21/22

↔

A92 Balmedie / 

Blackdog 

Shared Used 

Path

Formalised Route between Blackdog and Balmedie £35K budget in 20/21 The estimated cost of 

surfacing the path between 

Balmedie and Blackdog to 

formalise it to enable it to be 

adopted by AC is £20K.

Aim to 

complete works 

by end March ↑

Corsemanhill 

Drive, Inverurie

Construction of Safer Routes to School Link as 

identified within the Inverurie Integrated Travel Town 

between Davah Wood and Corsemanhill Drive

£40K budget in 20/21 Topographical Survey complete.    

AC's in house resources 

unavailable for design and 

consultancy support likely to be 

required.

Request that 

remaining 

funding be 

carried forward 

to 21/22

↑

Craigshaw Dr 

cycle route

Traffic Regulation and re-designation Orders have 

gained committee approval. The Redetermination 

order for the shared use footway is still under review 

by the Scottish Ministers and an update on progress 

requested. A further meeting was undertaken with 

Sustrans to clarify the conditions they placed on their 

match funding and agreed minutes of this meeting do 

state that some of the conditions in the award letter 

will be removed. Still awaiting a formal acceptance 

that the details are in line with the PFE funding 

guidance and grant will be awarded. 

£50K in 20/21 Sustrans Places for Everyone 

Funding is meeting 70% of 

construction costs in 20/21 

reducing the partner 

contribution requirement that 

Nestrans was funding in 20/21. 

Further reduction to Nestrans 

funding agreed as Council has 

allocated Cycling Walking Safer 

Routes grant towards project.  

Works not currently being 

progressed due to Covid.

Request that 

funding be 

carried forward 

to 21/22 and 

additional 

contribution 

considered as 

ACC unable to 

c/f CWSR grant.

↔

IC6d:

Continued 

development of a 

network of 

strategic cycle 

routes on key 

routes within 

Aberdeenshire, 

across the 

boundary and into 

Aberdeen and on 

routes through 

the City to work 

towards the 

Cycling Action 

Plan for Scotland 

10% vision for 

cycling and lock 

in the benefits of 

other 

infrastructure 

improvements, 

including the 

AWPR

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)
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Wellheads 

Cycle Link 

design

Detailed Design and Contract document preparation 

for an extension of the existing Wellheads Drive 

shared use path to the north, by-passing the 

roundabout, to connect with Farburn Terrace, the 

extension will reduce conflict at the roundabout and 

improve safety and directness for cyclists. Also 

included  will be the design of a cut-through at the 

Market Street closure to create a safe and coherent 

cycle connection with the Wellheads shared use 

cycle route. Bid to Sustrans Community Links to seek 

match funding of Nestrans contribution was approved 

and available budget now £60K. 

£28.9K in 20/21 

(including 16.9K 

delay in draw down 

from 19/20)

Drawing for the land acquisition 

and construction work access 

areas are being prepared.  

Heads of Terms are being 

prepared by ACC Estates for 

land acquisition. The Detailed 

Design and generation of 

tender drawings are ongoing. 

Still a risk that 

Sustrans 

requirements 

cannot be 

accommodated 

within the 

available 'Road' 

space and they 

may not approve 

the full funding 

application.

↑

Junction 

Alterations to 

Lock in the 

Benefits (LiB) of 

AWPR

Detailed design of options for alterations to Broomhill 

Road - Anderson Drive and Westburn/Lang Stracht - 

Anderson Drive with a focus on improvements for 

Active travel.  Land around Woodhill House has 

provisionally been confirmed to be within ownership 

of ACC with no restrictions.

£31.9K in 20/21 

(including 13.2K 

delay in draw down 

from 19/20)

Jacobs commissioned to 

undertake detailed design.  

Sustrans  decision not to 

provide funding towards the 

detailed design of the scheme, 

which they consider not 

ambitious for cyclist benefit has 

been challenged by ACC.  

Request that remaining 

design funding be carried 

forward to 21/22 in separate 

budget report.

Nestrans funding 

being used to 

progress 

detailed design, 

but significant 

risk that full 

match funding 

for design and 

any subsequent 

construction may 

not be awarded 

via Sustrans. 

↑

River Don 

Paths - Seaton 

Park Entrances

Enhance the existing eastern entrance to the park, 

which pedestrians and cyclists must share with 

vehicles to have a dedicated facility for peds and 

cyclists as well as a path connection into the wider 

path network with Seaton Park.

£24K budget in 20/21 Draft design options being 

worked on further based on 

Sustrans comments. Design 

element being fully funded by 

Sustrans and Nestrans 

contribution not required in 

20/21

Virement 

proposed in 

separate 

budget report ↑

IC6d:

Continued 

development of a 

network of 

strategic cycle 

routes on key 

routes within 

Aberdeenshire, 

across the 

boundary and into 

Aberdeen and on 

routes through 

the City to work 

towards the 

Cycling Action 

Plan for Scotland 

10% vision for 

cycling and lock 

in the benefits of 

other 

infrastructure 

improvements, 

including the 

AWPR

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)
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Strategy Strand

RTS actions

River Don 

Path repairs

Budget to enable a damaged section of path to be 

repaired and a channel formed at steps from 

Gordon Mills Road, west of Diamond Bridge to 

allow water to flow over the path and avoid future 

damage and to enable the core path from Ellon 

Road leading to Brig o Balgownie to be repaired.  

Should this budget attract match funding from 

Sustrans the additional funding will be used to 

repair damage at further locations. 

£24K budget in 

20/21

Drainage and path work at the 

Brig o Balgownie path next to 

Ellon Road has been 

completed.  Design works for 

path west of Diamond Bridge 

complete and tenders 

returned for physical works 

and being assessed.

Drainage and 

path work at 

the Brig o 

Balgownie path 

next to Ellon 

Road has been 

completed

↑

Cycle gate 

installation

Contribution towards cost for cycle gate 

installation recommended as part of Diamond 

Bridge review. 

£3.6K budget in 

20/21

Work is complete.

↑
Cycle 

maintenance 

stands 

installation

Funding for purchase and installation of 10 no. 

cycle maintenance stands at key locations within 

Aberdeen.

£20K budget in 

20/21

Tender issued at end Jan and 

works should be completed 

by the end of March ↑

RTP Active 

Travel Grant

2019/20 grant of £220K claimed in full at end June 

2020 towards F&B Way generic design of 

replacement bridges, 4 timber kit replacement 

bridges and continuation of A944 active travel path 

feasibility work.

£220K grant award in 

2020/21

Grant award of £220K for 20/21 

has been accepted.    Grant 

being used to continue F&B 

Way  work, A944 path feasibility 

and design and a Core Path 

review within Aberdeen (details 

below).  

↑

Formartine & 

Buchan Way

Set of generic designs, which can be applied 

throughout all these existing bridge locations on both 

the north and central sections of the F&B Way, for 

replacement of the existing bridge stock have been 

completed. Timber kit bridges have been delivered to 

AC's Inverurie depot for Middle Tack, Upper Tack, 

North Kinmundy and Buckie Farm bridges. 

being funded via 

£80K of the RTP 

20/21 grant

Aberdeenshire Council has 

been advised of 20/21 grant 

funding and further F&B Way 

bridge works to be undertaken. ↑

IC6d:

Continued 

development of a 

network of 

strategic cycle 

routes on key 

routes within 

Aberdeenshire, 

across the 

boundary and into 

Aberdeen and on 

routes through 

the City to work 

towards the 

Cycling Action 

Plan for Scotland 

10% vision for 

cycling and lock 

in the benefits of 

other 

infrastructure 

improvements, 

including the 

AWPR

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)
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Strategy Strand

RTS actions

A944 cycle/ 

pedestrian path

AECOM has been commissioned to develop options 

and undertake a STAG based appraisal for the 

improvement of the A944 pedestrian and cycle route 

with the goal of increasing the number of active travel 

users along the route. 

being funded via 

£60K of the RTP 

20/21 grant

Information obtained through 

consultation in Feb is being fed 

into option development, which 

is ongoing and includes 

planning and environmental 

investigations and initial 

structural consultation.

Option 

appraisal 

nearing 

completion ↑

Core Paths 

Review in 

Aberdeen

Consultancy brief being prepared to enable tender to 

be issued.

being funded via 

£80K of the RTP 

20/21 grant

Aim to issue tender in 

February ↑
IC6e:

This will be led by development officers within Council IC8 - Port Surface Connections

Transport links 

to new harbour 

at Bay of Nigg.

Stag Part 1 assessment of transport links to new 

harbour commissioned by ACC and PBA consultants 

appointed.  Appraisal and delivery of any approved 

outcomes to be funded through £25M allocation 

within City Region Deal.  Combined pre-appraisal and 

part 1 Stag report completed.

Funding for study 

being provided 

through the City 

Region Deal

PBA (now Stantec) appointed 

for STAG part 2. Paramics 

Discovery micro simulation 

model created  by Aecom for 

Wellington Rd study audited 

then used by Stantec to 

appraise performance of 

options for the transport links to 

Aberdeen South Harbour.  

Potential transport implications 

of Energy Transition Zone 

proposals  considered within 

study. Virtual consultation on 

options held in Nov/Dec and 

detailed appraisal completed. 

Detailed 

appraisal being 

considered by 

ACC CGR Cttee 

on 3 Feb with 

option to route 

via Hareness 

and upgraded 

coast road and 

bridge 

recommended. 

Outline 

Business Case 

to be prepared  

for preferred 

option 

↑

Union Square ® See EC4bIC9 - Freight

Freight Action 

Plan

Finalised Freight Action Plan and Freight Forum 

meetings can be viewed on Nestrans website 

alongside HGV route maps for Aberdeen City and 

Aberdeenshire areas and Civitas Portis funded 

assessments and evaluations.

Civitas Portis project 

concluded at end November 

2020.  Online Freight Forum 

meeting being arranged for 

25 Feb 2021.

↑

Local Transport Projects to be developed where possible from LTS.  ↑

IC9b:

Investigate 

potential for 

measures to 

provide more 

reliable journey 

IC8a:

Support 

measures to 

improve access 

to port facilities.

IC6d:

Continued 

development of a 

network of 

strategic cycle 

routes on key 

routes within 

Aberdeenshire, 

across the 

boundary and into 

Aberdeen and on 

routes through 

the City to work 

towards the 

Cycling Action 

Plan for Scotland 

10% vision for 

cycling and lock 

in the benefits of 

other 

infrastructure 

improvements, 

including the 

AWPR

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)

IC6d (contd)
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02/02/2021 Regional Transport Strategy

Progress Report

nestrans

Sub Strategy 3: The Strategic Policy Framework  ® = MTS project

Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR
TB1 - Promoting Travel Planning and Travel Awareness

Dyce Travel 

Plan

Contribution to cost of consultancy study 

being led by ACC as available Civitas funding 

insufficient to cover full cost.  Atkins 

consultants appointed and business breakfast 

held in Jan 2020.

£15K in 19/20 

Invoiced in full

Nestrans to lead on 

development of travel planning 

information for TECA, which 

ACC will fund using Smarter 

Choices, Smarter Places grant.  

This project has been delayed 

until 2021 due to TECA still 

being closed. 

Work is now 

ongoing to 

promote safe 

travel to 

vaccination 

centres as 

TECA will be a 

major 

vaccination 

centre.

↑

Travel Planning 

strategy & 

Action Plan

Various travel planning related packages to 

be commissioned via Civitas Portis work.  A 

refresh of the Regional Travel Planning 

Strategy has been undertaken for the short 

term that reflects travel advice during the 

covid pandemic.  

£82.6K in 20/21 

(includes £22.6K 

delay in draw down 

from 19/20)

Invoiced to date = 

£46.9K

A short to medium term regional 

travel planning guidance has 

been finalised which includes 

guidance as part of the 

response to the Covid-19 

pandemic. A medium to long 

term strategy has now been 

developed as part of the 

Regional Transport Strategy 

refresh and Civitas Portis. This 

considered lessons learnt via 

the Civitas Portis Travel 

Planning projects and provides 

guidance as to travel planning 

development with linkage to 

relevant information on Council  

websites. 

Short to 

medium term 

guidance and 

medium to 

long term 

guidance has 

now been 

published on 

the Nestrans 

and Getabout 

websites. 

↑

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

TB1a:

Implementation and future 

development of Nestrans’ 

Travel Planning Strategy.

TB1a (contd)
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Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

Thistle 

Assistance 

Cards

Thistle Assistance cards for use by people 

who need extra help whilst using public 

transport are now available. There is also a 

Thistle Card app available for free download 

via Google play and the apple app store.

Costs to be met 

from travel plan 

budget, with fixed 

cost approx £2.2K

Nestrans has agreed to 

contribute share along with 

other RTPs of marketing and 

maintaining/updating the 

website and app in 20/21. Costs 

identified for leaflet, card and 

sticker printing an postage on 

direct orders from RTPs and 

requests via phone & website 

from RTP areas. 

Thistle Card 

and its app 

and website 

have been 

amended to 

include 

exemption for 

wearing face 

masks.

↑

H&T Action See IC4aTB1b:

Continue to provide support 

through the Sustainable 

Travel Grants Scheme 

Sustainable 

travel grant 

scheme (STGS)

Combined budget approved to continue to 

provide sustainable travel and cycle parking 

grant schemes in 2020/21 . Details on grant 

criteria and guidance can be viewed on the 

Nestrans website.  

£36.6K in 20/21 

(incl £16.6K delay 

in draw down from 

19/20)

Application received from 

Glass Community 

Association towards 

purchase of e-bikes and 

being considered

↑

Carshare 

website

Car share adverts printed on reverse of 260K 

pay and display parking tickets in 

Aberdeenshire in 2019. Annual licence for 

getabout liftshare website and call centre has 

been renewed for 2020/21

Costs to be met 

from travel plan 

budget

The plan to test the market to 

ensure best value in year 

ahead for car share service in 

21/22 has been postponed 

whilst car share not being 

recommended during covid 

travel restrictions.

↔

TB1a:

Implementation and future 

development of Nestrans’ 

Travel Planning Strategy.

TB1a (contd)

TB1c:

Encourage increased up-

take of car-sharing and car 

club schemes
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Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

TB1d:

Continue to promote and 

strengthen the Getabout 

brand.

Getabout Aberdeenshire Council used Smarter Choices 

Smarter Places funding to commission 

upgrade to getabout website 

www.getabout.org.uk live and redirection from 

old site in place. Getabout continuing to be 

promoted as the Sustainable Transport Brand 

at events.  Getabout partnership celebrated 

10th (tin) anniversary in 2019 and have 

produced money tin can promotional items, 

encouraging people to save money in the tins 

from travelling actively and sustainably.

Costs met from 

Travel Planning 

budget

Getabout website refreshed to 

improve editorial access and 

update graphics. The costs 

were met from the Travel 

Planning budget and the new 

version of the website went live 

in May and has been a central 

point for all covid-19  travel 

related information for all 

modes as it has been updated 

and changed during the 

pandemic.

Getabout and 

Nestrans 

websites and 

social media 

continue to be 

used to post 

transport 

related 

guidance during 

the transition 

phases out of 

lockdown. Also 

being used to 

promote safe 

journeys to 

vaccination 

centres

↑

TB2 - Promoting Active Travel

Travel Planning See TB1a ↑Advertising Radio advert booking contract on Original 

106fm has been extended to Mar 2021.  New 

Radio adverts are being played to promote 

active travel and safe public transport travel in 

response to covid-19 on both Original and 

Northsound radio stations.

Costs met from 

Travel Planning 

budget unless 

otherwise stated.

Festive Travel Campaign took 

place between 2 Nov - 10 Jan.  

Road safety campaign that also 

started on 2 Nov to encourage 

visibility in dark winter months 

has been extended by 4 weeks 

to mid Feb

Messages are 

now being 

produced 

around safe 

essential travel 

to vaccination 

centres.

↑

Wayfinding 

signs - 

Stonehaven

Bid has been submitted to ScotRail Station 

Travel Plan Development Fund for £10K and 

this budget forms part of the Nestrans match 

funding in partnership with £5K via 

Aberdeenshire Council's Smarter Choices 

Smarter Places funding.

£5K in 20/21 (delay 

in draw down from 

19/20)

ScotRail still to confirm if 

funding available in 2021. 

Request that Nestrans 

contribution be continued 

into 21/22 financial year in 

separate budget report.

↑

TB2a:

Develop an Active Travel 

Action Plan with the aim of 

encouraging more people 

to walk and cycle more 

often.

TB2a (contd)

TB2a (contd)
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Strategy Strand

RTS actions

Wayfinding 

signs in 

Aberdeen

Nestrans to fund further wayfinding signs 

within Aberdeen using Civitas Portis funding.

Costs to be funded 

via Civitas Portis 

grant

Signs procured by Aberdeen 

City Council following 

consultation in 2019 and were 

installed throughout 

Aberdeen City Centre and key 

gateways.

Nestrans 

contribution 

invoiced and 

reclaimed via 

Civitas grant

↑

Smarter 

Choices 

Smarter Places 

(SCSP)

Both Councils deliver SCSP projects under 

the Getabout brand. A 2nd round of the SCSP 

Open Fund was announced in May 2019 with  

£2M again allocated for bids from £5K-£50K. 

Nestrans bid for £25K match funding 

collection of travel diaries/mode shift 

consultancy work as a baseline for RTS2040 

was approved.  Following the impact of covid 

on everyone's travel it has been agreed that 

the funds instead by used for emerging travel 

behaviour and attitude surveys.

£50K in 20/21 for 

Travel Surveys 

(comprising £25K 

Nestrans budget 

and £25K SCSP 

grant)

Invoiced to date 

=£15.4K

Consultancy work tendered and 

Systra appointed. Further round 

of surveys undertaken and 

published on Nestrans website.  

Further details in separate covid-

19 report.

Wave 8 of 10 

survey results 

are now 

published on 

Nestrans 

website. ↑

£100K CDO grant 

from Sustrans in 

20/21

Letter of grant award received 

and accepted and CDO grant of 

up to £100K again available 

from Sustrans for projects in 

20/21.  Tender being prepared 

for cycle/ped counters.

↑

Cycling 

Development 

Officer

Nestrans appointed an officer to help take 

forward bids, act as a liaison between north 

east authorities and national bodies and to 

help design and promote cycling routes 

across the region. Sustrans willing to match 

fund the post costs and up to further £50K 

project costs by Nestrans with £100,000 per 

year capital for strategic routes in the NE.

TB2a:

Develop an Active Travel 

Action Plan with the aim of 

encouraging more people 

to walk and cycle more 

often.

TB2a (contd)

TB2a (contd)
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Strategy Strand

RTS actions

£250K National 

Cycling Network 

(NCN) 

Development Grant 

from Sustrans in 

20/21

Nestrans CDO submitted a bid 

to Sustrans for further upgrade 

works on the Deeside Way from 

Crathes to Banchory, from 

Dinnet to Cambus O'May and 

from Cambus O'May to Ballater.  

Sustrans are providing full 

funding for the Deeside Way 

upgrades in 20/21 in addition to 

CDO grant and letter of grant 

received and accepted.

W M Donald 

appointed and 

section from 

Cambus o May 

to Ballater 

completed in 

November.  

Works on 

further 

sections to 

start following 

latest covid 

lockdown

↑

Cycle 

Roadshow

Range of bikes purchased and delivered for 

use at local events to encourage cycling in 

schools, communities and organisations.  

Service Level Agreement for purchase, 

storage, transport and maintenance of full kit 

for event and hire rates in place.  Accessible 

bike purchased via Nestrans Travel Planning 

and HTAP budgets in 19/20.

Costs to use 

roadshow for 

events met from 

Travel Planning 

budget and 

Councils SCSP 

awards

It had been planned to refurbish 

some of the stock at the end of 

the 2019/20 financial year, but 

due to the outbreak of covid 

only 2 kmx karts and a penny 

farthing were able to be 

purchased and delivered.

Getabout 

Cycle 

Roadshow 

currently 

stopped due to 

Covid-19. 

Looking at 

what requires 

to be replaced 

or repaired for 

when it might 

be able to start 

up again.

↑

Health & 

Transport 

Action Plan

HTAP works being progressed by HTAP 

support manager and sub groups.  Further 

funding approved for 2020/21 to continue part 

funding of the HTAP Programme Support 

Manager, general HTAP actions and provision 

of  the THInC service until end March 2021. 

£37K in 20/21 

Invoiced to date = 

£23.1K

HTAP progress given in part 4 

of progress update .

↑

TB2b: 

Work with NHS Grampian 

and Community Planning 

Partnerships to deliver the 

Health and Transport 

Action Plan and achieve 

objectives for a healthier 

population.

TB2b (contd)

Cycling 

Development 

Officer

Nestrans appointed an officer to help take 

forward bids, act as a liaison between north 

east authorities and national bodies and to 

help design and promote cycling routes 

across the region. Sustrans willing to match 

fund the post costs and up to further £50K 

project costs by Nestrans with £100,000 per 

year capital for strategic routes in the NE.

TB2a:

Develop an Active Travel 

Action Plan with the aim of 

encouraging more people 

to walk and cycle more 

often.

TB2a (contd)

TB2a (contd)
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Strategy Strand

RTS actions

Community 

Planning

Nestrans are statutory partners, contribute 

financially and attend appropriate meetings.    

Two active travel Project Charters (one 

cycling and one walking) have been produced 

for the Aberdeen Sustainable City LOIP 

group, which Nestrans is leading on.

£10K Revenue in 

20/21

Invoiced in full

Cost of lights 

being met from 

Travel Planning 

budget

Budget approved to meet 

membership cost for both CP 

partners in 2020/21 and both 

have been invoiced.

Nestrans are 

purchasing 

Bike Lights for 

City Warden to 

distribute, to 

cyclists, 

travelling 

without lights. 

↑

TB3 - Improving Safety

Zebra Crossing 

retrofits and 

road safety 

education 

initiatives in 

Aberdeenshire

Budget approved to replace existing zebra 

crossing poles with Halo Beacons at 

prioritised sites and to undertake  bespoke 

road safety talks by a professional 

engagement team in towns with high collision 

incidences

£75K in 20/21 Various sites identified within 

Kincardine & Mearns & Marr 

geographical areas.  Awaiting 

final costs from supplier, with 

a view that Aberdeenshire 

Council's electricians will 

deal with installations

Request 

budget for 

road safety 

education 

talks 

continued to 

21/22 as have 

been unable to 

take place due 

to covid.

↑

Improve safety Due to the trend of increased pedestrian Costs being met Festive and road safety adverts Further details ↑Community 

Transport

Nestrans has provided a £1,000 contribution 

towards the costs of providing the "Safe & 

Legal minibuses course" for Community 

Transport operators held at Woodhill House in 

2015/16.  There were 16 attendees from the 

Nestrans area. 

Consideration being given to 

setting up a Community 

Transport Grant that would be 

met from the approved Bus 

Action Plan budget. Work is 

ongoing to look at this and 

whether or not it is required due 

to other funding sources that 

are available.

Media release 

issued by 

NHSG and 

HSCP's to 

encourage 

people to sign 

up to be a 

volunteer 

driver. 

Nestrans have 

shared this 

release.

↑

Taxi Ranks ACC has approved a 4th night time taxi rank Other city centre ranks on ↑

TB2b: 

Work with NHS Grampian 

and Community Planning 

Partnerships to deliver the 

Health and Transport 

Action Plan and achieve 

objectives for a healthier 

population.

TB2b (contd)

TB3a:

Work with the Councils, 

Emergency Services and 

others to promote road 

safety as part of a 

comprehensive approach 

covering Education, 

Engineering, Enforcement 

and Encouragement 

measures.

TB3b:

Improve security for users 

of public transport services 

and interchanges.
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Strategy Strand

RTS actions

INCENTIVES AND ENFORCEMENT

IE1 - Changing Choices through Incentives & Partnerships

Bus Operators Stagecoach and First Aberdeen operating 

limited seating capacity to enable safe 

distancing and revised timetables since 

the Covid outbreak.  Details such as latest 

service updates, journey planners etc can 

be viewed on the operators websites.  

Getabout also provides links to operators 

websites and latest government travel 

advice. 

First Aberdeen is taking delivery 

of the 15 hydrogen double 

decker buses part funded via 

the EU JIVE project.  They will 

be undergoing a period of final 

testing and driver training 

before starting service mainly 

on the 19 route (Peterculter to 

Tillydrone) in Nov.

The first of the 

new 60-seat 

double-

deckers began 

service on 28 

Jan 2021
↑

Concessionary 

fares

Cabinet Sec for Transport, Infrastructure and 

Connectivity announced that the age of 

eligibility for the concessionary travel scheme 

will not change and the scheme will be 

extended to companions of eligible disabled 

children under the age of 5 and that options to 

provide free bus travel for modern apprentices 

will continue to be considered.

Following consultation, the 

Scottish Government is 

making preparations to 

extend free bus travel to all 

young people under the age 

of 19 who reside in Scotland. 

Draft legislation has now 

been laid which, if approved 

by the Scottish Parliament, 

will enable arrangements to 

be put in place for the 

scheme to start operating as 

soon as practicable during 

the financial year 2021-22.

↑

Supported On 17 May Aberdeen City Council approved ↑

IE1a:

Work with operators to 

identify possible fare 

incentives to encourage 

increased bus use, 

particularly where this 

enables access to 

employment or training
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RTS actions

IE1b:

Through the Local 

Authorities/Bus Operators 

Forum (LABOF) continue 

to develop the Quality 

Partnership for Public 

Transport and the Bus 

Punctuality Improvement 

Partnership to achieve 

improvements in bus 

provision and increased 

levels of bus use.

North East of 

Scotland Bus 

Alliance

The North East of Scotland Bus Alliance has 

been approved by both Councils and the 

operators and has been signed.  The 

Transport Bill was passed on 10 October 

2019 and  received Royal Assent on 15 

November 2019 making the Transport 

(Scotland) Act 2019 law.  The new legislation 

will give local councils and RTPs more 

flexibility to improve services, either by 

working with bus companies or by stepping in 

and running services themselves.  It includes 

new local franchising powers, and 

requirements on bus operators to provide 

more information to the public about routes, 

timetabling and fares.

£36K in 20/21 (incl 

£6K delay in draw 

down from 19/20)

The Bus Action Plan produced 

by the Bus Alliance and based 

on the State of the Network 

Report was published on the 

Nestrans website in April 2020 

and will be updated and 

reported to the Bus Alliance 

Board every 6 months. The Bus 

Alliance plan to submit a bid 

to the S Gov's Bus 

Partnership Fund and this 

forms a separate report on 

the agenda.

Part of 

Nestrans bus 

action plan 

budget to be 

used to 

contribute to 

Real Time 

Information 

displays in 

Turriff and 

Fraserburgh 

instead of 

usual bus 

passenger 

satisfaction 

surveys that 

are not 

feasible during 

covid.

↑
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IE2 - Using Enforcement

Low Emission 

Zones

The Scottish Gov announced a commitment 

to introduce LEZs into Scotland's 4 largest 

cities by 2020 although indicative extended 

timeframe of Feb - May 2022 now earliest 

realistic period due to Covid . An LEZ Project 

Group (including Nestrans) has been initiated 

and will oversee the development of 

Aberdeen's LEZ. ACC awarded S Gov funding 

to appoint a consultant to assist in LEZ 

development and to upgrade the City Centre 

micro-simulation model.  Systra appointed 

following tender.  Nestrans budget 

contribution in 20/21 approved to fund 

modelling of LEZ options with City Centre 

Master Plan strategic interventions in place to 

aid further development of option.

£56K in 20/21 ACC agreed to apply to the 

Traffic Commissioner for a 

Traffic Regulation Condition for 

25% bus services in City Centre 

to be at least Euro VI compliant.  

LEZ objectives have been 

agreed.   City centre micro-sim 

model upgrade nearing 

completion and options for a 

city centre LEZ being 

developed. Discussions 

ongoing with TS and other 

Cities regarding future 

modelling scenarios in 

response to covid related 

uncertainties. .

LEZ option 

development 

ongoing with 

aim of 

introducing 

LEZ by Spring 

2022

↑

E-cargo bikes ACC awarded funding for cargo bikes through 

£10.3M for S Gov for LEZ schemes in 

2019/20 and Nestrans undertook the 

procurement on behalf of the Council of 6 E-

cargo bikes (4xChristiana, 2xRiese and 

Muller) and accessories.  

Nestrans is now managing the 

pilot trial that offers businesses 

in Aberdeen city centre a bike 

for up to a year for last mile 

deliveries and full details for 

applicants are on the Nestrans 

website.  Bikes being piloted 

to date by Poldinos, CFINE, 

The Haven - Stonehaven, 

Fargo Cargo, ACC 

countryside rangers and Mad 

Potato also now participating.

One Cargo 

Bike is 

currently 

available for 

loan. Social 

media has 

been used to 

encourage 

organisations 

to sign up. 

↑

ECO Stars The ECO Stars Fleet Recognition Scheme is  The scheme was launched in CARE North Nestrans and ACC involved in Interreg IV ACC successful in applying to ↑

IE2a:

Support enforcement of 

vehicle emission standards 

to improve air quality, in 

Aberdeen City Centre and 

towns across the north 

east.
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Progress Report

nestrans

Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

IE2d:

Support measures to 

enforce the operation of 

bus lanes to ensure the 

efficient movement of 

buses and taxis.

Bus Lane 

Decriminalisatio

n

Nestrans funded new camera system and 

upgrade backroom office equipment for bus 

lane decriminalisation in 2012/13. Budget 

agreed in 20/21 to replace existing bus 

lane enforcement system hardware and 

software that is becoming obsolete.

£151.4K in 20/21 Tenders returned at end of 

January and being assessed.  

Expect that 50% of the 

contract will be completed by 

the end of March with 

remainder complete by end 

April.

Continuation 

of funding to 

21/22 

requested in 

separate 

budget report.

↑

CR1 - Carbon Reduction, Noise and Air Quality

JIVE project Aberdeen is set to become the first city in the 

world to introduce hydrogen-powered double 

decker buses.  The project has been funded 

by ACC, EU  (FCH JU) and S Gov and will 

invest about £500k in 15 vehicles.  The 15 

hydrogen double decker buses will be 

operated by First on the 19 (Culter to 

Tillydrone) route. the buses are more efficient 

than electric equivalents, with refuelling taking 

less than 10 minutes and offering a greater 

range. Water is the only emission from the 

vehicles,

In addition to the 15 buses 

currently being deployed across 

the city as part of JIVE, another 

£1 million has now become 

available through the initiative 

and ACC's Strategic 

Commissioning Committee 

approved plans on 27 Aug 2020 

to increase the number of 

hydrogen buses to 25.

The first of the 

hydrogen 

powered 

double 

deckers 

arrived in 

Aberdeen and 

became 

operational in 

Jan 2021.

↑

Low Carbon Minister for Transport announced the 5 Transport Scotland’s Low Funding awards ↑EV Charge 

points in 

Aberdeenshire

AC bid for 70% through Low Carbon 

Challenge Fund to give £300K for EV charge 

point installation.  Remaining 30% match 

funding proposed to be split between AC and 

Nestrans.  Bid to Fund was unsuccessful and 

no grant awarded. 

£33.3K budget in 

20/21 (incl delay in 

draw down of 

£18.1K from 19/20) 

Invoiced to date = 

£24K

Additional budget approved 

along with delay in draw down 

of remaining budget from 19/20 

to fund an EV charger at new 

Inverurie Community Campus 

that is being commissioned by 

AC Property.

↑

Two Electric 

mini buses for 

Fraserburgh 

area

Contribution to 2 electric mini buses to 

support school transport and social work 

services in Fraserburgh area and assist AC 

move to ULEV vehs in Council fleet (AC to 

fund 50% of one minibus and charging 

infrastructure)

£248K budget in 

20/21

Two replacement vehicles 

have been ordered, one of 

which is being funded via 

Transport Scotland's Switch 

on Fleet Grant. Second 

vehicle  procured from Mellor 

Coachcraft at cost of 

£170,704

Remaining 

budget to be 

used to install 

charging posts
↑

Low emission The 15 brand new electric-hybrids double Service 35 connects more than ↑

CR1a:

Support measures which 

encourage uptake of 

alternative fuels for public 

transport, private and 

public sector vehicles, to 

build on the north east’s 

role as an energy hub and 

work towards the 

decarbonisation of 

transport and 

improvements in air quality. 

CR1a (contd)
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Progress Report

nestrans

Current Actions/ Progress Future Actions/ Progress
Project/Action Progress Budget To be done Target Status

Strategy Strand

RTS actions

Scottish Ultra-

Low Emission 

Bus Scheme 

(SULEBS)

SULEBS is an evolution of the Scottish Green 

Bus Fund held between 2011 and 2018 and a 

£9million fund was launched on 19 August 

2020.  It can assist with 50% of the cost 

differential between a standard diesel bus and 

the equivalent ultra-low emission bus and rise 

to a max 75% support of the differential 

depending on the zero emission running 

capability. Support is also available for the 

infrastructure for this technology of up to 75% 

of the capital cost.

S Gov announced on 20 Jan 

2021 that an extra £25 million 

is being made available 

through a 2nd round of 

SULEBS. Further details can 

be viewed on the Transport 

Scotland website and 

organisations will be able to 

apply from Friday 22 January.

↑

Bus Emission The Bus Emissions Abatement Retrofit Allocations announced for the Nestrans ↑Regional Ultra 

Low Emission 

Vehicles 

Strategy

Nestrans is drafting an Ultra-Low Emission 

Vehicles Strategy for Aberdeen City and 

Aberdeenshire as part of the Civitas Portis 

Project.

Initial draft strategy and action 

plan prepared and being 

consulted upon with officers 

within both Councils.

This has now 

been 

published on 

the Nestrans 

website

↑

E1a: Consultation RTS2040 consultation closed Fri 16 October The responses to the RTS2040 Once approved ↑

CR1a:

Support measures which 

encourage uptake of 

alternative fuels for public 

transport, private and 

public sector vehicles, to 

build on the north east’s 

role as an energy hub and 

work towards the 

decarbonisation of 

transport and 

improvements in air quality. 

CR1a (contd)
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02/02/2021 Health Transport Action Plan

Progress Report

nestrans

Health and Transport Action Plan
HTAP Sub Group Project/Actions  Progress Budget Future Actions/ Progress Target Status

Steering Group The Steering Group now meet six times per 

year using Microsoft Teams.  Dates are 

confirmed for 2021.

The next meeting is on 19th of 

February. ↑

Update Ongoing support to the HTAP partners, the 

programming of meetings and support for 

the Public Involvement Representative.  

↑

Volunteer 

Transport 

Recruitment 

Drive

Launched on 28th January 2021.  Targeted 

around boosting available volunteers for 

patient discharge with volunteer support by 

Royal Voluntary Service and co-ordination 

through THInC.

Where appropriate potential 

volunteers will be signposted to 

local community transport groups 

across Grampian.

↑

Preparing 

Annual Report

The Programme Manager is co-producing 

with partners the contents of the HTAP 

Annual Report.

A final report is anticipated by the 

end of February. ↑

National Health 

Innovation 

Drones Group

The Programme Manager is a member of 

twice monthly meeting of NHS Innovation 

Leads discussing the potential use of drone 

technology to reduce time consuming 

transportation by road in health settings.  

For example, robot controlled drones 

delivering defibulators to remote locations.

Potential to link wider transport 

specialists looking into areas 

where existing regulation is unfit 

for future technologies.

↑

HTAP Spaces 

for People 

Knowledge 

Share

The Programme Manager has convened a 

meeting of the three local authorities, 

Nestrans and the NHS Grampian Spaces for 

People Project Manager.  

The Knowledge Share is 

scheduled for 4th February. ↑

HTAP General

Programme Manager
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HTAP Sub Group Project/Actions  Progress Budget Future Actions/ Progress Target Status

Sub-Group Chair The last meeting of the Sub-Group was 

Chaired by Martin Hall from Aberdeenshire 

Council.  The Chair from Public Health has 

been deployed to pandemic work.  

There are no future dates set for 

the Transport & Public Health Sub-

Group.

→

Sub-Group Chair Since early 2020 the position of Chair for the 

Access to Health & Social Care Sub-Group has 

been vacant.  Paul Finch from Nestrans is 

acting Chair.  

The next meeting of the Sub-

Group is on 11th February.  ↑

THInC, Public 

Transport Units 

and Support to 

the NHS/Patient 

Transport 

Service.

The Scottish Ambulance Service Patient 

Transport Service (PTS) has operated at 

reduced vehicle capacity due to physical 

distancing.

Patient transport requests for hospital 

appointments, hospital discharge and 

COVID-19 tests were directed to THInC from 

NHSG, the PTS, the Grampian Coronavirus 

Assistance Hub and direct from members of 

the public. THInC staff liaised with transport 

operators including private operators 

contracted by NHSG, community/voluntary 

transport organisations and Councils to 

arrange transport. 

THInC continues to be funded by 

Nestrans, NHS Grampian, 

Aberdeen City Council and 

Aberdeenshire Council.  THInC 

contact details are included within 

vaccination appointment letters.  

A Nestrans-funded radio 

advertisement will be live soon.

↑

Transport and Public Health

Access to Health and Social Care
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HTAP Sub Group Project/Actions  Progress Budget Future Actions/ Progress Target Status

THInC In The 

City

The scheme, using two wheelchair 

accessible vehicles operated by Buchan 

Dial A Community Bus and booked via 

THInC has been funded by Aberdeen City 

Health & Social Care Partnership.  Funding 

for the scheme is only currently confirmed 

until the end of March, this financial year.

The Programme Manager and 

HTAP Steering Group Chair have 

engaged with ACH&SCP to seek 

clarity of funding for this project.  

Throughout the pandemic the 

service has benefited Aberdeen 

residents for health appointments 

where video consultation is not 

appropriate, hospital transport 

where the Patient Transport 

Service has had no capacity and 

is part of the planning around 

provision for those most in need 

of assistance travelling to TECA 

as part of the vaccination 

programme.

↑

BeLinkD Nestrans had previously awarded £2.5K to 

this free to the user community transport 

pilot in the Buchan area of Aberdeenshire.  

The pandemic and lockdowns and physical 

distancing restrictions have all impacted on 

the pilot.  It is understood to be part of the 

mixture of providers on the radar of THInC 

to assist when needed with the vaccination 

programme.

A meeting of the BeLinkD 

Steering Group has been put back 

to March.

↑
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NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 10 February 2021 

 

 

4 Publications and Consultations 
 

 
1. Purpose of Report 
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to inform members of recent publications and consultation 

papers of interest and to agree a response where appropriate.  Ten individual 
publications and consultations are discussed below. 

 
 
2. Climate Change Plan update 
 
2.1 In December 2020, Scottish Government published a Climate Change Plan update, 

signed by the whole cabinet. Below is a link to the updated plan. 

Securing a Green Recovery on a Path to Net Zero: Climate Change Plan 2018–2032 
- update - gov.scot (www.gov.scot) 

 
2.2 There was an opportunity to provide input and evidence on the Climate Change Plan 

Update by 12 January 2021.  Nestrans retweeted this opportunity on social media.  The 
Scottish Parliament’s Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee met virtually to 
discuss the evidence on 27 January 2021.  Ewan Wallace, in his role as Chair of the 
Society of Chief Officers of Transportation in Scotland (SCOTS), gave evidence to the 
committee. 

 
2.3 The main part of this updated plan that is relevant to the Nestrans Board is the chapter 

on Transport.  The main issues are:  
a) Transport continues to be Scotland’s biggest emitting sector, accounting for 

35.6% of emissions in 2018;  
b) Cars currently account for almost 40% of transport emissions, therefore, the 

predominance of car use cannot be overlooked; and 
c) Covid-19 has had a huge impact on how people travel and has increased mode 

spilt to cars and increased vehicles used for E-commerce deliveries. 
 
2.4 The Climate Change Plan update identifies eight outcomes relevant to Transport: 

a) Outcome 1: To address our overreliance on cars, we will reduce car kilometres 
by 20% by 2030. 

b) Outcome 2: We will phase out the need for new petrol and diesel cars and vans 
by 2030. 

c) Outcome 3: To reduce emissions in the freight sector, we will work with the 
industry to understand the most efficient methods and remove the need for new 
petrol and diesel heavy vehicles by 2035. 

d) Outcome 4: We will work with the newly formed Bus Decarbonisation Taskforce, 
comprised of leaders from the bus, energy and finance sectors, to ensure that 
the majority of new buses purchased from 2024 are zero-emission, and to bring 
this date forward if possible. 

e) Outcome 5: We will work to decarbonise scheduled flights within Scotland by 
2040. 

f) Outcome 6: Proportion of ferries in Scottish Government ownership which are 
low emission has increased to 30% by 2032. 

g) Outcome 7: By 2032 low emission solutions have been widely adopted at 
Scottish ports. 
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h) Outcome 8: Scotland’s passenger rail services will be decarbonised by 2035. 
 
2.5 These outcomes will have significant implications for transport across the north east 

and the draft final Regional Transport Strategy has been amended to reflect them.  
Members are asked to note the Climate Change Plan update and the potential 
significance of its content and outcomes. 

 
 
3. Climate Change – Net Zero Nation: Draft Public engagement strategy 

consultation 
 
3.1 The Scottish Government has also published a draft engagement strategy relating to 

Climate Change and the vision of a Net Zero Nation.  Since Transport is such as large 
part of the required reduction in emissions and climate change adaptation, this policy 
is likely to have significant impact on Nestrans and partners and in proposals for 
transport infrastructure.  Nestrans will reference this strategy and its vision and 
objectives in our own engagement and communications, particularly through the 
Getabout partnership.   

 
3.2 The consultation is open until 17 March 2021 and is available to view at the link below. 

Climate Change - Net Zero Nation: draft public engagement strategy - consultation - 
gov.scot (www.gov.scot) 

 
3.3 The key elements of the strategy of relevance are:  

Vision:   

• Everyone in Scotland recognises the implications of the climate emergency, fully 
understands and contributes to Scotland’s mitigation and adaptation response 
and embraces their role in the transition to a net zero and climate ready nation.  

 
Strategic Objectives:  

• Communicating Climate Change Policy - People are aware of the action that the 
Scottish Government is taking to address climate change and how it relates to 
their lives. 

• Enabling Participation in Policy Design - People actively participate in shaping 
fair and inclusive policies that encourage adaptation to and mitigation of climate 
change. 

• Encouraging Action - Taking action on climate change is normalised and 
encouraged in communities and places across Scotland 

 
 

4. Accessible Travel Delivery Plan: Progress Report - 2019/2020 

 

4.1 Transport Scotland published their Accessible Travel Delivery Plan: Progress Report 

on 13 January 2021.  This report details progress made against the 2019/20 annual 

delivery plan for Scotland’s ten-year Accessible Travel Framework. Covid-19 

restrictions have had an impact on the work that has been carried out, but the vision 

that all disabled people can travel with the same freedom, choice, dignity and 

opportunity as other citizens, remains the guiding principle.  

 
4.2 In the North East, progress was highlighted as improved signage between the Northlink 

ferry terminal at the harbour and the train station.  The Thistle Assistance Card that 
Regional Transport Partnerships have been promoting, also now has a message about 
face covering exemptions. 
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4.3 Below is a link to the report and an easy read version. 

Accessible Travel Delivery Plan: Progress Report - 2019/2020 (transport.gov.scot) 

 

 

5. National Transport Strategy Delivery Plan 

 
5.1 The first annual Delivery Plan for Scotland’s National Transport Strategy (NTS2) was 

published by Transport Scotland on 17th December 2020, covering the period up to the 
end of March 2022.  The document is available at the following link:  
https://www.transport.gov.scot/media/48839/nts-delivery-plan-2020-2022.pdf 
 

5.2 The NTS2 outlines four priorities for our transport system:  
a) that it reduces inequalities;  
b) takes climate action;  
c) helps deliver inclusive economic growth; and  
d) improves our health and wellbeing.   

 
5.3 The Delivery Plan builds on these priorities, containing the detail of the actions being 

carried out by the Scottish Government to address each of the priorities while 
supporting a green recovery from the global pandemic.   

 
5.4 There is a commitment to publish annual Delivery Plans from 2022 onward, as well as 

commitment to publishing monitoring and evaluation reports, as required by the 
Transport (Scotland) Act 2019.  Councillor Macdonald represented Regional Transport 
Partnerships on the document’s review group.   

 
5.5 Some of the commitments of direct relevance to Nestrans and north east Scotland are 

summarised below: 
 

Increasing Accountability 
a) Transport Governance and Collaboration Review Group will highlight and share 

good practice in delivering the vision and principles of the NTS, and inform longer 
term thinking of potentially strengthening the regional approach, with a view to 
helping deliver better outcomes for citizens and businesses. 

 
Strengthening Evidence 
b) Development of appraisal guidance and decision-making processes, including 

considering changes to the approach to assessing emissions impacts associated 
with infrastructure projects.   

c) Publication of changes to STAG by end of 2021. 
 

Managing Demand 
d) Development of a coordinated package of policy interventions to reduce car 

kilometres by 20% by 2030, with a route map to meet the reduction published in 
2021 (dependent on pandemic). 

e) Work in partnership with local authorities to support measures to reallocate road 
space in favour of public transport and active travel, and manage parking 
provision as part of broader programme of place-based investment. 

f) Provide everyone in Scotland with access to superfast broadband by the end of 
2021. 

 
Reduce Inequalities 
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g) Review of options for extending concessionary travel across all modes to be 
reported early 2021. 

h) Extension of free bus travel to under 19s as soon as practicable in 2021/22. 
i) Continued emergency support for rail and bus networks. 
j) Ensuring that the “Near Me” video consultation service, as well as telephone 

appointments, continues to be a core component in delivering health and care 
services after the pandemic. 

 
Takes Climate Action 
k) Exploration of how to build on existing place-based planning approach - including 

concepts such as 20-minute neighbourhoods - across our cities, towns and rural 
areas, so that the places where we live are more resilient in the future. 

l) Regulations and guidance taken forward so local authorities can take forward 
workplace parking levy schemes if suitable for their local circumstances. 

m) Bus Partnership Fund to enable local authorities to develop and deliver bus 
priority infrastructure in association with bus operators. 

 
Help Delivery Inclusive Growth 
n) Delivery of significantly improved rail services between Aberdeen and Central 

Belt. 
o) Progress delivery of the A96 Dualling programme between Aberdeen and 

Inverness. 
p) Development of public consultation on an aviation strategy. 

 
Improves Health and Wellbeing 
q) Commitment of over £500m over five years for transformational active travel 

projects, access to bikes, and behavioural change schemes. 
r) Continued support for active travel measures, through the Sustrans Places for 

Everyone fund. 
s) Undertake national speed management review. 
t) Progress the implementation of Low Emissions Zones, including regulations, 

guidance, and support for local authorities. 
 
5.6 Members are asked to note the publication of the Delivery Plan and the resultant likely 

implications for Nestrans and north east Scotland.  
 
 
6. Consultation on Rail Franchising Policy Statement 
 
6.1 The Railways Act 1993 requires Scottish Ministers to publish a Franchising Policy 

Statement which sets out how they propose to exercise their powers to select a 
provider of passenger rail services.  Scottish Ministers are responsible for the ScotRail 
franchise, and the Caledonian Sleeper franchise.   

 
6.2 The current Policy Statement was published in 2012 and now requires to be updated. 

Transport Scotland had planned for this to take place once the outcomes from the UK 
Rail Review (‘Williams Review’), due in Autumn last year, were known.  However, at 
this time, it is not certain when these outcomes will be known.  Due to Covid-19, the 
franchising process is suspended, and support to the rail industry is being provided by 
means of Emergency Recovery Management Arrangements (ERMAs). 

  
6.3 Meantime, a draft revised Franchising Policy Statement has been published for 

consultation, available at https://www.transport.gov.scot/consultation/franchising-
policy-statement-consultation/.  Stakeholders have been asked to respond with any 
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comments or questions.   The consultation period closes on 12 February 2021.  On 
conclusion of the consultation period, and after due consideration of feedback, the 
finalised Franchising Policy Statement will be laid before the Scottish Parliament and 
published on the Transport Scotland Website. 
 

6.4 The statement has the aim of maintaining the Scottish Government’s legal 
requirements with respect to the extant legislation, whilst highlighting options available 
for the future provision of rail services including tender, direct award and operator of 
last resort.  A few reasons for not Tendering are given, including:  
a) disruption to rail passenger services or the immediate risk of such disruption 

means that it would not be practicable to issue an invitation to tender; 
b) where there are other market conditions which could affect the number or quality 

of bids likely to be received if the agreement were the subject of a competitive 
tendering procedure, such as uncertain or unpredictable rail travel market 
conditions; and 

c) an invitation to tender would not be conducive to the fulfilment of the Scottish 
Ministers’ policy objectives for rail services and as such would not be appropriate 
for the time being. 

 
6.5 It is proposed that Nestrans respond to the consultation by noting its content, and 

requesting to be kept informed on the ongoing considerations for future delivery of the 
ScotRail and Caledonian Sleeper franchises. 

 
  
7. Aberdeen City Council Consultation on Taxi Licensing 
 
7.1 City Council Licensing Officers have undertaken a comprehensive review of all taxi 

and private hire policies and conditions. Since many of the policies date back several 
years, there is an opportunity to update some areas in order to reflect the current 
operational practices and ensure that all policies are fit for purpose.  Taxi Policy 
Consultation - Aberdeen City Council - Citizen Space 

 
7.2 The most significant proposed changes to policies are: 

a) to discontinue the current system of two zones (Aberdeen Airport and rest of the 
City), reverting to a single licence,  

b) a dress code for drivers,  
c) review of the existing intention to transition to a 100% Wheelchair Accessible 

Fleet,  
d) a requirement for all vehicles to be alternative fuelled vehicles by a set date. 

 
7.3 It is suggested that Nestrans respond to the consultation, indicating that the 

requirement should be focussed less on “alternative fuelled vehicles”, but on 
emissions, with a requirement to operate using ultra low emission vehicles, and that 
this should be introduced in a phased manner, to have a fully compliant taxi fleet by 
2030 at the latest.  Responses are sought by 26 February 2021. 

 
 
8. A96 Dualling East of Huntly To Aberdeen - Preferred Option  
 
8.1 Board Members will be aware that Transport Scotland has been progressing with the 

design development and assessment of route options for the section of the A96 to be 
dualled between East of Huntly and Aberdeen, as part of the wider Aberdeen to 
Inverness dualling project.  A specific focus of work has been on the section between 
the North of Kintore and the East of Huntly, including options around Inverurie.   
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8.2 Following the initial route options public exhibitions in October 2018, engagement 

events were held in May 2019 presenting the remaining options being taken forward 
to the next stage of design.  In October 2020, a design update taking account of 
feedback received at these earlier events was circulated to interested parties and made 
available on the project website.  

 
8.3 A preferred option has now been chosen by Transport Scotland following detailed 

assessment and design work, taking account of feedback received from local 
communities and other interested parties.  A virtual exhibition has been established 
which is open until 15 February 2021.  The virtual exhibition and links to the 
downloadable material can be accessed at the following Transport Scotland webpage:  
transport.gov.scot/A96EHA/December2020VirtualExhibition 

 
8.4 In summary, the preferred route is as follows:  

a) Between East of Huntly and Colpy, the preferred option (Cyan route) generally 
closely follows the alignment of the existing A96 through the Glen of Foudland, 
and around the Hill of Skares.  There is an interchange with the A920 at Colpy.   

b) Between Colpy and Pitcaple, the preferred option (Pink route) typically runs to 
the north-east of the existing A96, with junctions at Kellockbank and Pitscurry. 

c) Between Pitcaple and Kintore, the preferred option (Orange route) typically runs 
to the south-west of Inverurie, with junctions at Drimmies, Blackhall Road and 
Thainstone.   

 
8.5 The project is being promoted and funded by Transport Scotland.  The investment will 

enhance road infrastructure along one of the region’s identified key strategic growth 
corridors, and the announcement of a preferred route around Inverurie provides some 
clarity.  The preferred option will have implications for the regional road network, 
including in and around Inverurie, the A947 corridor between Oldmeldrum and Dyce, 
and other roads which connect to the proposed junctions.  Officers are working with 
Transport Scotland and Aberdeenshire Council to understand and verify these 
impacts.   

 
8.6 Officers would highlight the lack of any proposals at this stage to improve safety or 

standard of infrastructure on the section between Kintore and Aberdeen, which 
currently carries the highest volumes of traffic on the route.  The impact of the proposal 
on newly published national policy outcomes to reduce vehicle kilometres will also 
need to be clearly set out.   

 
8.7 Nestrans will continue to work with Aberdeenshire Council and Aberdeen City Council 

to ensure that Transport Scotland fully consider facilities for non-motorised users along 
the corridor, effective future integration with the public transport network (bus and rail), 
and mitigation of any adverse impacts on the wider network.   

 
8.8 It is proposed that Nestrans submit a short letter to the project team referencing the 

above points, with the final wording to be approved by the Chair and Vice Chairs of the 
Board.  

 
 
9. Scottish Government Hydrogen Policy Statement 

 

9.1 The Scottish Government published a Hydrogen Policy Statement on 21 December 
2020.  With respect to transport, the statement contains substantial references to the 
Scottish Government’s aspirations for development of hydrogen as a fuel within the 
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transport sector in Chapter 8, including specific reference to several rail-related 
initiatives.  

 
9.2 The policy statement (Scottish Government Hydrogen Policy Statement - gov.scot 

(www.gov.scot)) recognises Aberdeen’s leading role in rolling out hydrogen fuel cell 
buses, and continued commitment to piloting other vehicles within the city and region.  
The work also re-iterates existing commitments: 
a) Decarbonise Scotland’s rail network by 2035;  
b) Decarbonise scheduled flights within Scotland by 2040;  
c) Removing the need for new petrol or diesel cars and vans by 2030;  
d) Majority of new buses purchased from 2024 will be zero emission; and  
e) The need for new petrol and diesel heavy vehicles removed by 2035. 
 

9.3 The statement continues to commit to supporting the demonstration, development and 
deployment of hydrogen, and its emergent role in the sustainable decarbonisation of 
critical industry functions and processes, transport and heat in buildings.  There is a 
recognition that hydrogen powered trains have the potential to replace existing diesel 
powered trains in the future, providing a transitional solution prior to the implementation 
of electrification, or a permanent solution on the more remote sections of the network.  
A class 314 train is currently being converted to hydrogen fuel cell traction, aiming to 
be used on closed rail network trials by Autumn 2021.   

 
9.4 During the latter part of 2020, Nestrans officers have been working with officers from 

Aberdeen City’s Hydrogen Hub to present to Transport Scotland potential opportunities 
for feasibility studies into a rail hydrogen fuel cell pilot project in the north east.  If any 
future study found this to be worthwhile, this would enable earlier decarbonisation 
benefits than may be achieved by awaiting electrification to reach Aberdeen.   

 
9.5 The Board is asked to note the publication of this document, and officers will continue 

to support regional partners in the development of transport applications for hydrogen 
fuel cells, and push for this learning to be applied across Scotland.   

 
 
10. Department for Transport, Union Connectivity Consultation 

 
10.1 In June 2020, the UK’s Prime Minister announced an independent review of how the 

quality and availability of transport infrastructure across the UK can support economic 
growth and quality of life across the whole of the UK.  This work, which is being led by 
Sir Peter Hendy, will provide independent advice to the UK government.  On 16 
November 2020, a call for evidence was issued, with consultation end date of 30 
December 2020.  https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/union-connectivity-review 

 
10.2 In consultation with officers from both Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire 

Council, and following discussion with the Chair, a response was issued by Nestrans 
officers, and is contained as Appendix 1 to this report.   

 
10.2 The majority of transport matters within Scotland are devolved to Transport Scotland.  

The response focussed on the longer-distance linkages by road, rail, air and sea that 
are relevant to the economic success of the region, as well as the key linkages vital to 
the region’s economic success.  These include the road links between Aberdeen, 
Fraserburgh and Peterhead, and the A90 south of Aberdeen.  The importance of the 
region’s principal rail links to the South was highlighted and the need to make 
meaningful progression on delivering benefits.   
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10.3 The essential requirement for effective air links from Aberdeen was highlighted, not 
only to key gateways such as Heathrow, but also to the range of regional airports.  The 
response also detailed the ongoing work to improve the capacity of the region’s ports, 
developments such as Energy Transition Zone / Freeports, and the importance of 
connectivity for their success.  Consideration was also given within the response to 
maintaining the benefits that arise from established Trans-European Network (TEN-T) 
designations, which include the area’s trunk roads, rail lines, key ports and airport.   

 
10.4 The Board is asked to note the consultation and the response. 
 
 
11. Automated Vehicles: Consultation Paper 3 – A Regulatory Framework for 

Automated Vehicles  
 
11.1 Together with the Law Commission of England and Wales, the Scottish Law 

Commission has published their third and final joint Consultation Paper on Automated 
Vehicles.  The paper is available on the Commission’s website at 
https://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/law-reform/law-reform-projects/joint-
projects/automated-vehicles/ 

 
11.2 Most of the questions in the consultation are around the split between who would take 

responsibility in different scenarios - the user in charge (human ‘driver’ in car) or the 
Automated Driving System Entity (or ADSE) which is the manufacturer or developer, 
who puts the vehicle forward for categorisation as self-driving. 

 
11.3 The Law Commissions are reviewing regulatory options for automated vehicles as part 

of a project commissioned by the Centre for Connected and Automated Vehicles (an 
expert unit of the UK Government). Final recommendations are due to be published in 
late 2021. Previous consultations in 2018 and 2019 focussed on passenger safety, 
alongside civil and criminal liability, and automated road passenger services (both are 
accessible via the above link, together with an analysis of responses).  

  
11.4 This paper builds on the work of the previous consultations to present a provisional 

regulatory framework for the safe deployment of automated vehicles on British roads. 
The project aims to keep safety and technological advancement at the forefront of 
proposals, while also retaining the flexibility required to regulate for uncertain future 
development. Key proposals cover the approval and deployment of automated 
vehicles, the development of a safety assurance scheme and criminal liability. 

  
11.5 Comments on the consultation are invited by 18 March 2021.  It is not recommended 

that Nestrans require to respond at this stage.  Members are asked to note the 
progress regarding Automated vehicles. 

 
 

12. Recommendations 

 
12.1 It is recommended that the Board:  
 

1. Note the Scottish Government’s Climate Change Plan update in regard to Transport; 
2. Note the Climate Change – Net Zero Nation: Draft Public engagement strategy 

consultation 
3. Note the progress in the Accessible Travel Delivery Plan: Progress Report - 

2019/2020; 
4. Note the content of National Transport Strategy Delivery Plan; 
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5. Note the Rail Franchising Policy Statement and instruct the Director to write to 
Transport Scotland, requesting to be kept informed on the ongoing considerations for 
future delivery of the ScotRail and Caledonian Sleeper franchises; 

6. Consider the City Council’s consultation on Taxi Licensing and instruct a response, 
indicating that the requirement should be focussed less on “alternative fuelled 
vehicles”, but on emissions, with a requirement to operate using ultra low emission 
vehicles, in a phased manner, to have a fully compliant taxi fleet by 2030 at the latest; 

7. Note Transport Scotland’s proposals for dualling the A96 between East of Huntly and 
Aberdeen and agree that Nestrans submit a letter to the project team referencing the 
points contained in the report, subject to approval by the Chair and Vice Chairs; 

8. Note the publication of the Scottish Government’s Hydrogen Policy Statement; 
9. Note the Department for Transport’s consultation on Union Connectivity and the 

response submitted, as included as Appendix 1 to this report; and  
10. Note the progress of the Automated Vehicles: Consultation Paper 3 – A regulatory 

framework for automated vehicles. 
 

 
 
 
KW/PF/RD/1 February 2021 
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Union Connectivity Review: call for evidence 

 

Representation by Nestrans, the statutory Regional Transport Partnership for 
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire.   

Consultation questions 

Assessing the need for cross-border connectivity 

1. If you represent a place, what is your current strategy for growing the 
economy and improving the quality of life there? 
 

Nestrans works closely with its partner local authorities, Aberdeen City Council and 
Aberdeenshire Council, and other key regional organisations to develop and deliver 
a Regional Economic Strategy for north east Scotland.  The Strategy, and 
associated Action Plan, can be accessed here.   

The Strategy represents a 20-year vision, focussing on the region’s strengths and 
opportunities, particularly around energy transition, utilising the existing technologies 
and experience relating to the energy industry.  It aims to maximise the 
attractiveness of the place to live, work and invest, building on an established 
reputation as offering an outstanding quality of life. 

A refresh of the Regional Economic Strategy, focussing on building back better from 
the effects of the pandemic, the downturn in the oil and gas industry and the 
increasing relevance of moving to net zero carbon emissions, is being progressed by 
the partners building on the north east’s unique advantages.  

Connectivity is a critical element of our strategy to consciously diversify away from a 
regional economy which has largely been driven by the fortunes of the oil and gas 
market.  Alongside the push to energy transition, the strategy focuses on the region’s 
strengths in food and drink; tourism; and life sciences.  The strength, reliability, and 
resilience of national, UK-wide, and international links across road, rail, air and 
maritime are a key driver for each of these sectors.  

Complementing the Regional Economic Strategy, and likewise with a focus on 
securing sustainable economic growth and improvements to regional quality of life 
over the next 20 years, is Nestran’s Regional Transport Strategy.  The existing 
strategy is the 2013 refresh, however work is almost complete on its successor, 
Nestrans 2040.  A key element of the strategy is the priority to improve journey 
efficiencies to enhance connectivity, in order to help the north east economy prosper.   
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a) What is necessary to achieve this strategy and what evidence do you 
have that improved connectivity is needed in this instance? 
 

The north east of Scotland has a strongly performing economy, across a number of 
key sectors, specifically oil, gas and renewables; food and drink; tourism; and life 
sciences.  The success of these sectors is to a large part dependent on the quality 
and resilience of our external connections (across the UK and internationally) for the 
flow of freight, access for skilled workers, promoting the region as a key destination, 
and retaining a high calibre workforce. 

An historic challenge for the region has been its perceived peripherality.  Over time, 
investments in infrastructure such as trunk road dualling, the recent completion of 
the Aberdeen Western Peripheral route, improvements in rail services, investment in 
airports and harbours have helped to mitigate this impact.  But, as the rest of the UK 
experiences improvements in connectivity by investments such as High Speed Rail, 
the challenge is to ensure that the region also continues to improve its connectivity 
relative to other parts of the UK.  If this is not achieved, previous work has 
demonstrated the potential economic risk to the region. 1  

The Action Plan that supports the Regional Economic Strategy, sets out the key 
requirements for fulfilment of the strategy across the themes of: 

 Investment in Infrastructure;  
 Innovation; 
 Inclusive Economic Growth; and 
 Internationalisation.   

Investment in improved strategic transport connections are identified as a key 
requirement within both the infrastructure element of the Action Plan, with the 
regional transport strategy a key supporting element.  Key actions, relevant to this 
call for evidence, are set out below.  Previous evidence gathering work for our 
regional strategic transport appraisal which has supported our transport strategy is 
relevant. 

Road Links - Critical to the flow of goods, reliability and resilience particularly 
important for the sea food sector which is centred on the ports of Peterhead and 
Fraserburgh.  The value of the industry to the region is £700 million, out of a total of 
£2.2 billion of overall food manufacturing turnover2.  Reliable access to from 
Fraserburgh and Peterhead to  key export ports and minimisation of delays are a key 
requirement for this sector.  Reliable UK road links are also essential for the energy 
sector, which is supplied across the UK and internationally from supply bases in the 
north east of Scotland.  

Road links also provide the “glue” for the region’s economy.  For example, the new 
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route has enhanced connectivity across the entire 
region as well as connecting more people and visitors to our international airport, 

 
1 http://www.highspeeduk.co.uk/D07%20UU%20hs2-regional-economic-impacts%202013.pdf - specifically 
Figure 15 page 54. 
2 http://publications.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/dataset/future-proofing-the-seafood-industry-report 
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new harbour developments and world class events complex. To build on these 
investments, skills and other planned innovations the region must now be better 
connected to our markets to the rest of the UK and overseas. 

Rail Links – Passenger services are considered critical for enabling access to the 
region for employment, business, tourism, and anchoring wider quality of life 
benefits.  Linked to the region’s City Region Deal, Transport Scotland and Network 
Rail are working on £200m proposals to delivery journey time and reliability 
improvements between Aberdeen and Glasgow / Edinburgh, but it is important that 
these deliver meaningful regional benefits.  We are also mindful of the necessary 
investment required to secure the resilience of the rail links to Aberdeen to climatic 
change, particularly in the light of tragic events earlier this year. 

In the UK context, specifically relevant is the performance of the Anglo Scottish 
services, particularly the East Coast Mainline which provides a key link from 
Aberdeen to North East England and beyond.  The case for investment has recently 
been set out by the Invest East Coast Rail group, focussing on the potential for £11 
billion of wider economic benefits.   

Rail freight currently makes up a smaller component of the north east’s connectivity 
with both demand/supply and infrastructure constraints limiting activity.  However, 
the urgent requirement to reduce sector’s contribution to carbon emissions 
emphasises the future potential for this mode. 

Air Links – Aberdeen airport is a key gateway to north east Scotland for the region’s 
energy and tourism sectors.  It serves over 3million passengers per year and is the 
best connected airport in the UK in terms of number of destinations for domestic 
flights. Our distance by land from most of the rest of the UK makes domestic air links 
more critical to our UK connectivity than for any other city of our size other than 
Belfast. 

Regional strategies recognise the role of the airport in providing UK and international 
connectivity, as well as vital air cargo links.  Investment in terminal, runways and 
surface access has improved the capacity of the airport.  Air links will continue to 
play a key role in the economic success of the regional, and securing Heathrow and 
other hub access, alongside a strong regional UK network is vital, particularly due to 
uncompetitive travel times by surface modes. 

Maritime Links – The North East has a number of strategic harbours at Aberdeen, 
Peterhead, Fraserburgh and Macduff. Only Aberdeen Harbour currently caters for 
passenger ferries (Northern Isles) as well as providing berthing and handling 
facilities for bulk freight, oil, gas and renewables sectors.  Peterhead is also identified 
as a key Scottish port in the Scottish Government’s National Planning Framework 3 
(NPF3), and in particular provides deep berth facilities for the offshore sector.  

Substantial redevelopment at Peterhead Harbour has taken place in recent years 
and has included more than 800m of new quayside, deepening of the harbour and 
the opening of a new state-of the-art fish market.   
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Construction is nearing completion on a £350 million development of Aberdeen 
South Harbour at Nigg Bay, parts of which will open in 2021. Identified as a National 
Development in NPF3, it will provide a step change in marine support facilities 
available in Scotland and significantly expand the capacity of Aberdeen Harbour as a 
whole, opening up previously untapped markets such as the cruise ship market.  

2. Please provide any information you hold about current multi-nation journeys 
within the United Kingdom. 

The majority of information on multi-nation journeys collected by Nestrans is sourced 
from Scottish Transport Statistics, published by Transport Scotland.  

Road Links – The key road link for the region is the A90 Trunk Road linking the 
region with Dundee, and Perth, thereafter Edinburgh and Glasgow, which ultimately 
connects to the two principal cross-border routes, M74/M6, and A1.  During 2018, 
average daily two way flows on the route at Stonehaven were in the region of 24,000 
vehicles per day; cars making up 72% of flow, light vans 17%, goods vehicles 11%.  
Particularly important goods flows are the daily export of sea food via England and 
Dover to continental markets.   

Rail Links – Whilst 90% of rail passenger use is local to Scotland, for the Aberdeen 
region, there are strong links to North East England due to the connections provided 
by the Aberdeen to London East Coast services (3 services per day to London, 1 per 
day to Leeds).  Cross Country franchise provides an additional service to 
Birmingham and the West Country.  The overnight sleeper service to London is 
highly valued regionally, and an important part of the transport offering for visitors.  In 
2017/18 there were 260 thousand cross border rail journeys originating in our region, 
relative to almost 4,500 thousand journeys wholly within Scotland.   

Air Links –Aberdeen typically handles just over 3m passengers per annum, 
punching above its weight relative to other regional destinations due to the regions 
geographic position and a high regional propensity to fly.  Heathrow is by far the 
largest destination, with over 675 thousand passengers per annum.  The continuing 
importance of services to London Heathrow is key to the economic success of the 
region and must be protected.   

Other key UK destinations include Gatwick and several regional airports 
(Manchester, Birmingham, Belfast, Norwich, Southampton and East Midlands) 
enable opportunities to expand Aberdeen’s role as a hub relating to the offshore oil 
and gas and energy industries.   

Maritime Links - Aberdeen Harbour has direct shipping connections with around 40 
countries including Germany, the USA and Nigeria; and scheduled weekly services 
to Norway and continental ports. The new South Harbour will allow larger vessels to 
bring in more opportunities from further afield, providing businesses with incredible 
opportunities for global trading.   

Peterhead Port continues to operates at the country’s biggest white fish and pelagic 
port, with a new state of the art fish market.  It all offers around the clock and all-
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weather deep-water facility for the energy and bulk sectors, and is established as a 
key node for north sea freight and services operations.   

3. In general terms, is there a need for new or improved transport links 
between the nations of the United Kingdom?                               

There are opportunities to improve transport links in road, rail, air and sea networks 
in the context of multi-nation trips.  Several economic experts3 have made the point 
that the lack of connectivity to the rest of Scotland, the UK and the wider world has 
the potential to constrain the North East of Scotland’s ability to meet some ambitious 
economic goals for the city region. It is well documented that if the existing key 
external links, both nationally and internationally are not properly maintained and 
improved, the region risks “an uphill battle to diversify its economy”.   This translates 
to action for improved connectivity between Aberdeen and key economic centres 
around the UK so that the city region can respond to the likely changes in mobility as 
people revaluate the relationship between where they live and work. 

Road Links - Trunk roads are important networks linking the north east of Scotland 
to major markets elsewhere in the United Kingdom.  As highlighted, the key route is 
the A90 between Fraserburgh, Peterhead, Aberdeen and the vital links south to 
central belt motorway network accessed at Perth.  Nestrans’ draft Regional 
Transport Strategy recognises the importance of this key link, identifying the 
requirement for upgrades to the A90 trunk road between Peterhead-Aberdeen-Perth.  
In particular, there is a need for a minimum standard to link major cities and key 
ports such as Peterhead into the national network, which should aim for a consistent 
standard both sides of border.   

In the context of multi-nation networks, the key northern routes of A1 and A66 are 
key routes for Scottish freight distribution with significant lengths not dualled.  Local 
industry has highlighted connections to Great Yarmouth, Immingham and Teeside as 
origins / destinations for which connectivity could be improved for specific industries 
operating to/from the North East of Scotland.   

Road infrastructure needs to be complemented by the infrastructure required for the 
rapid charging of electric vehicles, and hydrogen fuelling facilities.  A consistent 
approach is required for the development of a seamless network of facilities, located 
on the key transport routes, requiring multi-nation collaboration.   

Rail Links - The Scottish Government has committed £200million to upgrade the 
East Coast Main Line between Aberdeen and Scotland’s Central Belt – a 
commitment which will provide some improvement to  journey times (including 20 
minutes off Aberdeen-Edinburgh), an enhanced degree of resilience, new station 
opportunities and increased freight potential, alongside additional local connectivity.  

 
3 See Aberdeen City Economic Policy Panel Report 2020, Economic Performance Report 2020 | Aberdeen City 
Council 
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These journey benefits should also be realised in the journey times and opportunities 
by LNER and Cross-Country franchises 

Nestrans’ Draft Regional Transport Strategy welcomes these improvements, but also 
pushes for the increased benefits that could occur with elimination of all single-track 
sections south of Aberdeen (including that at Usan and Perth).  These, and other 
more ambitious proposals, will be required to ensure that as HS2 pulls parts of 
England and the Central Belt of Scotland closer together, that this is not to the 
relative disadvantage of regions such as the north east of Scotland.  

Air Links - Air Passenger Duty needs must not unfairly penalise some regional 
airports relative to others.  Currently Aberdeen is disadvantaged relative to 
Inverness, which has an exemption from APD, and this has had an impact on 
Aberdeen Airport’s competitiveness.  The strategic importance of the Aberdeen to 
Heathrow link requires to be recognised, as Heathrow is the main UK gateway for 
the majority of US passengers.  The north east energy sector has a long-established 
structural links to cities such as Houston and Dallas.   

Maritime Links – Work continues to develop improved external links to Aberdeen 
South Harbour, which is jointly supported by the UK and Scottish Governments as 
part of the North East’s City Region Deal.  Notwithstanding recent improvements 
achieved from the construction of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, 
improvements to the road links to Port of Peterhead are also identified in Nestrans’ 
Regional Transport Strategy.   

The region’s two main ports, along with the two local authorities, are exploring the 
case for a Freeport and/or Enterprise Area which could centre around the energy 
sector and bring together opportunities and land between the new Aberdeen Harbour 
South and Peterhead Port.  Proposals for Scotland’s Energy Transition Zone are 
already in development and this has stimulated interest in new investments such as 
a Hydrogen Hub.  Significant inward investment enquiries related to energy transition 
and net zero are being managed through Invest Aberdeen, with the region well 
position to deliver on clusters for green hydrogen production, offshore wind and 
carbon capture and storage.  In terms of UK Connectivity, a critical element of the 
underpinning case for a Freeport or Enterprise Area will be its ability to secure 
increased investment in strategic and local infrastructure to enable increased 
(decarbonised) freight transport, particularly to and from the key port locations in 
Aberdeen and Peterhead and their connectivity to the AWPR. 

 

 

 

.   
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4. What are the main obstacles and challenges in improving transport 
connectivity between the nations of the UK? 
 

Strategic Rationale for Investment – In the context of competing priorities for 
regional and national investment in transport infrastructure, the case for change 
needs to be clearly articulated in respect of this specific focus on connectivity 
between the nations of the UK.  In the case of the north east of Scotland, and with 
the potential for the region to lose out in terms of relative accessibility following 
improvements such as HS2, focus should continue to be on addressing relative 
accessibility disadvantage, based on the contribution of the region’s economy to both 
Scotland and UK.   

Established Transport Functions of Different Administrations – A key challenge 
to be overcome in improving transport connections between nations of the UK, (and 
by extension different regions of the UK) will be the establishment of shared priorities 
for investment, and subsequent identification of processes for investment.  This 
recognises that transport matters in Scotland are largely devolved to the Scottish 
Government and local authorities.  It will be a requirement for all three levels of 
government to successfully work together to overcome these challenges.  

Mode Specific Issues – The effective retention of strategically important multi-
nation air trips from peripheral parts of the UK requires an effective joined up 
approach between commercial operators, regulators, and Government.  In the 
instance of north east of Scotland, the ongoing availability of landing slots at 
Heathrow for Aberdeen services is of upmost importance, alongside a secure 
regional air network to other key UK airports such as Gatwick, Belfast, Manchester, 
Birmingham, Cardiff.  This cannot be achieved by north east authorities or Scottish 
Government working in isolation.   

Similarly, strategic journey time and reliability improvements in rail links between 
north east Scotland and key markets in England need a whole route approach, 
spanning across different franchises and different investment protocols.  Journey 
time and reliability improvements on the rail network south from Aberdeen to the 
Central belt of Scotland and key destinations in northern England such as Newcastle 
are an example of this.   

7. Which specific journeys would benefit from new or improved transport 
links? 

Rail - The Aberdeen toLondon rail link , journey times need to be reduced. This 
investment provides direct benefits to the locations served by this service, but also 
secures wider network benefits.  This is important both in the context of rail journey 
times being reduced elsewhere in the UK, but also the need to make this mode of 
transport more competitive with other less sustainable forms of transport. 

Meantime, there is also a need to guarantee availability of slots and enable flights 
between Aberdeen and Heathrow and Gatwick as well as those regional airports 
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which will always fall beyond reasonable rail journey time expectations from the 
north east of Scotland.   

 

8. Is there a need for the development of a national strategic transport network 
to replace the European Trans-European Transport (TEN-T) network following 
the end of the UK-EU transition period?  

It is considered that a requirement will remain to define a national strategic transport 
network following the end of the UK-EU transition period.  The starting point for the 
definition of such a network should be the existing European Trans-European 
Transport (TEN-T) network.  The importance of the north east’s ports needs to be 
recognised.   

a) How should such a network be defined? 

In terms of geographic coverage, Aberdeen Harbour is identified as a key port on the 
Comprehensive network and Aberdeen Airport is identified as key airport on the 
Comprehensive network.  The further development of a national network of Ports 
should specifically consider the inclusion of Peterhead, which is the country’s largest 
white fish and pelagic port.   

The existing TEN-T road and rail links provide connectively from Aberdeen to 
Dundee and all points south including cross border connections.  They also provide 
connections to Inverness.  A road link is identified from Aberdeen to Peterhead.   

In relation to specification the existing plan for TEN-T required some quality 
improvements to the infrastructure.  As currently shown, this would require 
infrastructure upgrades to the road and rail TEN-T networks in the region to be 
completed along with an upgraded link to Aberdeen airport and Aberdeen port all by 
2050.  Also included would be railway electrification.   

The standards of the network should be kept the same as current unless specifically 
justified otherwise.  For example, options could be explored to allow for the operation 
of hydrogen trains or non-continuous electrification.  There should be an inclusion in 
any future pan-UK network of a national and UK wide strategy of secure rest areas 
for long distance lorry drivers. This is the most requested improvement made by 
hauliers from The North East of Scotland in recent consultations.  Electric charging, 
and hydrogen re-fuelling should also be considered.  Regarding Air links it would be 
appropriate in a future Union network to also include slots at hub airports as a key 
regional infrastructure component.  

b) What would be the potential impact of such a network? 

Improvements in connectivity from the north east of Scotland to the rest of UK by 
road and rail  - (including improved A90 and the parallel railway corridors) – would 
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benefit trade to the vast majority of relevant destinations for our region.  We would 
stress the particular importance of seamless rapid access from north east of 
Scotland to channel ports and further for fish exports.   

c) How should a network of this nature be managed or financed? 

There is a specific issue that a recognisable interface with the TEN-T network should 
be maintained post-Brexit in order to encourage other countries to make the 
necessary appropriately positioned infrastructure investments on the TEN-T network. 
This will help enable efficient trade from our region with those other countries if they 
would not otherwise be a domestic or even EU priority. 

This principle also needs to replicated within the UK, as the TEN-T network provided 
a ranking mechanism to assist in the development of those transit projects that are 
important for connectivity (especially of the periphery) but where those projects are 
located in regions who may otherwise ascribe greater priority to local projects or 
other corridors.  In terms of the UK this would apply in the first instance to the 
England / Scotland border – but also applies to projects in northern France for 
companies based in north east Scotland to access the wider continental markets for 
our perishable and other exports.  To an extent, this all applies to the region’s access 
to the wider UK network.   

If there is to be a future focus on intra-union connectivity then there needs to be an 
obligation and / or incentive mechanism by which to engage and incentivise those 
areas to be transited to make the necessary commitments. The functions of 
management and financing will be best determined once the mechanisms proposed 
are better understood. 

d) Do you have any further comments on the development of a national 
strategic transport network? 

Maintaining a compatibility and interface with the technical standards for the TEN-T 
network that most if not all non-EU countries on the continent are including in their 
future plans will be important for interoperability and also for the availability of 
necessary equipment at an economic cost. This will become more important in the 
future with digital / automated / alternative fuel compatibility issues.  

In the event that ports are included in the Union network, a future system of 
Motorways of the Sea (MoS) or other maritime classification or support system 
should be compatible enough with the yet to be finalised plans of the TEN-T MoS.   
This would enable a grouping of other European ports and states to include a UK 
port in a future MoS scheme even if the UK port(s) themselves were not eligible for 
EU/CEF support. 

 

Ends 
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NORTH EAST SCOTLAND TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP – 10 February 2021 

 

 

8  Information Bulletin 
 

 Purpose of Report 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide information and updates for the Board on a number of 
matters not requiring decisions.  
 

  Getabout update 

 
The Getabout Partners continue to meet virtually and are now running a series of messages 
over the winter period continuing to promote the safe use of travel in relation to Covid-19 and 
transport/road safety messages. This is being done using outdoor poster advertising such as 
bus shelters and billboards and radio adverts. A number of festive and road safety campaign 
posters have been displayed across the area. 
 
The Getabout website www.getabout.org.uk is continuing to be updated as appropriate with 
the travel and transport guidance and restrictions as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic and 
the changing travel and transport advice as a result of the restrictions. This includes 
information on travelling safely, if people must make an essential journey, such as travelling 
for a vaccination appointment. 
 

 Moving Towards Net Zero… and a Cleaner and Greener City and Shire 

 
Nestrans are hosting, with the support of Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and 
NHS Grampian, an online webinar-style event in March 2021 (exact time/date tbc).     
   
The aim of the event is to help showcase the ongoing efforts of staff to deliver on a range of 
projects that centre around how we travel around the area and how those 
journeys could impact more positively on the health and wellbeing of our citizens and 
visitors and cause less harm to both people and the environment through, for 
example, increasing numbers travelling actively or sustainably wherever possible. 
   
Given the ongoing restrictions, the event will be held ‘virtually’ on a suitable online platform, 
hopefully as a ‘live event’ on Microsoft Teams. The invited audience will include elected 
members and officers from Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils together with 
representatives from a wide range of other valued partners.     
   
Presentations will be delivered by representatives from Nestrans, Aberdeen City Council, 
Aberdeenshire Council and NHS Grampian with keynote addresses from Living Streets 
Scotland, Sustrans Scotland and Lee Craigie, Scotland’s Active Nation Commissioner. 
 
The event will be advertised in advance so that members of the public can have the opportunity 
to send in questions they would like asked of the organisations/speakers.  A recording will be 
made of the event and posted on the Nestrans website for subsequent viewing by anyone. 
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 Sustaining Choices – Peterhead North 
  
Sustaining choices is a project led by Planning Aid Scotland, and co-ordinated by 
Aberdeenshire Council, which is involving Nestrans’ Cycle Development Officer as a 
Community Facilitator.  Peterhead North has been selected as one of ten locations in 
Scotland.   The project is intended to help develop an increased evidence base to support 
sustainable transport interventions and build engagement capacity at a local 
level.  A particular focus will be placed on those who are seldom heard in the planning 
system, but who may most benefit from the increase in sustainable and active travel 
solutions.  
  
Outcomes include:  
• Increased awareness of sustainable transport needs and aspirations in the area 

(elected members, community groups, etc);  
• Increased evidence base for the community, to be used to guide decision making, 

planning and assist funding applications;  
• As a precursor to a Local Place Plan, to help form early connections between 

community and key stakeholder groups;  
• To build increased capacity through development of Community Facilitators, and 

improved engagement with the planning system;  
• Development of more resilient communities with improved health and wellbeing; and  
• Providing targeted support for disadvantaged or isolated communities.  

 Laurencekirk to Aberdeen Multi-Modal Strategic Corridor Study 
 
As updated at the November meeting of the Board, a draft of the STAG Case for Change 
report was submitted to the Transport Scotland gateway for the Local Rail Development Fund. 
Transport Scotland have now provided us with some additional feedback on this part of the 
STAG and our consultants AECOM are currently pulling together comments on the feedback 
and amending the study where appropriate. A meeting to discuss this further with Transport 
Scotland was held on 28 January 2021. Funding from Transport Scotland’s Local Rail 
Development Fund has been extended to the end of March 2022. 
 

 Insch Railway Station Accessibility Study 
 
The Initial Options Appraisal stage of the STAG has now been approved by Transport 
Scotland’s Gateway for the Local Rail Development Fund. This study is now moving into the 
final phase of the project with the Detailed Appraisal Stage. We anticipate that the Detailed 
Appraisal Report will be completed and sent to the Transport Scotland Gateway by the end of 
March 2021 and a report will be brought to Board for consideration. 
 

 Public Health Scotland – Transport Use, Health and Health Inequalities: The 
impact of Measures to Reduce the Spread of Covid-19 

 
Public Health Scotland published a rapid review of evidence at the end of October 2020, 
looking at how the changes in travel arising from Covid-19 could affect health and health 
inequalities, and makes a number of recommendations for future action.  
 
https://publichealthscotland.scot/downloads/transport-use-health-and-health-inequalities-the-
impact-of-measures-to-reduce-the-spread-of-covid-19/ 
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The work reported highlighted the tension between easing restrictions, more people travelling, 
but a requirement to maintain physical distancing.  In order to bring positive benefits for health 
and well-being, sustainability and the local economy, and number of key actions were 
recommended:  

• protect the long-term sustainability of public or community transport services through, 
for example, improving accessibility, affordability, availability and appropriateness, and 
ensuring greater integration of transport services and ticketing to facilitate multi-modal 
journeys  

• limit increases in private car travel and reduce the adverse impacts of motor traffic on 
health through, for example, demand management systems and the use of low-
emission zones 

• support active travel through, for example, the provision of cycling and pedestrian 
infrastructure and ensuring that it links into public transport nodes and systems 

• continue to monitor and analyse changes in transport use and the provision of 
transport, with a focus to understand how equality groups are affected and the 
implications in terms of access to work, education, goods and services, and social 
connectedness.  

 
Nestrans’ work monitoring changing travel patterns and attitudes arising from the Covid-19 
pandemic also continues, with latest results being published at the following link. 
https://www.nestrans.org.uk/projects/monitoring-and-modelling/ 
 

 Press and Communications 
 
A summary of Press Enquiries, Media Releases and coverage relevant to Nestrans since the 
last Board meeting is attached as Appendix A to this report. 
 

 Recommendation 
 
It is recommended that the Board note the contents of this report. 
 
 
 
 

 
RD/LJ/KW 29 January 2021 
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Appendix A 
 

Nestrans Communications Report   
 1 December 2020 - 31 January 2021 
   

• Nestrans News Releases   

 

Date   Details    
   

10 Dec 2020 Quote from Councillor Macdonald as Chair of Nestrans included in ScotRail’s 
press release regarding the level of rail services. 

   
   

• Nestrans News Coverage   
   

Date   Media   Details   
12 Dec 2020 Press and Journal Plans for new homes in Cove were conditionally 

approved, the development sits on the same site as 
a potential railway station at Cove, one option being 
considered as part of the Nestrans feasibility study 
on stations south of Aberdeen (Aberdeen to 
Laurencekirk Multi Modal Corridor Study) 

11 Dec 2020 Evening Express Article on rail passenger numbers, across Scotland 
and in Aberdeen, with the north east seeing relatively 
strong rail passenger figures compared to a 
downward trend nationally. 

14 Dec 2020 Press and Journal As above. 

05 Jan 2021 Evening Express Article notes that the final costs for Kintore Railway 
Station are yet to be confirmed by Network Rail. 

08 Jan 2021 Press and Journal Article regarding the delay to the A92/A96 
Haudagain improvement project, with work now 
expected to be completed next Winter. Councillor 
Macdonald is quoted in the article. 

14 Jan 2021 Grampian Online Ahead of the January meeting of Aberdeenshire 
Council’s Infrastructure Services Committee, the 
article discusses Councillor Ford’s Member 
Promoted Issue on Walking & Cycling on Rural 
Roads.  
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9 Conferences and Presentations 
 

 

 Recent and Forthcoming Conferences of Interest to Nestrans 

Date Location Title Organiser 
Conf Cost 
(Excl. Vat) 

Nestrans 
Attendees 

Thursday 28th 

January 2021 

Online Roads vs Rail: 
Reducing 
Emissions by 2030 

 

PTRC nil Rab Dickson 

Thursday 28th 

January 2021 

 

Online Urban Traffic 
Problems - should 
road capacity be 
increased, 
reduced, or 
reallocated? 

 

Aberdeen 

Cycle 

Forum 

nil Jon Barron 

Tuesday 16th 

February 2021 

Online Transport Focus 
Board Meeting and 
presentations 
 

Transport 

Focus 

nil Kirsty Chalmers 

 

 

 Other Training 

 

Date Location Title Organiser 

Cost     
(excl. 
VAT) 

Attendees 

      

 

 Presentations by Nestrans  

Date Location Presentation Title 
Organisation 
and Audience 

Press 
Involve
ment 

Presenters 
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10    Pending Business and Reports for Future Meetings 
 

 

 Purpose of Report 

 
The purpose of this report is to advise of progress on pending business requested by the 
Board and major reports scheduled for forthcoming Board meetings, and to provide the 
opportunity for the Board to add to or amend this scheduling. 

 

 Background 

 
It has been agreed that this be a standing item on the Board's agenda, listing progress on 
major areas of work which are not yet in final form to report to the Board with reasons for 
any delays explained, together with a provisional list of major reports for future Board 
meetings. 

 

 Reports prepared for February Meeting 

 
A number of reports which had been programmed are now presented to the Board: 

o Financial Implications for Nestrans of Transport (Scotland) 2019 Act (Item 3.2); 
o Draft Regional Transport Strategy 2040 - Finalised Strategy (Item 4.2). 

 
 

 Major Reports for Future Meetings 

 
It is intended to bring reports on the following items to future meetings of the Board: 

o Equalities Mainstreaming and Equalities Outcomes reports (April 2021); 

o Risk Register (April 2021); 

o Insch station accessibility study (April 2021). 

 

 Recommendation 

 
It is recommended that the Board note the report on pending business and agree the 
provisional scheduling of major reports to future Board meetings. 

 
 

RD/1 February 2021 
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